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FOREWORD 

to the English edition 

Scientific books dealing with radio engineering applications arc always 

welcome, particularly when the applications arc concerned with the use 

of thermionic valves. Such books invariably stimulate interest among a 

wide circle of scientists and engineers, while at the same time providing 

the essential data for those w ho arc engaged on problems of design in radio 

and allied fields. 

The appearance of the English edition of "‘Application of the Electronic Valve 

in Radio Receivers and Power Amplifiers” is most timely, for it fills a gap 

in current literature on the subject of thermionic valve applications and 

meets a long-felt need. The illustration of fundamental theory with figures 

based on current valve types has produced a publication of wide interest 

which will appeal especially to designers and engineering students; judi¬ 

cious selection and preparation of material has resulted in a carefully con¬ 

densed standard work of reference containing all necessary engineering 

information ably supplemented with mathematical explanations. 

The bibliography which appears at the end of each chapter is invaluable 

to the designer and student alike in providing an easy reference to other 

published work. 

In congratulating the authors on their book reference must be made to 

the many valuable contributions from the scientific staff of N.V. Philips’ 

Gloeilampenfabrieken which regularly appear all over the world. This 

volume amply maintains the high technical standard for which Philips 

have earned an international reputation. 

T. E. GOLDUP, M.I.E.E. 

Technical Director 

The Mullard Radio Valve Co. Ltd. 



PREFACE 

It is the intention of the authors to present in this book all the information 

necessary to give the maximum assistance to those engaged in the appli¬ 

cation of electronic valves for receiving and amplifying equipment. A 

start was made with a series of articles already published in Philips Set- 

makers’ Bulletin, a publication devoted solely to the applications of elec¬ 

tronic valves. In order to maintain the correct sequence, however, most 

of these articles have been completely re-written and in several cases the 

subject matter has been treated in greater detail. 

For a good understanding of all the basic principles of electronic valve 

technique a sound fundamental knowledge is required — see Volume I of 

this series, ‘^Fundamentals of Radio Valve Technique” — but in this book 

the various problems involved have been dealt with in the most practical 

manner, keeping the mathematical treatment as simple as possible. 

As implied by its title, this book deals only with the electronic valve and 

those components immediately associated with it. Obviously it is difficult 

to draw a line as to the exact function of any component relative to the 

appropriate valve, since a great deal depends upon individual opinion. 

It will be seen that circuits, bandpass filters,.transformers etc. have been dealt 

with, whilst aerials, coils, capacitors, loudspeakers, etc. have been omitted. 

At the end of each chapter a list is given of the relevant literature. Only 

publications have been mentioned which, in our opinion, give different 

interpretations or are of primary interest on the subject in question. 

The authors are grateful for the permission to use articles written by 

Mr. A. J. Heins van der Ven and Mr. J. M. van Hofweegen, and for the 

Imowledge placed at their disposal by the Philips Research Laboratory 

at Eindhoven, Netherlands. Furthermore they are indebted to Dr. E. Oos- 

terhuis for his constructive criticism and inspiring hints, which have been 

of great assistance in the compilation of this book. Finally thanks are 

due to Mr. S. H. Alexander for his invaluable aid in preparing the English 

translation* 

The authors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For the transmission of music or speech by means of wireless use is made 

of modulated electro-magnetic waves; those currently employed vary in 

wavelength from a few centimetres to some thousands of metres, though 

for broadcasting the range is rather less, from about 15 to 2000 metres. Up 

to the present time, variation of amplitude has been the type of modu¬ 

lation principally employed, and in this book only that method will be 

considered. 

A carrier wave, amplitude-modulated by a tone of pure sine form, can be 

represented by the equation; 

^ = l^m(l + ^ cos pt) sin co t. 

Here w is the angular frequency of the transmitted carrier, p that of the 

modulation, and m the depth of modulation. By simple trigonometric 

operations this formula can be converted into: 

v — Vmsin (0 t m sin + p) t + Vm sin (co—p) t. 

In this form the modulated oscillation is seen as a carrier wave, with two 

sidebands separated therefrom by a frequency difference of +/> and —p 

respectively. The result of the appearance of these sidebands is that for 

every transmitter a certain band of frequencies must be reserved, the 

breadth of which is determined by the highest modulation frequency to be 

radiated; no frequencies from the sidebands of other stations must be 

permitted to fall in this band. Carrier frequencies are therefore distributed 

evenly over the available broadcast bands and, by international agreement, 

each station is normally allotted sidebands of 4.5 kc/s; the mutual separa¬ 

tion between carrier waves thus amounts to 9 kc/s. An ideal receiver ought 

therefore to be able to select any desired band of 9 kc breadth throughout the 

broadcast bands; its sensitivity, should be constant within such a band, 

falling rapidly outside it, so that even a strong signal next to a desired weak 

transmission is adequately suppressed. In practice a compromise is unavoid¬ 

able, and the extremities of the sidebands may be attenuated ten times, for 

example, when the response to an adjacent carrier is about one hundred 
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times down. The various means by which this selection can be attained are 

dealt with in Chapter I. It will at once be apparent that the properties of 

the components available make it impossible to reach a satisfactory com¬ 

promise at the higher-frequency end of the radio spectrum, without using 

a very great number of tuned circuits; such a course would be far too costly 

and would give rise to many difficulties. In consequence the almost invaria¬ 

ble current practice is to change the frequency of the incoming wave to a 

new frequency, at which the requisite selectivity can be obtained by prac¬ 

ticable means; such a process is referred to as superheterodyne reception, 

in contradistinction to the original “straight’’reception. Frequency-chang¬ 

ing is dealt with in Chapter II. 

The received signal Vi of frequency is applied together with an auxiliary 

voltage Vh of frequency ah to a system of which the characteristic 

/ = /(Fj, Vh) is intentionally non-linear. The system is called a modulator. If 

now / ( Fj, V/i) is written as a power series, products of Vi and Vh appear, 

which by means of a trigonometric operation result, among others, in signals 

with frequency = co/i — coj. “Radio frequency” (R.F.) is the customary 

term for coj, and “intermediate frequency” (I.F.) the usual connotation for 

coq, while oscillations within the aural range are termed “audio frequency” 

(A.F.). The heterodyne voltage F/j is generated in an oscillator; this subject 

will be dealt with in chapter II, in rather greater detail than in the average 

textbook. Generally the oscillator valve and the modulator are combined 

in one envelope, forming a so-called mixer. In the vast majority of cases the 

heterodyne frequency ah is so adjusted in relation to the frequency to be 

received, co;, that a constant intermediate frequency a^ appears; thereby 

good selectivity is attainable by simple means. Usually preselection, with 

one or two tuned R.F. circuits, precedes the frequency changer. The tuning 

curve of the oscillator must therefore run parallel, throughout the wave 

band, with the tuning curve of the input circuit or circuits, in order to ob¬ 

tain a constant frequency-difference between them. This is very difficult 

to attain; one of the methods of approaching the ideal is discussed in 

Chapter III. 

A receiver is not only required to select the desired signal from all those 

reaching the aerial; it must also change the form of the signal and increase 

its power, so that it may be reproduced acoustically by the loudspeaker. 

The metamorphosis, involving the process of demodulation and also, in 

most cases, a change of frequency, is achieved by making use of the non¬ 

linear properties of radio valves; thereby, unfortunately, distortion occurs 

as well as the effect desired. To raise the power level use is made of the 
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relay action of valves, the signal controlling the energy drawn from a 

battery or supply-unit; in the power amplifier further distortion inevitably 

creeps in, for valves with perfectly straight characteristics are unrealizable 

in practice, and in any case are not always desirable. The various types of 

distortion introduced by curvature of characteristics are considered in 
Chapter IV. 

Of the successive changes in its form to which the signal is subjected, fre¬ 

quency-conversion has already been mentioned; the process whereby the 

modulated R.F. or I.F. oscillation becomes a pure A.F, oscillation is known as 

demodu^tion or detection. It operates in the same manner as frequency- 

ehanging. For demodulation the carrier wave and the sidebands are fed 

to a non-linear system; thereby, among others, the diflFcrence-frequency 

between the carrier and its sidebands, which is the required audio frequency, 

is made to appear. The incidental modulation products of much higher 

frequency are easily separated from the desired signal and rendered harm¬ 

less. Owing to the similarity in operation between a detector and a mixer, 

the latter is also called a first detector. If the characteristic of a non-linear 

system is approximately square-law, then in calculating the result the given 

expression fot carrier wave and sidebands must be squared. It can easily 

be demonstrated that, besides the audio frequency p, a frequency 2p also 

appears, which is particularly unwelcome; being of the same order asp, it 

cannot be separated therefrom. Although rectifiers with a square-law 

•characteristic—leaky-grid and anode-bend detectors —are still used, it is 

clearly preferable to employ a demodulator which does not generate the 

frequencies 2p, 3p, etc. The required performance can be obtained from a 

device of which the characteristic consists of a straight line with a knee in 

it. Provided that the input is kept above a certain level a diode realizes 

linear detection. Detailed consideration of this method of detection is given 

in Chapter V. Although this type of rectification does not, strictly speaking, 

deal with the signal in linear fashion, the accepted term “linear detection” 

is in general justified. In contrast with square-law rectification, linear detec¬ 

tion produces a DC voltage which is proportional to the amplitude of the 

unmodulated carrier. The output voltage delivered by a linear detector is 

nearly equal to the peak value of the applied A.C. voltage; such a detector 

may therefore be regarded as an unloaded rectifier. 

In most cases the A.F. voltages obtained will be amplified before they are 

applied to the output stage. The next book in this series will begin with a 

description of this process and will also deal with power amplification and 

the supply of the receiver. 





EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS EMPLOYED 

Before giving a list of the symbols and signs employed it is necessary to 

explain the guiding principles that have been followed for the most import¬ 

ant symbols. 

Voltages and currents are denoted respectively by the letters V and J, both 

for alternating and for direct voltages and currents. 

The letters v and i are used for strictly momentary values of voltages and 

currents respectively. The currents to and the voltages at the electrodes 

of the electronic valves are characterized by indices representing the respect¬ 

ive electrodes. 

Examples: 

Va = anode voltage 

Vbi = voltage at the first grid reckoned from the cathode 

F^g2^g4) == voltage at the grids 2 and 4 

la = anode current 

Jg2 = current flowing to the second grid 

Resistances, capacitances, self-inductances and impedances are signified 

respectively by the symbols R, C, L and Z. In many cases the indices added 

indicate where the element in question is placed in the circuit. 

Examples: 

Rg2 = resistance in the screen-grid line 

Rjf = cathode resistance 

Cagi == capacitance between anode and grid 1 of an electronic valve 

Cgj^ = capacitance between grid and cathode 

In some cases the meaning of the indices has to be found from the respective 

illustration or the text. 
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SYMBOLS 

A 
Ac 
C 

Ca 

Ci 

^ind 

Ck 

Co 

Cp 

Cr 

Clot 

Cr 

do 

ds 

D, 

Ds 

f 
fh 
fi 
fo 
fs 

g 

I 

la 

lao 

la med 

hi 
j 
k 
K 
L 

Lk 
In 

log 

M 
m 

nth 

= voltage gain of a high-frequency circuity or of an aerial circuit 

= conversion gain 

= capacitance; constant 

== aerial capacitance 

= input capacitance 

= apparent capacitance due to induction effect 

— coupling capacitance 

= output capacitance; zero capacitance of a tuning circuit 

= parallel capacitance; padding capacitance 

= grid capacitor 

= total capacitance 

= tuning capacitance 

== A.F. distortion due to second harmonic 

= A.F. distortion due to third harmonic 

= modulation distortion due to second harmonic 

= modulation distortion due to third harmonic 

= frequency 

— oscillator frequency 

= R.F. input frequency 

= intermediate frequency 

= interference frequency 

Vo 

Vi 
gain per stage 

current im amperes 

anode current; current in the aerial circuit 

anode current when Fg = 0 

mean anode current 

current flowing to the first grid 

coupling factor 

corrected coupling factor; cross-modulation factor 

self-inductance 

coupling self-inductance 

natural logarithm to base e =2.72 

common logarithm to base 10 

mutual inductance; percentual depth of modulation 

modulation depth factor 

hum-modulation depth factor 
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mjf = cross-modulation depth factor 

0 = area in cm^ 

P = energy 

Q = quality factor of coil; charge 

r — loss resistance of tuning coil 

= resistance 

= external anode resistance 

Rfl = internal resistance of diode 

JRg = grid-leak resistance; D.C. load resistance in diode circuit; grid 

current damping 

= resistance in screen grid line 

Rhf “ equivalent damping resistance 

Ri = internal resistance of an electronic valve 

= A.C. load resistance in diode circuit 

S = slope, or mutual conductance 

Sjo = slope of the first grid with respect to the third 

Sc — conversion conductance of frequency converter 

Scff — effective oscillator slope 

So == static slope of oscillator triode 

t = voltage ratio; time in seconds 

T = oscillation time 

V — momentary value of alternative voltage; velocity 

V = voltage in volts 

V~ = direct voltage 

Va = anode voltage 

Vant = aerial alternating voltage 

Vi, — supply voltage 

Vg = grid voltage 

Vg, = voltage at the second grid 

Vgo == grid voltage with /„ = 0 (cut- off voltage) 

Vh = auxiliary voltage or oscillator voltage 

Vi = input voltage 

Vq = output voltage 

= oscillator voltage 

Vr — direct voltage across diode load resistance in the absence of a signal 

Vs = interfering alternating voltage 

Vj^ — temperature voltage 

Wa = anode dissipation 

X = reactance 

V = admittance 
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Z = impedance 

p =-- = relative detuning; factor in power series 
COo CO 

8 = loss angle 

t =^i — S = 8 — 8^; base of natural logarithm = 2.72 

7) — efficiency 

X — wavelength 

(ji = amplification factor 

TT = 3.14 

Q = radius of curvature 

a == relative selectivity 

9 = phase angle 

(o = 2 Tz f = angular velocity 

= = equal to 

= approximately equal to 

^ = not equal to 

II = parallel to 

= less than 

= much less than 

== greater than 

^ = much greater than 

CO = infinitely great 

-f. = approximately proportional to 



I. R.F. AND I.F. AMPLIFICATION 

Introduction 

The design of a radio receiver calls for the solution, among many others, 

of such problems as selectivity, quality of reproduction, and amplification. 

In recent years the ever-higher standard of reproduction demanded from 

receivers has conflicted sharply with requirements in the matter of selec¬ 

tivity. 

To obtain good quality, transmission of a wide band of frequencies by the 

R.F. and I.F. stages of the receiver is necessary, for example not less than 

2 X 10 kc/s; the A.F. section must also pass frequencies up to say 10,000 

cycles per second without attenuation. A set of such performance will pro¬ 

vide very good reproduction of a powerful transmission such as the local 

station, provided that the transmitters using the adjacent channels are too 

weakly received to cause appreciable interference. On the other hand, should 

such a receiver be required to pick up a weak station any stronger trans¬ 

mission of which the carrier or sideband falls partly within the pass-band 

of the R.F. and I.F. stages will cause severe interference. Higher selectivity 

must in this case be given preference over a wide frequency-response; 

admittedly the reproduction of the upper frequencies will then suffer, but 

as the interference is lessened at the same time the net result is more 

satisfactory. 

By means of tuned circuits, used either alone or in conjunction with valves, 

the designer is enabled to give selective amplification to A.C. voltages. The 

properties of these circuits, and their arrangements, determine the magnifi¬ 

cation obtained and control the compromise between quality and selectivity. 

The very important part thus played by the tuned circuit may be explained 

as follows. The simplest circuit-coupling element is a pure resistance, which 

transmits all frequencies uniformly. In order to select a particular band of 

frequencies, the resistance may be paralleled by an inductance, which will 

reduce the impedance of the coupling at low frequencies, and by a capaci¬ 

tance, which will reduce the impedance at high frequencies. In this way a 

parallel resonant circuit containing L, C, and the parallel damping R is 

obtained. 

EUctronenbuis. i 



2 1. R.F. and I.F. amplification 

To estimate the response of such a coupling it is necessary to calculate its 

impedance and its dependance of frequency. 

Similar behaviour is to be expected from an alternative form of tuned circuit 

in which a resistance is connected in series with the other two elements. A 

further possibility is to connect several circuits one after another. We shall 

in the first place consider the properties of simple tuned circuits and then 

enquire how, by optimum choice of circuit combinations and methods of 

coupling, varying requirements may be satisfied. 
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A. Single tuned circuit 

§ I. Capacitance, inductance and parallel resistance 

The impedance of this circuit (fig. 1) can be calculated from: 

11 1 

Z "" B to L 
+ ;• to C.(I A 1) 

therefore from: 

1 

Z 

z 

i+;(„C-A) 

1 1 a 
+ (,c--) 

t>) L 

(I A 2) 

(I A 3) 

Fig. 1. Simple oscillatory 
circuit with parallel resis¬ 
tance. 

The absolute value of Z is a maximum (and — a 
Z 

minimum) when the term within brackets in equation 

(I A 3) is equal to 0*. 

This is the case for frequency Wq! 

1 
tooC- 

tOflL 
= 0, 

or: 

1 
= - 

^ LC 

1 1 
This makes — = ^» 

Z„ ft’ 

(I A 4) 

or: 

Zo = fi.(I A 5) 

In this case the circuit resonates: to^ is the resonant frequency. At this fre¬ 

quency Z has its maximum value and is real; at all other frequencies Z is 

smaller and complex. When the timed circuit is connected to a circuit in 

* Absolute values of a complex term will be indicated by placing tbe term between vertical strokes. Should this value 
be i ndioated by a letter, tUs will bear no special sign. 



4 1 - A. Single tuned circuit 

which equal alternating currents of frequency w and Wq flowing, the 

voltages developed across the tuned circuit are proportional to the impe¬ 

dance at each frequency; the voltage at frequency a is thus attenuated by 

comparison with that at frequency 6>q. For this attenuation, which is equal 

to the relation between the respective impedances, we can write: 

4" 7 (to C 
1 

coL 
) 

or: 

Introducing Wq from equation (I A 4) we get: 

CO 

a = l+;i?<ooC (-?) (I A 6) 

We now write: 

R(x>q c = q — 
tan 8 

(I A 7) 

The quantity Q is the so-called quality factor. We will introduce further 

the term 

COq CO 

(I A 8) 

Equation (I A 6) can now be simplified to: 

a = ! 1 -f 7 1. 

The absolute value of this relation becomes: 

a — 
z K1+(p<?)* 

(I A 9) 

(I A 10) 

This gives us an equation of general form for the resonance curve of a tuned 

circuit with parallel damping, p being a measure of the mistuning of co in 

relation to the resonant frequency coq; this is clearer when we write: 

0 _ ^ — “o* _ (w — COq) (co + COq) 

p • 
COq CO COqCO COqCO 

If the difference between co and coq is small, we can put instead of p: 

P 
2 CO 

^0 

(I A 11) 
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The expression. Zl<a in the foregoing represents the difference between the 

frequency co under consideration and the resonant frequency <0q. Thus the 

factor p is approximately equal to twice the relative detuning. From 

(I A 10) we now easily derive: 

a = ]/ 1 +{2 RC Atof.(I A 12) 

This is a more practical equation for the resonance curve, and it shows the 

attenuation a as a function of Jco. It gives a clearer picture of 

selectivity, for with even spacing of carrier frequencies over the radio 

spectrum the attenuation obtained 

for a specific amount of detuning 

J CO is a useful criterion (see also § 5). 

Every circuit has of course its own 

curve. The circuit constants R and C 

are parameters. 

With the help of equation (I A 10) 

it is possible to delineate the same 

resonance curves for tuned circuits 

having the most diverse constants. 

being considered as a function 
Fig. 2. Typical resonance curve of an oscillatory circuit. 

of p^, i.e. as a function of {2RCAoi) 
in equation (I A 12). This resonance curve is shown in fig. 2; see also fig. 17 *. 

§ 2. Capacitance, inductance and series resistance 

A tuned circuit with parallel damping only does not exist in practice. Every 

inductor has a certain ohmic resistance, which is regarded as being in series 

with the inductance. The circuit shown in fig. 1 must therefore be consi¬ 

dered hypothetical. We shall now ascertain what constants a tuned circuit 

possesses in which only series resistance is present, as in fig. 3. Its impe¬ 

dance will be; 

1 

Z 

1 

r + jwL 
+ jwC (I A 13) 

— =-j- /Cco* 

* The term **resonance curve” is also used to denote a curve which shows l/o as a function of do) or Such a curve 
is an inversion of fig. 2. The two sorts of curve are so closely allied that the use of the same expression really causes 
no difficulty. 
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Generally r* is negligible by comparison with so that we may write: 

4 = ”ir + >(“C-i).(lAU) 

This equation is very similar to (I A 2), — being replaced by —Since, 

-- in equation (I A14), the latter term contains the frequen- 

. 1 ■ I cy to, the maximum value of Z does not He exactly at 

the resonant frequency coq [as in equation (I A 4)], but 

^ V at a somewhat higher frequency; however, thediflfer- 

^ ence is slight, and there is no objection to saying that 

__ resonance occurs when: 

Fig. 3. Oscillatory circuit 
with series resistance. 

(I A 4) 

At this frequency the impedance is nearly a real quantity and amounts to: 

L 
(I A 15) 

For the attenuation factor we deduce: 

= —— X 
r 

("C—-) 
ixiL 

oqCp 

At this point also, the equation can be considerably simplified by introducing 

and substituting Qi 

=Q.(I A 16) 

As in the case of equation (I A 7), Q here represents the quality factor. For 

the attenuation we may now write: 

+y-?- s - +;w . . (IA17) 

This equation is seen to be nearly the same as (I A 9). 

In most cases we are concerned only with a small part of the resonance 

curve on each side of the peak, i.e. with a frequency band in which 

differs little from Oq, and in which therefore it is practically true that: 

€0 
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For this part of the curve the same attenuation factor is applicable for 

series as for parallel damping, viz: 

2:_ 
“= -J- =Ki + (^g)2 .(I A10) 

Substituting (I A 11) and (1 A 16) in equation (1 A 10) we get: 

a=} 1 + (2 — J<o)2.(I A 18) 

1 
The ratio — — of the coil is thus a measure of the selectivity of a 

T r/L 

circuit with series damping. It is clear that a tuned circuit with series damp¬ 

ing, just as one with parallel damping, may be used for the selective 

transfer of R.F. voltages. 

§ 3. Tuned circuit with mixed damping 

In practice a tuned circuit inevitably contains series resistance, and in most 

cases also the parallel damping present is too heavy to be neglected. It is 

therefore of interest to examine a circuit with mixed 

damping (fig. 4). On considering equations (1 A 14) 

and (1 A 2) together, we discover a simple way of calcu¬ 

lating the selectivity of such a circuit. It is evident that 

an L - r “ C circuit, with series resistance r, can be 

replaced by a circuit containing the same values of L 

and C, shunted by a resistance i?', when: 

' ' .(lAW) 
Fig. 4. OHcillatory circuit 
with mixed danipiug. 

R' iL^ 

The circuit of fig. 4 is thus entirely equivalent to a circuit in which the 

inductor possesses no resistance and in which a resistance K' is connected 

additionally in parallel with jR. At resonance the admittance is then: 

1 1 
therefore ^ 

R R' Zn 

1 rC 

R^T 

I \ (> 

For the section of the resonance curve under consideration it is almost 

always permissible to put: 

= 1. 
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The selectivity now agrees with that of a circuit with shunt resistance Rp 
when: 

1 1 1 1 rC 

R„ R' R L ' ' 

Having thus calculated Rp, we then find the total value of JIC in order to 

estimate the selectivity from (I A 12): 

1 1 r ...... 

RpC RC^ L 
(I A 21) 

It is already clear from equations (I A 18) and (I A 12) that in the estima¬ 

tion of selectivity RC and L/r are equivalent; and in the case of a circuit 

with mixed damping the relation between RC and L/r is evident from 

equation (I A 21). Since in practice series resistance is always present, it 

is customary to regard any parallel damping as an augmentation thereof 

and it follows from (I A 21) that: 

(I A 22) 

The simplest result is obtained, however, by calculating the attenuation 

from equation (I A 10). Dividing equation (I A 21) by coq, we find in this 

way the quality of the equivalent circuit: 

11 r 

JRpcOoC JJcOqC COqL 

^total 
(I A 23) 

The attenuation factor-— is, according to equation (I A 12), equal 10^2 
lu 

when: 

2RCA<o = 1, 
or when 

2 A —-1-. 
RC^ L 

This relation is utilised when the damping of a circuit is to be measured. 

The circuit under examination is loosely coupled to a signal source and 

the voltage developed across it is then measured at resonance. Next the 

two frequencies are ascertained at which the voltage falls to of the 
^ V2 
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figure at resonance; the difference between these two frequencies corres¬ 

ponds to 2 J w, and therefore directly indicates the damping in the 

expression: 

§ 4. Series connection of C and R in parallel to a tuned circuit 

This circuit (fig. 5) also occurs frequently in practice. To facilitate study 

and calculation of its behaviour, it is recommended to transform the layout 

of fig. 5a to the form shown in fig. 56. The capacity C2 is then simply added 

to Cl, while with the help of equation (I A 22): 

r 1 

L ^2 Cg) 

the resistance 1?2 converted to a series resistance. 

On closer consideration it will be obvious that an interchange of Cj — 

and Cg — R2 can be effected only at a single frequency; at other frequen¬ 

cies the circuits 5a and 56 no longer behave alike. 

As is well-known, with a series-connection of Cj and i?i the current flowing 

between points 1 and 2 in fig. 5a leads the voltage. The same is true of the 

Fig. 5a. Capacitance and 
resistance in series, shun¬ 
ted across an oscillatory 
circuit. 

Fig. 5b. Equivalent curcuit of 
5a, the series combination C,R, 
being replaced by the parallel 
combination C,R,. 

circuit in fig. 56. For specific values of Ci and Ri and for a stated frequency 

such values of Cg and R^ must be chosen that the same resulting impedance 

is obtained, and the same phase shift. For the circuit to the left of 1 and 2 

it then makes no difference which of the two combinations is connected 

between those points, because the current which passes through point 1 

is the only factor which influences the tuned circuit. 

If, however, the frequency is altered, being raised for instance, then the 

impedance of the right-hand part of fig. 5a becomes a resistance. That of 

the right part of fig. 5b however becomes a capacitance. 
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If the frequency is lowered naturally the converse takes place. It follows 

from this that the two circuits are equivalent only at a single frequency. 

In practice, however, we have to work with the equivalent circuit over the 

whole frequency band passed by the tuned circuits; this band, however, is 

in most cases comparatively narrow. 

From the foregoing considerations, therefore, we conclude that the series- 

and the parallel-circuit are equivalent only when the two impedances have 

the same absolute value and when they give rise to the same phase differ¬ 

ence between current and voltage. 

For the right-hand section of fig. 5a we have: 

z* = J?i* H-- 
‘ C0*Ci* 

.(I A 24) 

and 

1 
tan 9 .(I A 25) 

For fig. 5b we have: 

Z2=: 
£i 

1 + J?2* CO* Ca* 
.(I A 26) 

and 

tan 9 .(I A 27) 

If in these equations the corresponding parts are put equal to one another, 

the following results may easily be derived; i.e. the RC combinations of 

fig. 5 are equivalent when: 

R, = fijfl H---] 

and 

c =_ 
^ 1 + CO* Cl* ' 

or conversely when: 

R =— — 
‘ 1 4-jR2*co*C,* ‘ ■ ■ 

and 

(I A 28) 

(I A 29) 

(I A 30) 

Cl Ca (l + (I A 31) 
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These equations are for normal use somewhat impractical, but in most cases 

they can be applied in a very simple way. 

In all four equations the term RaC occurs, which is the ratio of the impe¬ 

dance of R and C. If for example RoiC = 5, this means that R is 5 times 

as great as the impedance —. 
ojC 

When making a transformation as in fig. 5 we first ascertain the magnitude 

of Ri oi Cj. If it is large in relation to unity, for instance more than three, 

then it follows from equation (I A 28) that R^ is practically equal to jR^. Or 

we can say: if the series circuit is mainly resistive in character then the 

equivalent resistance in the substituted circuit will have the same value. 

From equation (I A 29) it further follows that the equivalent capacitance 

is roughly equal to the original capacitance divided by the square of 

6) Cl. This approximation is about 10% out when — 3; for lower 

values precise calculations should be made with the aid of equations (I A 28) 

and (I A 29), if an error exceeding 10% must be considered inadmissible. 

On the other hand, from equation (I A 29) we observe that C2 is roughly 

equal to if JRj w is considerably less than unity. Furthermore, from 

equations (I A 28) and (I A 29) it follows: if Ri co is appreciably smaller 

than unity, i.e. if the series circuit isessentially capacitive, then the equiva¬ 

lent capacitance is equal to the original capacitance, while the new resis- 

tance is about - times the old one. 
CO Cl ' 

A practical case of the foregoing will now 

be considered, in which a circuit tuned to 

125 kc/s is parallel-fed from an amplifying 

valve, as in fig. 6. It is desired to know the 

magnitude of the damping and of the detun¬ 

ing caused by the combination RiCi shun¬ 

ted across the tuned circuit. It is assumed 

Fig. 6. IF amplifying valve with parallel feed, that Ri is 200,000 Q and that “ 25 pF. 

At 125 kc/s the reactance of Q is 50,000 Q. 

The character of the series circuit comprised by Ri and Q is, clearly, mainly 

1 
resistive, for Ri is four times as large as — 

to Cl 

In the equivalent circuit R2 will therefore also be 200,000 II and the tuned 

circuit will be damped to that extent. The equivalent shunt capacitance, 

however, is about — of the original figure, that is 1.5 pF. With parallel 
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feed the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit is shifted by this equivalent 

capacitance. 

Now consider a coupling with other values of jR^ and Q — e.g. with Ri = 

50,000 1? and == 5 pF. The reactance of a capacitance of 5 pF amounts 

to 250,000 Q at 125 kc/s. In this case the series circuit has a more capacitive 

nature, and the equivalent shunt capacitance remains equal to C^. Accord¬ 

ingly a capacitance of 5 pF is added in parallel with the tuned circuit; as 

its reactance is five times as great as the resistance in the equivalent 

circuit the resistance becomes five times as great as the reactance, viz. 

5 X 250,000 The tuned circuit is thus damped by a resistance 1.25 M O. 

From equations (I A 30) and (I A 31) it is easy to deduce that the same 

arguments may be used to derive a series circuit from a parallel circuit. 

Once more, however, it should be emphasised that this transformation is 

valid for only one frequency; consequently the calculated equivalent resis¬ 

tance, for instance, could not be used to compute the contour of a resonance 

curve over a large frequency band. 

§ 5. The resonance curve and selectivity 

The concept of selectivity has already been introduced in I A § 1. We mean 

by this term the property of suppressing a signal whose frequency diflfers 

from that of the desired signal, as exemplified by a tuned circuit which, 

when resonant at the required frequency, offers a lower impedance at all 

other frequencies. The formulae (I A 10), (I A 12) and (I A 18), and especial¬ 

ly the resonance curve in fig. 2, indicate how the impedance diminishes on 

detuning of the signal and enable us to quote selectivity in numerical 

terms. 

One of the most common cases is the separation of two transmitters working 

on frequencies close together and producing signals of about equal strength 

at the receiving aerial. By international agreement the frequency-separa¬ 

tion between adjacent broadcasting stations is theoretically 9 kc/s. The 

problem is, therefore, to suppress the beat frequencies and other inter¬ 

ferences from the two transmitters whose carrier frequencies differ 9 kc/s 

or more from that of the desired station. 

The suppression of the adjacent transmissions is accompanied, however, by 

an undesirable attenuation of side-bands, corresponding to the higher 

modulation frequencies, which are separated from one another by less than 

9 kc/s. 

Since it is in every case necessary to suppress almost completely all frequen¬ 

cies removed from the required carrier by more than 9 kc/s a satisfactory 

compromise is to reduce the response to frequencies separated by 5 kc/s 
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from the carrier in the ratio 1 : 10 or 1 : 7; by such figures the selectivity 

can be fixed. 

That such a compromise can never be reached by means of a single tuned 

circuit is evident from figure 2. If, for attenuation of a == 10, p ^ corres¬ 

ponds to 5 kc/s, then at p Q corresponding to 9 kc/s (i.e. 1.8 times as much) 

the attenuation amounts to about 18 times. Such a ratio is far too small for 

good suppression of interference: to reach a satisfactory compromise it is 

necessary to use several tuned circuits in cascade. 

A further requirement is the adequate suppression of a local station whose 

signal is, for example, 100 times stronger than that of a desired transmitter; 

this demands an attenuation of the order of 1000 to 10,000 times. The 

requisite selectivity for such a case is therefore to be specified by two figures, 

namely a combination of a = 10,000 for a specified amount of Aco. 
If the modulation side bands are not to be lost, attenuation of such a degree 

can be obtained only if the frequency difierence is at least 27 kc/s, and even 

then only by using several tuned circuits. Transmitters whose carrier fre¬ 

quencies diflfer from that of the local station by less than 27 kc/s are in prac¬ 

tice unreceivable; four transmitters working at 9 and 18 kc/s below and 

9 and 18 kc/s above the interfering station are thus ruled out. 

By the selectivity of a circuit we mean also the coefficient-^-^ relating to a 

specified attenuation, for example a = 10. This we should refer to as relative 

selectivity (^ince it is based on the relative detuning), in contradistinction 

to absolute selectivity, already defined. 

Starting with a — 10, so that, approximately, = 10 (see fig. 2) we there¬ 

fore have for the relative selectivity a: 

2 zl w 10 ^0^ 
” V ~ ’ 

«o Q ^ 

thus 

Cl)/v 0)r|X-/ 

—- - 0.2 —— 

zJco r 

1 i/l' 
0.2- \ - (I A 32) 

The relatioa ——, which has so far been called the quality factor, here as- 
r 

sunxes a special significance: it determines the relative selectivity; equation 

(I A 32) may therefore also be written: 

e = 0.2 ^ (I A 33) 
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Now it appears that the Q of most inductors changes little over a large 

range of frequencies such as the medium or the long-wave band. It is there¬ 

fore characteristic of the tuned circuit without parallel damping that its 

relative selectivity is fairly constant. 

It follows from the foregoing that the absolute selectivity, i.e, the detuning 

A CO, is only of interest for a specified attenuation. This selectivity, how¬ 

ever, is not constant over the waveband, for the relation — of an inductor 
Li 

is nearly proportional to frequency. Moreover the almost invariable practice 

is to bring an R.F. tuned circuit into resonance by means of a variable capa¬ 

citor connected in parallel with a fixed coil; the shunt damping then increa¬ 

ses with frequency, as is evident from equation (I A 22), while C decreases. 

In order to obtain constant selectivity over all the wave bands used for 

broadcasting the superheterodyne principle is adopted; the frequency of 

the received signal is first changed to a fixed intermediate frequency and 

is then tuned by selective circuits. While, in the case of R.F. coils, values for 

r/L from about 30,000 at 2,000 m to about 500,000 at 15 m can be attained, 

I.F. coils can readily be manufactured with an r/L value of 15,000 at 125 

kc/s and 20,000 at 475 kc/s (these figures are obtained with r measured in 

ohms and L in henrys). 

§ 6. Tuned circuits in cascade 

As was observed in the preceding section, a resonance curve of the shape 

delineated in fig. 2, that of a single circuit, is unsuitable for radio purposes 

even if the quality of this circuit is made very high. Ideally, a resonance 

curve should have a flat top and steep sides. 

One way to secure better performance is to arrange several circuits one 

after the other. For tuned circuits with identical ^ factor, the relation 

for a specific detuning of A w, and therefore also the attenuation factor, 

wiD then be the same; if such circuits are connected in cascade the total 

attenuation then becomes: 

a = .(I A 34) 

Fig. 7 shows the result for one, two and three circuits. Especially when 

three tuned circuits are employed a really useful improvement is obtained. 

If at 5 kc/s an attenuation of ten times is permissible, so that p Q = 2, then 

at 9 kc/s, p Q being 3.6, the attenuation exceeds 50. 

Although these curves fall far short of the requirements specified in § 5, 

for a long time nothing better was available. In order that the relation Q 
may equal 2 at a detuning of 5 kc/s, r/L must equal 30,000 (see fig. 20). Indeed 
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56740 

Fig. 7. Resonance curves for a single tuned circuit (n = 1), a combi* 
nation of Ivfo circuits (n = 2), and of three circuits (n = 3), the 
quality of the circuits being the same. 

Straight sets were built with 

three such circuits; however, 

the performance mentioned 

was not obtained over the 

whole of the wavebands; at 

some wavelengths the selec¬ 

tivity was still lower. 

A second possible method of 

securing a better-shaped re¬ 

sonance curve is a cascade 

arrangement of tuned cir¬ 

cuits having different quality 

factors. In such a case the 

attenuation, for example for 

two circuits, would be: 

a = + 

(I A 35) 

If Q2 is made equal to V2 ^1 obtain the dotted curve which in fig. 8 is 

compared with the full-line curve for two similar circuits for which 

01 == ^2 5 plain that the 

dotted curve is inferior. 

Finally it is possible, Q being 

made equal (if in this case 

01 and 02 differ asymmetri¬ 

cal resonance curves would 

be obtained), to vary the 

resonant frequency wq 

each circuit, i.e. coi, Wg, etc. 

At a specified frequency w, 

each circuit then has, from 

equation (I A 8), its own 

value of p. Furthermore Pi = 

0 when to = coi, Pg = ^ when 

CO — cog, etc. For two circuits 

we can write this approxi¬ 

mation : 

a 
(I A 36) 

Fig. 8. Resonance curves of a single circuit (n =<= 1) and for a combi* 
nation of two circuits (n == 2). The fulMine curve refers to the case 
of identical f]uality factors; the dotted curve relates to circuits of 
differing quality factors, viz. Q^ » Yz Qi. 
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In this case a represents the attenuation in relation to the magnification 

which would be obtained if the two circuits resonated at the same frequency. 

In the band between the frequencies and Wg, increases, while 

decreases, and at its limits either Pg or p^ is zero. The overall response of 

the two circuits reaches maximum between co^ and cog, and a must be calcu¬ 

lated by relation to this peak. 

Between co^ and cog, Pi and Pg are varying in opposite sense, and the response 

is fairly constant, while outside this band p^ and Pg vary in the same sense 

and the response falls sharply. Superficial consideration suggests, therefore, 

that this arrangement presents advantages compared with a pair of tuned 

circuits in cascade with the same value of p. 
To facilitate further analysis we shall use to denote the mid-frequency 

between wi and cog and relate detuning to that frequency. Thus: 

2 

Pi 
"1 

to—to„ + tOg- 

“—"o + “O—“2 

As <0q represents the mean of toj and cog, coq—toj = tog—coq, and we ean there¬ 

fore write: 

“O—“1 „ "2—"0 
= 2 = 

The foregoing equations simplify to: 

Pi = P + Pi; and P2 = p—. 

For the frequency to = Oq the detuning of the first circuit is: 

(I A 37) 

Pi =2-?-= 

and of the second circuit: 

P2 = 2- 
<^0—^2 
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The attenuation of the first circuit against the frequency <Oq is now: 

The overall attenuation is accordingly: 

1 + 
Substituting from equation (I A 37) gives us: 

Q^[i + (p-M* <?*i 

1 + Pr** <?* 
(I A 39) 

Rearranging we find: 

(1 + <?^)^ + 2 (1 - (?*) 

If 1 — is positive, a increases as soon as p becomes greater or less 

than 0 (fig. 9a). But if 1—Pt;^ is negative the attenuation first decreases 

as the value of p increases, and incre¬ 

ases again as soon as p^ exceeds 

2 (1 — Pt;202)P^ (fig* c^rve 6). 
If the resonant frequencies of the tuned 

circuits are so widely separated that 

Pv > 1/^^ curves as in fig. 96 are obtain¬ 

ed, which are a considerable improve¬ 

ment over those of fig. 7. 

From equation (I A 40) it is easy to 

deduce that the attenuation a reaches 

minimum when: 

. . . ..(I A 41) 

It will be realised that + p^ and —Pt; correspond with the natural frequen¬ 

cies of the two circuits. 

The flat part of the resonance curve, the existence of which is evident from 

equation (I A 41), can advantageously be utilised to pass the whole modula¬ 

tion-frequency band at the same level. The cascade connection of tuned 

circuits with staggered resonant frequencies resulted in greatly improved 

receivers, but the development of the superheterodyne resulted in the gra¬ 

dual disappearance of the straight set. 

The greatest difficulty with such an arrangement was to keep the inter- 

Fig. 9. Resenance curves of a combination of two 
circuits with different resonant frequencies: 
a. for small frequency-difference; 
b. for a fairly large frequency-difference. 

Elactrontnbuit. 2 
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circuit frequency-diflferences constant throughout each waveband, and this 

same problem arose in another form when the superheterodyne was deve¬ 

loped. Detailed reference to this matter will be found in Chapter III. 

In a case where there are three tuned circuits the third is tuned to the 

frequency ojq, thus to the mid-point between and (02, in order to preserve 

the overall symmetry. The resultant resonance curve appears if the curves 

of figs 2 and 9 are multiplied, any difference of Q being taken into account. 

With straight sets in which the selecting circuits are tuned over a whole 

band by means of variable capacitors, the number of circuits is limited to a 

maximum of four. When only one carrier frequency requires to be amplified, 

four circuits, or more, may be employed without any difficulty. However, 

the number of circuits may then exceed the total number of valves necessary; 

the possibility then presents itself of coupling some of the tuned circuits, not 

by valves, but by such elements as capacitance, inductance or mutual 

inductance. The overall response is then no longer a simple multiplication 

of the responses of the individual circuits, for the coupled circuits influence 

one another, giving rise to so-called band-pass filters. 
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B. Band-pass filters 

Introduction 

The discussion which follows is limited to two-circuit filters of types used 

in the R.F. and LF. stages of receiving apparatus. 

Although we normally endeavour to make the natural frequencies of the 

two tuned circuits alike, we shall begin by deriving the equations for a band¬ 

pass filter whose circuits resonate on different frequencies, keeping the 

results as general as possible. By this means the formulae can be used 

directly for section E (Variable-Selectivity), in which are described band¬ 

pass filters consisting of circuits with different natural frequencies. 

It is appropriate first of all to derive formulae for an inductively coupled 

band-pass filter, for this type may be regarded as typical; the formulae can 

then be modified in conformity with the differing characteristics of alter¬ 

native forms of coupling*. 

We shall use the following symbols: 

= the angular frequency to which the primary circuit is tuned. 

g)2 = the angular frequency to which the secondary circuit is tuned. 

These definitions of and Og allow of varying interpretation when two 

tuned circuits arc involved. In the course of the discussion and cog, refer¬ 

ring to the resonant frequencies in specified circumstances of the primary 

and secondary circuits respectively, will be expressed in terms of various 

circuit constants. 

In the case of an inductive coupling, for instance, the secondary circuit is 

ignored in determining co^, for otherwise the stray capacitance of the secon¬ 

dary winding too would enter into the calculation; with top-capacitance 

coupling the secondary circuit is regarded as short-circuited, and so on. 

6)q —]/ cojOg* As we are considering only the case in which and o>2 differ 

by a small amount, we can make an approximation and say 

<*>1 + ^2 

coq is thus the frequency which lies midway between and 6>2. 

CO = 2 Tty* for the frequency of the signal. 

• We here follow the idea put forward by B. D. H. TellegeUt “Coupled jCircuits”, Philipe Research Reports. Vol 2. 
No. 1, Febr. 1947. 
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SUf — w—wi = detuning of the 
1 1 I primary circuit from the signal. 
1 
! _ 1 sijjg ; zdwo = w—Wg = detuning of 

III 1 the secondary circuit from the 
4iy 4.^ <•> signal. 

Fig. 10. Relation of various angular frequencies: 
=» angular frequency of the primary circuit; 

CO, s angular frv^ency of the secondary circuit; 
CO, =s angular frtKpiency lying midway between coj and co,; 
CO SB angular frecpiency of the signal. 

AoiQ = 6)—£0q detuning of Oq 

from the signal. 

AcHy = COq 6)]^ == 6)2 OJq = 

detuning of the circuits from Oq. 

The relative magnitude of these frequencies is indicated in fig. 10. 

We now introduce: 

6> <0. 
Pi =- 

Oil Ci 

<0 CO2 

6)2 

p 
Wo w 

^ 6)2 coq Wo Wi 

Pr — — - 

Wo W2 Wj Wo 

If we are considering only frequencies close to Wo we can write approxi¬ 

mately : 

Pi = 2-^ , 

P2 =-2 

p -2 
zIwq 

p„ = 2 
Jwy 
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§ I. General formulae for the inductively-coupled band- pass filter 

The filters used in practice may be divided into two classes: 

a. R.F. band-pass filters with variable tuning; 

b. I.F. band-pass filters with fixed tuning. 

Filters of the first type are 

used in the aerial circuit, or 

in the anode circuit of the 

R.F. valve, while those of the 

second type are found only 

in the anode circuit of a 

frequency converter or I.F. 

amplifying valve. 

We assume in both cases 

that a certain alternating 

current is supplied to the 

input side, and that from the 

output side it is desired to take oflf an AC voltage. The alternating current 

may be supplied, for example, by an aerial (see fig. 11a) in accordance with 

the formula: 

la “ ^ant ^ 

Ca being regarded as in parallel with the input and included in the band¬ 

pass filter circuit. Or it may be supplied by a valve (see fig. lib) in accor¬ 

dance with the formula: 

la = S V,, 

Ri being in parallel with the input. 

By a simple calculation this reasoning may be applied also to the case of 

inductive aerial-coupling. In fig. 12 

we have a generalised circuit of an 

inductively-coupled band-pass filter. 

All values are numbered to indicate 

to which circuit they belong. We 

^ begin with the assumption that the 

current through the right-hand 

- branch of the primary circuit has a 

magnitude In the left-hand 

Fig. 12. Inductiv.iy.cupw b«d-p... filter. branch, therefore, a current of magni- 

Fig. 11a. Block diagram of a band-pass filter in the aerial circuit, 
b. Block diagram of a band-pass filter in the anode circuit 

of an R.F. or I.F. amplifying valve. 
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tude 11 — la flows. The current through the secondary circuit, which is 

assumed to be non-loaded, is /g. We can now state in a simple manner the 

voltage equilibrium for each individual tuned circuit. 

For circuit I we have: 

(^1 + j^^i) + ih—^a) —h • (I ® 1) 
jcoCi 

and circuit II: 

-^2 ('*2 + H—ryr” ) "1" = 0 . . . . (I B 2) 
JCiLj2 

The equation for the first circuit can also be written: 

h{ri+j<-L, + -,y ) + l2jo.M===-^ . . (IBS) 
joCi jwCi 

From the last two equations the relation between the currents Jg and la 
must now be determined; has therefore to be eliminated so that Fg may 

be calculated from /g. 

For JojI/i H-r~yr~ can be written: 

(—-TT')"" f“ ~~ CO coj^ jL/j C/j / ^ 

or: 

jfcoLi +- =ywii'iPi 
jcoCi 

Similarly for ycoLg + -may write: 
JcoCg 

(IB 4) 

jcoLg + — — = y^2^2 h.(IBS) 
jOiL.2 

Substituting from equations (I B 4) and (I B 5) in (I B 2) and (I B 3) and 

eliminating h, we get; 

MIC, 
h=-Ia 

(rj 4-ywiLiPi) (rj + j<»iL2^2) + M* 
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From this it follows that the voltage across the secondary circuit is: 

MIC, 

jo>C^ joi Cg (ri + yto^Li Pi) (^2 + 7^2 ^^2 P2) + 

6)1 Li 0>21^2 
Putting Qi for- and Q2 for-, we get: 

V2 =-Ia 
Mjr^r^ 

ycoCgCi (1 + jPi^i) (1 +7P2^2) + 
M2 

^1 ^2 

(IB 6) 

Now M may be written: 

M = k V.(I B 7) 

in which k is the coupling factor between the two coils L Lg. Furthermore 

— may be substituted by o^iL^ and — by yielding: 

U1UJ2 

V.^-Ia — 

QiQ2k I L1L2 

. . (IBS) 

jOi (1 +yPi^l) (1 +iP2^2) H-QiQ2^^ 

CO' 
2 

When making use of the definition o>q^ = co^cog the combination —- k^ 
(Oq 

appears in the denominator, a combination that will be met again in the 

formulae for other types of band-pass filters; it may be expressed by: 

/ CO \2 / CO \2 M^ 

= = . 

Equation (I B 8) now becomes: 

_ j ^0 QlQ'Z^ ^ ^1^2 

(1 +7 PiW (1 +7 ^2^2) QiQ2^^ 
(I B 10) 

This equation gives F2 coupled circuits. 

There are four particular cases to be distinguished, namely: 

a. Two identically tuned circuits, but with (i) the same Q; (ii) diflfering Q. 
b. Two unequally tuned circuits, with (i) the same Q; (ii) diflfering Q. 
The two cases mentioned under o occur most frequently, the first as a 

simplification for convenience of the second case. Both are dealt with in 

§§ 2—9 inclusive. Band-pass filters with mutually-detuned circuits are 

less often encountered; they are considered in § 10. 
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In the simplest case the two tuned circuits are identical, and therefore 

Q = and p = Equation (I B 10) then becomes: 

F = 7 V 
* “ to* (1 + j^Q)^ + 

(I B 11) 

The resonance curve gives us the relation o between the voltage F,res 

resonance and the voltage F2. 

^2Tes {i+jm + Q^K^ 1 

V l + Q^K^ 

If once more we put oj/coq = 1 we can write: 

(QK-j + mm+j-m 
1 + 

[(^ + K)Q-j] [(^-K)Q-j] 

l + Q^K^ 

or: 

1/ [1 + (p -f [1 + {^-Ky 
^ 1 + 

(I B 12) 

(I B 13) 

Comparing now equations (I B 13) and (I A 39) — the latter refers to the 

case of two mutually-detuned circuits in cascade — we note that they are 

identical if % is replaced by K, 

It is thus possible to obtain with a band-pass filter the same results as are 

given by two separate tuned circuits in cascade. 

In place of the detuning term in the equation for cascade circuits, the band¬ 

pass filter equation includes a term for the inter-circuit coupling. This 

similarity of behaviour was mentioned at the end of A § 5. 

§ 2. Filter with identically-tuned circuits; properties at resonance 

In the case of circuits with the same resonant frequency we can write: 

coi = cog = Wq. The general equation (I B 10) then becomes: 

V,=jla {I+jm {I + jm + 
(I B 14) 

It is proposed first of all to deduce the behaviour of a band-pass filter with 

regard to an A.C. voltage to which it is timed; in radio parlance, with regard 

to the signal to be received. For the moment we need not consider whether 

the signal is at its original frequency or has been converted to the inter¬ 

mediate frequency. 
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The applied frequency o> being equal to coq, the factor p is 0. 

Equation (I B 14) then simplifies considerably: 

T7 • T “O ^1^2 ^ 

V,=^jla- 
1 + 

If we substitute for ^ 1^2 mean factor Q we can write: 

CJq y L1L2 X y (i)j<j>2 Li Lg 
^2=J^« 

F2=>/a 

1 + q^K?- 

QK i/JT^ 
1 f ^ riQ rjCj’ 

V. = jia-y ZjZ,.(I B 16) 

The result appears very simple. The expression Z^Z^ = Z might be 

described as “average dynamic resistance”. If a single tuned circuit were 

used instead of the band-pass filter, the output voltage would be given by: 

V, = -la • Z. 

In equation (I B 16) a new fraction will be observed, the magnitude of 

which for various values of ^ X may be ascertained from fig. 13. The 
y 

relation —, the transmission of the filter, is a maximum when = 1. 
la 

The fraction in question then attains a value of 0.5 and the transmission 

of the filter is then half that of a single circuit with the same impedance. 

The coupling X = — at which this maximum occurs is known as “criti¬ 

cal coupling”, and equation (I B 16) then becomes: 

^2= %jh-Z.(IB 17) 

If the coupling is greater or less than critical the exact value of the factor 

Q ^ 
1 + given directly by fig. 13; in this expression Q again represents 

the mean of the original ^-factors. 
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Clearly it is advantageous for the coupling in I.F. transformers to correspond 

to the critical amount; such degree of coupling is arrived at by adjusting 

for maximum transmission. It is apparent from fig. 13, however, that the 

coupling may be varied a good deal without appreciably altering the trans¬ 

mission of the filter, and for that reason the simplified equation is of consi- 

derable practical value. 

The precise value of the rela¬ 

tion KQ will rarely be known 

accurately. The coupling 

factor K, however, is easily 

determined by measurement. 

In this connection it should 

be noted that we are dealing 

with the resonance condi¬ 

tion, so that K will be equal 

to the actual coupling fac¬ 

tor fe. 

Similarly the factors and 

Q2 may be ascertained by 

direct measurements. In the case of I.F. transformers no large error will 

CoZ/ 
arise if ^ == — is calculated, taking for r the DC resistance of the winding. 

It is necessary to bear in mind, however, when determining both Z and Q 
that the damping imposed by the valves has to be allowed for. In calculat¬ 

ing Z this is a simple matter, for Z^q^ given by: 

function of QK. 

rC 
= — -f 

-'tot 

1 
(I B 18) 

where represents the anode A,C.-resistance, the grid-cathode impedance, 

or the diode damping. From the value of Z thus ascertained we then find 

the total value of Q. For a circuit at resonance we can write: 

therefore: 

Z = — and <0^ 
rC r 

1 

~C 

Q = 
<a^L 

= o>oZC (I B 19) 

With the help of this last equation we can deduce from Zj, and from 

Zj. This is considered in detail in § 9. 
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We shall now take a practical example: an I.F. transformer working at 

125 kc/s, preceded by an EF 22 pentode and followed by a diode detector. 

For both primary and secondary circuits of the band-pass filter with a Q 
of 60: 

L = 17,000 (xH, r - 220 0, C - 95 pF and == 785,000. 

L . 
From these values — is thus 810,000 H for each circuit. But the primary 

r(_v 

is shunted by the A.C.-resistance of the preceding valve, 1.2 MO, and the 

resultant dynamic resistance therefore amounts to 480,000 Q. On the secon¬ 

dary side the diode damping, which we may estimate at 250,000 O, is in 

parallel with the tuned circuit (see chapter V, Detection). Allowing for this 

damping, the dynamic resistance of the secondary is 190,000 Q. The ampli¬ 

fication of this I.F. stage, with critical coupling, may now be ascertained very 

simply from equation (I B 17); by amplification we mean the relation be¬ 

tween the voltage V2 applied to the diode and the voltage fed to the grid 

of the I.F. valve. In equation (I B 17) Iq is therefore S. Vg and S — 
0.0022 A/V. Thus we have: 

Fj = Fg X 0.0022 X 1/2 ^ 480,000 x 190^ = 330 Fg . . . (IB 20) 

Such high gain nearly always leads to difficulties owing to feed-back. In 

most cases a larger tuning capacitor is accordingly chosen, and the dynamic 

resistance of the circuit is then lower. If the primary circuit also feeds an 

AVC diode, its effective dynamic resistance is of course computed in exactly 

the same way as that of the secondary; the amplification is in this case 

smaller. 

It is appropriate at this point to examine the behaviour of a band-pass 

filter designed to be lightly loaded, when it is damped by a diode; we shall 

assume that the band-pass filter considered in the foregoing example is just 

critically coupled when both sides have a load of 1.2 Mp. Then: 

K ^^2 = 1 and Zi = Zj = 480,000 £?. 

Connection of the diode reduces Zg to 190,000 Q, i.e. it is 2.5 times smaller 

than before. It follows from equation (I B W) that then becomes 2.5 

times smaller too, and if the coupling between the coils remains unchanged 
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the amount K y~QiQ2 is than V 2.5 times smaller. The coupling has become 

sub-critical. QK now has a value of: 

1 
=0.63 

2.5 

From fig. 13 it is apparent that in equation (I B 20) the factor 0.5 must be 

replaced by 0.45; the transmission of the filter is then only a little lower. 

In the case of an R.F. band-pass filter it is necessary to take into considera¬ 

tion the fact that the ^-factor can have diflferent values as the tuning is 

varied. Consequently a filter which is, for instance, critically coupled at the 

lower end of the wave-band maybe over or under-coupled at the upper end. 

§ 3. Primary voltage 

Sometimes it is important to know the voltage at the terminals of the 

primary circuit, for example in the case of the A VC circuit already men¬ 

tioned, in which the control diode is fed from the primary (see Book III, 

Chapter X). 

A quite simple equation gives Vi with sufficient accuracy. 

Referring to fig. 12, we assume that only the current flows through Cj, 

and neglect la* For Fg we have: 

V, 

Similarly 

Therefore: 

h 
joiCi 

v, h Q ' 

The relation I1II2 naay be determined with the help of equations (I B 2) 

and (I B 5), which yield the following: 

h 

h 

^2++ “ 

joiM 
^2 

ji^M 

At resonance ^ equals 0, and using identical tuned circuits (02/0) = o>q/o> = 1. 
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So we get: 

Zi = ^ _ .Q |/i^ j/^ 
Q (?,M Li <?, ^^(?^ 

2j = • 1/5 l/?i 
Fa ^ Cl ■' 

Zi = / ] jr J 1 ^ 1 

M 

1 

^ Qxq7 

c^ 

i/Q^ _ 

Q, Qk 
(I B 22) 

As the phase-shift usually does not interest us, the factor j = ^ —1 is 

unimportant. Furthermore, in the case of two identical tuned circuits the 

factors |/— and ]/ — both become equal to unity; consequently the 
Cl Q2 

relation Fj/ V2 then depends only on the coupling. It is now apparent that 

with critical coupling (Q K — 1) the voltages across primary and secondary 

are equal; in the case of sub-critical coupling is proportionally greater, 

and with over-critical coupling proportionally less. When the circuits are 

not identical the ratios CJC^ and Q1IQ2 must be taken into account. 

The first I.F. transformer in a receiver generally has identical primary and 

secondary circuits, so that when the coupling is critical the voltages across 

the two windings may be assumed equal. 

For the example on page 27 (concerning the second I.F. transformer) the 

expression \ - - drops out because the two capacitors of the I.F. trans- 

former are equal. However, it has already been stated that QijQ^ == 2.5, 

so that QilQf = 1.58. 

It therefore follows that if in such a case the coupling is critical, is about 

1.6 times as large as F2. Taking into consideration that the coupling is 

less than critical in the example quoted, i>i equation (I B 22) is 

/ 2.5 = 1.58 and therefore F^/Fg = 1.58 X 1.58 = 2.5. 

§ 4. Methods of coupling 

So far we have dealt only with inductive coupling between the two tuned 

circuits of the band-pass filter. However there are various other methods 

of coupling, and in fig. 14 a filter is shown with a common coupling-capaci¬ 

tance C/t; this arrangement is sometimes called capacitive current-coupling. 
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Drawing up once again the equations for the voltage-equilibrium in the 

two circuits, we get for circuit I: 

A ('"l + + ■. ^ ) + ih—la) —-7;-1- = 0 
jbiLk JwCi ;«oCfe 

(IB 23) 

and for circuit II: 

^2 (''2 + J“ ^2 + “ ^ I . ^ 1 +-A-)+Ji-v^ 
joiCk 

= 0.(I B 24) 

The term occurring in both 
ji^Ck 

equations indicates that the circuit 

capacitances are reduced some¬ 

what by the coupling capacitance. 

This is taken into account in the 

definition of coq (vide page 19). 

The calculation follows the same 

lines as that of the inductively- 
Fig. 14. Band.p«« filter with capacitive current-coupling. ^OUplod band-paSS filter. 

It is evident from equations (I B 23) and (I B 24) that the term 

equation (I B 1) is replaced by Jg-, and the term IijoiM in equa- 

tion (I B 2) by /j 7 — - . In the formulae of the preceding section we can 
J^Ck 

substitute —for M throughout. 

The expression 
M2 

1 

K2 - 

therefore becomes: 

1 

or: 

CiCg 

Ck^ 
(I B 25) 

The important band-pass filter equations, such as (I B 14,16,17,22), keep 
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their original form, the value of K being replaced, however, by the figure 

obtained from equation (I B 25). 

It follows from this that the coupling in the filter of fig. 14 may be calculated 

simply and accurately. In the inductively-coupled filter, however, M must 

be ascertained by measurement. 

It is of interest to calculate the coupling capacitance needed for critical 

coupling of the two circuits in the example on page 27, § 2. The value of 

the factor K must, from equation (I B 25), satisfy: 

1 

The ^-factors are most easily calculated with the help of equation (I B 19). 

As we are considering the case of resonance, coq/co = 1 and the equation 

(I B 25) may therefore be further simplified. 

We now get: 

K^=- 

Ck^ oqZiCi 
X 

^€^2^2 

or: 

Ck^ = V- 

In our example Cj — C2 == 95 pF, and Wq = 785,000. 

We therefore find: 

Ck = (95.10-12)2 X 785,000 x /T80,000 x 1^00 = 2100 pF. 

It is immediately evident from equation (I B 25) that when capacitive 

coupling is used in R.F. band-pass filters the coupling factor is dependent 

on the capacitance of the tuning capacitors Q and Cg; in other words Q 
which determines the transmission of the filters, varies considerably. As 

Cl and C2 increase towards the upper end of the waveband, the relation 

Q K becomes greater. Thus if the circuits are less than critically coupled 

at the lower end of t*he band, the coupling may, neglecting a possible varia¬ 

tion of be critical at the top of the waveband; the transmission of the 

filter accordingly increases with wavelength, as shown in fig. 13. On the 

other hand, as is well known, the dynamic resistance of the circuits falls 

with increasing wavelength; the result is that the gain calculated from 

equation (I B 16) obtainable with this type of filter remains sensibly 

constant over the whole waveband. If the magnitude of Q is known over 

the band, the response may be accurately computed with the aid of equa¬ 

tion (I B 16). 
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A third well-known method of coupling is by top capacitance, as seen in 

fig. 15; this is sometimes called capacitive voltage-coupling. To ascertain 

the behaviour of such a coupling it is necessary to modify equations 

(I B 1) and (I B 2) somewhat. 

h 

Fig. 15. Band-pass filter with capacitive voltage-coupling. 

that Cl is traversed by a current and 

In circuit I the current through the 

capacitance Cj is equal to — Ia + 
the last term representing the 

current through the coupling capa¬ 

citance. In circuit II the current 

through the capacitance Cg equals 

/a — /^. The current Ik may be 

calculated from the voltage equili¬ 

brium in the circuit Cj — Ck — Cg, 

accepting as a first approximation 

C2 by l2- The balance is then: 

h h 

jbiCk 
= 0, 

or: 

h = h 9l 
C2 

-h 
Cl ■ 

For the voltage equilibrium in circuit I we therefore have: 

h(^i + + (^1 — + Ik) T-yr ^ 

or: 

+ =^0. . (IB26) 
C#! ytoCij (>2 

In the second term we note an increased circuit capacitance, as the value 

of the whole term has become smaller; this increased capacitance we allow 

for when defining Oq, that is to say: <0^ L (Q + Ck) = 1. In the last term 

Ck 
the original expression^* <0 M in equation (I B 1) is replaced by - , —. 

jo>CiC2 
In the same way the voltage equilibrium in circuit II may be drawn up. 

Ck 
So, in further calculation M must in all equations be replaced by —- —■■■•; 

CO*CiC2 
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if we introduce this substitution the original equation becomes: 

or: 

= 

Cfe* 

V 

Cl C2 
(I B 27) 

In the case of inductively-coupled filters the stray capacitance between the 

high-potential ends of the two circuits often leads to difficulties, as it may 

cause tighter coupling even than the intended inductive linking. In order 

to elucidate this, we shall calculate what capacitance will give critical 

coupling in the example already discussed several times (§ 2, page 27). 

1 
We assume once again that ^ ^-; consequently at resonance: 

Ck^ 1 1 
K* = ~ X - (see equation I B 19) 

™_ _~ 4 2 pF. 

785,000 1^ 480,000 X 190,000 

(I B 28) 

Such a very small capacitance will very often appear as a stray between the 

windings, and it is doubtful whether many I.F. transformers are purely 

inductively coupled. 

The values of and Z2 are usually determined by the amplification 

desired. It is apparent from the last equation that stray capacitance has a 

greater influence at a high intermediate frequency than at a low one. When 

using 475 kc/s I.F. transformers there is certainly some risk of excessive 

coupling. 

Finally we may consider a coupling by means of resistance. 

If the coupling capacitance Ck in fig. 14 is replaced by a resistance the 

terms and jcoM in equations (I B 1) and (I B 2) become —^2^^ 

. Rk 
and —11 Rk respectively. In the latter equations j — then takes the place 

CO 

of M, and for the coupling factor K we find: 

or: 

K 
Rk 

(Oq VL1L2 

COq^ L1L2 

(I B 29) 

(I B 30) 

EUctronenbuia. 3 
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In this case the coupling factor K is thus imaginary, and with mixed 

coupling complex values of K are to be expected. Such couplings are 

however rarely used in practice; but they are liable to occur fortuitously, 

and it is therefore necessary to include them in our considerations. 

§ 5. Off-resonance transnnission of the band-pass filter 

So far we have investigated the properties of the band-pass filter at reso¬ 

nance only. If we draw graphs of the transmission or gain as a function of 

frequency, we obtain so-called resonance curves; these are influenced 

markedly by the relation Q K (see fig. 16). 

In I B § 2 page 25 the relationship between amplification and Q K was 

discussed, but we were then considering only the resonance frequency coq of 

the band-pass filter. 

It is clear from fig. 13 that the gain at resonance falls gradually when the 

critical value Q K — 1 is exceeded. In consequence a depression occurs in 

the middle of the resonance curve and at certain off-tune frequencies gain 

reaches the maximum figure 

obtained at critical coupling; 

the resonance curve thus 

shows two peaks, each as 

high as the single peak which 

occurs when the coupling is 

critical. 

In fig. 16 resonance eurves 

are drawn for various values 

of Q K. It is clear from the 

figure that when Q K is less 

than unity the curve has the well-known shape with a maximum at co^, 

the amplification at that frequency being greatest for Q K ~ I, As Q K 
is increased beyond unity the gain at to^ declines, as we saw in fig. 13. Simul¬ 

taneously another phenomenon occurs: in the neighbourhood of maximum 

response the curve opens out sideways, and on each side of the resonant 

frequency a peak appears, of the same height as the single peak at critical 

coupling. As the coupling is tightened, the resonance curve broadens and 

the trough in the middle deepens. In practical calculations it may be 

assumed, however, that with over-critical coupling the response between 

the two peaks is constant. 

By differentiating the general band-pass filter equation and putting it 

equal to 0, it can be shown that the maximum gain attained when Q K ~ 1 
is not exceeded at the two peaks of the resonance curves when ^ K > 1. 

Fig. 16. Resonance curves for a band'pash filter, with various 
values of QK. 
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If we ascertain, for a particular value of Q K — for instance 2, the frequen¬ 

cies at which the response is greatest and then calculate the amplification 

with the help of equation (I B 14), we get the same figure as for the gain 

at coq when Q K ~ 1. 

§ 6. Resonance curves of symmetrical band-pass filters 

In the preceding sections it was deduced that the same equation could be 

used for filters coupled by any means if K is appropriately defined in each 

case. The following is a recapitulation of the equations from which K may 

be calculated for each type of filter: 

Inductive coupling: 
L1L2 

... (IB 9) 

Capacitive current coupling: 
COq^ C1C2 

<0^ Cfc'i 
... (IB 25) 

Capacitive voltage coupling: II ... (I B 27) 

Resistive current coupling: 
_ ± Rk^ 

6>o^ L\C2 
... (I B 30) 

The general band-pass filter equation when the circuits are tuned to the 

same frequency is for all four cases: 

^0 ^1 Q2 ^ ^ ^^1^2 

(TT/p Qi) 
(I B 14) 

Whilst the frequency response for different forms of coupling has already 

been considered in § 5, for the estimation of selectivity it is important to 

know the relation between the gain on tune and that at neighbouring fre¬ 

quencies. Essentially this means that the absolute gain is ignored, and in 

fig. 16 only the ratio is considered. We thus obtain resonance curves 

entirely similar to that of fig, 2 for the single circuit. This relation, which 

we shall again call o, is best calculated as a function of pQ. In the simplest 

case the natural frequencies of the two circuits, and cog, are both equal 

to coq; the Q-factors also are equal, and therefore = Q, Such a 

filter may be called completely symmetrical; its attenuation has already 

been calculated in B § 1 in the form: 

=i/Ti + (P + + (P - K)^Q^] 
“ ' 1 + ^ ' 
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CO 

the relation — having been assumed equal to unity. Multiplying we get; 
^0 

y + 1) 2 P* Qa {Q^K^ — 1) + 

r + (I B 31) 

Here a is a function of the quantity not of the detuning or of p alone. 

In fig. 17 the equation is shown graphically, with the product Q K as para- 

Fig. 17. Resonance curve* for a single circuit and for various combinations of circuits, with QK as parameter; detuning 
is expressed in terms of fi Q. 

meter. This simplified form holds good for all symmetrical band- pass filters; 

such an advantage is not outweighed by the.drawbackthat the detuning Aoi 

must first be converted to p ^ 
2 J Cl) 

~yjL 
(see also fig. 20). 
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It will be observed that so long as QK is less than 1 the curves have only 

one minimum; accordingly there is only one peak in the curve (fig. 16). If 

Q K becomes greater than 1, that is if the coupling is tighter than critical, 

the two peaks already mentioned make their appearance, one each side of 

the resonant frequency. 

We shall now consider a practical application of fig. 17: the determination 

of the selectivity of the I.F. transformer which has already been used several 

times as an example. It is desired to ascertain the degree of suppression of 

an interfering signal whose frequency differs 10 kc/s from that to which 

the transformer is tuned. 

The transformer will be assumed connected between the mixer and I.F. 

amplifier valves, with = 480,000 (see pag. 27); and the coupling 

is critical. 

First we determine the magnitude of p: 

P 
(Oo 135 125 

135 

In the present case = Q. With the help of equation (I B 19) we 

then find that: 

Q=- 
785,000 X 480,000 x 95 

1012 
35.7 

The relation p Q thus becomes 0.15x35.7 = 5.35. 

From the curve for critical coupling {Q K = 1) yfe now find that o == 15. 

If the required signal and the interfering signal reach the frequency changer 

at equal strength, at the grid of the I.F. valve the undesired signal will be 15 

times weaker than the wanted one. In the case of the second I.F. transformer 

Qi is again 35.7, but owing to damping imposed by the following diode 

(see page 27): 

Q2 — 

785,000 X 190,000 x 95 
14.2. 

For the sake of simplicity we now use the curves for a symmetrical band-pass 

filter and introduce for this purpose the mean quality factor ^ = V QiQ2> 

In § 7 we shall return to this approximation. So: 

Q = ^ Q1Q2 = ^ 35.7 X 14.2 = 22.5. 

Accordingly P Q = 3.4 and, for critical coupling, a = 6. At the diode the 
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interfering signal is 15 x 6 = 90 times down compared with the required signal. 

The influence of the coupling will be obvious from the foregoing example. 

If the attenuation obtained is thought too small, the coupling in both 

transformers might be loosened: for example, until Q K — 0.7. It is appa¬ 

rent from fig. 13 that the amplification would then fall only a little; but 

for a we now get values of 20 and 8.2 respectively in the first and second 

transformers. 

The overall attenuation thus becomes 164 times, which is a considerable 

improvement over the previous figure of 90 times. It must not be forgotten, 

however, that the side-bands of the wanted signal will also suffer greater 

attenuation and reproduction will worsen due to the weakening of the 

higher audio frequencies. If irreproachable response to the upper fre¬ 

quencies is required, we can ascertain from the curves in fig. 17 how 

much Q K can be increased by making the coupling tighter. With p Q 

about 3.0 for the first transformer and 1.9 for the second, a side-band 

of 5 kc/s is passed without attenuation. In the case of the second trans¬ 

former the result of tightening the coupling is very obvious: whereas with 

critical coupling (p ^ = 1.9) a 5 kc/s side-band is attenuated 2 times, when 

Q K = 1.5 the attenuation amounts to only 1.1 times. The discrimination 

against an interfering signal 10 kc/s removed from the resonant frequency 

is at the same time reduced from 6 to 3.4. It can be seen from fig. 13 that 

the transmission has remained practically constant. Moreover it follows 

from fig. 17 that it is even possible, by tightening the coupling still further, 

to emphasize certain side-bands; by this means a loss of the higher frequen¬ 

cies in the A.F. stage may be compensated. 

§ 7. Using band-pass filter curves for staggered circuits 

It was demonstrated in § 1 of section B that the resonance curve of a band¬ 

pass filter with identical tuned circuits may be represented by the same 

formulae as the overall curve for two mutually detuned circuits in cascade 

[cf. equations (I B 13) and (I A 39)]. The curves in fig. 17 may thus also 

be used for two tuned circuits in cascade. 

In this case the resonant frequency difference p,;^ is substituted for ; that 

is, Q K becomes py Q, With the help of equation (I A 37) we can elaborate 

this relationship as follows: 

Q K = ^vQ =  -- Q " — (^2—^i) (“2—^1) ... (IB 32) 
coq r 

The significance of the band-pass filter curve for Q K — Ois now apparent: 

the filter with K = 0, that is without coupling, gives mo transmission and 
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is therefore absurd. K = 0 is however equivalent to — 0, so that the 

curve Q K — 0 is the curve of two identically tuned circuits in cascade. 

§ 8. The band-pass filter with dissimilar dampings 

In deriving the formula (I B 31) Qi = Q2 = Q ^as presupposed, in order 

to obtain a simpler form of equation for the resonance curve. This equation 

and the curves of fig. 17 are therefore exact only when the two circuits are 

equally damped. Cases are often met, however, in which the circuits, 

although tuned to the same frequency, are unequally damped; use of these 

curves in fact leads to error, as happened with the second band-pass filter 

in § 6. 

We shall now first of all enquire whether the error is considerable, and then 

make a more exact calculation for a filter with unequal dampings. 

Using equation (I B 14) as a starting point we arrive at: 

(1 -rjm (I + jm + 
V 1 + Q,Q,K^ 

If we assume — 1 we then have: 

a = ! 1 (Qi -t- Q^) I 
I 1+Q,Q,K^ I 

Writing QiQ^ then get: 

/ (T-^2p2‘7[; ^2)2 

(I B 33) 

(I B 34) 

If we now consider, instead of the filter 

discussed above, a fictitious one with 

similar damping of both circuits, Q — 

V 01^2’ should still arrive at equa¬ 

tion (I B 34), except that in the numera¬ 

tor of the fraction we should write: 
. Fig. 18. Vectorial representation of the effect of error 

(201^ or 4 instead of ( 0a -1- 0^1^ absolute value of the numerator in equation 
‘ ^ ‘ ' ^2; (I B 34), when Q, Q, Q. 

The numerator of (I B 34), the root of 

the sum of two squares, may be regarded as the hypotenuse of a right- 

angled triangle (see fig. 18), and it is easy to observe the effect of the error 

made in the second term. 

The factor 4 should strictly be: 

«?, + Q^Y = QY + QY + 2 + I; + 2] 
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When = Q the factor between brackets is indeed equal to 4, but 

in an extreme case, for instance if — 5 ^2’ its value becomes 5 + 1/5 + 2 

= 7.2. Thus the perpendicular vector in fig. 18 must be equal to p Q V 7.2 

instead of p Q or 2.65 in place of 2 ^Q, The influence of this 

error depends very much on the magnitude of the horizontal vector, and 

this, in turn, on KQ and p Q. 

The table below indicates the error for several cases, Q2 being equal to 5 Qi. 

TABLE 

KQ PO 
Approximated value of the 

numerator 
Actual value of the 

numerator 
Error 

0 1 fV + 22 = 2 |/ 0 + 2.652 = 2.65 25% 

0 2 F 32 + 42 = 5 32+ 5.32 = 6 16% 

0 5 K242 + 102 = 26 1^242 + 132 = 27.5 5.5% 

1 1 K 12+ 22 = 2.2 K 12 + 2.652 = 2.8 21% 

1 2 22 + 42 = 4.5 V 22 + 5.32 = 5.7 21% 

1 5 K232 + 102 = 25 V'232 + 132 = 26.25 5% 

2 1 42 + 22 = 4.5 42 + 2.652 = 4.8 6% 

2 2 K 12 -t- 42 = 4.1 |/1l2 + 5,32 = 5.4 24% 

2 5 K202 + 102 22 K202 + 132 = 24 7.5% 

It is clear from the table that the error becomes smaller as the detuning p 
becomes greater; if P ^ exceeds 5 the errors are fairly small. We conclude 

from fig. 17 that only at such values of p ^ does a become appreciable. 

In the practical example on page 37 the attenuation of the second trans¬ 

former was calculated for p ^ = 3.4. Certainly this is less than 5, but on 

the other hand Q1IQ2 in the example was only 2.6. It may therefore be 

expected that the error in this case will not be very large. 

The greatest error occurs, of course, when the horizontal vector in fig. 18 

is very small or zero; then the overall error equals the error in the vertical 

vector. If once more we consider the practical case of Q1IQ2 = 2.6, then 

Qil Q2 + Q2I Qi + 2 = 5.0 instead of 4, the factor used. The maximum error 

in this example therefore amounts to 
1.0 

5^ 
20% when 

1 _ + Q2K* = 0. 
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When ^ the resonance curve can be calculated in the following way. 

Contrary to the foregoing we introduce in place of the quality factor the 

damping: 

8 = \jQ = r/coL. 

Now we write for the mean damping 

+ ^2 

2 

or: = 8 £ and $2 = 8 — e (I B 35) 

If we first divide the numerator and denominator of (I B 14) by QiQ2^ put¬ 

ting §1 for 1/Qi and ^2 1/^2’ then substitute (I B 35) we get: 

a - i — [S + JP+ g] [S + j?—c]+K^ I 

or: 

co2 (8 + —e^+K^ 

or: 

co2 (l + jQ^)^+Q^ (K^-e^) 

V 1 + 
(I B 36) 

Comparison of this equation with (I B 12) reveals that the resonance curve 

is the same as that of a band-pass filter with both circuits similarly damped 

and with a coupling of: 

K'2 = K2—£2.(IB 37) 

where 

^ Si—8 = 8 —82..(I B 38) 

This result may now be applied to the second example on page 37. 

We calculate the average damping of the second band-pass filter from: 

and 

S = 
1/35.7 + 1/14.2 

2 
= 0.048 or Q 20.8, 

e = 0.048 — 1/35.7 = 0.021. 

In the case concerned QK = 1 and Q == 23.2; therefore K = 0.043. 

Unless the relative positions of the coils are altered, this value of K must 

be used in further calculations. We therefore get: 

IC'2 = 0.0432 _ 0,0212 
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or: 

X' = 0.037. 

The relative coupling in the equivalent band-pass filter becomes: 

QK' = 20.8 X 0.037 = approx. 0.8. 

The resonance curve to be expected in practice is therefore that of a filter 

with just under-critical coupling. 

At 10 kc/s the proportionate detuning is no longer p Q — 3.5, but as a result 

of the new value of Q: 

20.8 
pO = 3.5 X-= 3.1 
^ 23.2 

The value of a must now be estimated from fig. 17, as the curve for QK — 

0.8 is lacking. From the curve for QK — 0.7 we get a value for a of about 

6.5 when ^ Q 3.1. When all the figures in this example are compared, it 

is plain that the results of precise calculation differ from those obtained 

on page 37 to a degree not worth mentioning. At small values of p when 

considerably larger errors are to be expected, precise calculation is always 

preferable, despite the greater complication. 

In certain circumstances can be negative; in that case 

resonance curves are obtained like those in fig. 17 to the left of the curve 

for Q K = 0, These are less favourable than the curve for the tuned circuits 

in cascade. If is negative, X' is imaginary; for these last curves, there¬ 

fore, the parameter QK' is indicated by 0.7y etc. 

§ 9. Band-pass filter with parallel damping 

In deriving formulae for the various types of band-pass filter it was as¬ 

sumed that in each tuned circuit series resistance was present. The quality 

in each case was designated by: 

and Q2 
^2^2 

'•2 

respectively. 

Generally, however, the circuits are damped by shunt resistance as well, 

and following the reasoning in A § 1 we may expect that in this case [see 

also equation (I A 23)] 

—-- and A — 
Xi<oiCi Q2 

. . . (I A 7) 

For complete certainty we ought to examine the correctness of this deduc- 
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tion. If we combine the circuit capacitance and the parallel resistance in a 

single circuit element, then the second term in equation (I B 1) and the 

first in (I B 2) have to be modified: instead of ^-we now have the impe- 
jwC 

dance of the parallel combination J?C. This impedance, as we saw in A § 4, 

is equal to the reactance of C plus a series resistance: 

Ar 
R 1 

(I A 30) 

Accordingly a further term - —_ comes into equation (I B 1), and 

T 

into (I B 2) 

If we put these terms into the equations it is apparent that the series resis¬ 

tance in each circuit is increased by an amount: 

, _ 1__ ^ _ 

' ' ' (0 / /?iO>i2Ci2 

Ar.- '. = 1"?)’ . ‘ 
" .“CV Vco/ R JR 2^*^ 2 *"^''2 

(I B 39) 

The Q we find decreased by parallel damping as follows: 

and 

1 Ar^ Tj / wi\2 1 

Ql ^ CO / 

_ _Zi_ ^ 

(I B 40) 

The fmal conclusion is that Qi and ^2 have been decreased by parallel 

damping, following the rule of (I A 23), the Q of the shunt being found 

within close limits by (I A 7). The new values of Qi and Q2 derived at the 

beginning of this section are thus accurate as long as the frequency does 

not differ very much from co^ and cog respectively; that is to say, when we 

are considering only a narrow band each side of the resonant frequency. 

This is nearly always the case, but see also section C, § 11. 
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The second term of equation (I B 1) includes not only but also These 

must also of course be multiplied by the amended impedance. However it 

is simpler to regard the impedance as unchanged, and la as somewhat 

modified; since this change is relatively small, the effect on the final result 

is unimportant. 

§ 10. Band-pass filter with mutually-detuned circuits 

In order not to make the calculation too complicated we shall limit our 

consideration to the case of a filter in which the two circuits are equally 

damped; thus = ^2 = Q- 
As a basis for the calculation we shall make use of equation (I B 10), in 

which, however, values for and Pg nxust first be substituted from (I A 37). 

If follows from (I B 10): 

or: 
[1 +7 <? (P + Pr)] [1 +jQ (P- P.>)] + 

coo® Q^K VTj:, 

CO* (i+yp<?)2+ + 

(I B 41) 

This is the same equation as (I B 11) for filters with two indentically tuned 

circuits, save that in the denominator is increased to + Pt,^. So we 

may now write: 

= p^2.(IB 42) 

We again calculate the attenuation in relation to V^res 

-0„ Q^K 
^Zres — j^a 

Hence we find: 

1 + (?2 (X2 + 

<*>\2(1+7W+ 

‘coJ 1 + 

(I B 43) 

(I B 44) 

This is once more the equation (I B 12) used for the curves of fig. 17. Thus 

for filters with mutually detuned circuits we may use these general curves 

if we first calculate the apparent increased coupling X' according to equa¬ 

tion (I B 42), In order to calculate the gain, i.e. Fgreg? it is necessary to 

know the value of K as well as that of K'. It will be evident from equation 

(I B 43) that the detuning p^ reduces gain. 
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Detuned band«pass filters are used only rarely. An example will be found 

in E § 2 (Band-pass filters with variable band-width). 

§ II. Band-pass filter with complex coupling 

In § 4 of this section we found that with resistance coupling had a nega¬ 

tive value. Although such coupling is scarcely used in practice, we should 

consider it briefly as it is liable to occur incidentally. 

For pure resistance-coupling and, therefore, a negative value for X^, and 

with identical tuned circuits, we find from equation (I B 14): 

^\2 (1 i ^ \ 
1 - 

(I B45) 

In this the absolute value of K has to be inserted. The last equation can 

be factorised thus: 

_0> 2{l + QK+j[6Q)(l-QK + jm 

(l + QKUl-QK) 
or: 

a = 
CO \2 

(l -[ ■' - —) (1+ —- ) 
I t QK^ 1 ~ QK' 

. .(IB46) 

We now clearly recognise the attenuation of two circuits in cascade with 

quality- and —— respectively. 
^ ^ 1 + ^X 1_^X ^ 

0) 

Apart from the ratio —, it is evident from equation (I B 45) that the 
COq 

resonance curve is always symmetrical. This becomes obvious when we 

represent the absolute value of a in the following way: 

a = 
j/ (1 _ _ Q2KY + 4 

(I B 47) 

Here p occurs only as a squared quantity. 

When incidental resistance coupling is present in a filter coupled by induc¬ 

tance or capacitance has a complex value, for example I + 

equation (I B 44) is then written: 

co y (1 + j^Q)^ + (i + j^) 

^o' 1 + (^ + j^) 

If for the sake of simplicity we consider only that part which varies with p. 

(I B 48) 
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namely the numerator, the absolute value of a becomes: 

^^ 471)2 (2 f^Q + m)* 

Since the term 4 ^Qm occurs under the root sign, the numerator — and 

therefore a — is not symmetrical in relation to p. We thus arrive at the 

important result that two identical tuned circuits, when partly resistance- 

coupled, yield an asymmetrical resonance curve. 

§ 12. Approximations and corrections 

In the foregoing calculations we have of necessity made frequent use of 

approximations and simplifications in order to obtain simpler formulae; 

we shall now look at these short cuts more closely, so that we may be able 

to judge whether in certain cases corrections will be necessary. 

(a) The detuning p 

It was clear from equation (I A 11) that for p it is a good enough approxi¬ 

mation to put double the relative detuning. In the case of band-pass filters 

at resonance, p = 0 and accordingly there is no error. It can, however, 

be of interest when calculating selectivity. The accompanying table shows 

the error which results from using the approximation in question. 

CO 

COq 

zlco 
2 — 

COq 

1.01 0.02 0.02 

1.05 0.10 0.10 

1.10 0.20 0.19 

1.25 0.50 0.45 

1.50 1.00 0.83 

2.0 2.00 1.50 

In fig. 19 the two functions in the table are depicted graphically. The last 

two cases listed in the table will rarely be of any practical value, but the 

fourth line down is of interest, as it covers the case of a 125 kc/s filter at 

detuning of 31 kc/s — i.e. at three channels oflF-tune; the error here is 

already appreciable, and it is accordingly preferable, when high accuracy 

is required, to calculate p from the definition. 

(b) The various coupling factors K, 

In the preceding discussion the coupling factor occurred always in conjunc- 
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tion with a factor co/co^ or cojw, save in the case of resistance coupling. This 

gives rise to difficulties in using the curves of fig. 17. If it is desired to ascer¬ 

tain the selectivity at diflferent frequencies several curves (corresponding 

to various values of QK) have to 

be referred to. 2,0i—r—i——r—i—r-r-i—r i -i ■ —r- -i ~i 

The foregoing table indicates the ^ 

magnitude of w/co^ for a given ’___7__ 

value of fi (see also fig. 19), so that K6-—7^-^ 

it is possible to check beforehand TZ_IIZ_^ 

whether approximation of these -t --- 

factors produces a big error. Fur- --.—J- 

thermore it is clear at once from _ lL/___ 

the curves in fig. 17 than an error -- 

in QK results in almost as large ny 

an error in the average attenua- _[)___ 

tion. --- 
- 

(c) Errors in the curves of fig, 17, 

For equation (I B 14), used to -f---- 

determine the curves in fig. 17, the % 1,2 1,4 1,8 2fi 2j2 2,4 

factor w/co« was made equal to 
” Fig. 19. The double pcrcentagc»detuning 2^w/oip, and 

unity. As already observed, we can /?, as a function of to, cOq. 

correct this error afterwards by 

taking the values of co/<Oq from the table on page 46 (see also fig. 19). We 

notice, however, that with inductive coupling this error compensates some¬ 

what the discrepancy indicated under b. In this case, therefore, it is advan¬ 

tageous to make use of the contrary effects of these two simplifications. If 

w/coq = 1.25 the approximation makes K too small, and the figure we get 

for the attenuation is 25 ® □ high. Approximating (w/wq)^ in equation (I B 14), 

however, causes the figure ascertained for attenuation to be 55 % low; thus 

the first error partly compensates for the second. Naturally this partial 

compensation is not obtained in the case of capacitive coupling, for then 

the approximated factor is co/wq. On the contrary, if we neglect both items 

the error will be approximately (w/coq)^. 

Ifi 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,8 2fi 2J2 2,4 2J6 
56745 

Fig. 19. The double pcrcentagc»detuning 2^w/oip, and 

/?, as a function of to, cOq. 

(d) Influence of the coupling factor on the adjustment of a band-pass filter. 

In most of our calculations we assumed that the two circuits, LiCi and 

LgCg, were tuned to the same frequency Wq, which is what is required in 

practice. When a filter is set up maladjustment is likely to occur if the 

coupling is over-critical, since maximum gain is obtained not at the resonant 
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frequency but at two frequencies, one higher and one lower than resonance 

(see fig. 16). In this case the filter should not be trimmed for maximum 

gain without certain precautions, or asynietry of the resonance curve will 

result. Correct adjustment may be effected by temporarily shunting one of 

the tuned circuits with a resistor of such value that QK is reduced below 

unity. 

§ 13. The abscissa scale for the resonance curves 

The various resonance curves in fig. 17 have a relative abscissa scale. This 

leads to the advantage that the curves are of general application and are 

not limited to circuits of any particular quality. The abscissa can no longer, 

however, be read off* directly in kc/s. But if we represent the quality of a 

given circuit by the relation r/L between its resistance and inductance, 

as is sometimes done, there then exists a very simple relationship between 

the detuning in kilocycles and the abscissa of the resonance curve. For small 

degrees of detuning we can write for p: 

2Aoi 
P =..(I A 11) 

OJqL 

As now Q = ——, can be replaced by: 
r 

= 

2zlco 

r/r 

2- Af 

rjL ' 

kc/s 

(I B 49) 
12.S/1/ 

'""rIL 
In this formula Afis mea¬ 

sured in cycles per second, 

and r/L in ohms per henry. 

Fig. 20, showing Afia kc/s 

as a function of for 

various values of r/L, will 

be found of help when put¬ 

ting the various resonance 

curves to practical use. If we 

represent the quality of the 

circuits by it is necessary 

2Af 
only to deduce p = 

from the detuning Af. 
f 
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C. Circuits for the reduction of 
shunt damping 

Introduction 

A simple numerical example demonstrates that parallel damping often 

markedly affects circuit quality. If we have an I.F. circuit with, say, Q = 

150 at 475 kc/s and a tuning capacitance C of 100 pF, we find from equation 

(I A 23) for a shunt R of 250,000 H (for instance a diode — see Chapter V 

on Detection): 

Qpar r=r= o,qRC =2^ X 475,000 x 250,000 x 100 x lO-^^ ^ 75, 

1 1 1 
-—-1-_ 0.02; and Ototal ~ 

Thus Q is decreased threefold by the addition of the shunt. 

As both magnification and selectivity are directly proportional to it is 

well to investigate the possibility of minimising the effect of parallel resis¬ 

tance. 

§ I. Increasing C and reducing L 

Equation (I A 22) shows that 1/^par becomes smaller as we choose a higher 

value for C. Whether l/^serics + ^ I Qpar ^1*^ diminish is not immedia¬ 

tely obvious, for in order te keep the tuning unaltered we must reduce L as C 

is increased. We distinguish two cases; 

(a) Lowering of inductance by reducing the number of turns on the coil, 

the wire diameter being unchanged. 

(b) Lowering of inductance by reducing the number of turns on the coil, 

the size of the coil being maintained. 

(a) Reduction of the number of turns; wire diameter unchanged 

If we reduce the number of turns n times, the inductance decreases n^ times; 

to regain the original resonant frequency the tuning capacitance must 

therefore be increased n^ times. As the number of turns is reduced the resis- 

n^ 
tance of the coil falls in like ratio. The factor Q thus becomes — = n times 

as small. 

Eitctronenbuis 4 
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If we indicate Q after the n-fold reduction in the number of turns by 

then: 

1 n ^ 1 

n^<^C ’ 

or: 

Q ^ L 
-- — ft -I--, 

Qn RC r 

This expression is a minimum when: 

' RCr 

(I Cl) 

(IC2) 

This formula accordingly tells us by how many times we should reduce the 

number of turns to obtain the highest factor Qn and therefore the highest 

selectivity. If the result of the calculation is n < 1, it means that to get the 

maximum value for Qn we must increase the number of turns and reduce 

the tuning capacitance. 

Equation (I C 2) may also be written as follows: 

n^C 1 
— r 
n 

R (1 C3) 

The left-hand side of this equation is now the dynamic resistance of the 

circuit at resonance, ignoring the parallel resistance. Thus we arrive at the 

following conclusion: 

If the capacitance and inductance of a tuned circuit shunted by a resistance R 

are varied^ without altering the wire diameter of the coil^ and keeping the 

resonant frequency unchanged^ the highest Q factor is reached when the dynamic 

resistance of the circuity undamped by parallel resistance^ equals J R, 

The dynamic resistance of the circuit at resonance is given by: 

1 
(IC4) 

+ 
R 

Thus it will depend on the value of R whether the dynamic resistance of 
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the tuned circuit remains satisfactory from the point of view of amplifica¬ 

tion or whether it will be necessary to compromise between gain and 

selectivity. 

(b) Reduction of the number of turns; size of winding maintained with thicker 

wire. 

If we use n times fewer turns in the same winding space, the wire diameter 

increases n times and the resistance per turn falls in the same ratio. The 

total resistance, like the inductance, is thus reduced by a factor n^ and 

the relation r/L remains unchanged; for simplicity we are ignoring the skin 

effect at the moment. We now have: 

or: 

Qn Q n^ Ro>q C 
(ICS) 

L 

YCr 
(IC6) 

As n increases Q increases; for maximum selectivity the inductance must 

be as small as possible. To obtain a measure of the amplification we calcu¬ 

late i?, the dynamic resistance, once more: 

Z == 
1 

(IC7) 

In this case also, Z falls as n rises, though not as rapidly as in (a). Improve¬ 

ment in selectivity is at the expense of amplification. 

§ 2. Tapping the damped coil 

A second method often used to lessen the damping imposed by a 

shunt resistance is to make a tapping (see fig. 21). If the number 

Fig. 21. Amplifying valve with tuned anode 
circuit, the resistive load R being connected 
to a tapping on the coil. 

of turns across which jR lies is — of the 
n 

total, the effect of R is tliat of a resistance 

n^R in parallel with the whole coil, as the 

latter acts as an auto-transformer. The quo¬ 

tient IjQ of the entire circuit is now: 

11 1 

Qn Q RcoqC 

(ICS) 
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This is the same result as equation (ICS). Here again by making n larger a 

higher Q and a better selectivityisobtained. Makings bigger means in this 

case that the damping resistance affects a smaller part of the coil. (Neither in 

this instance nor in that dealt with in § 1 can we assert that the higher value 

of Q will necessarily result in higher gain. It was assumed in fig. 21 that R 

forms part of the load to which the voltage developed across the tuned 

circuit is applied, e.g. a diode detector, or the grid leak of a following valve.) 

Certainly the ratio 
Va 

Vi 
increases as Q is made higher, but of the higher 

voltage only a fraction — is used, for at the tapping the voltage is n times 
n 

smaller than at the top of the coil. 

plification is thus: 

1 Va 

^i| n Vi 

— <5: 
1 

1 1 / 1 On 

n n r„C\ n OqC 

= S 
rC 1 

n— -I- 
L nR 

c) 

(IC9) 

It will be noted that the gain is determined 

not by the dynamic resistance Z but by 

Vg — X Z. This also holds for the case shown 
n 

in fig. 22, where the resistance damping the 

circuit belongs to the preceding stage, e.g. 

the A.C. resistance of the previous valve (see 

:?\h.‘3ve* also D § 10). The impedance inserted in the 

anode circuit of the valve is here not the 

dynamic resistance of the tuned circuit, Z, but by reason of the step-down 

transformation —- • Z. The A.C. voltage at the anode of the valve is stepped 

up, the alternating potential across the whole tuned circuit being n times 

greater ; so in this case the overall gain is^ 

V^ 
= n nS—Z = S — Z 

nr n rC 1 
n— + 

nR 
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The gain is thus the same as we found in equation (I C 9); the latter is a 

maximum when: 

n (I C 10) 

From this we obtain the fraction of the total number of turns which should 

lie between the tap and the low-potential end of the coil in order that 

amplification may be the highest possible. If the equation gives for n a 

figure below unity the coil must not be tapped but must have further turns 

added; the load is then applied across the whole of the coil thus lengthened. 

In practice, however, this course is rarely followed. 

Equation (I C 10) may also be written: 

L 
— = n^R, 

or in plain language: 

//, in order to reduce its damping effect on a tuned circuity a shunt impedance 

is connected to a tap on the coil^ the highest gain will occur when the dynamic 

resistance of the unloaded circuit equals that resistance tchich^ applied across 

the whole circuity would cause the same damping as that of the load actually 

connected to the tap. 

The general conclusion to be drawn is that the use of a tapped inductor 

always leads to better selectivity, and often to greater amplification, when¬ 

ever -is larger than R. 
rC 

§ 3. Inductive coupling 

Instead of using a tapped coil, the load may be coupled inductively to the 

tuning inductor by means of a separate winding (see fig. 23a and b). When 

the coupling between the two coils is extremely tight, as it would be if the 

^39«3 ^■39*^ 

Fig. 23a. Tuned-anode amplifying stage, in which 
the resistive load is inductively coupled to the 
tuned circuit (inductive tapping). 

Fig. 23h. Amplifying stage in which the valve 
is inductively coupled to the tuned circuit in order 
to reduce the damping due to its A.C-.resistance. 
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windings were interlaced, the behaviour of the circuit to AC voltages is 

identical to that with a coil tapped at —, n being the turns ratio in the case 
n 

of the inductive coupling. Accordingly the formulae evolved in § 2 apply. 

The use of a separate winding is advantageous when it is necessary to keep 

the tuned circuit isolated, from the DC point of view, from the preceding 

or the following circuit. Thus in fig. 23b the tuned circuit is safeguarded 

against the anode voltage of the valve to which it is coupled. 

§ 4. Capacitive tapping 

If, parallel to the tuned circuit, capacitors C\ and C2 are arranged in series 

and the load is connected across one of them, as in fig. 24, it can be shown 

that the damping imposed by the resistance R is precisely as great when 

it is joined to a tap at - on the coil, where 
n 

c, + c, 
n —- 

Cl 

provided that the reactance of C.^ is small in relation to R, 

The equations of C § 2 are valid here if for n we use 

the figure given by (I C 11). By this method it is often 

possible to lessen the damping with the use of only 

one capacitor 6\, the inter-wiring capacitance, the 

input-capacitance of the following valve, etc., taking 

the place of the second capacitor C^. As these stray 

Fig. 24. Capacitixe coupling capacitaiiccs arc generally quite small — 10 pF for 

attuned" instauce — it is necessary to make small if any 

notable reduction of damping is to be brought about. 

§ 5. Band-pass filters 

The measures already discussed are applicable to band-pass filters also, 

and the results are in general similar; possible divergences will now be 

considered. 

(a) Increasing C and reducing L 

If we make the coupling in a band-pass filter critical the selectivity is 

determined by: 

<?= •^■^2 

(in which the numerals 1 and 2 refer to the first and second tuned circuits 

(I C 11) 
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respectively). When one of the circuits of a band-pass filter is damped by a 

resistance the quality of that circuit is the same as with the case of a single 

circuit, but the effect on the filter as a whole is less, since in the last expres¬ 

sion both and appear under a root sign. Similarly the effect on gain 

must be calculated with V Z instead of Z, since the amplification with a 

critically-coupled filter is proportional to 1^ Z^Zg. It follows at once that, 

with a band-pass filter also, highest selectivity is reached when minimum 

inductance and maximum capacitance form the tuned circuits, whereas 

highest gain demands the converse. Variation of inductance and capacitance 

influences selectivity and gain less than in the case of a single circuit, how¬ 

ever; this is to be expected because only one of the two circuits is affected. 

It should be remembered that with an inductive band-pass filter the 

coupling factor does not change when the inductance of one or both cir¬ 

cuits is reduced if the physical dimensions of the coils remain unaltered. 

In a filter coupled by common capacitance the coupling becomes tighter 

as inductance falls, for the tuning capacitances necessarily become larger; 

with top-capacitance coupling, on the other hand, reducing the inductance 

loosens the coupling, and to restore the latter to its original value the top- 

capacitance must be made larger. 

(b) Tapping the damped coil 

As with the single circuit, selectivity 

is improved in the case of a band-pass — 

filter if the damped circuit is tapped, _t""] ^ ^ S P ^ 

since the Q factor for the tapped coil 7 f^ 

becomes higher. There is this differ- ^ 

ence, however, that the ^-factor 

appeared as 1^ Q in the equation for , . , , . . ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ rig. 25. Band-pass Idler in the anode circuit ot an 

selectivity. It is otherwise with ampli- amplifying vahe, with the resisti^e load H tapped 
^ across the secondary tuned circuit. 

fication; with a single circuit it is 

possible (see D § 2) to improve gain and selectivity simultaneously when 

— exceeds i?, but with a bandpass-filter it is not possible. From fig. 25 

the amplification is: 

V. 1 Vs 

Vi ” 1 1 
i Va s / Z^Z.,.(I C 12) 

The equation also holds good if the first circuit, and not the second, is 

tapped. Amplification is determined by— V Z. 
n 
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Now: 

(I C 13) 

It is clear that gain falls progressively as n increases; with a band-pass 

filter, therefore, improved selectivity is always at the expense of amplifi¬ 

cation. 

§ 6. Final remarks 

A value for n smaller than 1 (in §§ 2 and 3) means that, instead of a tap, an 

extension of the winding is called for. This, however, raises the self-capaci¬ 

tance of the coil, so that, as in § 1, there is a lower limit for n; thus a very 

small value has no practical meaning. With the capacitive tapping dealt 

with in § 4, n clearly cannot be less than 1. A further limitation in the case 

of a band-pass filter is that at small values of n it becomes impossible to 

maintain critical coupling. As n is reduced a point is reached at which K 

must equal 1 if coupling is to be critical; any further reduction means that 

the coupling is bound to be sub-critical. Then, however, Q would have to 

equal 1, a very low value, so that this limitation is of no practical signi¬ 

ficance. 

For clarity the various results are summarised in a table, in which (cir¬ 

cuit quality) and dynamic resistance (important forjudging gain) are calcu¬ 

lated as a function of the tapping ratio; from this we can quickly locate 

the optimum ratio for selectivity and amplification. 
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TABLE 

Summary of the results obtained by increasing C and reducing L, and by 

using a tapping or inductive or capacitive coupling, when a tuned circuit 

or band-pass filter is damped by parallel resistance. 
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D. R.F. Amplification 

Introduction 

By R.F. amplification we mean amplification of the signal received by the 

aerial, before it is applied to the frequency-changer or detector. It is to be 

noted that such amplification may be effected at frequencies lower than 

those encountered in I.F. amplifiers; this is the case, for example, when a 

signal in the long-wave band (300—150 kc/s) undergoes amplification in a 

superheterodyne with a 475 kc/s intermediate frequency. 

An important difference, however, is that the R.F. amplifying stage operates 

over an extensive range of frequencies, w hereas the I.F. part of the receiver 

handles only a single frequency band. In its effect on the selectivity of the 

receiver and on the strengthening of the input signal the aerial stage is of 

as much importance as the anode tuned circuit of an R.F. valve;for this 

reason, as w as mentioned in the introduction to this book, the input circuit 

and its coupling to the aerial are also discussed in the present chapter. 

It will first be shown that the aerial circuit with its coupling can always 

be replaced by an equivalent circuit to which a certain current is supplied. 

The voltage developed across the tuned circuit, whether simple or band¬ 

pass, is dependent, like the dynamic resistance, on frequency. 

The attenuation of the signal off resonance is thus equal to a, the factor 

calculated in sections A and B, allowing of course 

for the capacitance of the aerial and for the damp¬ 

ing the latter imposes; this subject will be regarded 

as having been by now sufficiently explained. 

The raising of the voltage induced in the aerial to 

that which is fed to the grid of the first valve is 

often referred to as magnification. This process is 

most easily explained with the aid of fig. 26, in 

which Vi represents the voltage induced in the tuned 

circuit. If the resistance r of the coil is small in rela¬ 

tion to its reactance wL, the relation between the voltages V2 and Vi at 

resonance is given by; 

Fig. 26. Tuned circuit with a 
voltage V■^ induced therein, and 
a voltage Fj across the coil. 

v^ 
j‘^0^ 

= jQ. 
T 

(IDl) 
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IF y 
Since at resonance;(o„L+ v—- ^0,1 ■= Therefore — (r f jtOoL), 

jftOjjC r r 

and as r ^2 “ ^ or - , 
r Fj r 

Fg can accordingly be many times greater than Fj. The equivalent cireuit 

of an aerial input stage is in fact never as simple as that shown in fig. 26; 

but inasmuch as, at the received frequency, part of the circuit acts as 

inductance and part as capacitance, the circumstances are fairly similar 

to those of the figure. 

We shall consider this matter in more detail. With a band-pass filter, as 

with a single circuit, we can speak of magnification and our further consider¬ 

ation will therefore be in two parts, dealing first with single circuits and 

afterwards with filters. 

§ I. Coupling the aerial to a tuned circuit 

The simplest equivalent circuit for an aerial is a voltage source with a vol¬ 

tage V'ant (namely the voltage induced in the aerial by the received signal) 

and with an internal impedance consisting of the aerial capacitance 

(see fig. 27a). 

9 

Fig. 27a. F(|uivulcnl circuit 

of an aerial. 

Fig. 271i, Tuned circuit 

connected to the grid of an 

amplifying valve. 

Fig. 27c. Equivalent cir¬ 

cuit of an aerial in parallel 

with the tuned circuit. 

Fig. 27d. Equivalent cir¬ 

cuit of an aerial in series 

with the inductor and capa¬ 

citor comprising the tuned 

circuit. 

This aerial must now be so connected to the circuit given in fig. 27b that 

the tuning of this circuit is affected to the minimum degree by the aerial 

capacitance. (Otherwise the accuracy of the wavelength scale will depend 

on the aerial employed, while in receivers with several tuned circuits the 

accuracy of the ganging will be much impaired.) 

There are, basically, two ways of linking the aerial of fig. 27a with the tuned 

circuit of fig. 27b. The first method is to connect it across the top and 

bottom of the circuit, as in fig. 27c, and the second is to join the aerial to 
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the inductance and the tuning capacitance C in series, as in fig. 27d. 

Bearing in mind the need for minimum disturbance of tuning by the aerial, 

it is clear that the circuit of fig. 27c is practicable only when, in relation 

to C, the aerial has but very small capacitance. As normal aerials have a 

capacitance of about 200 pF, a further impedance in series is essential. By 

making this impedance large enough, the influence of on the tuning of 

the circuit may be made as small as desired; either a small capacitance Cf^ 

or a large inductance L/^ serves the purpose. We thus come to the practical 

arrangements shown in figs 28a and b. 

In fig. 27d, Ca must be large in proportion to C for minimum disturbance 

of the tuning. As, for this arrangement, the capacitance of a normal aerial is 

of the tuned circuit by meuns of a 

capacitor Cki (capacitive top-coup- 

lin»). 

Fig. 28c. Aerial coupled to the bot¬ 

tom of the tuned circuit by means 

of a capacitor Cfcj (capacitive bot¬ 

tom-coupling). 

of the tuned circuit by means of an 

inductor L/fj (inductive top-coup- 

ling). 

Fig. 28d. Aerial coupled to the 

bottom of the tuned circuit by means 

of an inductor L^(j (inductive bot¬ 

tom-coupling). 

too small, it is necessary to connect a low impedance in parallel with the 

aerial; a capacitance large in relation to C, or an inductance Lk2 small 

in relation to L, may be used (figs 28c and d). 

Fig. 28 sets out the four basic types of aerial coupling. Circuits a and 6, in 

which the aerial is connected to the top of the tuned circuit through a capa¬ 

citance or inductance, we shall call ‘‘aerial coupling to the top of the tuned 
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circuit” or, shortly, ‘‘top coupling”. In circuits c and d, owing to the small 

impedance represented by Ck2 and aerial is connected practically 

to the bottom of the tuned circuit; these methods we shall term “aerial 

coupling to the bottom of the tuned circuit” or, shortly, “bottom coupling”. 

Our next task is to calculate the magnification of the circuits in fig. 28. 

§ 2. Coupling to the top of the tuned circuit 

(a) Capacitive top coupling {see jig. 28a) 

If the series combination Ca — is replaced by a capacitance Ckx the 

circuit of fig. 29a is obtained. In this the magnification may be most simply 

calculated by using the following argument: a voltage source with voltage V 

Fig. 29a. Aerial coupled to the top 
of the tuned circuit by means of a 
capacitor; the series capacitances Ca 
(aerial capacitance) and Cfct (cou¬ 
pling capacitance) arc here replaced 
by a capacitance Cfe,’. 

Fig. 29b. Equivalent circuit of 
fig. 29a. 

and impedance Z can be replaced by a current source delivering a constant 

V 
current, of magnitude J = — (the short-circuit current), to the impedance 

Z connected in parallel with the current source. If we now regard the aerial 

as a voltage source with voltage Vant and impedance —-— we can 
jeoC ki 

replace fig. 29a by fig. 29b, and if in the latter we assume the tuned circuit 

to be resonant at the frequency to be received its dynamic resistance 

amounts to: 

L 

® r (C + C'ki) 
(ID 2) 

The AC voltage at the grid will therefore be: 

L L 

r (C + Ck,) 
Vg = la — Vant 

r(C+C'fe,) 
(IDS) 
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As we are interested only in the magnitude of Vg, and not in the phase shift, 

we refer to the relation between the moduli of Vg and Vant as the “magnifi¬ 

cation”. Therefore: 

A = 
C'ki C'k, 

c + C'fei 
Q . (ID 4) 

It is clear from this equation that the magnification is proportional to the 

Q of the tuned circuit; the better the quality of the circuit, the higher the 

magnification. A further deduction to be drawn from equation (I D 4) is 

that the magnification is dependent on the capacitance of the variable 

capacitor C. Over any particular waveband Q may be considered roughly 

constant. As the value of C is greater at longer wavelengths, at the upper 

end of the waveband the magnification will be less than at the lower. Con¬ 

sequently the sensitivity of the receiver will vary with wavelength; often 

this is not permissible, and measures have to be taken to compensate for 

the variation. If for the circuit Q 100, the capacitance of the aerial 

coupling capacitor Cki — 20 pF {Cki so that C'jii = Cfci) and the 

capacitance of the tuning capacitor is variable from 30 to 500 pF, then for 

the magnification at the bottom of the waveband we find: 

A = 
20 

-100 
30 + 20 

40 

and at the top of the band 

A = 
20 

5^4^0 
100 = 3.8. 

This variation must generally be regarded as a drawback of the circuit of 

fig. 28a. 

(b) Inductive top coupling (see Jig, 28b) 

The magnification in this case is most easily calculated with the help of an 

equivalent circuit. First we shall replace the impedance 

by 

joiLki “f 

1 

joi Cq 

(IDS) 
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in which 

£0/^2 = 
1 

Co 
(ID 6) 

In this way, by putting L'^, in place of Lj^, the aerial capacitance is taken 

into account (fig. 30a). 
» 

If now we substitute a current source for the aerial, the circuit seen in 

fig. 30b is obtained. 

Fif(. 30u. Aerial coupled to the top 
of the tuned circuit by means of an 
inductor; the series combination 
Ca-Lki is here replaced by an induc¬ 
tance Lfcj/. 

of fig. 30a. 

As disturbance of the tuning by the aerial should be very small, Uki must 

in practice be large in relation to L. 

The dynamic resistance of the circuit in fig. 30b is therefore about equal to 

L 
— , and the AC voltage at the grid is: 

Vant L 

j<»Lki rC 
(ID 7) 

For the magnification we find: 

A = 
ant 

1 L 1 

rC Lfci ciCr 

1 

(IDS) 

or, since at the resonant frequency <OqL = 
<OoC’ 

A = 
OJqL 

Lki Lkl “O* — “fe* 

(ID 9) 

As a result of the large value of Lfci, wfc is always in practice several times 
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smaller than (Oq, so that as an approximation of equation (I D 9) we may 

write: 

A - Q (I D 10) 

If Q is assumed to be a constant quantity, the magnification is thus inde¬ 

pendent of the resonant frequency. Only at the upper end of the waveband 

will the magnification calculated from equation (I D 9) increase somewhat, 

for in that region the difference between Oq and becomes smaller. Should 

coq equal wfc, the magnification is then not, as might be expected from 

equation (I D 9), infinitely large, for precise calculation shows that in such 

a case the resistance of Lki^ and other factors we have neglected, keep 

magnification finite. By suitable choice of we can influence the variation 

of magnification and in this way attain the desired course of sensitivity 

in a receiver. In order to reach a specific value for it is possible to connect 

a capacitance in series or in parallel witk Ljci; is then less affected by 

Cfl and sensitivity changes less with the use of different aerials. 

§ 3. Coupling to the bottom of the tuned circuit 

(a) Capacitive bottom coupling (see Jig, 28c) 

Here we shall deal only with the most important practical case, that in 

which C/t2 is so large by comparison with C and Ca that the impedance 

between points p and q is about equal to .-. 
j^Cki 

The voltage between these two points is then: 

Vk= V, ant 
Ck2 + 

(I D 11) 

For the frequency to which the circuit is tuned we find that the relation 

between Vg and Vk is equal to j Q (see fig. 26). 

The AC voltage at the grid therefore amounts to: 

jVant-^^Q.(ID 12) 
Ca Ck2 

and for the magnification we find: 

ant Ca + Cfe5 
Q.(I D 13) 

With this circuit, therefore, magnification is nearly independent of wave- 
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5000 pF and Q = 100, then 

3.8. 

In this respect the circuit of fig. 28c is better than that of fig. 28a. A disad¬ 

vantage, however, is that, in order to maintain accurate ganging, capacitors 

of the same capacitance as Ck^ must be included in the other tuned circuits. 

With the arrangement of fig. 28a, on the other hand, the influence of Cj^i 

can be balanced in the other circuits by means of the trimmers. 

length; for example if Ca — 200 pF, 

for the entire waveband: 

200 

200 + 5000 
X 100 

(b) Inductive bottom coupling (see fig. 28d) 

We shall consider only one case: that in which is small in relation to L, 

and the impedance between points s and t therefore practically equal to 

jcoL/c2* The voltage between these points is then: 

Vk 
joiLl^2 

ant 
1 

joiCa 

ant ant (I D 14) 

where 

Here again, at the resonant frequency (w = Wq) of the circuit, Vgj Vk = j Q 

and the AC voltage at the grid is: 

V ^. 

while the magniiicatioii is: 

V, 
A = 1 

Vant “it — “o 

Q.(I D 16) 

Owing to the small value of ‘>>fe is in practice always large in comparison 

with ojq, so that for equation (I D 16) we can write: 

A = 
1 

~^Tc Q (1 D 17) 

In this case, as in that of hg. 28a, magnihcation varies with the capacitance 

of the tuning eapacitor and is smaller at the top of the waveband than at 

Eltctronenbuis 5 
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the bottom. By suitable choice of it is possible to modify the magnifica¬ 

tion, but this is not of great practical value. 

The circuits described are not the only methods of connecting the aerial to 

the first tuned circuit of a receiver. With capacitances and inductances, 

arrangements can be devised with very diverse magnification frequency 

characteristics, and different coupling methods may be combined so that 

a combination of their properties is obtained. 

As it is the intention, however, to give only a short survey of these aerial 

circuits, the more complicated kinds will not be further discussed. There 

remains one commonly used circuit to be dealt with, the mutual-inductance 

aerial coupling. 

§ 4. Mutual-inductance coupling 

In fig. 31a the aerial is inductively coupled to the tuning coil by means of a 

coupling coil. The induced voltage Vant and the aerial capacitance Ca are 

09J96I 

Fig. 31a. Basic circuit of an inductiye 
aerial coupling. 

indicated in the diagram. Using the same argument as before, we replace 

the circuit of fig. 31a by that of 31b; instead of the induced voltage we now 

have a current source, with Ca shunted across it: 

la — ^ant .^ 

This type of aerial coupling really amounts to a band-pass filter in which 

the second circuit is tuned to the desired signal; the first circuit consists 

of the aerial capacitance Cq and the undetermined inductance L^. To 

calculate the performance of this circuit we therefore go back to the 

general band-pass filter equation (I B 10), which in this case we write: 

Vg— 
Q,K VLuL 

(I D 19) 

Here la has been replaced by substitution from equation (I D 18) and, 

as in fig. 31, resistance in the primary circuit is neglected (^i = 
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From equation (I D 19) we now get for the absolute value of the output 

voltage Vgi 

tOft® O, K V LiX 
Vg = Vant C„ . (I D 20) 

In this, Pi represents the detuning of the fixed circuit CqL]^ from the signal 

frequency <o, and P2 the detuning therefrom of the secondary circuit. 

It is desirable to make Vg as large as possible, and it might be expected 

that the maximum would be reached when P2 = 

Closer consideration of equation (I D 20), however, shows that this is not 

so. With a fixed primary circuit, that is to say when Pi is fixed, Vg attains 

its maximum if 

— P1P2 0.(I D 21) 

Only when is very small is it right to say that pg inust equal 0. In general, 

the highest magnification is attained when, as equation (I D21) indicates, 

the circuit LC is detuned a little. The equation then becomes: 

(I D 22) 

If in equation (I D 22) we substitute: 

K yL^L — — M [from equation (I B 9)], 

Pi Cx>/cOi - COj/cO - COi^ 

we can write for the magnification: 

CO ^ = c„ — — M ^2 M CO^ COo 
_ _ n-? 

Lk 
(I D 23) 

It will later be shown that co and CO2 are about equal; this was to be expec¬ 

ted. The tuning is determined almost entirely by the second circuit, so we 

may put the fourth term in equation (I D 23) equal to unity; the formula 

then simplifies to: 

M C02 
— Q,- 
Lk — ^1^ 

(I D 24) 
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Over the whole waveband Q remains, as already noted, sensibly constant, 

and the magnification will also vary little if we take care that the last fraction 

is constant, i.e. if we make small in relation to co. Otherwise the variation 

of equation (I D 24) with frequency is in all respects the same as in the case 

of an inductive coupling to the top of the circuit [see equation (ID 9)]. 

Usually we make coj much lower than the lowest value of co in the wave¬ 

band; if it is only just lower, the magnification will rise towards the upper 

end of the band. 

The primary resonant frequency co^ may also be made higher than the 

highest value of co, and in that case the variation of magnification with 

frequency is the same as in equation (I D 16). Such a coupling is therefore 

equivalent to that of fig. 28d. It is not often used. 

The commonest arrangement is to make co^ fairly low, by giving a relatively 

large value to L^; this is known as a ‘darge-primary” aerial coupling. It 

is of interest to know how the secondary tuning should be determined in 

this case, for the simple relationship co^LC = 1 is clearly not valid. L and C 

may then be calculated from the equation (I D 21). 

In the latter we substitute for Pi’ ^2’ and in accordance with the defini¬ 

tions on page 20 and equation (I B 9) respectively: 

co^ 
(cii/coj — ^il^) (^/<^2 — ^2/^)--= 0 . . (ID 25) 

CO1CO2 

hence 

02^ 4-0.1^ —0,2(1 _/c2) =0. ... (ID 26) 

or 

(I D 27) 

For a given primary resonant frequency coj and a given angular frequency 

CO, the required figure C02 and the consequent product LC are easily calcula¬ 

ted with the help of equation (I D 27). 

Treating the circuit as a band-pass filter is logical; the formulae for a filter 

have already been derived and equations (I D 24) and (ID 27) are in 

practice quite satisfactory for the present case. 

However, it might be claimed, in view of the considerable detuning of the 

primary, that the circuit could better be regarded as a transformer-coupled 

single circuit. The equivalent circuit would then need modification, and the 
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requirement for resonance might be expected to take the form: 

to* L'C = 1 or to* = , 

where L' and C' represent the corrected values of L and C. 

Equation (I D 26) can also be brought to this form. We then write: 

eo2 (1 _ (1 _ .... (I D 28) 

Multiplying equation (I D 25) by —-- , we get: 

(1 — 6)22/^') (1 — .(I D 29) 

Substitution from equation (I D 29) in (I D 28) gives us: 

to*(l-fc*) =to,* + to,* --.... {ID30) 
1 — coi^/co^ 

or: 

^2 =-l + -1.(ID31) 
L (1 — fc*) L C ^ Lk Ca (1 — tOi*/to*) , 

Here L (1 — k^) is the inductance of the secondary when the primary wind¬ 

ing is short-circuited, and its value may be denoted by L'. Within the 

square brackets we notice the series connection C' of two capacitances, viz. 

the tuning capacitor C with: 

C„--— (1 - 0>i*/a>*) = ^ (1 - C0i*/co*) ... (I D 32) 
L 

— fe2 |.0p|.esents, of course,the transformer ratio u. The correction to C 
Lk 

is therefore the insertion in series of a capacitance equivalent to the reflected 

capacitance Ca multiplied by (1 — The equivalent circuit is given 

in flg. 32. 

This result is important in connection with the align¬ 

ment of circuit 31 with another single circuit. In the 

latter, therefore, it is necessary to insert a capacitance 

in series with C, of a value determined by L' and C^ 

Fig. 32 makes it clear, however, that accurate ganging 

over the whole waveband is possible only if (1 — coi^/co^) 

is tolerably constant, i.e. if remains very small. 

r 

Fig. 32. Equivalent circuit 
of the inductive aerial 
coupling of £g. 31. 
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As the resonant frequency Og is now fixed, we can correct equation (I D 24). 

a>2^ 
The unknown quantity — can be calculated from equation (I D 30): 

ogii/o* = 1 _ .(I D 33) 
0)2 - 0)^2 

and can then be inserted in equation (I D 23). 

The selectivity of the circuit can be deduced from the basic equation 

(I D 19). It is clear that the resonance curve is neither that of a single cir¬ 

cuit nor that of a band-pass filter, though it seems logical to expect resem¬ 

blance to a single circuit. Accordingly, equation (I D 19) should be rear- 

O) 
ranged as follows: if we put in the numerator — k for the equation 

becomes: ® 

or: 

Vo =^- Vant Ca ~ 

Q^k /LfcL 

jPi /I , '0 n \ ■ ^2 

Hi 

Vg — j Vqui Ca 
77 iT7p7<?2 

(I D 34) 

As in most cases is here fairly large, its variation on detuning from reson¬ 

ance will be relatively small, and the dependence of Vg on frequency will 

be mainly determined by 1 -)- ^2* attenuation factor we now 

find: 

a = I 1 + jp/ Qa I or a = / 1 + (P2' ^2)^“ 

With this we may compare equation (I A 10), relating to a single circuit. 

Indeed the circuit may be regarded, roughly speaking, as a single circuit 

if we take into consideration that: 

, a:2 
p2 =^2 —.(ID 35) 

Pi 

It can be shown that this correction of the detuning factor agrees with the 

revised circuit elements of fig. 32, i.e. it should also be possible to calculate 

the selectivity from: 

og L' 0>2L(1—fc2) 
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We conclude from this equation that the quality of the coil must be mea¬ 

sured with the primary winding short-circuited. 

§ 5. Coupling the aerial to a band-pass filter 

A band-pass filter may also be coupled to the aerial by any of the foregoing 

methods. In fig. 33a capacitive coupling to the top of the circuit is shown. 

Fig. 33a. Capacitive aerial coupling to a 
baiid'pass filter. 

Fig. 33b. Equivalent circuit of fig. 33a. 

If once more we substitute a current-source for the voltage-source Vani 

we get circuit b. Equation (I B 16) now gives, for the voltage Vg: 

QK 
Vg--- ! Jh 

— Ed,If CO Cfcl 

1 + 
QK 

1 H 

V Zi X Zj 

Q^K'^ 
V Z, X Zj (I D 36) 

Zi and Z2 here stand for the dynamic resistance of the primary and secon¬ 

dary circuits respectively. 

The magnification is therefore: 

A = I = coCfe.' —y Z.x Z, . (ID 37) 
Vant I 1 + Q^K^ 1 - V ) 

If the circuits are identical (namely Lj = L2=L, = r, = 

C2 — C) and if the coupling is critical (KQ ~ 1) we find: 

^.^ rC Cl + Cki 

We can therefore say that a critically-coupled filter yields half the magnifi¬ 

cation which would be given by one of its circuits used alone as a single 

tuned circuit. This holds not only for the coupling shown in fig. 33, but also 

for the other coupling methods dealt with in section B. If the coupling is 

not critical, or if the two circuits are dissimilar, the magnification must 

be computed with the help of equation (I D 37). As fig. 13 on page 26 proves, 

the highest magnification occurs with critical coupling. 
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Magnification is a voltage gain requiring no valves. We therefore endeavour 

to make it as high as possible, first in order to increase the sensitivity of the 

receiver inexpensively, and secondly in order to obtain a favourable ratio 

of signal-to-valve noise. Since the increased gain occurs before the first 

valve, less amplification is needed in later stages and noise is therefore less 

troublesome. 

To secure high magnification it is important to use circuits of good quality, 

i.e. circuits for which Q is large. 

Besides circuit quality there are other quantities which aflfect magnifica¬ 

tion. Thus, for example, the capacitance Cjci in fig. 28a should, from equa¬ 

tion (I D 4), be large; and in fig. 31 M/L^ must be large, in accordance 

with equation (I D 24), and so on. It is important, therefore, to couple the 

aerial to the tuned circuit as tightly as possible. The choice of circuit 

quality and coupling factor is however narrowed for various reasons, one 

of the most important being the detuning and damping caused by a tightly- 

coupled aerial; these eflfects will be considered in § 6. 

§ 6. Influence of the aerial on the tuning of the first circuit 

If we connect a receiver having more than one tuned circuit to an aerial 

whose capacitance diflfers from that used in aligning the circuits and calibra¬ 

ting the scale, detuning of the input circuit occurs and becomes greater 

as aerial coupling is tightened; to compensate for this detuning it is neces¬ 

sary to readjust the aerial-circuit trimmer. However, it is usually desirable 

to be able to connect a receiver to any aerial without the need for adjust¬ 

ment, and accordingly the coupling must be so chosen that any likely detun¬ 

ing will fall within acceptable limits. Whether a given degree of detuning 

is tolerable may be judged by its effect in reducing magnification and in 

distorting the set’s overall resonance curve. The latter is less important in 

superheterodynes, as the I.F. circuits predominate; indeed, in such receivers 

signal-frequency selectivity is mainly concerned with preventing cross¬ 

modulation (see chapter IV). Here we shall deal only with the reduction 

of magnification. 

By means of equation (I A 10) we can calculate the permissible detuning 

for a circuit of given quality. According to this equation: 

a2 = 1 + ...(I A 10) 

2 zd CO 

CO 

2 a2—1 

02 

or we can write 
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The permissible relative detuning is therefore: 

Aoi ^ V — 1 
(I D 39) 

The detuning effect of the aerial may be regarded as a modification of the 

capacitance and inductance of the tuned circuit. The effective values of 

capacitance and inductance may therefore differ from C and L, and in the 

following calculations the effective values will be indicated by C' and L'. 

In fig. 29, for instance, C' = C + C'ki- 

A change in the aerial capacitance may cause a variation of either C' or L'. 

It is therefore useful to state, instead of the permissible detuning, the 

permissible deviation of C' or L', which we can calculate as follows: 

1 
W = -- ; 

y L'c 
A a " —I 

1_ A C 
1 

Therefore Ka 2 — 1 • 
1 

Q 

Similarly: 
AV 

“I' 
i K a2— 1 

1 

Q 

(I D 40) 

The capacitance of receiving aerials varies within wide limits; that of a 

small indoor aerial may be 50 pF, while a large outdoor aerial with screened 

down-lead may reach 1500 pF. Thus it must be possible for the aerial 

impedance to vary greatly, without detuning the first circuit too much. 

From this point of view we shall now examine more closely the two most 

important types of aerial coupling. 

(a) Top-capacitance coupling (see fig. 28a) 

In this case we may first consider a change of aerial capacitance from nil 

to infinity, corresponding on the one hand to a free aerial terminal and 

on the other to an aerial terminal short-circuited to earth. If the receiver 

is connected to an aerial whose capacitance equals that with which the 

tuned circuits were aligned, then: 

C' == C + Q/. 

With the aerial terminal disconnected: 

C' = C; 
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and with the aerial and earth terminals short-circuited 

C' = C + Cfci. 

Since normal aerials have a capacitance which in relation to Cki is so large 

that C^ki ^ the greatest detuning occurs when the aerial terminal is 

disconnected; the change of C* is then: 

AC^Ck^.(ID 41) 

Equation (I D 40) now becomes: 

Cki Ck,' 
c ~ C + Ck^ 

(I D 42) 

From this we obtain for the maximum value of Ck\ • 

C/ci max 

f" Cfci ri 
a- ■ 

1 

Q 
(I D 43) 

This maximum value for Cki must be calculated at the lowest occurring 

value of C (Cmin = capacitance at the bottom of the waveband). As 

Cki ^ Ck\ Cmin^ the maximum permissible value of Cki approxi¬ 

mately stated as follows: 

Ckimax — Cfnin ^ ^ ^.^ 

With such a coupling capacitance the highest attainable magnification 

would, from equations (I D 4) and (I D 43), be: 

. (ID 45) 
^min + ^ki 

If, for example, it is considered that a reduction of magnification of a = 2 

is admissible, then at the bottom of the waveband the magnification will, 

according to equation (I D 45), be no more than unity. At the top of the 

waveband the magnification is obviously still smaller. 

When Q ~ 100 and Cmin — pF? equation (I D 44) shows that the above- 

mentioned magnification is obtained with a capacitance of 

Ckimax — X 1 X ~ pF• 

This capacitance is thus the maximum variation of the tuning capacitance 

that can be tolerated. 

The magnification obtainable is therefore very small, but if we provide for 

a smaller variation of aerial capacitance than from nil to infinity we can allow 

Cki larger, thereby obtaining greater magnification. If we consider 
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only aerials with a capacitance of from 50 to 1500 pF, Cki may then he made 

6 pF. In that case Cki has the following values: 

when Ca = 50 pF: 

Cki 

when Co = 200 pF: 

CaCki 50 X 6 

C„ + Cfei 50-16 
=- 5.36 pF; 

, 200 X 6 
Cki =-= 5.83pF; 

ork/\ I z: i ’ 200 4- 6 

when Co == 1500 pF: 

, 1500 X 6 
Cki = - =- 5.98 pF. 

‘ 1500 -f 6 ' 

If the tuned circuit i.s accurately adjusted with an aerial capacitance of 

200 pF, the maximum deviation will he 

C = 5.83 — 5.36 = 0.47 pF. 

This amount is just within the figure of J pF calculated above. 

With an aerial of 200 pF the magnification at the bottom of the wave¬ 

band is: 

Cki 5.83 
A = -- ‘ . O ^- 100 = 10.4. 

C + Cki 55.83 

In order that still larger values of Cfci may 

be used, it is common practice to connect 

a capacitor Ci between the aerial and earth 

terminals (see fig. Si). Variation of Ca then 

has less influence on Cki • If make C5 

100 pF for instance, and Cfei = 12 pF, then: fj' capacitor Cfc. 

when Ca = 50 pF: 

Cki - 

when Ca — 200 pF: 

Cki' = 

when Ca = 1500 pF: 

Cki 

(50 f 100) 12 

50 |”I00 12 

(200 + 100) 12 

200 + iO0r+ 12 

(1500 + 100) 12 

1500 + lOO-f 12 

11.11 pF; 

11.53 pF; 

11.91 pF. 
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The receiver being aligned with Ca = 200 pF, the greatest capacitance 

change that can occur in the aerial circuit is 

J C = 11.53 — 11.11 = 0.42 pF. 

The magnification is in this case: 

j Ca Cki 
Cq Cb C Cki 

Q.(I D 46) 

Consequently at the lower end of the waveband {Cmin = 50 pF) 

200 11.53 
A - 100 = 12.5. 

200 + 100 50 + 11.53 

(b) Inductive coupling (fig. 31) 

With this method of coupling, too, we may first distinguish the two limiting 

cases: that in which the aerial terminal is free and that in which it is 

earthed. If we represent the circuit by a tuning capacitance C, with an 

inductance L in one case and L [1 — k^) in the other, equation (I D 40) 

obviously takes the form: 

AV I —{I — *2) ___ ^ _ 
fe2 - 1 
-V a^—l. 
1 — fc2 Q 

(I D 47) 

From this we ascertain the quality of coil which is required for a given 

coupling k and a given perrcdssible attenuation a. 

Equation (I D 24) then indicates the magnification obtainable: 

M / 1 \ ^ Ml—k^ w- 
A = 

Lfc \ 1 - ^^2^0 

and as M =-kV LkL : 

^ ^ ]/.iL 1/ flZ 

* Lk 
(I D 48) 

Suitable choice of k thus makes it possible to increase the permissible 

magnification to any degree, assuming we are in a position to provide a coil 

of the quality required by equation (I D 47). 

It is useful to compare the inductive coupling with the circuit of fig. 34, 

in which the detuning effect of the aerial may be made as small as 

desired by suitable choice of Ch; in this case, too, the required magnifica¬ 

tion may be secured by correct choice of coil quality, though there are 

limits to the quality attainable in practice, and consequently to the magnifi- 
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cation also. Accordingly it is necessary also with inductive coupling to allow 

for the aerial capacitance varying over only a limited range, the required 

coupling factor k being fixed in relation to the attainable coil quality. As 

with the calculation of C' in the case of the capacitive coupling, the simplest 

course is to make use of the equivalent circuit of fig. 32. With a provisional 

value of i.e. of C' alters by AC^ when the aerial capacitance 

is, for example, increased from 200 to 1500 pF; that this change AC' is 

permissible must then be confirmed by calculation from equation ( ID40). 

As was indicated at the beginning of D § 4 (page 68), magnification is practi¬ 

cally independent of wavelength when coj^ co. In modern receivers uniform 

sensitivity is desirable, and the inductive circuit is preferable. Since to, is 

easily affected by the aerial capacitance, it is important to ensure that it 

remains less than co even when the receiver is connected to a very small 

aerial. Generally this is achieved by making the coil resonant just at 

the upper end of the medium waveband, say 

between 600 and 700 metres. In most cases a 

capacitor must be shunted across the coil 

The addition of this capacitance Cb gives us 

the circuit of fig. 35. 

The primary resonance is then given by: 

“1^“ I-k (Ca + Cb) = 1, 

and when making the calculation of detuning 

a primary capacitance of (Cq + Cb) must be 

brought in. 

The use of a large aerial with the circuit of fig. 35 results in the resonance 

frequency a being low; when the receiver is working on medium waves 

it may fall within the long waveband; should o coincide with the carrier 

frequency of a LW transmitter interference will occur. To avoid this 

trouble the tuned circuit formed by and (Co H- Cb) should be so heavily 

damped that its resonance curve is flat. Or the circuit may be modified so 

that the primary resonance is never shifted too far into the long waveband; 

this may be achieved by using a capacitor in series with the aerial, as 

well as a shunt capacitor Cg across the coupling coil (see fig. 36). 

To take a practical example, if with this circuit is 800 (i-H, and Q and 

C^ are respectively 200 and 125 pF, then Ljt and Cg resonate at about 

600 metres. Short-circuiting aerial and earth terminals puts in parallel 

with Cg, and the resonance of Lk with (Q + Cg) then falls at about 1000 

metres. Thus no variation of the aerial capacitance can shift the resonance 

Fig. 35. Inductive aerial coupling with 
a capacitor Cfr .shunting the primary 
roil of the R.F.transformer, in order to 
lower the resonant frcqueney of the 
aerial circuit. 
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frequency beyond these limits. If lies close to the upper end of the wave¬ 

band, magnification rises as this point is approached. 

In order to obtain more uniform magnification, a combination of inductive 

and top-capacitance coupling is often employed (see fig. 37). As the capaci¬ 

tive coupling yields the greatest magnification at the lower end of the wave- 

Fig. 36. luductive aerial rcmpling, with a Fig. 37. CombiuecJ inductive and capaci- 
series capacitor C, to prevent the resonant tive aerial coupling, designed to maintain 
frequency of the primary circuit falling uniform magnification o\ er the waveband, 
within the long waveband if a large aerial 
is used. 

band, it is possible by judicious choice of Lfc, M and C^i to make the 

magnification very even. 

Finally it is worth noting that when a band-pass filter precedes the first 

valve the aerial coupling may be tighter than when there is a single circuit, 

for the aerial detunes only the first circuit and detuning of one circuit of 

a filter has a less serious eflfect than detuning of a single circuit. 

§ 7. Damping of the input circuit by the aerial 

As has already been mentioned, the degree of coupling between aerial and 

tuned circuit is also limited on account of the damping imposed by the 

aerial. Apart from its capacitance, the aerial has also a certain resistance, 

which, if the coupling were too tight, would unduly impair the quality of 

the circuit. Under the heading of aerial resistance must be included not only 

the resistance of the copper conductor but also that of the receiver’s earth 

lead and, especially, the resistance introduced by defective insulation of 

the aerial; furthermore the radiation-resistance must be taken into account. 

The resistance of an aerial can vary from about 20 fl for a good installation 

with suitable earthing to about 300 H for a relatively poor specimen. This 

resistance must be regarded as being in series with the aerial capacitance 

Cfl. In consequence of this damping, the magnification varies with the 

degree of aerial coupling not strictly according to the foregoing calcula¬ 

tions, in which a constant value of Q was assumed. If it is desired to take 

aerial resistance into account it is best to adopt a figure of 25 ohms, the 

value customary in artificial aerials (see also fig. 38). In the capacitive 

coupling of fig. 28a in D § 2 the aerial resistance in series with is first 
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converted to a resistance in parallel with Ca, using equation (I A 28). In 

fig. 296 this resistance, like the capacitance C/c/, shunts the tuned circuit, 

and by means of equation (I A 23) its effects may be computed in the form 

of a decrease of Q. 
With inductive aerial coupling it is logical first to combine the aerial resis¬ 

tance and the coupling coil resistance to form a single resistance The 

primary Q, which has so far been neglected, then becomes: 

Qi 
iLk 

Equation (I B 10) is now written: 

Vg = -Vant C„<0„== 
_Q,Q2K ^LkL_ 

(1 “H j?‘lQl) (1 "1“ QiQ2^^ 
(I D 49) 

The frequency-dependent part of this equation is the denominator of the 

fraction, namely: 

(1 t-;Pi(?:)(l 

Near resonance flj is large compared with p2» it® variation with fre¬ 

quency will be relatively small. This leaves Pj a® the only variable. For the 

calculations of the selectivity, therefore, we may again, following the argu¬ 

ment on page 69, regard the circuit as approximating to a single tuned 

circuit. This means that we should be able to recognise the form: 

1 \ j^Q 
of (1 A 9). 

Division by the constant factor (1 +yPiQi) yields: 

Q1Q2 
1 + J ^2^2 

or approximately: 

1 j ^2^2 ‘r 

1 + j?iQi 

K^QiQz-j 

K^Q2 , 
= 1 H-+ 7 (P2- 

Pi 

By a further division we rearrange the expression in the required form: 

1 + J (^2' 
Pi 

1 
K‘Q,' 

Pi*(?i 

It now appears that the coupling of the aerial circuit to the secondary cir- 
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, 
cuit results in a variation of the detuning Pg by amount and in a 

decrease of the factor ^2* 'J'be analogy may be continued further by imag¬ 

ining an equivalent increase zl r of the resistance in the secondary circuit. 

We then write: 

1 

K^Q 

Q 2fot Qi 

1 K2 1 

^ Q i 
(I D 50) 

or: 

Zi"! _ - 'L I ''i 

CO2L ^2^ 

As riot is composed of r and d r: 

thus: 

Zlr=K2 ri. 
Lk <0 (1 —^ 

As approximately o = 0)2: 

Zlr '•i (I D 51) 

The series resistance is consequently transferred to the secondary circuit 

in the ratio LfL^- Furthermore the detuning factor already men¬ 

tioned must be taken into account. Although calculation of the aerial damp¬ 

ing may be required in special cases, it is clear that in most instances the 

aerial coupling needs to be so loose, for the reasons discussed in D § 6, that 

damping by the aerial ceases to be of much importance. 

§ 8. Inductance of the aerial 

In addition to capacitance and resistance, an aerial possesses a certain 

inductance; this is so small however that its effect becomes noticeable only 

at high frequencies. In the medium waveband it may cause an apparent 

increase of the aerial capacitance around 200 metres. On short waves, on 

the other hand, the inductance and capacitance of the aerial are likely to 
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lead to resonances at various frequencies, with the result that, depending 

on the wavelength of the received signal, the aerial has either a capacitive 

or an inductive impedance. 

As aerial impedance is not a fixed quantity, it is customary when aligning 

receivers to use an impedance known as an 

artificial aerial. Formerly this consisted, for 

medium and long wavebands, of 200 pF, 20 

(jlH and 25 Q in series; on short waves a simple 

400 p resistor satisfactorily represented the 

average impedance of the aerial at various 

frequencies. At present a combination of both 

is used, so that the required impedance for 

various wavebands is obtained without switching (see fig. 38). 

§ 9. Influence of aerial coupling on the suppression of image frequencies 

in superheterodynes 

We shall now consider what effect a particular method of aerial coupling 

has in suppressing frequencies differing widely from the resonant frequency. 

20fiH 

I--1 
25/1 ^OpF 

rojumr—^h- 

400pr ^OOfL 

Fig. 38. Dummy aerial, suitable for use 
oti short, medium and long wavebands. 

This is of especial interest in the case of superheterodynes, for it is well 

known that a transmitter whose frequency differs from that of the received 

signal by twice the intermediate frequency can cause strong whistles (see 

also Chapter IV D § 4). The equations and curves which are generally used 

in calculating selectivity are all concerned with a narrow* band each side 

of the resonant frequency and cannot, therefore, serve for ascertaining 

the measure in which image frequencies are suppressed. Although the 

requisite corrections are given in section A, it is usually possible, by inspec¬ 

tion of the circuit diagram, to determine at once how much image suppres¬ 

sion there will be. For frequencies much higher than the resonant frequency 

the reactance of the tuning coil L is considerably greater than that of the 

tuning capacitor C. It is immediately apparent on looking at fig. 29a that, 

in the case of top-capacitance coupling, very high frequencies are attenua- 

Cfc/ 
ted in the ratio-As the magnification at the frequency of 

C + Cki 

the desired transmission, given by equation (I D 4), is 

A Ck, ,Q (I D 4) 

the image frequency is suppressed in the ratio of about Q. 
P'.lfrtrnn^nhtiit 
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Low frequencies are suppressed much more strongly, since the reactance 

ofL is very small compared with the reactance of C and Cki. The resonance 

curve of this type of aerial coupling over a broad frequency band accord¬ 

ingly takes the form seen in fig. 39a. Capacitive coupling to the bottom 

of the tuned circuit, however, presents an 

entirely diflferent resonance curve. As fig. 28c 

shows, with this circuit very low frequencies are 

attenuated only in the ratio---. 
Ca+C/c2 + C 

The higher frequencies are suppressed much 

more strongly, as the reactance of C is so much 

smaller than that of L. The curve of this cir¬ 

cuit therefore has the form indicated in 

fig. 39b. 

For a band-pass filter coupling, and therefore 

also, following D § 4, for an inductive coup¬ 

ling, the exact equation ( I B 8) shows that 

when CO — 0 or when co = qq the output vol¬ 

tage approaches zero, since in both cases 

and P2 ^re infinitely great. In the case of the 

^‘large-primary” coupling the resonance curve 

is in the form seen in fig. 39c, the smaller peak 

corresponding to the resonant frequency of 

the primary circuit. The circuits of figs 28b 

and 28d yield a curve similar to that of fig 39c, 

but with only one peak. 

Compared with capacitive couplings, induc¬ 

tive aerial couplings thus have the notable advantage of giving more 

efiective suppression of interfering frequencies on each side of the resonant 

frequency. 

Although capacitive bottom-coupling is found on close examii^^tion to 

provide better suppression of higher frequencies, that is to say of image 

frequencies, this type of coupling is not often used, for, as was noted in 

D § 3, it is necessary also to insert a series condenser in other signal- 

frequency tuned circuits. A further drawback of this circuit is that low 

frequencies, such as a hum voltage induced in the aerial circuit by the 

mains, can easily reach the grid of the first valve and give rise to modulation 

hum (see chapter IV, page 309). 

Fig. 39a. Resonance curve of the capaci* 
tive aerial top-coupling of fig. 28a. 

Fig. 39b. Resonance curve of the capaci¬ 
tive aerial bottom-coupling of fig. 28c. 

Fig. 39c. Resonance curve of the induc¬ 
tive aerial coupling of figs 28b, 28d and 
31a. 
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§ 10. Amplification in the R.F. valve 

The simplest circuit for an R.F, valve is shown in fig. 40a. The valve can be 

regarded as a current-source == S. Vg, shunted by Ru the A.C.-resistance 

of the valve. Fig. 40a is thus equivalent to fig. 40b. The blocking capacitor 

Fig. 40a. P.F. amplifying valve with a tuned 
anode circuit. 

Fig. 40b. Equivalent circuit 
of fig. 40a. 

Cfc has been omitted for simplicity: this is quite permissible in view of its 

size. Similarly the capacitor Ck bridging the H.T. supply has been ignored. 

It is now apparent that in judging the gain and selectivity we have to 

reckon with the tuned circuit L — r — C, shunted by Ri and /?. The 

calculation of the dynamic resistance Zq and the selectivity has been 

exhaustively treated in A § 3. For the dynamic resistance at resonance we 

may write: 

2o=4// 

The amplified voltage is then: 

V, = SVgZ, = SVg(^ll RillR). 

A practical disadvantage of the circuit of fig. 40a is that the H.T. voltage 

is applied across the variable capacitor, and the blocking capacitor Cf, is 

therefore sometimes inserted in the tuned circuit in front of C. More often, 

however, the inductor L is double-wound and coupled to the anode induc¬ 

tively; the winding in the anode circuit can be of quite thin wire. 

The blocking circuit consisting of Cb and R then becomes redundant and 

the second valve is connected directly across the secondary of the coil 

(fig. 23b). 

Another solution is to supply the anode of the R.F. valve through a choke, 

with a capacitive coupling to the top of the tuned circuit. Neither of these 

modifications differs radically from the basic circuit of fig. 40b. In each of 
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the three cases the gain is determined chiefly by the impedance L/rC; as 

the latter varies strongly with C, amplification is smallest at the top of the 

waveband. This drawback has led to a search for a coupling equivalent to 

the aerial coupling of D § 4; that circuit diflfers from the arrangement seen 

in fig. 23b only in having a primary winding of higher inductance than the 

secondary, and additional capacitance shunting the primary. This capaci¬ 

tance generally consists, in the case of an R.F. coupling, of the valve and 

primary winding capacitances and is indicated in fig. 41 by Cp, The circuit 

is equivalent to that of fig. 31b, but instead of equation (I D 18) we have 

/g = S. Vg, The further calculation need not be repeated; the final result, 

however, corresponding to equation (I D 24), is: 

Vo S. M 
A= =- O-——, 

Vg Cp Ljc CO^ - 

or: 

S l/T 
^ ^ k |/ Q-^.(ID 52) 

<0 Cp L]^ 

If has a sufficiently small value the last fraction is again fairly constant. 

As was observed earlier, Q is also fairly constant, and amplification thus 

varies in inverse proportion to o>. 

For the circuit of fig. 40 the gain is approximately: 

A = S.Z^ = S~-- = SQi^L.(I D 53) 

Here we have the factor w as well as Q and consequently the amplification 

in this case is roughly proportional to to. Neither of the two circuits, there¬ 

fore, provides the desired constant gain. 

The large-primary coupling of fig. 41 can, however, be advantageously 

combined with top-capacitance coupling as used in aerial circuits, since the 

trend of amplification with frequency is opposite in the two forms of 

coupling. A very small capacitance be¬ 

tween the high-potential ends of the two 

inductors provides adequate compensa¬ 

tion. The direction of the respective wind¬ 

ings must be such that the two couplings 

assist one another. The coupling capaci¬ 

tance is often obtained by connecting a 

single open-circuited turn to the top of the 

Fig. 41. R.F. amplifying valve with a high> 
inductance coupling to the following tuned 
circuit (the 80>called “large-primary” coupling). 

secondary coil, the correct spacing being 

ascertained experimentally. 
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The choice of coupling coil depends on the following considerations: 

In order to keep the last fraction in equation (I D 52) reasonably constant, 

the natural frequency of the coupling coil should not be too high; on 

the other hand it nxust not be too low, otherwise the dependent product 

Cp • Lk results in reduced amplification. The frequency co^ may be about 

half the lowest value of co. 

The product Cp . being fixed, it remains to ascertain the coupling. 

If we write: 

M = k KZfcL, 

then to secure high gain it is important to make the coupling factor k as 

large as possible; the coils should therefore be wound very close together. 

Further, Lj^ can be made large by keeping the parallel capacitance as low 

as possible; a limit is set, however, by the necessity to ensure that possible 

variations of wiring and valve capacitances do not have too much effect 

on Cp, 
High R.F. amplification is less important in modern superheterodynes than 

in the straight receivers formerly used; it is in most cases limited by the 

occurrence of distortion in the mixing valve. Accordingly, in a superhetero¬ 

dyne the primary capacitance may be made large, the required amplifi¬ 

cation being obtained by appropriate choice of coupling. 

The influence of the primary circuit on the tuning of the secondary may 

be calculated as in D § 6 for the inductive aerial coupling, since the circuits 

are analogous. The anode capacitance now replaces the aerial capacitance. 

It is also of interest to know how far the A.C. resistance of the valve, Rj, 

afifects the total damping. In this case the primary damping, hitherto ig¬ 

nored, must be taken into consideration, in accordance with equation (IB40). 

_I „ 

as was calculated in B § 9. 

Equation (I D 50) relating to the inductive aerial coupling holds also for 

this comparable case: 

A ^ ^ 

I ’ 

therefore 

r = OoL 
Ci)jCi>2 (“/“i— 
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As Cp = 1, we get: 

At 
L 1 1 

1,^(1 
(I D 54) 

The R.F. gain required is not usually large, and the ratio LjLk may there¬ 

fore be made fairly small; consequently the increase of resistance zl r is 

not great. The quantity (1 — should not become too small at the 

end of the waveband, and it is therefore important to make the natural 

frequency sufficiently low. 
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E. I.F. Amplification 

Introduction 

The essential advantage of the superheterodyne receiver is that the selective 

amplification takes place at only one frequency; by simple means, namely 

fixed tuned band-pass filters, it therefore becomes possible to achieve very 

satisfactory resonance characteristics. Single-circuit couplings are not often 

employed in I.F. amplifiers; occasionally they are used in small cheap super- 

hets, with reaction to counteract damping. General practice is to have two 

band-pass filters each of two tuned circuits, i.e. four circuits in all. The 

inductively-coupled filter is most commonly employed, because it calls for 

no additional components. 

When the intermediate frequency is about 125 kc/s the coil quality Q 
amounts to between 40 and 50, with average materials; at a frequency 

around 475 kc/s Q is approximately 150—200. With such coil quality, 

resonance curves can be obtained which satisfy most requirements. Data 

for calculating the response curves and magnification of band-pass filters 

will be found in section B of this chapter. 

For high-grade receivers costing more than the minimum, two ways of 

improving the I.F. stages are open: to employ more than four circuits and 

thus obtain a better overall resonance curve, and to introduce variable- 

selectivity band-pass filters so that the response may be adjusted in accor¬ 

dance with the circumstances. 

These possibilities will be examined in the following paragraphs. 

§ I. Superheterodyne receivers with more than four I.F. circuits 

In practice a satisfactory compromise between output quality and selecti¬ 

vity is obtained with a fixed-bandwidth receiver when the R.F. and I.F. 

stages pass a level band of about 6—8 kc/s and strongly suppress frequen¬ 

cies lying outside that band. We attempt to achieve such a performance 

by using band-pass filters, though we obtain, of course, only an approxima¬ 

tion to the ideal. 

The commonest type of receiver is a superheterodyne with two I.F. band¬ 

pass filters separated by a pentode amplifying valve. 

Fig. 42 shows the resonance curve for such a combination of two filters. 
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' the eflfect of the signal-frequen¬ 

cy circuits on the overall 

response being ignored. It is 

assumed that all the circuits 

3 have the same factor Q = 150, 

I that the intermediate frequen¬ 

cy is 475 kc/s and that the 

coupling in both filters is 

critical. As the diagramreveals, 

the response over the pass-band 

is not uniform, while the sup¬ 

pression of frequencies outside 

the band is far from complete. 

A more uniform response over 

the desired frequency band 

can be obtained by making 

the coupling in one or both 

band-pass filters more than 

critical, but the discrimina¬ 

tion against frequencies lying 

outside the required band is 

then not so good. 

Conversely, looser coupling in 

the filters improves the sup¬ 

pression of neighbouring frequencies, but results in less uniform transmission 

of the desired band. 

Thus although the use of four I.F. circuits represents an important step 

towards the attainment of the ideal rectangular resonance curve, their 

performance is still not good enough for a really high-grade receiver. Two 

courses are now open: 

The first method by which the ideal may be more closely approached is to 

increase the number of tuned circuits; this naturally requires more material. 

The second method is to limit the I.F. circuits to four, varying the coupling 

to meet prevailing conditions. Thus when good reproduction is desired, 

and interference is absent, the coupling is tightened, and when interfering 

transmitters necessitate increased selectivity, even at the cost of poorer 

reproduction, the coupling is loosened. This method calls for little extra 

material but has the drawback of demanding greater care in the handling 

of the receiver. 

We shall first consider the use of more than four I.F. circuits. 
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It is important to know how 

best to include the additional 

tuned circuits in the receiver. 

If six circuits are to be used, 

for example, they may be 

arranged as three I.F. trans¬ 

formers, each containing two 

tuned circuits; the three 

transformers have to be cou¬ 

pled by valves, and this 

arrangement consequently 

requires an additional I.F. 

amplifying valve. Another 

solution is to employ only 

two band-pass filters, each 

of three timed circuits; in 

that case no additional valve 

is needed. The respective 

properties of these alterna¬ 

tive arrangements will now 

be compared. 
Fig. 43. Resonance exirves for a combination of three two-eircuit 

band-pass filters; Q -150. In fig, 43 two resonance cur- 
(u) QK. 1; QK,. - QKa - 1.5; , ^ , .. 

1 fiv' fik 1 ves, obtainable with a com- 
(b) — I; (JKj = fv'h.3 — *-• 

bination of three two-circuit 

I.F. band-pass filters, are reproduced; they refer to an intermediate frequency 

of 475 kc/s, and a factor Q — 150 for all the I.F. circuits. One filter was 

critically coupled, and in the two others the coupling was over-critical; 

curve a relates to a coupling of QK — 1.5 in the second and third filters, 

curve 6 to a coupling of QK == 2. These curves were drawn with the aid of 

the band-pass filter equations derived in section B. Comparison of figs 42 

and 43 shows that in the second case the response obtained meets the re¬ 

quirements of selectivity and high- 

note reproduction much more satis¬ 

factorily. 

The equation for the resonance 

curve of a three-circuit band-pass 

filter may be derived as follows: 

__ It is assumed that the first circuit 

Fig. 44. Basic arrangement of three-clrcuit band-pass filter. COUplcd tO thc SCCOud, and the 

E 

JL -4. 

1 1 
x'— 

4=c r \ = = C S s =c 

_3. x_ 
1 
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second to the third, but that no coupling exists between the first and 

third circuits; this is roughly true when the coil of the second circuit is 

mounted between those of the other circuits. In the first tuned circuit an 

alternating current flows (see fig. 44). If the three circuits are identical,* 

and if the coupling between circuits I and // is as tight as that between 

II and ///, it follows from the voltage equilibrium that: 

h + T~7;) + — la —- 
jcoC JoiL 

•^2 + I\j^^ + ~ ^ 
jOiC 

^3 — 0 
jcoC 

Eliminating I^ and ■we get: 

h = 
jo)C 

( r -j-JtoL-j-jI 26)2Af2 -|-ycoL —— j I 

The voltage across the last circuit is: 

1 
/a joiC 

M^IO 

( , + j^L I 2 + (r + y<oL + j^) \ 

Substituting 

(IE 1) 

la. (IE 2) 

Ta (IE 3) 

K L C’ 

p = —. 

we get: 

Q=^. 
T 

K 
M 

"o E 

1^3 = 
r» (1 +yp<?){( 1 +7W + 2 } 

la ■ (IE 4) 
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The modulus of this voltage is: 

M^/C* 
la 

r3 K (2 + 3)2 + (1 + 2 Q^K^ — 3 p2^2)2 

.... (IE5) 

At resonance (p == 0) this becomes: 

30 
‘ (1 +2 Q^K^) 

(IE 6) 

OflF resonance the attenuation in relation to the voltage is therefore: 

V (2 — p2^2 _|_ 3)2p2^2 1 (1 + 2 — 3 p2^2)2 

(IE 7) 

With the help of this last 

equation the curves of fig. 45 

may now be drawn. They 

refer to a combination of two 

three-circuit band-pass fil¬ 

ters, separated by a pentode, 

the intermediate frequency 

being again 475 kc/s and the 

factor Q = 150. The inter¬ 

circuit coupling is assumed 

to be the same in both filters; 

in the case of curve a, QK 
— 1. The resonance curve 

obtained certainly has steep 

sides, but there is no flat top; 

tightening the coupling so 

that, for example, QK = 2, 

yields curve b: again the top 

is not flat *. 

Comparison of figs 43 and 45 

makes clear the great advan¬ 

tage of using three two-cir¬ 

cuit band-pass filters and an 

additional I.F. amplifying 

Fig. 45. Resonance curves for a combination of two three-circuit 
band-pass filters coupled by a pentode; the quality Q ~ 150, and 
the inter-circuit coupling in both filters is (a) QK => 1 and (b) 
QK - 2. 

• It can be shown mathematically that a resonance curve with three peaks of even height would be obtained 
if the damping of the second circuit in each filter were aero (Qj — Qj — oo ). Of course this is unrealisable in 
practice. The desired form of curve may be obtained, however, by detuning the first and third circuits symme¬ 
trically in relation to the second tuned circuit; trimming then becomes very tricky. 
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valve: much better transmission of the sidebands, combined with strong 

suppression of adjacent-channel interference. 

A further advantage of the circuit of fig. 43 is that the gain per stage may 

be much smaller; consequently the three I.F. transformers can be of lower 

dynamic resistance (with small inductance and large capacitance). Thus 

the damping effect of resistance shunting the tuned circuits is greatly 

reduced, and it is easier to obtain good circuit quality, while the use of a 

larger tuning capacitance in the I.F. transformers lessens the eflfect of small 

capacitance variations, due for instance to replacing valves, on the tuning 

of the circuits. If the amplification in a superheterodyne with a single I.F. 

valve is A in both the mixer and I.F. stages, then in a receiver with two I.F. 

valves the stage-gain need be only A' ~ ^ A^ for the same overall 

amplification. 

For example if ^ 100, then A' 22. The dynamic resistance of the I.F. 

circuits in the second case can therefore be more than four times smaller; 

keeping the factor Q unchanged, this means a fourfold reduction of induc¬ 

tance and a fourfold increase of capacitance. 

Naturally when using an additional I.F. valve it is not necessary to reduce 

the stage-gain so drastically that the overall amplification is no greater 

than without the extra valve. An incidental benefit of the arrangement is 

then that the receiver has higher sensitivity. 

By comparison with that obtained with a two-circuit band-pass filter the 

gain with a three-circuit filter is less *; to avoid reducing the sensitivity 

of the receiver it is therefore necessary to raise the dynamic resistance of 

the I.F. circuits. Parallel resistances in that case exert a larger influence 

on selectivity. 

§ 2. Band-pass filters with variable coupling 

As has already been remarked in the introduction to this chapter, when 

receiving a weak transmission it is often essential that the bandwidth be 

quite small, in order to prevent interference by stronger neighbouring 

stations. When receiving a strong local transmission, on the other hand, 

greater bandwidth in the R.F. and I.F. stages is allowable, and good repro¬ 

duction can then be obtained. Further, a moderately strong transmission 

may be subject to little interference during daylight, so that wide-band 

reception is practicable, whereas during darkness, when distant stations 

come in more strongly, it may be essential to reduce the bandwidth in order 

to suppress interference. 

* The IF gain -with an IF valve of slope 5 and with circuit dynamic resistance of Z is, for the case of curve 45a 
(QK = 1), equal to 1/3 SZ\ for a critically-coupled two-circuit band-pass filter it is equal to 1/2 SZ. 
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Consequently if the best possible quality of reproduction is to be obtained 

in varying circumstances with a single receiver, it is essential to provide 

means of suiting the accepted frequency-band to the prevailing conditions; 

the bandwidth ought therefore to be adjustable, and for preference conti¬ 

nuously variable. 

A special case which may be considered in conclusion is that of a trans¬ 

mission varying in strength within wide limits, on account of fading. Inter¬ 

ference from a nearby station with the desired signal will then vary a good 

deal over a period, and it is accordingly desirable that the bandwidth should 

be automatically regulated by the strength of the wanted carrier. 

Both manual adjustment according to the whim of the listener and control 

by automatic means will be considered exhaustively. 

In practice the bandwidth is varied by only one method: alteration of the 

resonance curve of one or more band-pass filters. The first requirement is 

that such alteration shall not affect amplification unduly, though the 

permissible variation of I.F. gain is not as limited as might be thought on 

superficial consideration. 

The operation of the AVC (see chapter X) largely compensates for any 

change in the I.F. amplification, and in most receivers a twofold variation 

of gain is quite permissible. Next we shall examine various ways of modi¬ 

fying the resonance curve and ascertain the extent to which amplification 

is affected. 

There are, in the case of a band-pass filter, three basic methods: 

(a) by altering the coupling between the circuits; 

(b) by altering the Q of the circuits; 

(c) by altering the tuning of the circuits. 

Each of these methods will be considered in detail. First we shall deal with 

a single band-pass filter and later with the I.F. amplifier as a whole. 

§ 3. Variation of the inter-circuit coupling of a band-pass filter 

If the Q and the tuning of both circuits are kept constant, then the variation 

of gain and bandwidth with change of coupling factor K can be read from 

fig. 17. Taking as bandwidth the band lying between the frequencies at 

which a < 10, then it is clear from fig. 17 that a change in the product QK 
from 0.7 to 2 alters the width of the I.F. band in the ratio of I : 2. The 

greatest variation of the I.F. amplification which occurs is seen from fig. 13 

to be 0.5 : 0.4 — 1.25 : I; this is almost always admissible. Alteration of 

the inter-circuit coupling is the most usual method of controlling the band¬ 

width. Generally the two I.F. tuned circuits are coupled inductively and 

the coupling is varied by altering the distance between the inductors. This 
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method lends itself well to continuous adjustment; it has the further 

advantage of not affecting the tuning, and in consequence the circuit 

remains simple. Other methods of adjusting the coupling often have the 

drawback that incidental detuning of the circuits must be compensated 

and are therefore unsuitable for a continuously-variable band-pass filter. 

Fig. 46 shows, for example, the basic circuit of a filter coupled by a combi¬ 

nation of top- and bottom-capacitance. Were the circuits coupled only by 

bottom capacitance, and the coupling varied by altering tuning 

of the circuits would be disturbed, for the tuning capacitances consist 

respectively of and Ck2 in series, and Cg and 

Ck2 in series. 

To compensate for this detuning, top-capacitance 

' coupling may be included as well and arranged 

so that when €^2 is increased (by closing Sg) 

Cki is simultaneously reduced (by opening Sj). 

Both circuit changes result in looser coupling. 

Clearly this method is suitable only for varying 

the bandwidth in a single step. 

As the inter-circuit coupling is over-critical when 

the filter is adjusted to pass a wide band, the 

resonance curve shows double humps; the effect of these peaks is however 

not great, since the high modulation frequencies, although accentuated by 

the filter, usually become weakened elsewhere in the receiver. 

But if it is desired to make the overall resonance curve of the set as nearly 

flat-topped as possible, the twin humps of the band-pass filter curve may 

in large degree be compensated by giving the curve of other tuned circuits 

a complementary shape. This point will be dealt with further when the 

design of the I.F. amplifier as a whole is discussed. 

blned top- and bottom-capacitive 
coupling. 

§ 4. Variation of the Q-factor of band-pass filter circuits 

Increasing the losses in a single circuit results, as is well-known, in a 

reduction of selectivity and thus also in an increase of the bandwidth 

accepted; at the same time the amplification obtainable declines. This 

method is less suitable for bandwidth control: instead of the top of the reson¬ 

ance curve broadening, as in fig. 17, and the steepness of the sides remaining 

nearly the same at all adjustments, the resonance curve as a whole takes 

on a flatter shape. Discrimination against frequencies several channels away 

from the wanted transmission thus deteriorates, whereas the object of 

adjustable bandwidth is only to broaden the top of the resonance curve, 

leaving the suppression of remote frequencies unimpaired. 
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A band-pass filter behaves rather differently. If the Q of one or both tuned 

circuits is lowered, the coupling remaining constant, the product QK 
diminishes. Fig. 17 then no longer shows clearly how the resonance curve 

alters with change of for Q affects not only the parameter but also the 

scale of the abscissa. If now the curve is drawn with a constant abscissa 

scale (as in the following example) it becomes apparent that, in spite of or 

having a lower value, the peak of the curve is narrower. Simultaneously, 

however, the sides become less steep. Thus the suppression of stations on 

remote frequencies is not as good with the narrow-band adjustment (corres¬ 

ponding to a low value of or ^2) with the wide-band adjustment: 

suppression of an adjacent-channel transmission is obtained at the cost 

of lower selectivity with regard to signals far from resonance. This last 

feature does not necessarily make the system valueless, however. 

We shall now show what results are obtained by damping one of the tuned 

circuits of a band-pass filler. 

Let the quality factor of both circuits of a filter be ^0’ so that Qi = Q2 = Qo* 
The quality of one circuit, for example Qi^ is kept constant and that of the 

other circuit is decreased n times. In order to prevent the resonance curve 

being too sharp at a small value of QK^ the coupling is made appreciably 

over-critical for the original i.e. when n “ 1. In this example we take 

Qq^K^ ~ 10. With the help of equation (I B 34) it is now easy to construct 

the curve corresponding to n — 1. (In fig. 17 this curve is lacking.) The 

detuning is expressed as (see fig. 46, n — 1). 

As, at full damping, and are intentionally made very different, it 

is logical to use the reasoning of B § 8 once again. The average damping is 

accordingly: 

8 == -^ = 8n- 
2 2 ® 2 

or: ^ ^0 ^ ,.(I E 8) 
n + 1 

Simultaneously with the increase of damping an apparent reduction of 

coupling takes place, as indicated by equation (I B 37): 

K'^ .(I B 37) 

in which, from equation (I B 38): 

8. — 8, n — 1 n — 11 
‘=-8-. =- e 

2 2 Qo 
(I E 9) 
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As an example the resonance curve for n = 4 may be calculated. First it 

is necessary to know the new relative coupling QK\ This is derived from 

equations (I B 37) and (I E 9): 

Substituting from (I E 8) gives: 

(n + 1)* 

With Qo^K^ = 10 we find for n = 4: 

4 (n—1)" 

“(/T+'Y)* 

31 

25’ 

(I E 10) 

or 

QK' = 1.1. 

With this degree of damping the hand-pass filter is thus about critically 

coupled, and the appropriate curve may be read from fig. 17. If, however, 

it is desired to compare this curve with the original resonance curve it has 

to be remembered that the measure of detuning fiQ must be changed to 

Should it he found in fig. 17 that 

a — 10 when P 0 = 4.5, then in fig. 47 

this value of a holds when pQp — 11, as 

the average Q is decreased 2.5 times, 

for equation (I E 8) shows that, when 

n “ 4: 

2 Qo Q. 
4-fl 2.5 

Fig. 47 makes it plain that the curve has 

become narrower near the top, though 

at frequencies far removed from reso¬ 

nance the selectivity is much worse. 

When n is about 7 the relative coupling 

QK' becomes zero. The curve may again 

be derived from fig. 17. As drawn in 

fig. 47 however, with abscissa, 

its sides appear still less steep than those of the curve for n ~ 4. 

When using this method we have to ensure that the selectivity for frequen¬ 

cies remote from resonance still remains satisfactory when the filter is 

Fig. 47. Resonance curves for a banrl-pass filter 
in which the coupling is varied hy altering the 
quality of ouc of the circuits. 
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adjusted for narrow-band working (i.e. small value of Q^). This will usually 

require a greater number of signal-frequency circuits. 

The eflfect of bandwidth adjustment on amplification remains to be consi¬ 

dered. For the calculation of the gain we can use equation (I B 16) as a 

starting-point, notwithstanding the large variation of damping. 

In this case therefore: 

(? = = /<?;. <?o/n = ^. 

If now we denote the dynamic resistance of the two circuits at resonance 

and with adjustment to maximum bandwidth {n = 1) by ^0’ then Zi = Zq, 

and, with adjustment to minimum bandwidth, Zg — Zq/u. The gain is then, 

from equation (I B 16): 

M 
I n_ Zq 

n 

or A = S 
QoK 

n + Qo^K^ 
(I E 12) 

In our example Qq^K^ was equal to 10, so that equation (1 E 12) becomes: 

/To 
A = S 

n + 10 
Zo.(I E 13) 

The term-which appears in this equation is in fig. 48 shown as a 
n 4- 10 

function of n; this graph indicates the 

relative amplification obtainable with 

either a band-pass filter, or a single 

circuit of which the dynamic resis¬ 

tance at resonance is Zq. When n 
varies from 1 to 10, gain declines in 

the ratio of about 1:2; this result 

is thus less favourable than that 

obtained witji variable coupling. 

Closer consideration of the equation 

concetned shows that fig., 47 holds at a function of n. 

EUctrorunhuit 7 
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good not only for the case of a constant Qi and a decreasing 

for the case in which is lowered, remaining fixed. Another possibility 

of course is to vary the quality of both tuned circuits simultaneously. The 

variations of bandwidth and amplification would with such an arrangement 

be roughly similar to those indicated in fig. 47 and there is consequently 

no point in considering it further. 

The great advantage of bandwidth-control by variation of the quality is 

that it can easily be achieved without mechanical devices. One method of 

varying and ^39 example, is to arrange for the circuit concerned to 

be damped by the AC-resistance of a parallel-connected valve, and to 

control this A.C. resis¬ 

tance by adjusting the 

working voltages of the 

valve. An additional 

valve for damping-con¬ 

trol only may be con¬ 

nected across one or 

more I.F. circuits, but 

it is also possible to 

alter the A.C. resistance 

of the I.F. amplifying 

valve by varying the 

voltage applied to the 

suppressor grid. As an 

example, the A.C. resis¬ 

tance of the EF 22 pen¬ 

tode may be varied from 1.2 to 0.2 MH by increasing the negative bias on the 

third grid from 0 to -33 V, the slope nevertheless remaining almost constant 

(see fig. 49). This purely electrical method is clearly exceptionally suitable 

for automatic bandwidth control. A further discussion of automatic controls 

wiU be found in § 13. 

§ 5. Variation of the tuning of band-pass filter circuits 

If the two circuits of a band-pass filter ate slightly detuned in opposite 

directions a broadening of the resonance curve takes place. As is shown 

by the calculation in B § 10, the curve then acquires the same shape as 

that of a filter with the same damping but tighter coupling: 

K'2 = K2 + (I.B42) 
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in which represents half the difference between the relative detunings 

of the two circuits, namely: 

Pi* 
[see equation (I A 37)] 

For the determination of the form of the resonance curve a symmetrical 

detuning of the circuits may therefore be converted directly into an increase 

of X, but in ascertaining the trend of amplification such a conversion is not 

possible, as will be realised on closer examination of equation (I B 41). 

When the alternating current /<, is supplied by an I.F. pentode of slope S 

with a grid AC input of Pg, then la = S X and from equation (I B 41) 

it follows that I.F. gain is: 

' Vo. 
A = 

2r€S 

1 + K'^ 

For this equation there has been substituted: 

= s 
QK 

1 + Q^K'^ 
Z (IE 14) 

Z = V Zi z, ^ IJ^ i 

Seeing that K' occurs only in the denominator of equation (I E 14), the 

detuning of the circuits (increase of K') has a greater influence on amplifica¬ 

tion than an increase of coupling (increase of K). This is made clear by the 

following example. We start with a 

critically-coupled filter in which both 

circuits have the same quality. The band¬ 

width is enlarged by symmetrical detun¬ 

ing of the circuits. The resonance curves 

which then arise are exactly the same 

as those reproduced in fig. 17 for an 

adjustable coupling. For clarity these 

are given once more in fig. 50. If we be¬ 

gin with a critically-coupled band-pass 

filter it is obviously impossible to ob¬ 

tain, by detuning, curves corresponding 

to QK' < 1; such curves have therefore 

been omitted from fig. 50. 

In order to illustrate the trend of ampli¬ 

fication with detuning fig. 51 shows the 

expression occurring in equation (I E14): 

-as a function of QK', 
1 + Q^K'^ 

Fig. 59. Resonance curves for a band-pass filter 
in which the band-width is controlled by detuning 
the circuits. 
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As a critically-coupled filter is presup¬ 

posed, QK = 1, and the expression 

represented in fig. 51 is accordingly: 

1 

1 + 
It is now plain that altering QK' in 

the ratio 1 : 2 causes amplification to 

^ - 59053 vary by a factor of 2.5, which is 

Fig. 51. The term j equation (I E14) rather more than if the bandwidth 

as a function of QK/, for the case in which QK = 1. WCre iucrcascd tO the Same CXtCUt by 

adjusting the coupling. Detuning of 

the circuits is of course achieved most simply by altering the tuning capaci¬ 

tors in opposite sense. The tuning of a circuit may, however, also be influ¬ 

enced by means of a valve; such a purely electrical method lends itself espe¬ 

cially to automatic bandwidth control and will therefore be examined 

further in § 13. 

§ 6. Combination of af ixed band-pass filter and af ilter with variable coupling 

It has already been observed, on page 94, that when the coupling in a 

variable band-pass filter is made over-critical, for wideband transmission, 

the resonance curve presents two humps. We endeavour, of course, to 

ensure, when the bandwidth is increased, that the top of the overall response 

curve of the receiver has as flat a form as possible, for then the modulation 

frequencies will be uniformly reproduced. This aim may be attained by 

giving the resonance curve of the remainder of the set such a shape that 

the trough in the band-pass filter curve is as nearly as possible filled in. One 

method is to combine an adjustable filter with a single circuit having half 

the Q of the filter-tuned circuits; the curves of such a combination are given 

in fig. 52. 

The quality in both the circuits of the band-pass filter is denoted by Qq^ so 

that the quality of the single tuned circuit is J ^q. The resonance curve of 

this single circuit is, consequent on equation (I A 10), given by: 

a = Vl + 

Thus the total attenuation at in fig, 52 is the product of the respective 

values of a derived from equations (I B 34) and (I E 15). The figure shows 

that the resonance curves for QqK > 1 have a nearly flat top, and the 

double-hump eflfect which accompanies over-critical coupling is thus satis¬ 

factorily compensated. 

(I E 15) 
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In this respect the arrangement 

is ideal for adjustable-band- 

width receivers, but a drawback 

is that with only three I.F. tuned 

circuits, including one of rather 

poor quality, it is impossible to 

obtain sufficient selectivity. In 

general, two I.F. band-pass fil¬ 

ters, each with tuned circuits 

of the highest quality, are essen¬ 

tial. The next thing to be inves¬ 

tigated, therefore, is the in¬ 

fluence on the overall resonance 

curve of a variable-coupling 

band-pass filter when the latter 

is used in combination with a 

filter having fixed coupling. 

In fig. 53 overall resonance 

curves are drawn for two band¬ 

pass filters of the same circuit 

quality, the coupling in one 

being critical and fixed, that 

in the other being variable. It 

is seen that at the wide-band 

adjustment the top of the curve has by no means the flatness found in fig. 

52. The resonance curve of the fixed band-pass filter has much steeper 

sides than the single circuit employed in the preceding example, and in 

consequence the attenuation caused by the fixed filter far outweighs the 

efifect of the humps in the curve of the variable-coupling band-pass filter. 

Now it has been assumed that all the tuned circuits in the two filters had 

the same quality; in practice this is not so. The circuits of the final band¬ 

pass filter are almost always so loaded by the detector and AVC diodes 

that the Q of both tuned circuits is appreciably smaller than that of the 

circuits in the preceding filter. In fig. 54 we have the overall resonance 

curves of a combination of two band-pass filters, the first with adjustable 

coupling and the second with fixed, critical coupling and tuned circuits 

of half the ^-factor. (The question of whether the first or the second filter 

should be made variable will be gone into later.) We find that here a flat 

top is approached much more closely than in fig. 53. 

Seeing that the curves of fig. 54 agree much better with the response ob- 

36/65 

Fig. 52. Resonance curves for a combination of a variable band* 
pass filter and a single circuit, the quality of the latter being 
half that of the filter circuits. 
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tained in practice than those of fig. 53, we may conclude that varying the 

coupling between the circuits of the first filter is a satisfactory method of 

controlling bandwidth. If once more we regard the points at which at = 10 

as marking the edges of the frequency-band passed, we find in fig. 54 that 

a bandwidth-variation of 1 : 2 occurs when the coupling in the first band¬ 

pass filter is altered from ~ Qo^i — consequent change 

in amplification is of course the same as is indicated in fig. 13. The maximum 

variation of gain, when the coupling is altered within the above-mentioned 

limits, is in the ratio 0.5 : 0.3 = 1.67 : 1. Such a variation is usually per¬ 

missible and is normally accom¬ 

modated by the AVC. 

When, in special cases, the cir¬ 

cuits of the second I.F. trans¬ 

former are not damped by di¬ 

odes, and a close approach to the 

ideal flat top of fig. 54 is never¬ 

theless desired, the coupling in 

the fixed band-pass filter may 

be made over-critical. Fig. 55 

illustrates the resonance curves 

yielded by a pair of I.F. band¬ 

pass filters, all the tuned cir¬ 

cuits of which are of the same 

quality; one filter has variable 

coupling and the other fixed 

coupling of QqK^ — 2. Admit¬ 

tedly the top of the curve is not 

as flat as in fig. 54, but it is a 

better shape than in fig. 53, 

when the fixed band-pass filter 

was critically coupled. It is 

obvious that tighter coupling of 

the circuits in the second filter 

must lead to lower selectivity, and comparison of figs 53 and 55 confirms 

this; the overcritical coupling in the second band-pass filter should, 

therefore, not be carried further than is absolutely necessary. 

§ ?• Position of the variable I.F* band-pass filter 

When a receiver includes two I.F. filters, one of which is to be adjustable, 

the question naturally arises as to which band-pass filter should be made 

56756 

Fig. 53. Resonance curves for a pair of IF band-pass filters of 
the same circuit quality, one critically coupled and the other 
variable. 
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variable. It is now apparent that control of the first I.F. filter has considera¬ 

ble advantages over control of the second. 

(1) As already noted, the Q values of the circuits of the second I.F. band¬ 

pass filter, being damped by the detector- and AVC-diodes, arc appre¬ 

ciably lower than those of 

the tuned circuits compris¬ 

ing the first I.F. filter. 

Furthermore, owing to the 

lower quality of its circuits, 

the second band-pass filter 

has less influence on the 

overall resonance curve of 

the receiver than the first. 

A given variation of coup¬ 

ling in the second I.F. trans¬ 

former thus has less effect 

on the overall response, and 

for a specified variation of 

bandwidth the change of 

coupling needs to be greater 

in the second filter than in 

the first. Minimum varia¬ 

tion of coupling being desir¬ 

able, control of bandwidth 

is generally eflFected at the 

first I.F. band-pass filter. 

In most present-day receiv¬ 

ers the AF section is of low 

56/57 

Fig. 54. KoNonaace curves for a pair of I.F. band-pass filters, the 
first variable and the second critically coupled; llie quality of 
the circuits comprising the second filter is half that of the cir¬ 
cuits in the first. 

sensitivity. (For the ad¬ 

vantages of low A.F. gain see Chapter V, Detection.) Either the 

output valve immediately follows the detector-diode or negative 

feedback is applied to the intermediate A.F. stage. Consequently 

the I.F. amplifying valve must be able to deliver a high signal-voltage 

to the detector-diode. The problems involved are dealt with 

exhaustively in Chapter XIII. It is there demonstrated that a 

specific impedance is required in the anode circuit ofthe I.F. amplifier 

for maximum input to the detector-diode. Now the magnitude of this 

anode-circuit impedance is closely dependent on the coupling between 

the tuned circuits comprising the I.F. transformer. If the dynamic 
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resistance of the primary circuit alone is denoted by Zj, then the filter 

as a whole presents a dynamic resistance on the primary side of: 

^ ^ 1 
(I E 16) 

This formula is derived from equation (I B 22) by substituting for 

the value given in (I B 16) and by assuming equal to Q^, Zp is then 

the ratio Vijla^ 
We see from this that Zp becomes less as QK increases, i.e. as the 

coupling becomes tighter and the bandwidth greater. Since, in general, 

wide-band working is resorted to when the signal is strong, and when, 

as a result, overloading of the I.F. valve is likely to occur, it is essential 

in designing a receiver to 

allow for considerable varia¬ 

tion of the load in the I.F. 

amplifier anode circuit. 

Experience has shown that 

serious difficulties can arise 

which are not encountered if, 

instead, the first I.F.trans¬ 

former is made adjustable. 

In the mixer stage the I.F. 

voltages are much smaller 

and overloading of the fre¬ 

quency changer is less to be 

feared. 

(3) The diode for automatic 

volume control, in pres¬ 

ent-day practice, is usually 

fed from the primary of the 

last I.F. transformer (see 

Chapter X). In consequence, 

variation of the coup¬ 

ling between the circuits 

of this transformer affects 

the form of the receiver’s 

AVC regulation curve. Since the relation between the A.C. voltages 

across primary and secondary circuits respectively is proportional to 

QK^ the level of input voltage to the signal-diode at which AVC comes 

into operation will also vary directly with this factor. 

56758 

Fig. 55. Resonance curves for a pair of I.F. band-pass filters 
with the same circuit-quality; the first has adjustable coupling, 
while that of the second is fixed at QoK, = 2. 
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The sensitivity of the receiver is proportional to: —— . 
^ 1 + 

In fig. 56 some control curves are given for various values of QK^ relating 

to a set requiring a detector input of 0.5 V at 30 % modulation for standard 

output of 50 mW and having an aerial sensitivity of 10 (xV; to load the 

output stage fully a detector input of 5 V is necessary. 

If the A VC delay voltage is adjusted so that, with critical coupling of the 

band-pass filter, control begins when a signal modulated to a depth of 30 % 

just loads the output valve, and if the control voltage is applied to both 

the ECH 21 triode-heptode and the EF 22 I.F. pentode, the regulation 

obtained is similar to that indicated by the curves of fig. 56a. 

It is clear that with signal inputs of some millivolts the rectified voltage is 

nearly proportional to QK. Increasing the bandwidth by varying the coupling 

in the second band-pass 

filter causes the detector 

output, and therefore the 

volume level, to rise. 

If, however, the coupling 

is varied in the first band¬ 

pass filter the change of 

detector output is much 

smaller, for the A VC comes 

into operation always at 

the same detector voltage. 
«N44 

Fig. 56b shows regulation 

curves for the same receiv¬ 

er, this time, however, 

with variable coupling in 

the first I.F. band-pass 

filter. We see that the 

detector output, and con¬ 

sequently also the volume 

level, is practically inde¬ 

pendent of the bandwidth 

adjustment once the AVC 

begins to function. Con¬ 

stancy of volume level 

when the band-width is 

varied is an important ad- 

vantageofeflFectingcontrol 

Fig. 56. Control curves for u receiver requiring a detector input of 0.5 V 
at 30% modulation for standard output of 50 mW and having an aerial 
sensitivity of 10 ; a detector input of 5 V is needed to load the output 
stage ftdly. The delay voltage is so adjusted that, with critical coupling 
in the variable band-pass filter and a modulation-depth of 30%, control 
begins when the output valve is just fully loaded, 
a. The inter-circuit coupling in the second I.F. filter is adjustable. 

IM4f 

atthefirstl.F.transformer. b. The inter-circuit coupling in the first I.F. filter is adjustable. 
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If the AVC diode is connected to the secondary circuit regulation curves 

like those in fig. 56b can also be obtained with coupling-variation in the 

second I.F. transformer. Such an arrangement, however, has various draw¬ 

backs, for example flatter tuning and greater distortion, and these will be 

found dealt with at length in the third volume. Chapter X. We conclude, 

therefore, that in general it is best to join the AVC diode to the primary 

circuit and to control bandwidth at the first I.F. transformer. 

§ 8. Influence of the signal-frequency circuits 

The resonance curves considered so far have all referred only to the I.F. part 

of the receiver. It must not be overlooked, however, that the frequency- 

changer is preceded by one or more R.F. circuits which contribute to 

the receiver overall response. If the R.F. section of the apparatus is 

designed to pass only a nar¬ 

row band it is clearly point¬ 

less to give the I.F. amplifier 

a wider resonance curve, for 

the sidebands will already 

have been suppressed in the 

R.F. part of the set. Now the 

breadth of the resonance 

curve of the R.F. tuned cir¬ 

cuits depends on the fre¬ 

quency to which the receiver 

is tuned, and accordingly the 

overall response curve o^ the 

receiver is narrower at lower 

frequencies *. As a result, 

the functioning of the band¬ 

width control is affected 

mainly at the upper end of 

the long waveband. To illus¬ 

trate the influence of R.F. 

tuned circuits, fig. 57 gives the 

overall resonance curves of a 

receiver. In producing these 

curves it was assumed that 

the I.F. amplifier was the 

Fig. 57. Overall resonance curves for a receiver with two signaU 
frequency tuned circuits separated by a valve. The I.F. amplifier 
is the same as that shown in fig. 54, and the r/L ratio is the same 
for the R.F. circuits as for the second I.F. band>pass filter. 

* The ratio r/L falls with decreasing frequency; it determines the absolute value of the detuning for a specified attenua¬ 
tion. See B § 13 of this chapter. 
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same as that in. fig. 54. The Q of the tuned circuits comprising the second, 

critically-coupled, band-pass filter was thus taken as half that of the circuits 

in the first I.F. transformer; the coupling in this first filter is adjustable. It 

was further assumed that before the frequency-changer there were two 

signal-frequency circuits separated by a valve. The ratio r/L of these tuned 

circuits is put at the same 

figure as for the circuits of 

the second I.F. transformer 

— which is often the case at 

the top of the long wave-band. 

The respective ^-factors 

of these R.F. and I.F. tuned 

circuits are however not the 

same, owing to the different 

frequencies to which they 

arc tuned. But when com¬ 

paring their influence on the 

receiver’s resonance curve 

the R.F. circuits and the cir¬ 

cuits of the second I.F. trans¬ 

former may be considered as 

being tuned to the same fre¬ 

quency and as having iden¬ 

tical quality, for the atten¬ 

uation a is determined by 

which can be converted to; 

2 A oi WqL 2 ZI CO 

coq r r/L 

In this last expression neither coq nor the quality factor Q occur. 

All these points have been taken into consideration in drawing the curves 

of fig. 57. The figure shows that the desired flat response, which was ap¬ 

proached fairly well in the I.F. amplifier, has been practically lost on adding 

the R.F. tuned circuits. In a receiver built to the design discussed above the 

inclusion of bandwidth control would therefore have little point. Better 

results are to be obtained by omitting the R.F. valve and coupling the two 

tuned circuits so that they form a band-pass filter. The top of the resonance 

curve of a band-pass filter is flatter than that of two single circuits in cas¬ 

cade, and the flat top of the overall resonance curve is therefore better 

Fig. 58. Overall rcRonance curves for a receiver with the same 
tuned circuits ns that of lig. 57; in this case, however, the R.F. cir¬ 
cuits arc combined to form a band-pass filter with critical coupling. 
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preserved. Fig. 58 reproduces the curves of a receiver with tuned circuits 

similar to those of fig. 57, except that the signal-frequency circuits are arranged 

as an inductively coupled band-pass filter. Comparing figs 57 and 58 we find 

that the circuit of the latter is much more suitable for bandwidth control. 

Should it be desired to employ the circuit of fig. 57 in a receiver embodying 

variable bandwidth, it is necessary to ensure that when the I.F. amplifier is 

adjusted to the low-selecti¬ 

vity position the required 

band of frequencies is also 

passed by the R.F. circuits 

satisfactorily. This may be 

done by damping the signal- 

frequency circuits or detun¬ 

ing them in opposite direc¬ 

tions when the resonance 

curve of the I.F. circuits is 

broadened, but obviously 

this method makes the receiv¬ 

er much more complicated. 

This drawback of two cas¬ 

cade R.F. circuits is most no¬ 

ticeable on the long waves. At 

shorter wavelengths the sig¬ 

nal-frequency tuned circuits 

have a larger r/L ratio and 

their influence on the overall 

resonance curve is therefore 

less. 

In drawing the curves of figs 

57 and 58 it was assumed 

that both R.F. circuits were tuned precisely to the incoming signal. 

But inasmuch as the tracking of R.F. and oscillator circuits is achieved by 

means of a padding capacitor, the frequency difference is accurate only 

at three points in the waveband; between these points the R.F. circuits are 

off-tune from the incoming signal. The asymmetry of the resonance curve 

thereby caused will however not be considered further at this junction; the 

distortion which results is discussed in Chapter V. 

§ 9. Variation of coupling in two I.F. band-pass filters 

In a receiver with two I.F. transformers it is of course also possible to vary 

'56761 

Fig. 59. Resonance curves for a pair of variable band-pass 
filters with circuits of the same quality. The coupling is the 
same in both filters. 
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the inter-circuit coupling in both filters. The behaviour of such an arrange¬ 

ment will now be examined. Fig. 59 shows resonance curves for a combina¬ 

tion of two band-pass filters containing tuned circuits of the same quality, 

the coupling being at all times the same in both filters. Double humps are 

of course even more in evidence than when only one transformer is adjus¬ 

table. It is therefore better practice, when two band-pass filters of the same 

circuit quality are to be 

variable, to alter the respec¬ 

tive couplings at different 

rates. (Apart from the diffi¬ 

culty caused by a marked 

double peak in the resonance 

curve, the objections to coup¬ 

ling variation in the second 

I.F. transformer mentioned 

on page 104 under (2) and 

(3) are also present.) 

It is possible, by varying the 

coupling in one transformer 

less than in the other, to 

prevent the peaks in the 

responses of the two filters 

from coinciding, so making 

the humps in the overall 

resonance curve less marked. 

The coupling will normally 

be varied less in the second 

I.F. transformer. Fig. 60 illus¬ 

trates resonance curves ob¬ 

tained with a combination 

66762 

Fig. 60. Resonance curves for a pair of variable band-pass filters 
with circuits of the same quality. At high selectivity the coupling 
in the two filters is adjusted so that Qo^j — Qo^a — '"hile 

is made to increase three times as fast as Q,Kj. 

of two transformers of the 

same circuit quality; in the most selective condition the coupling in the 

filters is such that = QqK^ == 0.7, and QqK^ is made to increase three 

times as fast as ^o^2- Clearly the desired flat top is now much more closely 

approached than in fig. 59. By increasing QqK^ from 0.7 to 2.5 the width 

of the pass-band is doubled, an increase from 0.7 to 1.3 being sufficient 

for QqK^- Comparison of figs 60 and 53 shows at once the remarkable 

improvement obtained by varying the coupling in the second I.F. band-pass 

filter as well. Of course the disadvantages of an adjustable second trans¬ 

former, referred to in E § 7, remain, but since the variation required in this 
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transformer is small, these drawbacks are in most cases not of great account. 

We shall now consider, as we did when dealing with variable coupling in 

only one I.F. transformer, the extent to which the selectivity curve is aflfected 

by the normally poorer quality of the tuned circuits forming the second I.F. 

transformer. For this purpose we again assume that the quality factors of 

the circuits in this transformer are half those of the circuits comprising 

the first. It is advisable to arrange the variation of coupling in the second 

I.F. transformer such that at maximum bandwidth critical coupling is not 

greatly exceeded. The aim should be to give the resonance curve of the 

second I.F. filter such a form that the peaks, which appear in the curve of 

the first band-pass filter at 

the wide-band adjustment, 

are compensated as well as 

possible. Fig. 54 showed that 

critical coupling in the second 

I.F. transformer provides very 

satisfactory compensation: 

with tighter coupling, there¬ 

fore, the top of the overall 

curve will not be so flat. The 

coupling in the second band¬ 

pass filter should be neither 

too tight in the wide-band 

position, nor too loose in the 

narrow-band position (or 

sensitivity will fall unduly); 

consequently when the cir¬ 

cuits of the second I.F. trans¬ 

former are of poor quality 

control of bandwidth must 

be mainly eflfected at the 

first I.F. transformer. In the 

example given in fig. 61 the 

filters are so adjusted that 

at high selectivity QqK^ = 
J ^0^2 = while the variation of times as large as that of 

QoK2- 
Comparison of figs 54 and 61 makes it plain that variation of the coupling 

in the second I.F. transformer has little influence on the width of the band 

passed. The conclusion may therefore be drawn that simultaneous adjust- 

quality of the circuitH in the second being half that of the circuits in 
the first filter. At high selectivity the coupling in the two filters is 
adjusted so that QqK^ ~ VzQs^t - while QoK| is made to increase 

X times as fast as QqX,. 
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ment of both transformers is worth while only when the tuned circuits of 

the second filter are of high quality. To ensure good quality it is necessary 

to connect the signal- and AVC-diodes to tappings on the I.F. coils, while 

the diode load-resistances must be chosen with an eye to minimising 

damping. 

§ 10. Design details for variable I.F. band-pass filters 

We shall next consider how the coupling between the tuned circuits of a 

band-pass filter may be varied. As was mentioned in E § 3, variable mutual- 

inductance coupling is most commonly used, for this method does not cause 

detuning. Before going into details, it is necessary to distinguish two classes 

of intermediate frequency: the low (about 125 kc/s) and the high (about 

470 kc/s). 

With a low intermediate frequency the distance between the coils is fairly 

small, perhaps 10 mm, and can readily be varied to provide adequate 

change of mutual inductance. Obviously, neither the inductance nor the 

capacitance of the tuned circuit, of which the movable coil forms part, must 

alter. Such undesired changes might occur, for example, if the moving coil 

came too close to the wall of the screening can at some point in its travel; 

the resultant detuning would then cause asymmetry in the overall reson¬ 

ance curve. It is therefore important to ascertain that the overall response 

remains symmetrical when the bandwidth is varied; the resonance curves 

of experimental types may conveniently be examined on a cathode-ray tube. 

It is not possible to quote exact figures for the required travel of the mova¬ 

ble coil, inasmuch as the separation of the inductors depends on the circuit 

quality, the diameter of the screen, etc. In order, however, to give a rough 

idea of the movement needed, it may be mentioned that, using a low 

intermediate frequency and a transformer tuned by 100 pF, the distance 

between the I.F. coils must be variable from about 6 to 12 mm. If the coupling 

in the second I.F. transformer is also varied, the movement required in the 

first is naturally less. At high intermediate frequencies the coupling between 

the coils must be looser than at low I.F. *. The large separation consequently 

needed often leads to mechanical difficulties. A possible method is to hinge 

one of the coils, so that their axes may be made perpendicular when mini¬ 

mum coupling is required; such an arrangement is not ideal, however, for 

altering the axis of the movable coil inside the screening can is apt to 

cause changes of inductance and self-capacitance. 

• For the same selectivity, the tame r/L ratio is needed at high as at low intermediate frequencies. With a Ugh IF 
the quality ^ = a> L/r is higher than with a low IF. Seeing that the coupling factor K for critical coupling is equal 
to 1 /Q of the tuned circuits, it needs to be smaller at high intermediate frequencies. 
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Another method capable of very good 

results s to prov ide a fixed, very loose 

coupling between the I.F. inductors and 

to include in each tuned circuit a small 

auxiliary coil. The coupling between 

these auxiliary coils is adjustable. If 

they are connected on the earth side 

of the circuit the I.F. voltage present will 

be so low that they may be mounted 

outside the screening can without risk 

of instability (see fig. 62). The small coils 

may consist of some 40 turns of stranded 

wire, wave-wound on a core of 15 mm diameter. 

§ II. Selectivity control combined with tone control 

When the accepted frequency-band can be varied within wide limits it is 

of course possible to employ the bandwidth regulator also as a tone-control. 

For strong suppression of high notes the frequency-band passed at maxi¬ 

mum selectivity has to be so narrow that I.F. circuits of the requisite quality 

are unattainable in practice. 

Accordingly, a separate tone-control is usually provided in the A.F. section. 

To simplify operation of the receiver the two controls may be ganged in 

such a manner that rotation of the knob in a given direction first reduces 

the bandwidth to minimum and then brings the A.F. tone-control into play. 

If the two adjustments merge smoothly, the uninitiated listener will find 

the combined control as simple to use as a conventional tone-control. The 

great advantage, compared with a separate tone-control and fixed band¬ 

width, is that under favourable conditions better reproduction of high 

notes can be obtained; another advantage of the combined control is that 

it is efiective when the receiver is used for reproducing gramophone records, 

whereas variable bandwidth alone would clearly not be so. 

§ 12. Inter-circuit coupling by means of valves 

Variation of the coupling between the circuits of a band-pass filter by 

physical movement of a coil is not a method which lends itself to automatic 

control. For such a purpose a non-mechanical system is preferable. It has 

been found that two tuned circuits may be joined by valves so that they 

behave as if the coupling were inductive or capacitive. The coupling can 

then be varied by,altering the slope of these valves. 

There are very many methods of using valves to couple a pair of tuned 

Fig. 62. Variable I.F. band'pass filter with fixed 
loose coupling between the main inductors: in 
each tuned circuit a small auxiliary coil is inclu* 
ded. and the coupling between these small coils 
is adjustable. 
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circuits, so that band-pass filter characteristics appear. The coupling of 

two circuits by means of an amplifying valve, as in an R.F. stage, naturally 

does not come into consideration, for in such a case, ignoring parasitic effects, 

the coupling is in one direction only, namely from the first circuit to 

the second. 

The overall resonance curve is then the product of the curves of the indivi¬ 

dual circuits. For band-pass characteristics to appear, a coupling from the 

second to the first circuit must also be present and both the forward and 

backward couplings must satisfy certain requirements in order that the 

transferred voltages shall be correct in magnitude and phase. The back¬ 

ward coupling can be sup¬ 

plied, for example, by a yalve 

of the same type as is used 

for the forward coupling. 

Such a circuit, which is the 

first we shall discuss, is 

shown in fig. 63. Here the 

mutual coupling of the tuned 

circuits is provided by a 

pair of resistance-capaci- 

tance-coupled pentodes, of slope S; the correct phase relationship is ob¬ 

tained automatically. 

The impedance of {Cjn + Rm) is assumed to be so high that the current 

through it is negligible compared with that flowing in the tuned circuit. 

The equation for the voltage Fg across the secondary circuit will now be 

derived. An alternating current /<, is fed to the input side, and from the 

voltage balance in the primary circuit we get: 

—h (^1 + la + hz) (^1 + j^Ri) = 0* 
jwCi 

Fig. 63. I.F. transformer with mutual coupling provided by two 
pentodes of slope S and two RC coupling-elements. 

or: 

A (^1 + + -r-yr 

or, since toLi: 

h (^1 + + T-yr 

) + Ikz ('’i + j^^i) — —(^1 + 

) + ~ —. (I E 17) 

Similarly, for the secondary circuit: 

^2 (^a + >,") + ~ ^ 
jcoCj 

(I E 18) 

EUctrotunbuis. 8 
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Assuming now that the reactance of the capacitances Cm is large in relation 

to the resistances 7?^, and that the A.C. resistance of the pentode is large 

compared with the dynamic resistance of the tuned circuits, we can write 

for Iki and 7^2* 

1 
Tr — T jcoCm RmS = T 

Cm«mS 
JioCi 

... 

1 
^ko = Jo -“7^ j^'^Cm RmS = r 

CmRm^ 
^2 

^~c7 

..(IE 20) 

Substituting equations (I E 19) and (I E 20) in (I E 17) and (I E 18) 

we get; 

h (r, + ;<o L, + ~ ) + IJcoL, .= -lajo^L,. ... (I E 21) 
v>2 

1 CmRmS 
I, (r, + > I, j<oL, 0.(I E 22) 

Now if both circuits are tuned to the same frequency 

(coq = - = ysrz^rrr-: ), wc dcducc from cquations (I E 21) and (I E 22) 
r L^C^ y 7>2f'2 

that for frequencies diflfering little from the resonant frequency (co/oq 1) 

— see also pages 22 and 23; 

h = la C 2f> 2Q2 
(1+jm (1 +jm i- <?!<?. 

The voltage across the secondary circuit is then; 

Cnt^m^ 

(I E 23) 

^1^2 

JC0C2 
= -Ia 

JO)CiC2 

(1 +;P<?i)(i +M2) + ( ^1^2 

or: 

V, ^ la 

j-. ft ft 

(1 +/Pft)(l + ypft) + 

(I E 24.) 
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Comparison of this equation with (I B 14) reveals that they are the same if 

K - 
y c,ci 

(I E 25) 

For top-capacitance coupling 

Cki 

yc^. 

It follows that the circuit of fig. 63 [compare equation (I B 27)] will yield 

the same resonance curve as a band-pass filter coupled by a top-capaci¬ 

tance of 

Cjci -- RffiCjnS (I E 26) 

Accordingly the coupling-factor can be controlled by varying the slope S, 
In order to gain an idea of the size of the coupling elements required we 

shall compute the values of jR„i, Cm and S necessary for critical coupling 

of two similar tuned circuits. If, for example, = Cg “ 100 pF and 

Qx — Q^ — 100, then for critical coupling (K ^QiQ2 ~ 1) 

Rr„Cn,S = K yc;c, 100.10-12 = 10-1*. 

This equation may be satisfied, for instance, with 

Rm = 250 n. 
Cm = 4 pF, 

S = 1 mA/V; 

and these values may well be used in practice. The damping imposed on 

the tuned circuits by Rj^ is slight. If we substitute for C^Rm equivalent 

parallel circuit, as described in A § 4, we find that the equivalent resistance 

is equal to R^ (-) ■> which for a high intermediate frequency 
\ 0) Cm Rm ' 

(470 kc/s) is: 

250 
1 

2 n . 470,000.4.10-1^7 250 
0 = 28.3 MQ. 

This calculation demonstrates that the influence of Hm on thel.F. circuits 

is negligible. 

The arrangement of fig. 63 will rarely be used in practice, owing to the 

need for two additional valves. However, it is possible to vary the inter- 
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4 _4 circuit coupling, using only one 

jJ—L M I——t ■ I extra valve; the tuned circuits 

jo I I 1***1 in that case coupled in the 

c J i \cy normal way as well, and their 

^ I behaviour is a little diflferent. 

_ ] i i A * 5- j£^ £qj. instance, in fig. 63 we 

4 substitute an inductive coupling 

fJluc^tcr* “ " between the coils L, and L, for 

valve I then we get the circuit 

of fig. 64. We shall calculate the voltage across the secondary tuned cir¬ 

cuit of such an arrangement when an alternating current la is fed to the 

primary circuit. 

From the voltage equilibrium in the primary circuit we have: 

A . ^ h {^1 Ik la) (^1 + + 12]^^ “ 

■^1 (^1 + 7^ ^—7-—-) + ^27^ M Ik {^1 7^ Li) — — fa (^1 + 7^ f'l)? 
7oiCi 

or, since <oLi: 

II (fi + joiLi -|-- ) + IJoiM + I]^jo>Li = —lajoiLi 
7C0C1 

In the same way we find for the secondary circuit: 

■^2 (^2 + 7^ f'2 H—~r^) "i" Iij^M = 0 . 
7C0C2 

For the current Jjt can be written: 

_ j 1 ^ r> 1? c _ T Ik — I2 ~ 'pr'J^ I^ml^mS — I2 7;- 

(I E 27) 

(I E 28) 

(I E 29) 

Substituting this equation in (I E 27) gives: 

h in + L, + -^) + /, (;o>M (I E 30) 
jO^Ci C2 

In the case of the two circuits being tuned to the same frequency, <^q = 

== • , we deduce firom equations (IE28) and (IE30) that for 
y ii\C\ ^1^2 ^2 

frequencies only slightly off resonance (<o/o)q ^ 1) 

j _ j Q1Q2 ^/f'2 

(1 j^Qi) (1 +7P^2) + -^ (^o^M CjnRmSj QiQt 
(I E 31) 
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The voltage across the secondary circuit is: 

M 

= la- 
toLaCa 

QiQz 

(1 + im (1 + im + (-r r + CmRmS) 

(I E 32) 

Leaving out of consideration the coupling provided by the valve, the 

coupling-factor between the two circuits is M/ ]/ L1L2. 

If we put: 

K = 
M 

and 

K'2 = K^ + VM CmRjnS.(I E 33) 

equation (I E 32) then becomes: 

Fa = Tg ^ .j j. 3^. 

{l+jm {l+jm+QiQ2K'^ 

It appears from equations (I E 33) and (I E 34) that the additional coupling 

through the pentode alters the coupling factor in the numerator of equation 

(I E 34); the denominator is unaffected. This corresponds to what was 

deduced in B § 10 regarding the detuning of two circuits in opposite direc¬ 

tions [see equation (I B 41)]. 

Consequently coupling by a single valve has the same effect as such detun¬ 

ing ; that is to say, a tight coupling will make the resonance curve broaden 

out in the same way as if the mutual inductance M were increased. The 

accompanying change in amplification however is greater than if M were 

varied. Further, it is evident from equation (I E 33) that reducing the slope 

S can result in either an increase or a decrease of according to the sign 

of M. Using the circuit of fig. 63 there are thus alternative methods of 

regulating the bandwidth: 

(a) The inductive coupling between the circuits may be made loose enough 

to give the minimum bandwidth required, the direction of the mutual 

inductance being so chosen that raising the slope S of the coupling 

valve causes an increase of K'. Maximum bandwidth then corresponds 

to normal grid bms, and the frequency-band becomes narrower as the 

negative bias is increased. 
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(b) The inductive coupling may be made tight enough to provide the 

maximum bandwidth required, the direction of the mutual inductance 

being so chosen that increasing the slope S results in a reduction of K\ 
Normal bias then corresponds to minimum bandwidth, and the fre¬ 

quency-band widens as the grid is made more negative. 

Circuits a and b differ not only in the contrary variation of bandwidth for 

a given change of coupling-valve bias. It follows from equation (I E 34) 

that, at a frequency to which both circuits are tuned, the voltage across 

the secondary circuit is: 

or: 

. r ^'^0 Q1Q2 ^ ^ ^1^2 

2 (cu — (O, 
_ • |- u X 1 X - 

Q2 

2 ((y —■ Wq) - j ^ ^1^2 
K \ Q , Ql 

I+QrQ2K'^ 
(I E 35) 

Zi and Zg here represent the dynamic resistance at resonance of the primary 

and secondary circuits respectively, so that — Lj/r^Ci and Zg = Lg/rgCg. 

Inasmuch as a specific value of K' corresponds to a smaller value of K with 

method a than with method 6, we can conclude from equation (I E 35) that, 

for a given input and bandwidth, system a yields a smaller voltage across 

the secondary circuit than system b. Consequently when the circuit of 

fig. 63 is used in the anode circuit of the mixer or I.F. valve higher gain will 

be obtained with method 6. 

Another noteworthy fact which follows from equations (I E 33) and 

(I E 35) is that with a negative value of M (system 6) increasing S causes 

to fall [see (I E 33)]. When S is so large that 

I cooW CmRmS I > K\ 

becomes negative. For = — —— - the numerator in equation (I E 35) 
^1^2 

is nil, and in that case the voltage across the secondary circuit becomes 

infinitely great for a specific value of /a, while a finite voltage appears even 

with la = 0. In other words the circuit oscillates. When employing system b 
we are therefore obliged to ensure that the above-mentioned limit is not 

overstepped at the highest value of S. With method a there is no danger 

of oscillation, as is always greater than and thus can only be positive. 

Several variations of the circuits in figs 62 and 63 are possible, but all 
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involve this same principle: the feeding of a current to the primary or secon¬ 

dary circuit via a valve, the current being proportional to the voltage across 

the secondary or primary circuit and in correct phase-relation thereto. 

§ 13. Automatic bandwidth control 

As was mentioned in the introduction, the use of valves for inter-circuit 

coupling in band-pass filters is of special importance for automatic control 

of selectivity. 

The ideal circuit would be one which always adjusted the bandwidth to the 

optimum value. But this value is not just a physical quantity: it depends 

on the taste of the listener. It is therefore obvious that a system which will 

give complete satisfaction in all circumstances is technically unattainable. 

Even if we concern ourselves only with the physics of the problem it will 

be difficult, and perhaps technically impossible, to devise a system which 

will at all times regulate the frequency band to the most favourable width. 

This optimum bandwidth, by which we mean the maximum bandwidth 

permitted by reception conditions, depends not only on the strength of the 

desired signal but also on the strength of the interfering transmission, the 

noise level and the modulation depth of the highest audio frequencies 

emitted by the interfering station. For instance, when the interfering 

station is radiating speech the required transmission may be received with 

a wider-band adjustment than if a musical program were going out on the 

interfering channel. A system which took account of all these circum¬ 

stances would be so complicated as to be quite unsuited to present-day 

methods of receiver manufacture; further consideration will therefore be 

limited to a system in which the bandwidth is controlled only by the strength 

of the required transmission and in which, consequently, the pass-band is 

always narrow when a weak signal is being received. A quite simple circuit 

usually suffices for this purpose. 

In a receiver with AVC, currents and voltages are present whose magnitude 

depends on the strength of the incoming signal; these may be used to 

operate the bandwidth control. 

There are three basic methods of obtaining automatic regulation of band¬ 

width : 

(a) variation of the inter-circuit coupling; 

(b) variation of the quality of the circuits; 

(c) variation of the tuning of the circuits. 

As in the case of manual control, adjustment by variation of coupling is 

the most satisfactory system. Altering the quality has, compared with 

other methods, the great drawback that discrimination against frequencies 
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remote from resonance is poorer when the receiver is in the narrow-band 

condition. An advantage of this method, however, is that it offers the possi¬ 

bility of providing a limited variation of bandwidth without the use of 

additional valves: the damping imposed by a diode-detector falls oflFwith 

increasing signal strength and the quality of the secondary circuit of the 

last I.F. transformer is thereby improved. Furthermore it is possible to vary 

the A.C. resistance of the I.F. valve within wide limits by applying a control 

voltage to its suppressor grid, the slope being scarcely affected (see fig. 49). 

By such means the quality of the tuned circuits comprising the last I.F. 

band-pass filter may be modified. There is however one difficulty: the AVC 

voltage cannot be used directly to regulate the suppressor-grid potential. 

The damping of the tuned circuits has to be reduced when the received 

signal is strong, and to achieve this the suppressor grid must be made less 

negative, while with a weak signal it requires to be made more negative. 

But seeing that the system is not very effective it is not proposed to deal 

further with its attendant problems. 

Mutual detuning of band-pass filter circuits can also be carried out without 

the need for mechanical aids, by employing additional valves. One extra 

valve i$ needed for each tuned circuit. We have already seen, however, that 

the arrangement of fig. 64 gives results identical with those which are 

obtained by detuning filter circuits in opposite directions, and as it calls 

for only one additional valve per band-pass filter it is obviously preferable 

to a system needing an extra valve for each tuned circuit. The arrangement 

shown in fig. 64 will therefore be considered further. 

As already noted, there are two ways of making use of this method. 

System 6 has, however, the great advantage that maximum selectivity re¬ 

quires maximum slope, consequently the AVC voltage can be used to control 

the coupling valve as well. 

We now introduce, by way of example, some practical values: 

(?i = <?2 - 100, 

Cl = C2 - 100 pF, 
Cm == 4 pF, 

jR^ = 500 n. 

Using an EF 22 as coupling valve, with its slope regulated to 1.4 mA/V 

(Fg2 == 75 V), and the mutual inductance between the tuned circuits so 

adjusted that 

K = 
M 3 
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we get: 

X' = K K* — o>o*M C^R^S = 
MCmRmS 

LiC, 

Therefore: 

= / 9.10-«-— \J 100 

4 
-.500.1.4.10-3 
100 

0.77 

Tm' 

K' = 0.77. 

The coupling between the circuits is thus under-critical. If now a control 

voltage of say -8 V is applied to the first grid of the EF 22 its mutual 

conductance is reduced about ten times, so that: 

K' = /9.10-^ — . 500.0.14.10-3 = ^ . 
\l 100 ■ 100 100 

Therefore: 

K-' 2.85. 

In the majority of receivers a control voltage of this magnitude is available 

from the A VC diode when a strong signal is received. 

The signal voltage across the secondary circuit, at resonance (p = 0), will, 

in accordance with equation (I E 35), be: 

With a normal critically-coupled band-pass filter this signal voltage would, 

from equation (I B 17), be: 

F2 = /„. i z,zl (I E 36) 

The factor 2 thus represents the ratio of the I.F. gain. 

obtained with -8 V applied to the coupling-valve control grid, to the gain 

secured with a normal critically-coupled band-pass filter. 

In our example K = 3, while with a weak signal X' ^ Q1Q2 = 0.77. 

3 
The factor mentioned above therefore amounts to 2 X ^ 0 77^ ^ 3.76. 
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For a weak signal the I.F. amplification in such a receiver and, therefore, 

also its sensitivity rises four times as high as in a set with an ordinary 

critically-coupled band-pass filter. With a large input K' \ Q1Q2 found 

3 
to be 2.85, and the factor is then reduced to 2 X r o oc‘> ” 0.66. The IF 

1 }- 2.85“ 

gain will therefore drop more rapidly when a controlled coupling-pentode 

is employed than with AVC alone; in other words the introduction of 

automatic bandwidth-control leads to a flatter regulation curve. 

At the close of § 12, page 118, it was mentioned that the circuit oscillates 

when ^--. In our example this would occur if the slope of the 

coupling-pentode reached 1.66 mA/V. It is accordingly important to ensure 

that this danger point is not approached too closely with low^ inputs, and 

allowance must be made for the possibility of replacement valves possessing 

slightly higher mutual conductance. On the other hand the slope of the 

coupling valve must not be too low, or the frequency-band w ill not become 

narrow enough on weak signals. This small permissible tolerance represents 

the main drawback of the system and to counter the difficulty it is advisa¬ 

ble to use negative feedback, so that the actual slope is less dependent on 

the characteristics of the individual valve. 

Suitable feedback may be obtained by using an un-bypassed cathode 

resistor, but it is then of course necessary to provide a higher control 

voltage. The principle of feedback is discussed in Chapter VIII. 

Method (a) of regulating bandwidth (page 117) docs not require a critical 

value of mutual conductance, but compared with (6) it has several disad¬ 

vantages : 

(1) On account of the smaller value of M the influence of S on X' is less. 

A greater variation of S is accordingly needed and a larger control 

voltage. Furthermore Cm or Rm must usually be greater. If, using the 

tuned circuits of the previous example, we make the inductive coupling 

so weak that K = Mj / L1C2. ~ 0-006, and if Cm ~ 4 pF and Rm = 

2000 i?, then with S — 1.8 mA/V 

0.62.10“^ 
100 100 

. 2000.1.8.10 3 0.03. 

Thus X' K — 3. If now we make the slope of the coupling valve 

10 times smaller X' becomes 0.011, and X' ”!•!; thecoupling 

is still over-critical. In order to make the coupling under-critical the 
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slope must be reduced still further. With S ~ 0.018 mA/V, K' drops 

to 0.0067 and K' = 0.67. 

For the same variation of coupling as with the alternative arrange¬ 

ment the change of slope of the coupling valve thus needs to be ten 

times as great; thus a higher control voltage is necessary, with an 

EF 22 about -19 V. 

(2) It has already been shown above that system (a) gives a smaller I.F. 

gain, owing to K being less. With the tightest coupling corresponding 

to a powerful signal the ratio of the amplification obtained to that 

which is possible with a critically-coupled filter is equal to: 

K 0.6 
2 -= 2 X - - 0.12, 

1\-Q,Q.,K'^ 1]9 

and with the loosest coupling (corresponding to a weak signal): 

0,6 

1 + 
2 X 0.82. 

Thus the I.F. gain remains considerably lower than that obtained with 

system (6). In this case too the trend of amplification in relation to 

signal strength is such that the A VC regulation curve is,made flatter. 

(3) In system (a) the AVC voltage cannot be utilised directly, since with 

a weak signal the coupling valve requires a large negative bias. There 

are several ways of obtaining such a bias; one is to make use of the 

fact that the 

screen voltage ^CH21 
of a valve in the 

AVC chain rises 

as the signal 

strength increa¬ 

ses. 

IfanEF22 I.F. 

valve is fed 

from a resis¬ 

tance network 

with the values 

indicated in fig. 

65, its screen 

grid voltage 55 Practical circuit developed from fig. 6t. The inductive coupling is such as 
.11 to give minimum bandwidth, and the EF 22 coupling-valve is so connected that 

Will amount to increasing its slope S increases the coupling factor K>. The control voltage applied 
V. 1 on V ** derived from a potentiometer and is most negative 

aOOUt lUU V when the incoming signal is weakest. 
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when the incoming signal is too weak to bring the A VC into opera¬ 

tion. When a strong signal arrives A VC reduces the screen grid 

current to a very low level and the potential at the electrode rises 

to about 200 V. With the control grid of the coupling valve connected 

as shown there is a variation of its potential from +20 to-f-40 V 

approximately, so that if the cathode is maintained at +42 V a grid 

bias varying from —22 to —2 V can be obtained and highest bias 

will occur with weakest signals. 

When aligning band-pass filter circuits which are coupled in the 

manner illustrated by fig. 64 it is essential to make the coupling as loose 

as possible. A weak test signal should therefore be used for trimming 

the receiver, and it may be necessary to apply a fixed high negative 

bias to the coupling valve while alignment is in progress. 

The question still remains whether it is possible to achieve automatic 

control of inter-circuit coupling without using additional valves. It 

may be said at once that such an eflfect does occur fortuitously in many 

receivers, owing to bad positioning of the components. A slight 

capacitive coupling between the anode of the I.F. valve and the high- 

potential side of the primary circuit in the preceding band-pass filter 

gives rise to an extra inter-circuit coupling in this filter; its charac¬ 

teristics are thereby rendered similar to those of the circuit shown in 

fig. 63. Depending on the direction of the inductive coupling, the I.F. 

gain can thus either be increased or reduced, the bandwidth at the same 

time becoming smaller or larger. 

Control of the I.F. valve results in modifying the coupling through the 

valve, and the bandwidth therefore becomes altered. If this effect is 

intentionally made so marked that a sufficient variation of bandwidth 

is obtained, only system (b) comes into consideration. 

The negative grid bias of the I.F. valve rises with increasing signal 

strength. Certainly we shall then get very high amplification, but the 

drawback of system (6) is present also in this case: the I.F. valve goes 

into oscillation as soon as the slope slightly exceeds the figure needed 

for satisfactorily loose coupling of the preceding band-pass filter. 

In ill-adjusted receivers this phenomenon can easily appear. It is a 

difficulty which will always occur when valves are employed for 

coupling-variation and simultaneously for other purposes. We can 

therefore conclude that obtaining automatic variation of coupling 

without using additional valves may lead to many difficulties. 
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M. FREQUENCY-CHANGING 

A. Mixing 

The advantages of the superheterodyne circuit have already come to our 

notice repeatedly in Chapter L With this type of circuit all carrier frequen¬ 

cies received are changed to a fixed frequency known as the intermediate 

frequency; using this device it becomes possible to produce comparatively 

simple receivers possessing a fair degree of selectivity. 

Moreover, the tuned circuits used at this single frequency, which is usually 

lower than that of the signals to be received, have generally a higher 

dynamic resistance than signal-frequency circuits; greater amplification can 

therefore be obtained. For these reasons practically all present-day receiv¬ 

ers are superheterodynes, and only very small local-station sets still rely 

on signal-frequency ampbfication (straight sets). 

In superheterodyne receivers the intermediate frequency is obtained by 

mixing the received signal with an oscillator voltage the frequency of which 

is so adjusted that the frequency-diflerence arising has always the same value: 

the chosen intermediate frequency. Every mixer stage must therefore in¬ 

clude, in addition to the mixing valve, an oscillator to generate the hetero¬ 

dyne voltage Generally, however, the two valves are combined in a single 

bulb, the combination valve fulfilling both functions. 

In the first part of this chapter the problems peculiar to the mixing process 

will be dealt with; in the second part the various oscillator circuits will 

be considered, and in the other sections the parasitic effects which are liable 

to occur will be discussed. 

§ I. The mixing process 

Basically, the R.F. input voltage Vi sin cojf, together with a heterodyne 

voltage Vh cos is applied to one or two electrodes of a valve of which 

the characteristic ia =f linear, and in which the grid voltages 

Vg and Vgf are dependent on the R.F. inputand the heterodyne voltage 

* Also referred to as oscillator voltage. 
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Finally we can say, therefore, that: 

ia = f{vh, Vi) 

If in this case we write ia as a power series, the following product occurs, 

among others: 

Vi sin oiit. Vh cos to/it = } Vi Vh sin + co/i) t —• h Vi Vh sin (co/i — co^) t 

(II A 1) 

The origin of this product will he evident from (II A 5). Consequently there 

arise in the anode circuit of the mixing valve, among others, an alternating 

voltage with the intermediate frequency 

COq — (O/i - .(II A 2) 

which is subjected to further amplification. 

The current of frequency coq which flows in the anode circuit is dependent 

on Vi and Vh^ and also on the anode voltage, which varies with the I.F. 

voltage Vq. Now in practice Vi and Vq are small in relation to F/i, and 

consequently it is possible to write the anode current as a Taylor series, 

the first terms of which are: 

la 0,0) + Vi~-h Vo~ +.(II A 3) 
lavi Ivq 

The first term in the series, / (r/j, 0,0), represents the anode current con¬ 

trolled by the heterodyne voltage F/j, if the R.F. input voltage Fj and the 

I.F. voltage Fq are zero. The currents represented by the other terms are 

superimposed on this current. 

The second term is the product of the instantaneous value of the R.F. input 

signal Vi and the instantaneous value of the slope of the characteristic 

ia = f (ci)- This characteristic refers to the anode and to the grid to which 

the R.F. input voltage is applied. The slope fluctuates at the frequency of 

the heterodyne voltage F/j, and accordingly we may write: 

^Vi 

in which So, S^ etc. are dependent on the magnitude of Vh» 

D/ 
The product Vi — -then becomes: 

Vi -= So Vi sin o>it + Vi sin o>it, cos w/jt -|- 
^Vi 

-j- Vi sin Oiit . S2 cos 2 . . 

= Si So + Si cos oiht + S2 cos 2 co/jf. . (II A 4)* 

* In this equation the cosine function i* used in preference to the sine function, as this simplifies the calculation which 

follows. 
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For the amplification of the I.F. voltage the only terms of importance in 

the above are those which include a frequency coq; the only one is: 

Vi sin coit . Si cos Si Vi [—sin (coh — wj) t -f sin (w/j + t] = 

—+.(II A 5) 

As a result of the modulation of the slope Si by the frequency co;^, there 

appears in the anode circuit an I.F. current: 

or: 

IQi sm> ^12 Si I sin 

hi = ^ Si Vi = Sc Vi.(II A 6) 

the expression conversion-conductance, Sc, being introduced in place of 

^/g Sj. As hi arises by reason of modulation of the slope, the mixer is 

also known as modulator valve. 

7>f 
In the third term of equation (II A 3), — stands for the reciprocal of the 

anode A.C. resistance. This admittance, Y, is also modulated by the frequen¬ 

cy 6)/i, so that: 

Y = Yo Yi cos 4- Yg cos 2 + ^3 cos 3 co;>t +. 

On multiplying by Vq sin Wot, the frequency co^ occurs only in the first 

term; thus: 

or: 

I02 sin ““ "F'q 'V^q sin 

h2=YoVo.(II A 7) 

The first term of the Fourier series Y^ is the mean value of Y when it is 

modulated by the frequency co;,. 

For the total I.F. current in equation (II A 3) may now be written: 

lo = lot - I02 -^lzS,Vi-YoVo.(II A 8) 

The minus sign appears because Vq and lol are in opposite phase and the 

equation is concerned with amplitudes. 

It is clear from the foregoing that a mixing valve behaves in the same way 

as an R.F. amplifier if the conversion conductance is put in place of the 

slope and if instead of the normal A.C. resistance the A.C. resistance as mixer 

Ri = — is introduced. 
Y© 
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-kc^s- 

If these quantities are known the conversion gain can be obtained from 

the equation: 

= . 
where Sc is the conversion conductance, Ri the A.C. resistance as mixer, 

and Zo the dynamic resistance of the tuned circuit. 

In order to obtain high 

amplification, the A.C. re¬ 

sistance Ri must be large 

in comparison with the 

circuit dynamic resistance. 

In modern broadcast 

receivers the I.F. band¬ 

pass filter has a dynamic 

resistance of about 

160,000—200,000 il and 

the A.C. resistance of the 

valve should therefore be 

of the order of 1 Mil. 

SI 

56765 

Fig. 66. Influence of the A.C. resistance of the mixing valve on the 
selectivity of a tuned circuit. I is the selectivity-curve of the circuit, 
Q 50; II is the curve obtained with a mixer, having 
Hi ~ 1 Megohm, in parallel with the tuned circuit. 

Selectivity is affected by the A.C. resistance in the same way as amplifica- 

cojL 
tioii. This is determined by the qualitv factor^— — (see chapter I A § 3). 

r 

Resistance shunting the tuned circuit may be considered as decreasing 

that is: 

A Q ~ oiRi C, 

where C is the total capacitance of the circuit. 

With C ~ 100 pF an A.C. resistance of 1 MU decreases the quality factor 

for an I.F. frequency of 475 kc/s as follows: 

A Q = W X 10 - X 3 X 10« - 300. 

The effect of such damping on a tuned circuit with ^ = 50 is seen in fig. 66, 

where the attenuation a is shown as a function of the detuning; curve I 

represents the case in which the valve has an infinite A.C. resistance, curve II 

that in which the A.C. resistance amounts to 1 MQ. 

§ 2. Calculation of the conversion conductance 

If the Silvh characteristic of the valve is known to follow a mathematical 

law (e.g. a logarithmic characteristic), then with a cosinusoidal oscillator 

ElettrOften bui$. g 
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voltage Vh we cam also write si as a function of It is then possible 

to calculate exactly: 

Si cos X dx {II A 10) 

In most cases, however, the curve connecting si and vh has no definite 

mathematical form, and it is therefore necessary to determine the afore¬ 

mentioned coefficient of the Fourier series by graphical means, or to ascer¬ 

tain Sj by measurement. 

Fig. 67. Loft: Si as a function of the voltage on the third grid, for the UCIl 21. 
Right: Si as a function of time, for heterodyne voltages of 5 V and 20 V 
respectively. 

Fig. 67 shows the slope si of the first grid of the Philips type UCH 21 as 

a function of the negative voltage Vg^ on the third grid; the remaining 

electrodes are at the potentials indicated in the diagram. On the right of 

the figure, slope is shown against time for two values of the oscillator vol¬ 

tage Vh added to the standing bias *; these curves are deduced from the 

sijvh characteristic. In order to ascertain the conversion conductance from 

these time curves, which clearly are not of sine form, we shall divide one 

cycle of the heterodyne voltage Vh into 4N equal parts. 

* Tbe standing negative bias is obtained by using a grid capacitor and grid leak; for every value of Vh there is thus 
a corresponding standing bias Vgt (see Chapter II, B $ 9). 
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From the sijvh characteristic the slope is now read off for the following 

values of modulator voltage: 

TT 
Vq — “^£3 Vj ~ "^£3 etc.; 

Vh cos 

Fg3 is the standing negative bias already mentioned, and Vh is the alter¬ 

nating voltage from the oscillator. 

The slope corresponding to these voltages will be indicated by: 

So, S/, S//, Sill. S2j\» 

The integral, which determines the amplitude of the fundamental of the 

Fourier series, approximates to the sum of 4]V terms. 

The amplitudes Si, Sn . Sm etc. are multiplied by the corresponding 

cosines, and for the element dx we take — of the whole cycle 2“^ . 
4]V ^ 

Furthermore the sum of the first 2N terms is equal to that of the last 2N 

terms, so that we can write: 

2 jy^ 
S — -- Zp S,, — cos -- , 

‘ n o ' 2N 2N 

1 p~ 
S, = - - S„ cos — 
' No ' 2N 

(II A 11) 

As the conversion conductance Sc amounts to half S,: 

1 i 27c 3- 
Sc =--r Si cos ~ ' S)i cos- —!- Sni cos ----- + 

2iV I 2 2N 2N 2N 

(II A 12) 

(In this sum the first and last terms are halved, beeause if we regard each 

n ^ ^ 
term dx or - ^ as symmetrical in relation to the corresponding x^ only half 

a term remains for the first and last.) 

The general term in this series is represented by Sp cos ; here p will have 
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the values 0-16 inclusive, if we make N equal to 16. We then obtain the 

pTZ 

following values for cos - "“J 

D 
pn 

D 
pK 

‘=‘^*32 D 
pjt 

cos 32 B 
pr: 

‘=«®32 

a ■■■ 5 MM n M mBm a 6 Bl WSSm Bl WSm 
iD mgm 7 0.773 11 WBm 15 ■Hfl 

WSSM 8 0.707 12 16 0 

D 0.925 III 
If we assume that the grid bias amounts to -19.3 V and the peak oscillator 

pr: 
voltage to 20 V, wc then find for Sp cos -—-i 

The conversion conductance for heterodyne voltages of 15, 10, 5 and 2.5 V 
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is calculated in exactly the same way, and the figures obtained are 0.605, 

0.630, 0.425 and 0.190 mA/V. A curve connecting conversion conductance 

with oscillator voltage (see fig. 68) shows at once that at small values of the 

S366S 

Fij». 68. CoiuiThion roiwluclanco of the L CH 21, as a function of the oscillator voltage. 

U(mA) 

Fig. 69. Left: anode current of the UCH 21, as a function of the voltage on the third grid. 
Right: anode eurrent of the FCll 21, as a function of time, for heterodyne voltages of 2.5, 5, 

It), 15 and 20 V. 

latter the conductance rises rapidly until a maximum is reached; thereafter 

the slope slowly falls as the heterodyne voltage is further increased, owing 

to the modulator grid becoming much more negative. 
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Sc(liA/V) 

In fig. 69 anode current is shown as a function of the voltage on the third 

grid, and as a function of time, in the same way that slope was depicted 

in fig. 67. It is clear from this diagram that a greater direct anode current 

flows with small oscillator voltages than with large ones. The peaks of current 

seen in the current/time curves become narrower with increasing oscillator 

voltage, and the direct anode current therefore drops. In Chapter XIII 

this fact will be seen to have an important bearing on valve noise. 

The foregoing calculation can of 

course be repeated for other values 

of standing bias on the R.F.-input 

grid. In fig. 70 curves connecting 

Sc and Vqsc ^re given for various 

negative grid potentials, the heter¬ 

odyne voltage being indicated here 

by the current I(gr-\-g:i) through 

the grid leak; this current is easily 

measured. 

The figure shows immediately in 

what operating conditions the high¬ 

est conversion conductance is ob¬ 

tainable. The curves are also of 

interest in that over a given wave¬ 

band the oscillator voltage is 

usually not constant but may 

vary considerably. For two reas¬ 

ons a value of 190 gA is therefore 

recommended for the current 

through the resistance I^(gT-\.g3) 

the case of the UCH 21: 

1) conversion conductance is then a maximum; 

2) around this point conversion conductance is fairly independent of the 

magnitude of the heterodyne voltage. 

Finally, the curves of fig. 70 are of value for AVC calculations and in investi¬ 

gating distortion introduced by the valve. 

Fig. 70. Conversion conductance of the UCH 21 as 
a function of the oscillator grid current, for various 
values of control grid bias. 

§ 3. Measuring conversion conductance and AC resistance 

Calculation of the conversion conductance from the silvh characteristic 

is, as we saw above, a rather cumbersome method; furthermore it is not 

very accurate, and in practice it is therefore usual to resort to measurements. 

In fig. 71 the set-up for measuring the conversion conductance of a triode- 
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heptode is given. To the first grid a voltage Vi cos co£t is applied, say of 

0.1 V; the grid bias may be adjusted with the aid of the battery B. To the 

third grid a heterodyne voltage Vh cos (o/jt is fed, negative bias being 

obtained by means of the grid leak and capacitor connected to the triodc 

section. In the anode lead of the heptode a tuned circuit is connected; this 

is resonant at the intermediate frequency coq — and its dynamic 

resistance is accurately known. By suitable choice of V’ and Z^, the output 

Fig. 71. Circuit for nioa«uriiig the ronvorsion-coiiductauco and AC resistance of a mixing valve. 

voltage Vo appearing in the anode circuit is kept low, in order that its 

influence on Iq may be negligible. The voltage across the tuned circuit 

can then be measured directly and the magnitude of the anode current Iq 

Yo 
then follows from Iq — — . The conversion conductance is — With some 

^ o 

frequency-changers, for instance the pentagrid and the octode, it is essential 

to take the oscillator section into consideration when making measurements, 

as the oscillator anode current affects the modulator operating conditions. 

To measure the A.C. resistance the valve i& fed with the same supply vol¬ 

tages as before, and with the requisite oscillator voltage; the anode voltage 

is then altered by an amount A Fo? causing the anode current to change 

by Ala* The A.C. resistance is then Ri 
AVa 

Ala ’ 

§ 4. Mixing circuits 

The circuits used in radio receivers may be divided into two classes: 

1. those in which the heterodyne and signal voltages are applied to the 

same electrode of the mixer valve (additive mixing); 

2. those in which the heterodyne and signal voltages are applied to 

different electrodes of the mixer valve (multiplicative mixing). 

a. Diode 

The simplest circuit in the first group is that which uses a diode as mixing 
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fi— 
o 
o 4 12 

II i Vh 

—lir-| r—n 

1^0) 

valve. As in this case 

there is only one current 

circuit, Fj, Vh and Vq 

are connected in series, 

as in fig. 72. If the heter¬ 

odyne voltage Vh is not 

made too small, say 

about 2V, the character¬ 

istic of the diode may be represented by a straight line (fig. 73), and the 

conversion conductance and the amplification arc fairly easy to calculate. 

As will be shown later, it is advisable to apply a standing bias F_ to the 

diode; this is achieved simply by including a resistor R in the circuit, across 

Fig. 72. The diode as mixing valve. 

Fig. 73. Current/voltage characteristic of a diode. 

which the rectified current due to Vh 

causes a potential drop. If i? is high in 

relation to the A.C. resistance of 

the diode, then V __ will approximate to 

Vh (see Chapter V). In these circum¬ 

stances a current flows through the diode 

for part of each cycle, indicated in fig. 73 

by 2a. During this time the slope equals 

— but is zero for the remainder of the 

cycle. 

In order to calculate the conversion conductance we shall again ascertain 

the fundamental of the slope from the Fourier series: 

Sx COS X dx (II A 10) 

As S is other than nil only between the time points x ~ a and x — 

we can also write: 

or: 

Sx 

— a 

COS X dx 

O I I . 
S. — — . — sin X 

^ Rd 

2 sin a 

n Rd 

(II A 13) 

— a 

(II A 14) 
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The conversion conductance is thus: Sr =-. 
nRd 

137 

Now in order to ascertain the delivered I.F. voltage Vo it is first necessary 

to know the I.F. current. This depends not only on the conversion conduct¬ 

ance, but, since Rd has a fairly low value, the second term of equation 

(II A 8) becomes important too. Therefore we must also determine the mean 

A.C. resistance of the diode. 

During the cycle 2 tt the A.C. resistance is equal to Rd only for th ebrief 

period 2a. From this it follows that 

1 2717: Rd 

Yo 2a a 
{II A 15) 

The I.F. voltage Vq in equation (II A 8) appears as a potential difference 

across the I.F. tuned circuit Z^, and for (II A 8) we may therefore write: 

lo = V2 S,Vi-ZoYoIo.(11 A 16) 

or: 

Vi _ 
I S, 

1 + ZoYo 
(II A 17) 

The conversion gain is thus: 

Ac 
Vo 

Vi 

JqZo 

^vT 

2 Zq 

iT zZYo 
(II A 18) 

Gain is greatest when ZqYq is much larger than unity; the quantity 1 in 

the denominator can then be ignored and the amplification becomes: 

Si 
^ 1 -J- 

or, after substituting from equations (II A 14) and {II A 15): 

2 sin a sin a 
Ac=i (II A 19) 

Thus the conversion gain increases as the current angle a diminishes and 
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approaches Ac 1 when a = 0, The advantage of high bias is obvious; 

TC 2 
without bias a would be — and Ac would be equal to — . 

In order to make the product Z^Yo large in relation to unity, Zq must be 

so chosen that: 

Z«>-iorZo>^«d.(II A 20) 
In ® 

The current angle a is determined exclusively by the ratio (see II B § 9), 

and for a small current angle—^ must be large; in such a case equation 

(II B 56) holds good (sec page 191) and 

Rd 
tan a — a — tx —. 

As the input and output circuits are traversed by the diode current, they 

are both fairly heavily damped. Regarding the damping of the I.F. tuned 

circuit, it might at first sight be expected that this would amount to Y^, 

and this would be the case if the input circuit were a current-source without 

internal resistance. However, this is not so. To determine the damping Rq 

of the output circuit we imagine an I.F. voltage F^in place of the I.F. circuit, 

and enquire what I.F. current Iq flows in the diode circuit as a result of Fq. 

The damping is then: 

Ro=\~.(II A 21) 

Now the voltage Vo causes not only an I.F. current, determined by the 

admittance Y„, but also, through mixing, a current of signal frequency 

which traverses the input circuit. As the arrangement is symmetrical, we 

can write for this extra current: 

^■ .. 

Across the input circuit there is then a voltage drop, once again of signal 

frequency, which through mixing gives rise to a further I.F. current. It is 

apparent that the input circuit affects the damping of the output circuit. 
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Taking this voltage drop Vi = -/I liZ; into account, we get from equation 

(11 A 8); 

F„ y, I S^Zi 
1 s 
2 

1 + ZiYo h 
^ _ ZiSl 

Ro K ^ " 4(lY ZiY„y 

By substituting for and Yq from equations (II A 14) and (II A 15) we 

then obtain: 

1 1 / sin^ a 

Ro \ TT RdIZi ^ a 
(II A 23) 

To calculate the damping of the input circuit w e need only replace Zi by 

Zo, thus: 

1 1 / sin^ a 

Ri 7iKrf/Zo4 a 
(II A 24) 

The AC resistance Rd of the diode is of the order of 5000 Q. From equations 

(II A 23) and (II A 24) it is clear that in order to minimise damping it is 

important to keep a small. Various factors set a limit however. If a is to 

be small, the ratio RjRd must be made large. But as a becomes smaller, 

less of the diode characteristic is traversed, so that the AC resistance Rd 

(which varies owing to curvature of the characteristic) increases. For this 

reason it becomes progressively more difficult to reduce a further, unless 

impractically large values of Vh are used. 

Moreover the reduction of a and the simultaneous increase of Rd lead to 

difficulty in satisfying equation (II A 20), and amplification declines. The 

situation in practice is that with likely values of a the damping resistances 

Ri and Rq are so low that diode-mixing can find no place in domestic 

receivers. Another drawback, in conclusion, is the fairly tight coupling 

between the input and oscillator circuits, which results in the receiver 

radiating on a frequency of co/j. 

An advantage of diode-mixing is the low degree of noise introduced (see 

chapter XIII). 

ft. Triode^ tetrode and pentode 

If instead of a diode a triode or multi-grid valve is employed, considerable 

reduction of circuit damping becomes possible. With a triode the AC resis¬ 

tance -is still rather low, and this type of valve is therefore not much 
y o 
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used as a mixer in broadcast receivers. The tetrode and the pentode were 

however commonly used in early superheterodynes. Since with these screen- 

grid valves the back-coupling from the anode circuit to the input circuit 

is almost completely eliminated, damping of the output circuit is deter¬ 

mined by the value of —, which is generally of the order of 1 MQ. 

In the grid circuit, where Vi and Vh 

are in series, flow of grid current can 

be prevented by applying sufficient 

negative bias; consequently the input 

circuit also is onlyslightly damped. 

When calculating the conversion con¬ 

ductance by the method described in 

§ 1, we need therefore to take into 

account only the first harmonic of 

Fig. 74. The pontfxlo as frequency convertor. thc slopC, Sj. 

An example of the circuit used with 

this type of valve is given in fig. 74. In the grid circuit the signal-frequency- 

tuned circuit LiCi is joined in series with a coil to which the oscillator 

circuit LfiCh is coupled. There exists, however, a certain capacitance 

C between the inductors Lh and L and thus also between the circuits LhCh 

and LiCi- This coupling between the two tuned circuits causes pulling, and 

also results in radiation from the aerial on a frequency of If the coil L 

and the tuned circuit LjCj are interchanged the coupling between the 

tuned circuits certainly becomes weaker, but a drawback of this arrange¬ 

ment is that neither side of the capacitor Q may then be earthed directly. 

Another possibility is the circuit of fig. 75. The two voltages Vi and F/j 

are now earthed. Although this arrangement avoids the capacitive coupling 

between the coils, a coupling is 

now present through the grid- 

to-cathode capacitance of the 

valve; this, however, is weaker 

than in the previous circuit. The 

voltage of frequency w/j which 

appears across the input cir¬ 

cuit may be readily calculated 

with the aid of the equation 

derived in Chapter ID for a 

circuit with capacitive coupling. Fig. 75. Another mixing rircuit using a pentode. 
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If the heterodyne voltage were to have the same frequency as the natural 

resonance of the input circuit, the unwanted voltage Vg transferred to the 

signal-frequency-tuned circuit would, from equation (I D 4), be: 

Cgj^ oiiLi 
Vs=Vh 

Cl Cg}^ r 
(II A 25) 

Vfi is however considerably off-tune in relation to Fj, so that in reality Vg 

is smaller. From equation (I A 9) the attenuation a is: 

a = I 1 -f y I P 

The interference voltage Vg developed across the input circuit is therefore: 

Cgk CO£ L 1 

Ci + Cgfc r piQ 
Vh 

Ci + Cgk P 
Vh (II A 26) 

where: p _ w/i 

w/i 

Vs is greatest at the bottom of the waveband, for then Q and p are smallest. 

Further, the induced voltage is larger on medium than on long waves for 

a given size of variable capacitor, for fi is smaller in the medium than in 

the long waveband. This we shall illustrate with an example. 

Let us suppose that the intermediate frequency is 475 kc/s; at 200 metres 

(<0^ = 9.4 X 10^) co/i = 12.4 X 10^ From this it follows that 1/p = 1.8. 

If the grid-to-cathode capacitance of the mixer valve is 5 pF and the tuning 

capacitance at 200 metres is 80 pF, then the interference voltage amounts 

to: 5 

Vg = '1.8 Vh — approx. 0.1 F/j. 
85 

If the oscillator voltage is 10 V, an interfering voltage of 1 V could be devel¬ 

oped across the input circuit, enough to cause considerable radiation from 

the aerial. 

As the frequency w/j is greater than o>£, the impedance of the input circuit 

is mainly capacitive on medium and long waves. The voltage Vh is conse¬ 

quently drdded over two capacitances, 0.9 Vh appearing between grid 

and cathode. 

At a wavelength of 15 metres p becomes 0.0475, and the interference voltage 

is then: 

-- X —— Vh = 1.24 Vh. 
85 0.0475 

This result seenis somewhat strange at first sight. The very high inter¬ 

ference voltage is manifestly due to magnification, and the input circuit 
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thus has, despite what might have been expected, an inductive character. 

It should not be forgotten, however, that the tuned circuit, including the 

parallel capacitance Cgfc, is tuned to coj. The circuit itself can therefore 

easily be resonant at a frequency even higher than 0%, 

Such a value of interference voltage is obviously inadmissible, and for this 

reason the circuit is quite unsuitable for use on short waves. 

S^032 

A variation of this 

circuit in which 

the Philips triode- 

heptode mixers 

ECH21andUCH 

21 are employed 

is represented in 

fig. 76. In this 

circuit the oscil¬ 

lator voltage of 

the triode part of 
Fig. 76. Circuit diugrum of u iriode-hcptode frequency changer as additive mixer. ValvOS is in 

duced in the cathode lead by means of a nonshunted resistor of about SOOohms. 

The amplitude of this voltage must not, on the one hand, be so great as 

to give rise to grid current, as otherwise diode mixing would occur at the 

same time, the effect of which is diametrically opposed to the effect of the 

desired mixing. On the other hand the oscillator voltage induced has to be 

of as large an amplitude as possible so as to get sufficient conversion 

conductance. In this connection it is essential that the working point of the os¬ 

cillator triode should be in the straight part of the curve (class A adjustment). 

Unless special precautions aic taken, however, there will arise in the aerial 

circuit induction voltages amounting to about 0,1 V at 1500 kc/s and about 

0.5 V at 20 Mc/s. This induction voltage would give rise to excessive radiat¬ 

ion in the aerial. The radiation voltage can, however, be easily compen¬ 

sated by coupling the wiring leading to the triode-anode to that leading 

to the input circuit of the heptode part, this coupling being done behind 

the waveband switch. Owing to this compensation the induction voltage 

in the aerial circuit is reduced to about 1-2 mV in the medium and long¬ 

wave ranges and to about 5-10 mV in the short-wave range. 

Since the cathode is connected to the bottom screening and the latter also 

carries the radiation voltage, it is necessary to place a screening can round 

the valve. Finally it is essential that the screen-grid decoupling capacitor 

should be connected to the cathode and not to the chassis. 

Although the conversion conductance of the ECH 21 and the UGH 21 is 
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lower (about 550 (i-A/V) in this form of circuit than in the classical circuit 

(fig. 78), this method of circuiting has the advantage of a lower noise level, 

the equivalent noise resistance being 15,000 Ohms as compared to 55,000 
Ohms in the circuit of fig. 78. 

The simplejst circuit in which Vi and are applied to separate electrodes 

employs a triode with the input voltage fed to the grid and the oscillator 

voltage to the anode. This arrangement has been used in the past, but it 

has the serious drawback of requiring a high heterodyne voltage, while the 

circuits are still coupled to some extent through the capacitance Cag- 

It is more satisfactory to use valves possessing separate negatively-biased 

control grids, so that the slope of one grid may be modulated by the hetero¬ 

dyne voltage applied to another grid. Two possibilities then exist: 

1. to modulate the electron stream first by the R.F. voltage andthenby the 

oscillator voltage; 

2. to modulate the electron stream first by the oscillator voltage and then 

by the R.F. voltage. 

c. Hexode and heptode 

In the first of the above-mentioned groups we may include hexodes and 

heptodes which have an independent built-in oscillator section, and also 

the Philips self-oscillating hexode E 448. 

To the second category belong self-oscillating mixers such as the pentagrid, 

the octode, and valves like the American type 6SA7. 

Fig. 77 shows the basic circuit for 

a heptode. The R.F. input is applied 

to the first grid, and the oscillator 

voltage to the third grid. The elec¬ 

tron stream is drawn through the 

first (control) grid by the positive 

voltage at the second (screen) grid, 

and this voltage imparts such 

velocity to the electrons that they 

rush through the meshes of this electrode and reach the neighbourhood of 

the third (modulator) grid. A space-charge or virtual cathode appears be¬ 

fore the negatively-biased third grid, its density being determined by the 

quantity of electrons permitted to pass through the first grid. From this 

space-charge cloud, pulsating in tune with the signal voltage on the first 

grid, the strongly-positive fourth grid sucks electrons, and these fly through 

the meshes of the third and fourth grids to the anode. The electrons in the 

space-charge cloud have varying speeds. Some aim straight for the third 
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grid and nearly reach it, others go off at a tangent. A slightly increased 

potential at the third grid is enough to draw the former electrons right 

through and on towards the fourth electrode, while the obliquely-moving 

electrons require a higher third-grid voltage if they are to be pulled through. 

The fraction of the space-charge which reaches the anode is thus roughly 

proportional to the voltage rise at the third grid. First the electron stream 

was modulated by the voltage on the first grid, and then by that on the 

third. The screen grid between the first and third electrodes serves to reduce 

the capacitance between these grids, and so to minimise interaction between 

the signal-frequency and oscillator circuits. The fourth grid fulfils the same 

function as the screen grid in a pentode and results in the A.C. resistance 

being high; the fifth grid, like the suppressor grid in a pentode, prevents 

harmful secondary-emission effects. 

The slope of the control-grid/anode characteristic depends on the voltage 

at the third grid. If the last-named electrode has a large negative potential, 

few electrons reach the anode and the slope is therefore low. By applying 

the oscillator voltage through a 

grid capacitor and leak, the 

potential on the third grid is made 

to vary between zero and a certain 

maximum negative value. The 

conversion conductance can be 

deduced from the Vh charac¬ 

teristic by the Fourier method 

described in II A § 2. 

Fig. 78 shows the basic circuit for the combination valve ECH 21, which 

comprises a heptode and an oscillator-triode in one bulb. 

Fig. 79. Mixing circuit uning the self-oscillating hexode 
E 448. 
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The working of the self-oscillating hexode (fig. 79) is best understood by 

thinking of it as two valves put together: 

1. a tetrode: cathode, control grid gi, screen-grid and anode ^3; 

2. a triode: virtual cathode between gg and g4, control grid g4 and anode a. 

The R.F. circuit is shielded from the oscillator circuit by the screen gridg^. 

The first grid/anode slope Sg^a depends on the oscillator voltage on the 

fourth grid. Anode current is practically nil when the fourth grid is strongly 

negative, all electrons then going to the third grid. As the fourth electrode 

becomes less negative, more electrons reach the anode and the electron 

stream to the third grid diminishes. Thus the fourth grid possesses a nega¬ 

tive slope in relation to the third grid, and this property may be utilised for 

the generation of oscillation by connecting a tuned circuit in the lead to 

the third grid and coupling it 

capacitively to the fourth grid. 

The greatest drawback of the self- 

oscillating hexode is that its gain 

cannot be controlled by variation 

of the bias on the control grid, for 

when the voltage on this electrode 

becomes more negative the elec¬ 

tron stream is reduced; the nega¬ 

tive slope Sg4g3 then declines and 

may cause the valve to cease 

oscillating. In modern receivers this type of valve is no longer employed. 

d. Pentagrid and octode 

As first representative of the second group, i.e. multi-grid valves in which 

the modulator grid comes before the control grid, we cite the American 

type 6SA7 (fig. 80a). The first screen grid of this valve lies between the modu¬ 

lator grid and the input grid. This screen grid attracts electrons from the 

cathode and these form a space-charge in front of the negatively-biased 

third grid. The modulated space-charge now serves as cathode for the 

pentode, the slope of which is controlled by the signal voltage. The screen grid 

also prevents coupling between the modulator grid and the input grid. 

In fig. 80a the heterodyne voltage Vh is supplied externally, but the 

6SA7 is also much used as a self-oscillating valve in the circuit of fig. 80b. 

Here we have a Hartley oscillator, the cathode being connected to a tap on the 

coil (see Chapter II, B § 8). In addition to the voltage of frequency ci/i 

between the cathode and the first grid, a similar voltage is present between 

the third grid and the cathode, and both voltages contribute to the mixing 

+ |/fgi2+<K) 

Fig. 80a. The ()SA7 as mixing valve, with a separate 
oscillator. 

EUctronenbuis. lo 
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process. They work in opposition, however, and the conversion conductance 

is in consequence only about half that obtained when a separate oscillator 

is used. Furthermore there exists a danger, which is present in any circuit 

where there is an alternating voltage between heater and cathode, of 

crackling and other disturbing noises, due to the inconstancy of the heater/ 

cathode insulation. 

I Another disadvantage of circuits 

j—-—|===j| . II I ~ which include an impedance in the 

^u>, ^ ’ Cx J ^ cathode lead is that the I ,F. current 

g ^ causes a potential drop across the 

^ I -* -^impedance; a feedback voltage is 

I _J_— consequently applied to the third 

"^^9^ ^ original I.F. current 

is reduced. 
Fig. 80b. Thf 6SA7 as self-oscillating mixer. 

The 6SA7 possesses five grids and 

consequently is called a pentagrid; its working is however entirely different 

from that of the ordinary American pentagrid, which resembles the Euro¬ 

pean octode. Neither the ordinary American pentagrid nor the octode 

suffers from the drawbacks mentioned above. 

Fig. 80b. The 6SA7 as sclf-oscillating mixer. 

Both have an additional electrode, called the oscillator anode, mounted 

between the modulator grid and the first screen grid. This oscillator anode 

is small and absorbs only a fraction of the emission from the cathode; the 

voltage at this anode scarcely affects the mixing process. With the cathode, 

the first grid and the oscillator 

anode form a complete oscilla¬ 

tor triode; next comes a screen 

grid, and after that there is a 

tetrode (in the pentagrid) or a 

pentode (in the octode). 

The pentagrid has a somewhat 

low working A,C. resistance, 

equal to the mean static A.C. Fig. 81. The pentagrid mixing valve. 

resistance [equation (II A 7)]; 

but secondary emission from the anode to the screen grid affects the 

effective A.C. resistance unfavourably. The difficulty is overcome in the 

octode by introducing a suppressor grid between the screen grid and the 

anode. Thus the octode has six grids altogether, the first of which is the 

modulator grid, the second the oscillator anode, the third a screen grid, 

the fourth the control grid, the fifth a screen grid and the sixth the sup¬ 

pressor grid. In the DK 21 battery-octode the construction is somewhat 
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different, for the first screen 

grid is omitted and its function 

performed by the oscillator 

anode. This electrode consists 

in the DK 21 of four small rods, 

so placed that most of the elec¬ 

trons become bunched in pas¬ 

sing between them to the con¬ 

trol grid. A few of the electrons, 

however, go straight to the 
. Fig. 82. The DK 21 battery octode as mixing valve. 

oscillator anode. By beaming 

the electrons in this way it is 

possible to obtain a better conversion conductance than with the normal 

type of octode. In place of the third grid in the ordinary octode, the DK 21 has 

two small rods which are bonded to the first grid; these serve to compensate 

for the coupling which exists between the R.F. input grid and the oscillator 

section. The basic circuit for the DK 21 is given in fig. 82 *. 

• An exact description of this valve is published in: Data and circuits of modern receiver and amplifier valves 
(Supplement) Book HI. 
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B. Properties of oscillator circuits 

§ I. Introduction 

The published data usually quote an optimum value of heterodyne voltage 

for the mixer valve in question, but methods of obtaining the necessary 

voltage are not normally indicated. When it comes to using the valve in a 

practical circuit, opposing requirements are encountered. In the first place, 

it is necessary to cover a whole band of frequencies, yet the oscillator voltage 

should not at any point diverge from the recommended optimum value. 

This, as will be seen, is almost impossible to achieve. The problem, then, 

is to find means of influencing the oscillator voltage so that the ideal con¬ 

stancy is approached as closely as possible. Further questions are the value 

of mutual conductance needed for the generation of the required oscillator 

voltage, and the current consumption which is demanded. There are many 

types of oscillator circuit; in order to choose the most satisfactory type we 

shall consider some of the arrangements most often used, noting especially 

the factors which determine the magnitude of 

[ the heterodyne voltage. We begin with the 

basic circuit of a rcaction-back-coupled valve 

,, (%• 83). 
In this, as in all other oscillator circuits, there 

is an impedance Z in the anode circuit. Oscilla¬ 

tion appears in this impedance, giving rise to 

4- ^^s72 alternating anode voltage Fa. By one means 

Fig. 83. Basic circuit of a back- or another a proportion Va ~ t , Va of this 
coupled valve. ^ n 

anode voltage is tapped off and appbed to the 

grid. Ignoring, for the moment, the existence of the grid capacitor and 

leak, an alternating anode current occurs of: 

Vg = St Va.(11 B I) 

and oscillation is thereby maintained. In this expression the effect of the 

anode load Z on the anode voltage is neglected, but correction is made by 

regarding the effective A.C. resistance as a shunt across Z. 

A voltage is developed across the anode impedance: 

Va=-S VgZ=-St VaZ (II B 2) 
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For the maintenance of oscillation, the ratio of the alternating voltages 

at grid and anode, and S and Z must have such values that the resultant 

voltage Vq at the anode at least equals the figure assumed to begin with. 

Thus: 

~StVaZ=^Va. 
or: 

tS Z = —I.(II B 3) 

This equation applies to all oscillator circuits and may be regarded as 

expressing the condition for oscillation. If we take S as the slope at the 

moment when oscillation begins, this is the minimum, at corresponding 

values of t and Z, for starting oscillation, but if S is the efiective slope * 

for a given amplitude this is the condition for maintaining oscillation. 

With normal positive values of S and Z the voltage division t is found to 

be negative, i.e. the grid voltage must be in opposite phase to the anode 

voltage. 

It is necessary to ensure that equation (II B 3) is more than satisfied at the 

moment when oscillation begins. As amplitude grows, the grid generally 

becomes more negative due to grid-rectification (see Chapter V), and the 

effective sjope diminishes. This decUne goes on until the equilibrium repre¬ 

sented by equation (II B 3) is reached; oscillation then remains constant. 

The alternating voltage Va obtained in the anode circuit must be identical 

both in phase and amplitude to the anode alternating voltage assumed to 

begin with. To conclude that the phase is bound to be correct is not justi¬ 

fiable, for generally Z is a tuned circuit, in which in certain circumstances 

marked phase-shift can occur. Moreover, the device employed to tap the 

anode voltage, consisting of some combination of L, C and JR, may intro¬ 

duce shift varying with frequency. 

In such a case the circuit would adjust itself to such a frequency of oscilla¬ 

tion that the phase-shift in Z would be compensated by that in the tapping 

^ thereby again bringing and Vg into phase. 

This automatic phase adjustment will not, on the wavelengths used for 

broadcasting, be hindered by phase-shift due to electron transit-time, as 

the latter effect is then negligible. How the frequency adjusts itself until 

phase-equilibrium is reached is not easy to explain by pure physics. The 

most we can say is that a stable condition is unimaginable without balanced 

phase. By mathematics it is however fairly easy to demonstrate that phase- 

equilibrium must eventually supervene; this may be done by solving the 

* The exact definition of Seff is given on page 151. 
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differential equation of the system. Such an equation really sets out the 

building-up process, though it is not particularly easy to understand. This 

mathematical treatment is not of great importance here, but it will be 

encountered in general form in Chapter XI with reference to instability 

and stability of electronic circuits. 

We may also say that in equation (II B 3) S is real, whereas t and Z may 

be complex. The equation can be satisfied only when t,Z is real; as in most 

cases t is real, Z must be too. 

Normal back-coupled circuits all contain a tuned circuit, from which the 

grid voltage is tapped off in such a way that t is real and the correct 

phase is obtained. Since S and Z are positive quantities, the coupling ratio t 
must be negative; this means, as already mentioned, that reversal of phase 

must be provided. One of the common methods of tapping off the grid 

voltage is the inductive coupling, with which phase-reversal is very simply 

accomplished. 

We shall now consider a practical case in which Z is a tuned anode circuit. 

Usually part of the voltage across this impedance is taken off by means of 

an inductive coupling and applied to the grid; the coupling ratio t is less 

than 1 because for practical reasons the coupling coil has fewer turns than 

the tuning inductor. It is also possible, however, to put the coupling coil 

in the anode lead; Z then represents the impedance of the tuned circuit as 

reflected into the anode circuit. Z being low, the voltage developed across 

it is also low and has to be transformed up; the feedback ratio is thus 

greater than 1. 

Equation (II B 3) makes plain that the requisite slope will usually vary 

over a waveband, mainly because the impedance Z alters with frequency; 

in many circuits, too, the voltage-division t is also dependent on frequency. 

§ 2. Effective slope and anode current in oscillator valves having a straight 
characteristic 

To simplify our investigation we shall assume for the present that the 

iaj^g characteristic of the oscillator valve is straight and that a sine-wave 

voltage is fed to the grid. Further, we shall suppose that the grid capacitor 

and leak give a bias voltage equal to the peak amplitude of the applied 

alternating voltage. 

The situation is shown diagrammatically in fig. 84. With a small grid 

swing, which does not result in the cut-off point Vso being overstepped, 

a sinusoidal anode current (I) appears. With larger grid inputs the anode 

current consists of a series of separated pulses (II). In the first case the 

slope does not need further explanation, but in the second, where the anode 
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current is distorted, 

we must regard the 

oscillation as being 

maintained by that 

component of the 

anode alternating 

current which is of 

oscillator frequency. 

In order to deter¬ 

mine the magnitude 

of this component, 

we have to ascertain 

what fundamental 

is contained in curve 

II of fig. 84; the 

effective slope is then 

the ratio of this cur¬ 

rent component and the alternating grid voltage. 

If the alternating voltage applied to the grid is of amplitude the 

fundamental appearing in the anode current will have an amplitude of: 

Iai=-VgSeff.(II B 4) 

Fig. 81, Idealised straight characteristic of an oscillator valve. In case I the 
alternating voltage at the grid is so small that the cut-off point Vgo is not 
overstepped. In case II the grid alternating voltage is greater than Vgo and the 
anode current accordingly consists of pulses. 

When la ^ 0, the equation for curve II of fig. 84 is: 

ia = So{VgCos<ot — (Vg-^Vgo)}.(II B 5) 

The amplitude of the fundamental is now found by Fourier’s method from 

the equation: 

2 
lai ~ I 

o 

Here we must substitute ia from equation (II B 5). Since a contribution 

to the integral occurs only while ia has a value other than nil, we finally 

integrate between the points —to and which the current begins and 

ceases, and obtain the following result: 

or: 

So 

27r 
sin 2 0)^0, 

ato sm 2 oito 

So 7T 2:z 
(II B 6) 
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in which: 

tito—arc cos 

It follows, as was to be expected, that the effective slope is proportional to 

V 
the normal slope, and otherwise depends only on the ratio ——. 

'5, Using a table of sines 

we can now easily 

calculate from equa¬ 

tion (II B 6) the 

magnitude of SeffjSo 

for various values of 

Vgl Vgo and plot a 

curve connecting 

these quantities (fig. 

85, curve I). As long 

as Vg is less than 

V2 ^go the effective 

slope is of course 

constant and equal 

Fig. 85. and r] as functions of -when 1 (straight The CUrVC 
So fuo rgo I . j 

characteristic). Curve IV represents the relative iajvg characteristic. DCing Cirawn tO a 

universal scale, it is 

applicable to all valves with a straight characteristic. 

Similarly the ia/vg curve may be expressed in universal form; the equation 

ia — Iqo ^g 

is then written as 

This equation is represented by curve IV of fig. 85; the horizontal axis is 

in terms of -VgjVgo. 

If we consider one particular valve, so that Vgo and So are fixed, we see 

from curve I that the alternating grid voltage, roughly speaking, is in¬ 

versely proportional to the effective slope; and it is this grid voltage Vg which 

in almost all circuits is employed as the heterodyne voltage for the mixer 

valve. If in a given circuit the required slope increases over a waveband 



in the ratio 1 : 3, the oscillator voltage will decrease in about the same ratio, 

at any rate as long as Vg remains greater than i Vgo. This holds for every 

valve with a straight characteristic. The choice of Vgo and So will not affect 

the variation, because only the scale of the curve in fig. 85 is thereby 

modified; the inverse proportion between Vg and Sf/f remains unchanged. 

The slope Sq and the cut-off voltage Vgo are important in other respects too. 

There are limits to Z and t, and a certain minimum slope is therefore 

needed if equation (II B 3) is to be satisfied. 

To make this clear, let us consider an oscillator in the short wave band of 

15—50m with a tuned anode circuit; Z will then be not much more than 

5000 £?. Experience shows that the absolute value of the feedback ratio t 

should not, if possible, exceed I if tuning difficulties are to be avoided. It 

follows that for a coupling ratio of say —0.5 the minimum value of S^ff is: 

There is, therefore, a certain minimum effective slope which must be provi¬ 

ded. For this given effective slope and various values of the normal slope 

So we find the corresponding Vgf Vgo ratio from curve I of fig. 85. Remem¬ 

bering that there is for every mixer valve an optimum heterodyne voltage, 

which the alternating grid voltage of the oscillator must equal, it is clear 

that the relation Vg/ Vgo fixes the cut-off voltage Vgo for the chosen value 

of So. The characteristic is thus determined by So and V,o. 

The required slope S^ff and the oscillator voltage Vg can therefore be 

obtained with various ratios S^ffjSo and Vgiygo'-i the question is, what 

values is it desirable for these ratios to have. If we make So smaller, curve I 

of fig. 85 shows that the ratio VJV,. also decreases. Fig. 84 shows what 

this means; we go from case II to case I, and get a quite small alternating 

current superimposed on an unwanted and wasteful direct current. Clearly 

it is well to relate the choice of Sq to the current consumption of the valve. 

In order that the required oscillator voltage Vg may be available at the 

tapping fZ, a certain A.C. component is necessary in the anode current; 

usually we try to ensure that the mean anode current is as small as possible 

in relation to this alternating current, by appropriate choice of Vgj Vgo 

and SeffjSo- 

For small amplitudes of Fg, la is always greater than nil and consequently 

the mean current la^ed is determined by the mean grid voltage, which is 

equal to -Vg (fig. 84). In this case, therefore: 

Iar„ed = Iao-SoVg = Ia,-^ Fg = /«„ (1 - ^ . . . (II B 8) 
y SO y go 
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Vg here denotes the amplitude of the grid swing and is therefore a positive 

figure, in contradistinction to Vg in equation (II B 7). 

With amplitudes greater than ^ the current is intermittent and the 

mean value /umed must be ascertained from equation (II B 5), thus: 

T 

I^med j la dt. 

The value of ia is derived from equation (II B 5). We may in this instance 

confine our attention to the period from — to to where to is given by: 

Integrating we obtain: 

coto 

I^med — ! ( ^go ^g) ' ^ Oito 

Ia„ 

^ go 

^ timed 

^ao 

If we substitute-for So we can write: 

I timed _ / j \ 

lao ^go ' ^ 

1 h 
TT K 

sin Oito • . (II B 9) 
go 

This relation between and - ^ 
go 

is indicated in curve II of fig. 85. The 

first part of the curve is determined by equation (II B 8), and coincides 

therefore with the static characteristic (curve IV). 

For the amplitude of the AC component we can write: 

and for the average anode current: 

_I timed J   I timed 
itlmed — Y lao — J ' ^go* 

lao lao 

Consequently the current efficiency is: 

Seff 

^^med I^med F go 
(II B 10) 
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The efficiency figure is therefore foimd by dividing the values from curve I 

by the corresponding values from curve II and multiplying this quotient 
y 

by the corresponding values of —— . Thereby we obtain curve III of fig. 85. 

go 
It is apparent that efficiency remains fairly constant over a considerable 

y 
range but falls off rapidly when —~ becomes less than 1; accordingly Sq 

go 
may be reduced without greatly affecting current consumption if care is 

y 
taken to keep —- above unity. If we choose for the minimum value of 

y^o 
0.4 mA/V, which was the figure calculated on page 153, we then find from 

y 
fig. 85 that, for —1, the slope of a hypothetical valve with a straight 

go 
0.4 

characteristic is Sq ~ 0.8 inA/V. 
0«5 

§ 3. Effective slope and anode current in oscillator valves having a qua¬ 

dratic characteristic 

In order to bring the foregoing discussion more into line with reality, with¬ 

out sacrificing accuracy of calculation, we shall now regard the valve 

characteristic as approximating to a quadratic curve. 

Thus: 

ia — lao '1' ^ ^ ^ 
(II B 11) 

In order to make this equation more convenient for practical use, we shall 

replace the parameters a and p by values which can be taken directly from 

the characteristic. In the case of a straight characteristic these would be 

lao Sq or, after conversion, lao Fgo* We shall use these values 

again here and express the parameters for a quadratic characteristic in 

At Vg = 0 we find that ia — lao^ slope S will then be: 

dia 

dvg 
— 0L~y2^vg = s 

Therefore, when Vg = 0, S = = a. 

= — Fgo, ia must be zero, so that: 

0 = ^ao — "f" P Fgo^« 

When Vg 
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Substituting a = S©, we get: 

P 
^go la 

V 2 
rgo 

A quadratic equation may therefore be written: 

ia = lao So Vq-{- 
Sq ^go ^ao 

V 2 Vgo 

. (II B 12) 

Iumtd fa 
So lao Iso 

If we wish to use the universal scale as in equation (11 B 7) we may write 

(II B 12) as follows: 

o V, go 

go 
(% 

go 
(II B 13) 

^ go 

The form of this universal characteristic is determined by the value of the 

So Voo 
parameter ——■ ; if we make this equal to unity, the characteristic 

becomes straight. A slightly curved line results when the parameter equals 

4 
— (see curve IV of fig. 86), and with a value of 2 there is marked curvature 

(see curve IV of fig. 87). The Vg axis is a tangent of this last curve. 

By means of these curves we can, in the same way as on page 154, calculate 
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the effective slope, the mean anode current, and the current-efficiency * 

of the fundamental. Here again it is assumed that the negative bias is equal 

to the amplitude of the A.C. voltage at the grid. We then obtain the curves 

of figs 86 and 87, which are seen not to differ greatly from those of fig. 85; 

the similarity indicates that the conclusions derived from the calculations 

for a straight characteristic are of value also in the case of quadratic valve- 

characteristics. 

Referring to curve IV of fig. 87, which most nearly resembles an actual 

characteristic, we find that with 1 the current efficiency is about the 
go 

same as for a straight characteristic. 

V/ 
So 

, however, is a good deal smaller than in the previous case: about 0.2, 

against 0.5. An effective slope of 0.4 mA/V therefore necessitates a normal 

* Thi* follows from the first two curves. We can again write: 

T S/rV V S K . r„ j lamed j , lat = oejrjr y g ~ r g ~ -a— za— ^>0 r go\ Wanted ~ -7-iaoi 
00 *>o r go Jao 

lamed lamed Vgo lao 

lao 

This time, however, we must insert a value of 4/3 for —y--—in the case of the characteristic in fig. 86, and 2 in the 
lao 

case of the fig. 87 characteristic. For a straight characteristic (fig. 85) was equal to unity. 
lao 
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slope of: 

0.4 
S. = - = 2mA/V. 

This agrees with what we find in practice. 

If the oscillator voltage Fg — 12 V (say 8 Vrtvis), then it follows from 

Sgff — 0.4 mA/V that: 

lai = 0.4 X 12 = 4.8 mA. 

Further, at- 1 we find that the efficiency yj — 1.72, and accordingly 
go 

the mean anode current will be: 

lomed = — =2.8 mA. 

§ 4. Measurement of effective slope and anode current 

In order to find out how well the suppositions in the preceding discussion 

agree with conditions in practice, a number of test measurements were made 

using the circuit of fig. 88, and the relation between oscillator voltage 

^g(peak> Seff and the mean anode current la^ned thereby ascertained. The 

value of the grid leak is that normally specified for the oscillator valve in 

question, and is chosen with a view to minimising a tendency towards 

squegging oscillation, which manifests itself when working at large ampli¬ 

tudes on wavelengths around 15 metres (see Chapter HE). The measure¬ 

ments show, however, that there are also other factors which have an 

important bearing on the choice of iRg^. 

This is understandable: in the foregoing discussion it was assumed that the 
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grid never became positive, whereas the value of Rg^ determines whether 

this is in fact the case. 

An alternating voltage with a frequency of about 500 kc/s is fed to the grid 

of the valve under test, via the normal grid capacitor. 

If the grid current is then measured by means of the micro-ammeter 

the mean negative grid bias can be found at once; and a valve voltmeter Vi 

serves to indicate the alternating voltage Vg at the grid. For the measure¬ 

ment of the amplitude of the fundamental component in the anode 

current, a resonant circuit tuned to 500 kc/s is included in the anode circuit. 

This tuned circuit is heavily damped by a shunt of 2000 ohms, so that its 

dynamic resistance is low: about 2000 ohms to the fundamental frequency; 

and to harmonics, negligible. Due to this small anode load, the anode 

voltage remains fairly constant, and in the following discussion we shall 

assume that the anode has a fixed potential. In practical oscillator circuits, 

however, the anode circuit impedance is usually considerable and varia¬ 

tions of anode voltage can then no longer be neglected. 

The value of the fundamental component in the anode current is deter¬ 

mined by measuring the voltage across the tuned circuit by means of the 

valve-voltmeter F2. The effective slope is then given by: 

so that: 

la. 
2000 

Seff V,-, 

Va 

Vg 2006‘ 

Finally, the current-consumption la^cd is ascertained from the milliam- 

meter A 2* 

Measured curves for an ECH 21 triode-heptode are given in fig. 89 *. 

The variation of effective slope agrees with calculation. Here also the curve 

for yj shows a fairly constant value for oscillator voltages exceeding the 

cut-off voltage and reaches a limiting value of 1.8. Further, the curve for 

I^med 
shows a tendency to become horizontal. This agreement with calcu¬ 

lation confirms the correctness of the assumptions which were made. 

The battery octode DK 21, for which curves are given in fig. 90, behaves 

quite differently. The ratio —is seen to rise rapidly when Vg exceeds 

• In the caBe of octodes and triodc»heptodeii, Tamed refer* of course to the anode current of the oacUlator section only. 
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a certain value, thus departing notably from the trend observed in the 

previous case. Moreover, the magnitudes of are rather high. 

The increase in Ittjned suggests that the grid becomes more positive than 

we originally supposed. Grid current measurements show, in fact, that at 

the peaks of the oscillation the grid is strongly positive. Whereas with A.C. 

valves the grid may become about 2.5 V positive, with battery types 

positive potentials of 7.5 V are found at large amplitudes (rnax == 15 V). 

Now it is known that in battery valves the grid current characteristic is 

fairly flat, and better agreement with the conditions calculated will there¬ 

fore be obtained if the positive grid voltage peaks are limited by increas¬ 
ing 

This is confirmed by measurement. Fig. 91 illustrates the result of raising 

the resistance of the grid leak from 35,000 to 100,000 ohms; these curves 

more resemble those of A.C. valves. Conversely, A.C. valves used with a grid 

leak of abnormally low resistance display battery valve characteristics. 
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These discrepancies can be avoided 

by modifying somewhat the defini¬ 

tions of the quantities lao^ Vgo and 

So, as indicated in fig. 92. Here lao is 

the maximum current which occurs, 

and So the maximum slope; So 

and Vgo then depend on the magni¬ 

tude of the oscillator voltage. In this 

way the quantities are again made 

to agree with the theoretical deduc¬ 

tions. In practice the values are easily 

ascertained from the static charac¬ 

teristic if in each instance the mean 

grid bias is calculated from the grid 

current and the resistance of the leak. 

In §§ 9 and 11 of this section the 

relation between grid current and 

oscillator voltage is calculated. There¬ 

from we may fix the positive value of 

the grid potential for every value of 

oscillator voltage, and the effective 

slope and the mean anode current 

may then be deduced. 

tor voltage (peak) for the DK 21 with a grid leak of 
100,000 ohms. Curve IV represeuts the relative 
iajvg characteristic. 

/a If lao is also deter¬ 

mined in this way, the 

curve for the reduced 

la med 
current 

^ao 

as shown in 

will be 

fig. 93. 

Since this curve agrees 

with the expected re¬ 

sults, it may be assumed 

that no disturbing 

effects are present. 

We have considered 

the —curve of fig. 
^ao 

90 in some detail, be¬ 

cause important prac- 

Electronenbuis ti 
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tical conclusions are to be drawn from it. First it is evident that, given the 

Seff 
same current efficiency as in A»C. valves, a very favourable --—ratio is 

obtainable; in other words a specific value of S^ff may be reached with a 

comparatively low normal slope We have already noticed to what 

factor this advantage is due. Whereas, in fig. 90, Sq was considered to be 

the slope when Vg — 0, in practice higher values of Sq occur when the grid 

is positive. It should also be mentioned that the low grid current permits 

using the valve at maximum current and maximum slope: this would not 

otherwise be possible. Closer investigation reveals a rather important draw¬ 

back, however. In the foregoing discussions we have always taken as a basis 

the minimum value of which is required in conjunction with the least 

favourable value of t,Z in equation 

(II B 3). In nearly all circuits this 

quantity varies over the waveband. 

As t»Z increases a smaller Spff is 

needed, and the amplitude of the 

oscillation grows in accordance with 

curve I of fig. 90. Simultaneously 

mean anode current rises rather 

rapidly, a particularly unwelcome 

result in the case of battery valves; 

with AC valves, on the other hand, 

anode consumption falls in these cir¬ 

cumstances. 

It is therefore advisable to limit the 

positive grid swing, by making the 

resistance of the grid leak as high as 

is practicable without running the 

risk of squegging oscillation. Only a 

small grid current is then needed to 

ensure that the grid remains suffi¬ 

ciently negative. The characteristic 

given in fig. 91 shows the effectiveness 

of increasing the value of the grid leak. 

Vg 
Fig. 93. —7“ a function of , 

* Ia„ Vro 
lao being de¬ 

fined as in fig. 92; for the case of curve II of fig. 90. 

Another fairly obvious method of limiting the rise in current consumption 

is to feed the anode through a high series resistance; thereby anode voltage 

will fall as the mean current increases, resulting in the characteristic of the 

oscillator triode being shifted to the right, i.e. in the same direction as the 
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peaks of the increasing oscillator voltage. In consequence the oscillator 

voltage adjusts itself in about the same manner as with A.C. valves. Unfor¬ 

tunately it is generally impossible to feed battery valves through a high 

series resistance because of the low voltage available. 

There remains a third course: to use an oscillator circuit which requires a 

value of Sf,ff as nearly constant over the waveband as possible. The behav¬ 

iour of different circuits in this connection is discussed in section C. 

§ 5. Requirements for oscillation and their variation with frequency 

In order to investigate how, in various circuits, the conditions for oscillation 

vary with frequency, we shall begin from the basic equation: 

Seff. f.Z - —1.(II B 3) 

For some circuits it is not necessary to start from this fundamental equa¬ 

tion, simpler methods of calculation sufficing. But as the method used here 

has important advantages when complex circuits are to be investigated, 

it will be followed in every case. 

a. Condition for oscillation in a tuned-anode 

circuit damped by series and parallel resis¬ 

tance 

The phase shift which may occur owing to 

the presence of the grid capacitor and leak 

will for the present be ignored (but see 

Chapter III B). 

The basic circuit is shown in fig. 94a and 

the equivalent circuit in 94b. here repre¬ 

sents the combined capacitance of the 

tuning, padding and trimming capacitors 

By means of the equivalent circuit the quan¬ 

tities t and Z may be determined at once. 

For t we get: 

^ „_^ J_♦♦ 

Va j(»Li + Tj 

Z consists of R and --in parallel, and is equal to: 
J(oC„ 

2 ^__ 

(j<oLi -1“ ri) (1 + jRciC„) R 

* The need for the padder and the trimmer is explained in detail in Chapter III. 
•* As at this stage only the oscillator frequency is being couBidered, the indication h will be omitted. 

A 
Fig. 94a. Basic circuit of an oscillator with 

tuucd-anode circuit containing 
series- and parallel-rcsihlance. 

Fig. 94b. Equivalent circuit. 
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The product t.Z is therefore: 

^ 2 _(jtoLi + fi) R_ 

jfoLi Ti (jtoLi + Tj) (1 jR(>iC^) + R 

yco MJf? 

(jfCO Lj fi) (1 + j/?CO Ct;) + 
(II B 14) 

This equation falls into two parts, one supplying the condition for oscilla¬ 

tion and the other the oscillator frequency. 

As it has been assumed that no phase-shift occurs in the valve, the product 

t.Z ~-—is real, and the numerator in equation (II B 14) must be 

imaginary; thus: 

+ R — 6.2 CvR = 0 

or: 

= 1 + ^ (II B 15) 

For t,Z may now be written: 

MR 
t Z =--. 

■t'l “h ^1 C|; 

The condition for oscillation therefore becomes: 

_i 
Ll Ti R Cy 

(II B 16) 

It follows from this equation that M must be a negative quantity. 

This agrees exactly with the observation made in II B § 1, that phase 

reversal of the tapped-oflf voltage is essential. 

If Tj — 0, equation (II B 16) becomes: 

SeffMR 
—1. (II B 17) 

which means that S^ff, and therefore the oscillator voltage also, remains 

constant whatever the position of the tuning capacitor. For the case that 

R — oo ^ that is when only series resistance is present, equation (II B 16) 

becomes; 

SeffM 

riCv 
(II B 18) 
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In this case we may insert = 0 in equation {II B 15); furthermore, 
R 

by introducing the quality factor Q — toLi/fi, equation (II B 18) may be 

written: 

SeffMQo, - — 1.(IIB 19) 

The quality factor Q may be considered to be fairly constant over a wave¬ 

band, and it therefore follows that the effective slope requires to be smallest 

at high frequencies. Inasmuch as the oscillator voltage is roughly inversely 

proportional to the effective slope, it is clear that the voltage will increase 

in about direct proportion to frequency. 

Moreover we see from equation (II B 15) /iTl ' 

that with mixed damping the frequency [-—4—---- 

of oscillation is affected by the relation y P 

between the series resistance and the ^ ^ 2 | 

parallel resistance of the tuned circuit. |_ 1 ^ t * 1 i 

The influence of these resistances on the « 

tracking curve will be dealt with in _ 

Chapter III. _ \_J<oO-rM)+ri 

i. Condition for oscillation in a tuned- j j 

grid circuit damped by series and j j ' T| 

parallel resistance * -! J 

The basic circuit is reproduced in fig. 95a, 95^ tuned- 

and the equivalent circuit in 95b. In the 
latter two separate impedances and Fig. 95b. Equivalent circuit. 

Zg will be noted; the purpose of this treatment will become obvious in 

the calculations which follow. 

The quantities t and Z are obtained directly from fig. 95b; 

, ^ _^_ 
-^) + 

and: 

Z = Z2 4“ ioi (L2 — M) 

If these values of t and Z are substituted in equation (II B 3) we get, after 

inserting the values of Z^ and Z^i 

Sefft Z = - - - - -= —1 (IIB 20) 
(j<oLi4-r0 {l+jiio>Q + « ^ ' 

As Seff must be real, the numerator of this expression must be imaginary, 
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and therefore: 

—co^ Li R Cy R ~ 0 

or: 

L,C, = 1 + “ 

which agrees with equation (II B 15). 

For the condition for oscillation w^e once more obtain equation (II B 16). 

From the value of S^jf and the measured relation between Spff and the 

oscillator voltage, the magnitude of this voltage can be calculated. It is a 

matter of indifference, as far as oscillator frequency and voltage are con¬ 

cerned, whether the tuned circuit be connected in the grid or in the anode 

circuit. 

By means of the foregoing equations and the valve characteristics in § 4 

it is now possible to determine the oscillator voltage as a function of the 

capacitance of the tuning capacitor; an example will be given later. 

Certain deductions may already be made. First, with either type of circuit 

it is apparent that the oscillator voltage can be held more nearly constant 

over the waveband if a tuned circuit of small series resistance is used; this 

calls for a coil of good quality and fairly high parallel damping. Practice 

confirms this conclusion. 

There are, however, limits to the coil quality obtainable and it is generally 

necessary to increase the shunt damping and, for a given slope, to tighten 

the coupling correspondingly. There are disadvantages in this course; more 

risk of phase shift owing to the greater overall damping (see III B, § 2), and 

enhanced cflfects of inter-electrode capacitance variations by reason of the 

tighter coupling (see II H, § 1). 

In order to ascertain what value of damping is required in a typical case, 

we shall consider an oscillator circuit for use on the medium wave-band 

(intermediate frequency of 470 kc/s) tunable from 1970 to 1006 kc/s; the 

total tuning capacitance will vary from 90 to 340 pF (see III A, § 6). Over 

this frequency band an endeavour must be made to keep the amount 

Ti R Cy) from equation (II B 16) as constant as possible. 

So we can write: 

Tj Oi R Cy 
1 — R Cy — constant, or 1 H-—— 

Li Q 
constant. 

We shall assume that Q is equal to 60; the change of Cy is partly compen¬ 

sated by the variation in frequency from 1970 to 1006 kc/s. Nevertheless 
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we must still try to make the second term in the equation small compared 

with unity, even with Cy at its maximum. 

Thus: 

oi RCy 
< 1 

or: 

2 7t X 1006 X 10» jR X 340 X lO"!- 
< 1 

To reduce this amount to 0.34 parallel resistance of about 10,000 is re¬ 

quired. At a frequency of 1970 kc/s we then find: 

<0 RC„ 2n X 1970 X 103 X 10< X 90 X lO-^^ 
1_ 

“ 1.18 instead of 1.34. 

In this way a fairly constant oscillator voltage is obtained. 

The shunt is formed partly by the anode or grid damping, which may 

amount to about 15,000 ohms, though it varies with the type of oscillator 

valve and the choice of grid leak. Additional parallel resistance of 30,000 

ohms serves to bring the total damping to 10,000 ohms. 

c. Condition for oscillation in a circuit with the padding capacitor connected 

in series ivith the tuning capacitor 

At the beginning of this section it was assumed that represented the 

combined capacitance of the tuning, padding and trimming capacitors. This 

is correct only if the padder Cp (fig. 96) is joined in series with the variable 

tuning capacitor (the strays may safely be regarded as lying parallel to C^). 

This circuit is thus equivalent to that of fig. 94a, the capacitance Cv in 

equations (II B 15) and (II B 16) being replaced by the capacitance 

of Cv and Cp in series. In this case equations (II B 15) and (II B 16) there¬ 

fore become: 

= l + .(IIB21) 
JX 

if: (II B 23 
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d. Condition for oscillation in a circuit with the padding capacitor connected 

in series with the tuning coil 

In very many cases the padding capacitor is joined in series with the tuning 

coil; the basic arrangement is shown in fig. 97. 

Fig. 96. Tuned-anode oscillator, with the padding 
capacitor connected in series with the tuning 
capacitor. 

Fig. 97. runed-anode oscillator, with the 
padding capacitor connected in series with 
the tuning coil. 

For t and Z we can now write: 

^ a 

jciM 

Li + '*1 + T—TT 

(joi Li + Ti + : 

J ^ Cp 
R 

(jeo Lj -f Ti + ^ 

For f Z we therefore find 

t Z 
jio MR 

(j^ Li -[- ^1 + + 1) -R 
' jOiCp' 

(II B 24) 

Since the product tZ - is real, the numerator on the right-hand side 

must be imaginary. For the oscillator frequency we accordingly get: 

R C 
Ti + R — 0)2 Lj RCij -j——— = 0, 

or: 

co^Li 
CpCp 

C|; + Cp 
1 + -^ 

R C|; "f“ Cp 
. . . (II B 25) 



§ 6. CompanBon of the cases c and d 

The product tZ now becomes: 

169 

tZ 
MR 

Li h t^RCv- 
C„ 

and the condition for- oscillation is: 

MR 
Seff--- 

1 
^1 + fiRC^ —— 

6>“ Lip 

Therefore: 

Seff 
Ct) Li 

M (1 
1 

MR ' 6.2 L^Cp )• 

(II B 26) 

This can be amended, using equation (II B 25), to 

% - (■ M ^ MR Cp + Cv ^ 
(II B 27) 

(The value of " is here regarded as negligible in relation to 1.) 
R 

§ 6. Comparison of the cases 

c and d 

We shall now compare the respec¬ 

tive conditions for oscillation in 

the two circuits of § 5c and d, and 

also consider the extreme cases in 

which: 

(1) the shunt resistance is infinite 

(JJ zrn oo ), and 

(2) the series resistance is nil 

(ri = 0). 

In the first we put jR = oo , equa¬ 

tions (II B 22) and (II B 27) 

becoming respectively: 

595'=-'^ ■ ■ • 

Vg 

d 
Fig. ^8c. Variation of oficillator voltage as a function of 

tuning capacitance, for the circuit of fig. 96, if 
the parallel resistance is infinitely great (1? ~ qq ) 

d. Variation of oscillator voltage as a function of 
tuning capacitance, for the circuit of fig. 97, if 
the parallel resistance is infinitely groat (i?— oo ) 
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and Ti 

~W 
(II B 29) 

The resistance can be considered constant if a resistor of say 30 ohms is 

joined in series with the tuning coil. Assuming Cp = 200 pF min = 50 pF 

and Cl, max = 500 pF, we get Ctot min = pF and Qat max = 140 pF. 

In case c, therefore, Scff varies by a 

factor of 3.5, and in case d by a 

factor of 10. 

Taking fig. 87 as an example of a 

l9T(fiA) 

1200[ 

S ff 
curve relating -—~ and 

V, 

V. 
,andassum- 

ing that at the highest frequency 

= 0.04, it follows that in case c 
So 

the oscillator voltage varies by a 

Va 
factor of about 2.7 — varies from 

Fgo 
3.8 to 1.4) and in case d by a factor of 

y 
about 6.4 (—— varies from 3.8 to 0.6). 

Fgo 

The respective variation of oscillator 

voltage in the two cases is shown dia- 

grammatically in fig. 98. In order to 

discover how far this calculation 

agreed with practice, the two circuits 

were investigated experimentally, 

using the EF 6 pentode as ocillator 

valve. The reasons for using a pentode 

are that it is not otherwise possible to 

approach /? = oo, owing to the comparatively lowA.C. resistance of other 

types of valve, and that with triodes an additional phenomenon occurs 

(described in II B § 10) which affects the variation of oscillator voltage. The 

outcome of these measurements is shown in flg. 99 * **. Clearly there is much 

greater variation of oscillator voltage in case d than in c; the actual ratios 

are 1 : 8.5 and 1 : 2.3 respectively. 

2200 

^SOJ2 

Fig. 99. Variation of oeeillator grid current (pro¬ 
portional to oscillator voltage) as a function of 
frequency, measured with an £F 6 in a tuned- 
anode circuit: Cp— 200 pF, r, = 32 ohms, H =. oc. 
c. with the padder Cp joined in series with the 
tuning capacitor. 
d. with the padder 
tuning coil. 

Cp joined in series with the 

* To demonstrate the effect, the padding capacitor had a value lower than normal. 

** Both this diagram and fig. 101 show, instead of the oscillator voltage, the current through the grid leak; the rela¬ 
tionship of these two quantities is dealt with in II B §11. 
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For the purpose of examining the second of the extreme cases mentioned 

above we shall assume that the oscillator circuit is so heavily damped by 

parallel resistance that the series resistance is negligible by comparison 

= 0). The equations (II B 22) and (II B 27) then become respectively: 

and: 

= 

S'// = 

MR ' ' ' 

Lj ^ Cp 

CpTc], 

(11 B 30) 

(II B 31) 

If Cp = 200 pF, we get: 

for jnifi — 50 pF: 0.8, and 

Consequently, in case c Sf.ff will be constant, whereas in case d the slope 

will vary in the ratio 0.8 : 0.3, namely 2.7 : 1. Oscillator voltage is thus 

constant in case c but, as will be noted from fig. 87, decreases by a factor of 

about 2.1 between top and bottom of the waveband in case d. The perfor¬ 

mance in the two cases is represented graphically in fig. 100. It should be pos¬ 

sible, by a suitable choice of the damping resistances, to keep the oscillator vol¬ 

tage constant. In the circuit 

where and Cp are in series Vg 

(case c) all damping should be 

parallel to the tuned circuit; 

this condition is however unat¬ 

tainable, for some series resis¬ 

tance is always present, and it 

is not possible to do more than 

approach the constancy depic- ~ 

ted in fig. 100c. The ultimate Vg 

curve wiU resemble slightly that 

illustrated in fig. 98. With larger 

Cv^ oscillator voltage will there¬ 

fore decline. Curve c of fig. 101 

indicates what can be achieved 

in practice; it was obtained by 

using an EF 6 as oscillator and 

with the tuned anode circuit 

shunted by 6400 ohms. 

d 

Fig. 100c. Variation of oscillator voltage as « function of tuning 
capacitance, for the circuit of fig. 96, if the series 
resistance is nil (r^ = 0 Ohm), 

d. The same, for the circuit of fig. 97. 
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In circuits which have Cp and L in series, and where a combination of series 

and parallel damping is present, the phenomenon mentioned above also 

occurs. In equation (II B 27) there is one term which increases with C,; and 

another which decrea- 

iises, and their sum may 

thus be roughly con- 

stant. Curves din fig.98 

:::: :::: ::: ::::: :::: ::: and 100 confirm this. 

The ultimate curve for 

tills case, with normal 

: ::::: series damping and 

shunt damping of 6400 

p Ohms, is reproduced in 

” fig.lOl dandis fairly flat. 

Despite the fact that 

WO ^ ^ 2ax) 2200 the parallel resistance 

has the same value. 

Fig. 101. Variation of oncillator grid current as a function of frequency, 6400 lU thlS Case the 
measured with an EF 6 in a tuned-anode circuit. Cp ~ 200 pF, R — , , 
6400 Ohms. series resistance cannot 
c. with the padder Cp in series with the tuning capacitor. _ _ 
d. with the padder Cp in series with the tuning coil. bC neglCCtCd. 

The reason for this is 

that in equation {II B 27) is found in conjunction with Cf,, and in (II B 22) 

with Ctoh Over a waveband C*; varies in the ratio of 1 : 6, Ctot In the 

ratio of 1 : 2. 

With the aid of curve d in fig. 101, which relates to a practical circuit, we 

shall now consider the dimensioning of the oscillator circuit. For this pur¬ 

pose equation (II B 27) will be rewritten as follows; 

^ Li r, ^ 1 Cp 

•if M *1; B Cp + c,* 

2400 kHz 
kc/s 

Fig. 101. Variation of oscillator grid current as a function of frequency, 
measured with an EF 6 in a tuned-anode circuit. Cp ~ 200 pF, R — 
6400 Ohms. 
c. with the padder Cp in series with the tuning capacitor. 
d. with the padder Cp in series with the tuning coil. 

(II B 32) 
M ^ Q ' RCp + C^' 

The slope of the curve is fixed by the term between brackets. 

The oscillator circuit will be assumed to have the undermentioned constants; 

ojCv 1 
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The eflfective slope required at 1006 kc/s is to that required at 1970 kc/s 

as 149 : 192. The respective oscillator voltages are in about inverse ratio; 

this agrees fairly well with the trend of curve d in fig. 101. If we regard the 

latter as satisfactory, it is simple to calculate the coupling ratio needed for 

any particular valve. With the ECH 21, for example, an oscillator voltage 

of 7.5 VrmS Is recommended, and fig. 89 shows that an effective slope 

Seff — 1 mA/V is therefore required. If an oscillator voltage of 7.5 Vr\is 

is desired at a frequency of 1006 kc/s we find from equation (II B 32): 

therefore: 

1 X 10-3 - 
M 

X 149 X 10“6 

M 
0.15. 

which the normal inductive 

Cr 

-Jh 

This is a rather loose coupling, the figure being generally about 0.2. It should 

be noted, however, that this example relates to a circuit in which the 

padding capacitor is connected in series with the tuning coil; hence the 

practical feedback ratio is higher than — . 

§ 7. The Colpitts circuit 

A fairly well-known oscillator circuit is that in 

reaction coupling is supplemented by a coup¬ 

ling through the padding capacitor, which 

is common to grid and anode circuits. The 

object of this circuit is to keep the oscillator 

voltage as constant as possible over the 

waveband. 

For simplicity the coupling coil may also be 

omitted, only the reaction coupling through 

the padding capacitor then remaining. The 

resulting circuit then exemplifies in principle 

the classic Colpitts circuit, as is made clear 

in figs 102a and 102b. In fig. 102b C2 is the 

padding capacitor, and Q the variable tuning 

capacitor; however the circuit is not basi¬ 

cally altered if these capacitors are inter¬ 

changed. 

The circuit of fig, 102b has latterly found 

i Cp 

Fig. 102a. Oscillator circuit in which back- 
coupling takes place via the 
padding capacitor, 

b. An alternative form of the cir¬ 
cuit of fig. 102a, which shows 
more clearly its similarity to the 
classic Colpitts circuit. 
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application in simple receivers. Generally the tuning capacitor takes the 

place of Cg and the padding capacitor that of Cj. As the circuit requires a 

mixing valve with a high oscillator slope, only newer types such as the 

ECH 42, ECH 21, ECH 35, etc. can be used. 

On short waves a padding capacitor is seldom used, and even when one is 

employed its capacitance is much too large to provide adequate coupling; 

it is consequently impossible to utilise the Colpitts circuit. However, there 

is no reason why the Colpitts arrangement should not be used for the me¬ 

dium and long wavebands, in combination with an inductive reaction- 

coupled circuit on the short waveband. When considering the Colpitts circuit 

it is necessary to regard the damping as being composed of: 

1. the series resistance of the coil L; 

2. the anode damping, due to the AC-resistance of the oscillator valve and 

also, in most cases, to a parallel-feed resistance (R in figs 102a and b); 

3. the grid damping, primarily due to grid current and the grid leak. This 

is equal to about one-third of the resistance of the grid leak (see Chapter 

II B § 9). Often the feed resistor is connected to the grid side of Cg, and 

in such a case R also forms part of the grid damping. 

These dampings are shown in the simplified 

circuit of fig. 103. 

For the moment and Cp will be left out 

of consideration; later, when the behaviour 

of the basic circuit has been calculated, 

the question of how best to connect these 

capacitors can be examined. 

To calculate the condition for oscillation 

in the Colpitts circuit we return to the basic 

equation {II B 3): 

1 

Fig. 103. Simplified Colpitts circuit, 
showing the various dampings: 
r — coil damping 

— anode damping 
Kj “= grid damping 

Seff. t.Z = —loTSeff=~— y-. 

With the help of this equation the effective slope necessary for oscillation 

can be ascertained. Since the oscillator voltage is about inversely propor¬ 

tional to the effective slope (see II B § 2), this voltage will be small when 

the slope required is large. The latter may indeed be so high that the circuit 

fails to oscillate 

The value of t may be calculated by using fig. 103 as a guide; if the tank 

current indicated by the arrow is regarded as flowing mainly in L-r -Cg-Ci 

(the currents through R^, i?g and the valve are comparatively small), then 

the voltage ratio t is the inverse of the ratio of the capacitances Cg and Q. 
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Thus; 

(II B 33) 

Z is the total impedance between anode and cathode; it may be considered 

as a combination of three parallel links, namely the tuned circuit L-r-C2-Ci, 

the resistance and the resistance lying between the tapping and 

cathode. 

The impedance of a tuned circuit in the form given in fig. 103 is not usually 

known, and moreover it cannot be expressed in a simple formula. For the 

impedance of the circuit containing the inductance and resistance in one 

arm, and the series capacitances and C2 in the other arm, we find: 

L 

Ctot representing the series combination C1C2* Now Q may be regarded 

as a tapping on Ctot- The impedance measured at such a tapping is given 

by a formula analogous to that relating to a transformer: 

Ctot^ L Clot 
(II B 34) 

Cl C2 
If —is substituted for Ctot we get: 

Cl + C, 

z,- L a. 

r Ct (Cl + Q) 
(II B 35) 

is in parallel with this impedance, and f?2 with part of it. 

This latter resistance, being connected across Cg, is equivalent to a resistance 

in parallel with of value R^ (C2/Ci)^. 

The overall impedance of the three paths is accordingly: 

1 

Z 

1 1 r 2 Cl (Cl 

C2^-R2 LC, Hi “c 2 R, 

and the effective slope required is therefore: 

Seff = — 
r (Cl 

tZ 

Cl 

Cifil C^Rz 

(II B 36) 

(II B 37) 

How Seff varies depends on whether the variable capacitor is Ci or C2, 

and on the presence or absence of the three kinds of damping. The various 

cases will now be dealt with in turn. 
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a. Colpitts circuit without parallel dampings 

In practice this condition is unattainable, as damping by grid current is 

always present, and with triodes the damping due to the AC-resistance of 

the valve usually cannot be ignored. But this case is not of theoretical 

interest alone, for in equation (II B 37) S^ff consists of three components, 

each determined by only one of the three dampings. 

If in the first place we put: 

== i?2 " CO 

then equation (II B 37) becomes: 

V/ = -----.(II B 38) 

In this equation Cj and C2 appear symmetrically; the influence of the 

damping due to coil resistance is therefore the same, whichever way 

Cp and Cy are connected. Only when parallel damping is also present does 

the manner of connecting these capacitors make any difference. 

Fig. 104. Sfff as a function of Cy for the medium* 
wave band, taking only the coil resistance into 
consideration. 
Curve I r=: 10 Ohms 
Curve II Q=: 50 
Curve III Curves I and II added 

If the series resistance of the inductor 

were independent of frequency, the 

required effective slope would, from 

equation (II B 38), increase in pro¬ 

portion to Cl,, while the oscillator 

voltage at the grid would decrease in 

about inverse proportion to the slope. 

Over the medium waveband, with a 

padding capacitor of 600 pF and a 

tuning capacitor (including trimmer) 

of 100—600 pF, a variation of oscilla¬ 

tor voltage approximately as 1200 : 

700 or say 2 : 1 may be expected. On 

long waves the padder has a capaci¬ 

tance of the order of 200 pF. The 

variatiotn of oscillator voltage will 

therefore be greater, namely as 800 : 

300 or about 2.7 : 1. Curve I of fig. 104 

indicates the variation of S^ff over 

the medium waveband when r — 10 

ohms. In reality the R.F. resistance 

of the coil varies with frequency. 
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but the quality factor Q is approximately constant over the waveband. 

We therefore write: 

coL 

Substituting this value for r in equation (II B 38) we get: 

oiL Cl C2 _(Cj + Cg) ^ _ . . . . V/ (II B 39) 

Over the medium waveband the variation of Q + Cg is just about compen¬ 

sated by that of to, as the oscillator frequency ranges from about 2000 to 

1000 kc/s. The oscillator frequency/voltage curve is likely, therefore, to be 

fairly flat. If a specific figure is taken for Q the variation of the required 

slope is easily calculated. 

Curve II of fig. 104 shows the variation when Q — 50, and curve III is the 

sum of curves I and II. As the frequency range in the long waveband is 

considerably smaller than that in the medium waveband the variation of 

effective slope is still rather great. 

b, Colpitts circuit icith preponderant anode damping 

In this case we assume r ~ 0 and — co. The condition for oscillation 

now becomes: 

.(IIB40) 

The variation of Spff is determined by the varying capacitance of the tuning 

capacitor C,;, whether the latter is in the place of or of Cg. If the tuning 

capacitor is connected to the anode end of the coil (Cy — Q) then Seff 

decreases with increasing and when the tuning capacitor is joined to 

the grid end {Ct, ~ Cg) Seff increases with increasing C^. The relative 

change of Cy alone is clearly greater than that of Cy + Cp^ and in conse¬ 

quence a greater variation of slope is to be expected than in case (a) with 

constant series resistance. 

Since it is only the direction and not the magnitude of the variation which 

is affected by the respective position of Cy and Cp, other factors than those 

hitherto mentioned will govern their placing. 

The first consideration is the maximum value of the required Seff- 

It is assumed that on the medium waveband Cp — 600 pF and that Cy 

(including trimmer) varies from about 100 to 600 pF. If Cy is connected 

in the place of Cg the highest value of CJCi is 600/600 = 1. 

Eleclronenbuis is 
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With Ci; joined to the anode side, the maximum value of Cg/C^ is 600/100 

= 6. Greater eflfective slope is thus required if the tuning capacitor is 

connected to the anode side. 

If we assume that the anode damping (including the feed resistance) 

amounts to 10,000 ohms, then an 

600\—r effective slope Seff 

4, 

6.103 
.... effective slope S^ff ~ = 0.6 

^ 10,000 

“zEi-i ::::EEE4::=:: ^ mA/V will be required — not an 

-1- —f-- 1 f 1 unduly high value. It must be remem- 

EiizizE:!^ EzEzE H EtzEzEEE bered, however, that coil resistance 

~ I and grid damping have also to be 

—zzz-iizijzrjziitiz-zjzzzzziiziiE reckoned with; consequently it is 

in every case preferable to have 

EzEziz EjiztE~ - -z connected to the grid side. 
zzzEzz^ T z If, with the latter circuit, the required 

E —slope is plotted as a function of Ci,, 

^ 4 4 ^ @7^" [tE IIil I curve I of fig. 105 is obtained. 

EE~~E^5^^z4zEi::|EEEi4t~Ii As has already been noted, the coil 

E-—--EEEzSEiiEjEEEtiiES damping can be taken into account 

4IZI44 e1z|4 t ^ very simply by adding the curves 

Er E T ;|=== in figs 104 and 105 respectively. If we 

zrr—zEpTT t consider a normal inductor, with a 

z:4-y-:• \ constant quality factor curve II 
0 100 1000 Cv(pF) 10000 c r 1 

^3029 oi fig. 104 may serve as example. 

Fig. 105. Seff as a function of Cv for the medium- This is rCproduCed OUCC morC in 
wave band, taking also the anode dumping into ^ 

consideration. fig, 105. Bv adding curves I and II, 
Curve I 10000 Ohms, Cv, rrn: 0 Ohm » . . 
Curve II Curve II from fig. 104 CUrVC III is obtained. 
Curve III Curves I and II added. 

The variation of slope is now less and 

the required effective slope averages 

about 0.25 mA/V. Such a value is easily attained. Consequently if only 

anode damping and coil damping are present the circuit in which is 

joined to the grid side is of practical value. 

c. Influence of grid damping 

The grid damping is determined, in equation (II B 37), by the term: 

.(IIB41) 

10 100 1000 Cv(pF) 10000 
^S029 

Fig. 105. Seff as a function of Cv for the medium- 
wave band, taking also the anode dumping into 
consideration. 
Curve I Ri — 10000 Ohms, Cj= Cv, r — 0 Ohm 
Curve II Curve II from fig. 104 
Curve III Curves I and II added. 

In this equation and C2 appear in inverse relation compared with 

(IIB40) and by similar reasoning we conclude that should in this case 

be connected to the anode side. Ifboth grid damping and anode damping are 
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present it is necessary, when consi- 

dering where to put the tuning capa¬ 

citor, to ascertain which kind of dam¬ 

ping predominates. Usually the anode 

damping is the heavier. In very 

simple receivers not covering the 

short waveband it is possible to reduce 

grid damping to a large degree by 

using a grid leak of higher value than 

the customary 50,000 ohms. It should 

then be possible to approach curve II 

of fig. 104. Using the normal leak 

of 50,000 ohms, however, results in 

grid damping of about 17000 ohms. 

Even this is a higher figure than that 

represented by the anode damping. 

The variable capacitor is therefore 

best connected to the grid side. 

If we now calculate from equation 

(II B 41) the required slope for this 

circuit, taking 17000 ohms, we 

obtain curve I of fig. 106. 

By adding curve III of fig. 105, repro¬ 

duced in fig. 106 as curve II, and 

curve I, we arrive at the effective 

slope necessary in the general case where anode, grid and coil dampings 

are all present. 

It will be seen that the variation of the effective slope is not very large; the 

value required is however about 0.5 mA/V. 

Fig. 106. Seff ns a function of Cx> for the medium- 
wave Land, taking also the grid damping into 
consideration. 
Curve 1 17000 ohms, Cj = Cv 
Curve II Curve III from tig. 105 
Curve III Curves I and II added. This curve shows 
therefore, the variation of effective slope in the 
normal case, where anode-, grid- ar d coil-dam¬ 
pings arc present. 

d. Measured results 

In order to ascertain how far practical results substantiate theory, some 

measurements were made with the EF 6 pentode. Owing to the high A.C. 

resistance of this valve, and to the fact that its anode was choke-fed, anode 

damping could be neglected, and by the use of a leak of 0.32 megohm 

the grid damping was greatly reduced. 

The variable capacitor was connected to the grid side. 

In the absence of grid damping a fairly flat oscillator-voltage curve might 

be expected. The equation indicates at once that with the smallest value 

of Ci; the grid damping (0.1 megohm) requires as much slope as the coil 
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damping {Q = 50). Measurement yields curve I of fig. 107 *. At 2000 kc/s 

(Cv = approx. 100 pF) the grid current is about half that at 1000 kc/s 

(Cv = approx. 600 pF). 

Connecting resistors of 10, 20 and 30 ohms respectively in series with the 

-4S027 

Fig. 107. Grid current as a function of frequency in 
the medium-wave baud, measured with an EF 6 con¬ 
nected as oscillator. 
C,= Cj;, 0.1 Megohm, Q^. 50. 

Curve I r= 0 ohm 
Curve II T=. 10 ohms 
Curve III r~ 20 ohms 
Curve IV r — 32 ohms 

coil results in curves II, III and IV 

being obtained. The series resistance 

r will exert the greatest influence 

at the maximum value of not only 

because of the part played by in 

equation (II B 38), but also because 

the effect of the parallel damping is 

then slight. This is immediately evi¬ 

dent from the curve. Quantitatively 

also, the measured results confirm 

expectation. An inductor with a qual¬ 

ity factor Q — 50 has at 1000 kc/s 

an RF resistance of about 9 ohms. 

By adding additional resistance of 

10 ohms the required effective slope 

is about doubled, and the measured 

reduction of grid current agrees with 

this increased value of series resis¬ 

tance. If no extra coil damping is 

introduced, but anode damping is 

made heavier — a more likely con¬ 

dition in practice — the curves of 

fig. 108 are obtained; in these the 

anode damping was assumed to be 

infinite, 16,000 and 5,000 ohms respec¬ 

tively. The additional damping will 

have most influence when is large, since the slope necessitated by this 

damping is: 

^ JL 
CpR, 

[see equation (II B 40)] 

The effect was in fact most noticeable at 1000 kc/s. When is small 

(2000 kc/s) the anode damping apparently diminishes by comparison with 

* In practical tests the gnd current was measured instead of the required slope. It would of course be possible from 
the corresponding oscillator voltage to calculate the slope necessary, but we have preferred to reproduce the actual 
measured current values as a fimction of frequency. 
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the other dampings. If instead of anode damping grid damping is applied, 

the curves of fig. 109 are obtained. The required slope then amounts to: 

1 

JiKitA) 

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 
kHz 
kc/s 

Fig. 108. Grid current as a function of frequency in the 
medium-wave band, measured with an EF 6 connec¬ 
ted as oscillator. 
Cg= Ct, r= Oohm, iij -— 0.1 megohm, Q~ 50. 
Curve I i?,= OO 
Curve II 16,000 ohms 
Curve III 5,000 ohms 

47/h; 

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 
- kHz 

kc/s 

Fig. 109. Grid current as a function of frequency in the 
medium-wave band, measured with an EF 6 connec¬ 
ted as oscillator. 
Cj — Cy, Ry = OO, r = O ohm, 50. 
Curve I OO 
Curve II /?j— 32,000 ohms 
Curve III R.^~ 16,000 ohms 

In this case the slope requires totbe greatest when Ct, is small, and it is 

therefore at that point that the oscillator voltage is most afiected. Although 

the two cases may be regarded as more or less similar, it is worth noting 

that the influence of increased damping is here greater at maximum Cy 

than it was in the previous case at small values of Ct;. In both cases the 

ratio of the capacitances is a minimum, but in the present instance this is 

600/600 = 1, whereas in the previous case of anode damping it was 

100/600 = 1/6. 

For all measurements was connected to the grid side. It would be 

logical to repeat them with joined to the anode side, but rather greater 
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divergences from calculated results will then 

r-^ "“1-1 be found. These discrepancies are to be attribut- 

^ f ^ largely to the often very high anode A.C. 

§§ voltage, which causes the mean anode current 

to be small and therefore reduces the potential- 

’-^^- +250 V drop across the resistor. We shall in consequence 

concern ourselves with the results of such 
Fig. 110. Colpitts circuit for the triode , . 
section of the ECU 21 mixer. tcsts, Dut tum to practical measurements 

with the ECH 21 mixer valve, for which the 

oscillator circuit is given in fig. 110. The grid capacitor and leak have 

the values specified in the published 

data, namely 50 pF and 50,000 ohms 

respectively. 

The grid current, measured under 

normal conditions, is shown in fig. Ill 

curve I as a function of oscillator 

frequency for the medium waveband. 

This curve agrees fairly well with the 

calculated result indicated by curve 

III of fig. 106. 

In order to find out what effect the 

parallel resistance Ri had on perfor¬ 

mance, a choke S was substituted and 

the supply voltage reduced to 108 V; 

in these conditions curve II of fig. Ill 

was obtained. Therefrom it may be 

concluded that the parallel damping 

of the anode circuit is only slightly 

influenced by Ri and that the AC 

resistance of the triode section is the 

chief factor. A variation of this cir¬ 

cuit has the parallel resistor R^ con- 

IgT 

pA 

5678* 

Fig. 111. Grid current as a function of frequency in 
the medium-wave band, for the triode section of the 
ECH 21 mixer. 

nected not directly to the anode but 

to the junction of L and (C2). The 

result of such a modification is, as 

might be expected, increased damp¬ 

ing of the grid circuit, most evident 

when is small (2000 kc/s); see 

curve III. Further measurements 

were made using this type of feed, but 
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with Cv and Cp transposed; curves IV, V and VI were then obtained. It 

has already been observed that this circuit demands a high effective slope, 

and it will be seen from these last-mentioned curves that, owing to the 

oscillator cutting out, the end of the 

most suitable circuit is accordingly 

that of fig. 110, the performance of 

which is indicated by curve I. 

Around 1000 kc/s the oscillation is 

excessively strong. In simple sets this 

is not of great importance, for it will 

be remembered that the conversion- 

conductance of the ECH 21 is not 

much effected by above-optimum 

oscillator voltage. In better-class 

receivers too strong an oscillation is 

to be avoided, since noise and distor¬ 

tion are thereby increased. 

One method of limiting this tendency 

to excessive oscillation at low fre¬ 

quencies (e.g. 1000 kc/s) would seem, 

from the foregoing, to be the provi¬ 

sion of heavier anode damping.Such 

cannot be attained merely by reduc¬ 

ing for the anode voltage would 

thereby be raised. It is, however, possi¬ 

ble to connect a resistor R.^ across Cp 

(Cl) from which direct current is 

excluded. 

With additional damping of 5000 

ohms parallel to Cp curve VII of 

fig. Ill was obtained; the effect of 

the increased damping is very evi¬ 

dent. Disadvantages of this course are 

that it requires an extra resistor and 

that it influences the tracking curve 

unfavourably (see Chapter III B). 

When the circuit of fig. 110 is emplo 

waveband cannot be reached. The 

/lA 

kc/s 

5476 > 

Fig. 112. Grid current as a function of frequency in 
the long-wave bainl, for the triode section of the 
ECH 21 mixer 

Curve JL «i i /G s Vb 

I Cp C, 20 kn; CO CO 00 1 250 V 

Cp Cv CO 1 CO CO 20 niHj 108 V 

in Cp CO ! 20ki2 CO CO 1 250 V 

IV 1 Cv ; Cp| 20kQj CO 1 CO j 250 V 

V Cv Cpj 1 CO 1 ̂ _co_ 1 20 mH 108 V 

VI Cv l^pi i i 20kQ CO 1 CO 1 250 V 

VII~ Cp Cv 1 20k£2| 
__^J 

IbkQ ! ” 1 250 V 

yed on the long-wave band the fre¬ 

quency varies within narrower limits, namely from about 600 to 900 kc/s. 

As a consequence Cp has a different value. The influence of the coil-damping 

on the required slope now becomes quite small. 
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The grid current/frequency curves of fig. 112 indicate the performance. It 

will be noticed that the shape of curve I in fig. 112 is the reverse of that for 

the medium waveband; this must be attributed to the circuit elements 

being different. In addition the A.C. resistance Ri of the triode section is 

high at 900 kc/s, when oscillator voltage is large; confirmation is provided 

by the fact that the substitution of choke feeding, with which anode damp¬ 

ing is removed almost entirely, has a marked effect (curve II). On the 

other hand, the application of the supply voltage to the lower end of L, 

resulting in increased grid-circuit damping, causes the amplitude of oscilla¬ 

tion to decrease with small Ct; (900 kc/s) and to increase with large 

owing to the reduced anode damping (see curve III). Interchanging and 

Cp again gives rise to the phenomena observed earlier; oscillation ceases, 

though in this case the decline is not so rapid. It is worth noting that on the 

long waveband the general level of oscillator voltage is higher, and since 

the relation of Cj; to Cp also determines the back-coupling ratio with this 

circuit the only way to lower it is to introduce further damping. Starting 

with the circuit of fig. 110, and therefore with curve I, we may attempt a 

solution by adding l^g, suitably isolated in order to avoid the flow of direct 

current, so as to increase the grid damping. With = 16,000 ohms curve 

VII is obtained; naturally with still heavier damping the current diminishes 

further. 

The following conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing. 

From the general form of the condition for oscillation with the Colpitts 

circuit it is evident that the circuit is suitable for use with the oscillator 

of converter valves; but it is essential that the oscillator has a reasonably 

high slope. The timing capacitor should preferably be connected to the grid 

side, and the padding capacitor to the anode side. 

With an ECH 21 in this circuit (fig. 110) sufficiently high oscillator voltages 

are obtained; indeed at some frequencies the amplitude is excessive. How¬ 

ever it is possible to reach a lower level of oscillation by introducing extra 

damping. But the values of resistance required on medium and long wave¬ 

bands respectively are different, and the point of connection is not the same 

for the two bands; consequently this solution entails the use of rather much 

material. In general, therefore, the rather large rise of oscillator voltage 

in one direction or the other has to be tolerated. 

Detailed consideration will not be given to the influence of valve capaci¬ 

tances on this circuit, but it may be expected that, owing to the tight coup¬ 

ling of the tuned circuit to the grid, inter-electrode capacitance variations 

will cause frequency shift. For these reasons the Colpitts circuit is suitable 

only for the cheaper type of receiver. 
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§ 8. The Hartley circuit 

If in the Colpitts circuit the capacitances comprising the resonant circuit 

are replaced by inductances, and the inductance by capacitance, the 

Hartley circuit (fig. 113) is obtained. 

Another version of this circuit is shown in fig. 114, the tapping on the 

Fig. 113. Ila<«ic Hartley circuit. Fig.114. Hartley circuit with a separ¬ 
ate back-cuupling coil in place of a 
tapping on the tuning inductor. 

inductor being here replaced by a separate coupling coil; such an arrange¬ 

ment was referred to in section A § 4b, though in that case various positive 

electrodes performed the function of anode. The slope in this circuit is 

the slope of the first grid in relation to the total cathode current. 

Particularly for simple receivers the circuit of fig. 113 is attractive, as a 

separate coupling coil is not required. 

The condition for oscillation will be derived for the case in which the tuned 

circuit is damped only by parallel resistance. 

When the voltage across the resonant circuit is that across the cathode 

coil is; 

.(IIB42) 

This voltage — Fg ultimately the active voltage in the anode circuit. 

From the voltage relation in equation (II B 42) it follows that at resonance 

the dynamic resistance in the anode circuit is 

/M\ 2 

^ = ■ 

For the voltage between cathode and grid we find: 

M \ 
= • • • • (II B 43) 
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The back-coupling ratio is thus: 

Va 1 —M/Ll 

* ^ ^2 "" MflT 
(II B 44) 

The general condition for oscillation (II B 3) now becomes 

or: 

(M/Ll - M^Li^) RSkeff=l.(II B 45) 

The value of the expression within brackets is a maximum when M/L^ = 

and in that case equation (II B 45) becomes: 

I R Sk eff = 

The same condition for oscillation is found with a tuned-anode circuit used 

in conjunction with a coupling coil if t := In comparison with such an 

arrangement the Hartley circuit has the drawback that the amount of 

feedback obtainable is severely limited. Thus the normal tuned-anode 

circuits, with which the ratio MjL may be as high as 1, needs an effective 

slope only one fourth as great. 

With a tuned circuit of dynamic resistance R — 5000 ohms we can calcu¬ 

late from the equation t . eff' — 1 that when M/L^ ™ J a slope 

'S/C eff ~ 0.8 mA/V will be necessary. If we assume that the required oscilla¬ 

tor voltage is 4 V and equal to the cut-off voltage of the valve, then we find 

from fig. 87 (quadratic characteristic) that S^fflSo — 0.2; it therefore 

follows that Sko must be 4 mA/V. Such a value is rather high; the slope of 

most valves in current use is only about 3 mA/V. 

Moreover the Hartley circuit has the disadvantage that an H.F. voltage 

is present between cathode and heater, which is likely to introduce difficulties 

(see also A § 4b). 

§ 9. Valve damping and shunt capacitances 

So far we have always assumed an anode impedance Z and a back-coupling 

factor J, and only incidental reference has been made to the fact that Z is 

determined not merely by L, C and J?, but also by the characteristics of the 

valve. It will at once be apparent that in the case of a tuned-anode circuit 

the A.C. resistance of the valve affects the parallel damping and that the 

anode-to-cathode capacitance contributes to the tuning capacitance. 

In the case of a tuned grid circuit we must take into account an extra shunt 
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damping, equal either to the value of the grid damping or to the equivalent 

resistance of the grid capacitor in series with the grid damping. Further, 

the equivalent capacitance of this series combination must be added to the 

tuning capacitance (see I A § 4). 

Elements shunting the coupling coil, such as a resistor or the A.C. resistance 

of the valve, may, in the case of a tuned-grid arrangement, be multiplied 

by (Li/M)2, the resulting product being regarded as lying in parallel with 

the tuned circuit. Any parallel capacitance, such as C^, is added, after 

multiplication by (M/Li)^, to the total capacitance of the tuned circuit. 

The back-coupling ratio t may be affected similarly. For instance the 

grid capacitor Cr and the grid input capacitance ^gi form a potential- 

divider between grid and cathode, with the result that the voltage fed to 

the grid is multiplied by a factor: 

‘' = 77^7-.(IIB46) 
Cr -T 

Since the permissible value of the grid capacitor Cr is limited by such phenom¬ 

ena as ovcroscillation and frequency-drift, it is important to make the 

grid capacitance as small as possible in order to avoid reducing t' unduly. 

Especially on short waves, too large a voltage-division is likely to cause 

trouble. 

At the lowest frequencies in the long waveband there is also a division of 

voltage across Cr and the imaginary resistance represented by the grid 

damping. At 600 kc/s, corresponding to an I.F. of 450 kc/s and a signal fre¬ 

quency of 150 kc/s, the reactance of a grid capacitor of 25 pF amounts to 

about 10,000 n. With input damping of 17,000 Q. (the influence of the grid 

input capacitance can be neglected at this frequency) the voltage-division 

becomes: 

t = 
17,000 

= 0.85 
/ 17,0002 + 10,0002 

It has been assumed hitherto that in the anode circuit a current of funda¬ 

mental frequency flowed, the magnitude of which was: 

h-SeffVg.(II B 4) 

This is correct for a case in which the anode load is short-circuited. In cal¬ 

culating the condition for oscillation any external impedance present was 

assumed to be in parallel with the A.C. resistance of the valve (see page 148); 

the net impedance may be calculated from the equation —— “ -• 
^tot ^ eff 

The argument employed here is basically the same as that in the case of an 
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A.F. amplifying triode when, in the same circumstances, the static slope 

is used and not the dynamic slope. This possibility is based on the following 

formula for the valve characteristic: 

ia==Sv,+ ^£-.(IIB47) 

wherein S Vg is the short-circuit current, which is reduced by a current 

VajRi flowing through a parallel path Ri (the sign of is opposed to that 

of ia)- Similarly we can write: 

. 

What value must be inserted for Ri eff-> ^he effective A. C. resistance? 

The approximate value may be ascertained as follows: for the valve charac¬ 

teristic we may also write: 

If for convenience we consider only the alternating voltages we can write 

for the anode alternating voltage 

The instantaneous value of ia then becomes: 

+ .... (11 8 49) 

The current variations are thus reduced by the presence of the alternating 

voltage at the anode, t being regarded as negative. 

If we now calculate the fundamental component of the anode current once 

more, following the earlier method exactly, we find: 

and for the basic form of the condition for oscillation: 

f S + =—1 . •.(IIB50) 

In this, however, we neglect the following. In a circuit with short-circuited 

anode lead, current begins to flow when the grid becomes more positive 

than the cut-off voltage If now an anode impedance is introduced the 

instantaneous value of the anode alternating voltage is generally no longer 

nil at this grid voltage. It follows that the anode current is no longer nil; 
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in other words the cut-oflF point is shifted somewhat. Strictly speaking it is 

therefore not sufficient to bring the factor (1 -]-) into account; in addition 
[Lt 

a new value of Vgo must be used when calculating Seff* This last correction 

becomes rather cumbersome, however, and measurements show that in 

practice it may be neglected. 

To determine Ri Cjg^we begin from the last equation but one, writing it thus: 

h = Seff. Vg + Srff- 
Va 

From the definition of Ri ^ff [equation (II B 48)] it follows that: 

(■i Ri So 
Ri eff — (II B 51) 

The value of the factor SpffjSo in varying circumstances may be ascertained 

from the curves of figs 85, 86 and 87. It is apparent that in practice SeffISo 

often has a value of about 0.25, and it is therefore roughly true to say that 

the effective A.C. resistance of the oscillator valve is four times the static 

A.C. resistance. 

Measurements of Ri eff demonstrate^ in fact, that equation (II B 51) remains 

valid over a considerable range of oscillator voltage. With large amplitude, 

however, the difficulty arises that the cut-off point is shifted appreciably, 

and the equation then ceases to hold good. In normal circumstances, and for 

the oscillator valves considered here, Rieff 

can be assessed with the aid of equation 

(IIB51) and no large error will occur. 

Equation (II B 50) often provides a clearer 

picture of oscillation than the earlier 

equations, in which A.C. resistance had to 

be taken into account separately. It is, for 

example, at once apparent that it is not 

possible, by using a very high impedance 

Z, to arrive at a very weak back-coupling, 

because at a certain point the quantity 

between brackets falls to zero. Clearly Z can 

never be greater than Rieff • It is evident, ^ 

then, that we can also say that the back- of 

coupling ratio t must be large in relation 

to 1/[X. it is equal to the resistance Rjjp only. 

B ■ 1 
■ 1 
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Another matter of importance in an oscillator circuit is the damping of the 

tuned circuit by grid current. Between the circuits of figs 115a and b there 

is no difference as far as grid current is concerned, yet the resultant damp¬ 

ing is not the same in the two cases. It is customary to express this damping 

in terms of an equivalent resis¬ 

tance R^p which causes an 

identical loading effect. 

In the circuit of fig. 115a the 

damping is equal to the paral¬ 

lel combination of Rjjp and 

the grid leak J?, but in that 

of fig. 115b it is equal to 

Rhf alone. Further refer¬ 

ence to this subject will be 

found in Chapter V, under 

Diode detection. With the 

normal diode detector, so- 

called peak rectification 

occurs *, but this is not 

the case with oscillators (see 

II B § 4 regarding the ECH 

21 and DK 21). 

The grid leak in oscillator circuits must, in view of requirements on short 

waves, be much smaller than the load resistance of a diode detector. Con¬ 

sequently the grid current will be larger, and the grid-current curve will 
vg 

not, as in Chapter V, be determined by the formula ig ^ Az kt but will be 

nearly a straight line. (We are thinking all the time of voltages of several 

volts; voltages below say 2 V can therefore be left out of consideration.) 

Fig. 116 shows a grid-current characteristic. Both near the origin and 

around saturation level it is somewhat curved; in the case of battery valves 

this curvature may be of great importance. With normal oscillator voltages, 

however, we make no great error in writing the equation of the grid-current 

characteristic as: 

ig = ^.(II B 52) 

where Rg represents the A.C. resistance between grid and cathode. If an 

* Sec for the meaning of this idea Chapter V, Diode-detection, 
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alternating voltage Vg cos t = Vg cos x is fed to the grid via the grid 

’ capacitor Cr and the grid leak JR, the grid capacitor Cr is charged to a cer¬ 

tain steady potential by the pulses of direct current. On the other hand the 

grid capacitor discharges through the resistor R (both in the circuit of 

fig. 115a and in that of 

115b). A state of equili¬ 

brium is reached, at 

which the current drain¬ 

ing away just equals 

the mean current ap¬ 

plied. The relation be¬ 

tween the current va¬ 

riations and the DC 

voltage Vc across the 

grid capacitor is explained by fig. 117. Current flows during the time be¬ 

tween X — a and x + a. The DC voltage Vc can also be written as 

Vg cos a. The current drawn off is accordingly: 

Fig. 117. Relation between current fluctuations and the steady voltage Vc 
across the grid capaeitor; current flows only during the period frora-a to + a* 

COS a 

R 
(II B 53) 

The instantaneous value of the voltage at the grid is: 

Vg — Vg cos X — Vg cos a 

and that of the current, during each pulse: 

Vg cos X — Vg cos a 

R. (II B 54) 

Consequently the mean current applied: 

" V + “ 
I irr dx — — 

2 TT 
Igmed = -^ / igdx = I {cos X — cos a) dx = 

V 
—— (sin X — X cos a) 
2nRg ^ J nR 

— (sin a — a cos a) . . {II B 55) 

From equations (II B 53) and (II B 55) we get: 

R. 
tana — a==n^.(II B 56) 

It follows that the current angle a is independent of the amplitude of the 
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IRilMIIIIII 

alternating voltage. For a given ratio Rg/R, a has a fixed value, and Ig j^ed 

is thus proportional to the grid A.C. voltage Vg, 

Fig. 118 shows the relation between RjRg and cos a, calculated according 

to equation (II B 56). If R and Rg are known, cos a may be read directly 

from fig. 118 and Ig ^ed can then be calculated from equation (II B 53). 

As an example, fig. 119 gives the relation between the oscillator voltage Vqsc 

and the current I {grp + ^3) 

through the grid leak for 

the converter ECH 21. The 

resistance of the grid leak 

is 50,000 ohms, and as the 

oscillator grid/cathode 

A.C. resistance amounts to 

500 ohms we find that 

cos a — O.OO.We see, infact, 

that the relation between 

Ig med = I {gT + gs) an<l 

Vg (Fosc) may be repre¬ 

sented by a straight line. 

The load imposed by the 

grid may be replaced by 

a resistance Rjjp which 

t(H)0 much A.C. power 

as the grid. If Igi is the 
Fig. 118. Cos a ttb a function of the ratioifis the grid leak and fundamental of thc grid 

Jig the grid AC resistance of the oscillator Iriode. . .1 
current, then the power 

absorbed is: 

if li is thc grid leak and 

Rg the grid AC resistance of the oscillator Iriode. 

VosCfff(V) 

siiSSi IS8 IIS 
IIB 

I| anSi ISS 
!i! iiBsiil 

IIHSSi 
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Fig. 119. Oscillator voltage as a function of the oscillator grid 
current in the triodc section of the ECH 21; with this curve 
cos a =» 0.9. 

The AC power in the equi¬ 

valent resistance R^jp is: 

Therefore 
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(II B 57) 

Igi may, from Fourier, be written: 

1 r r I ^ 

in cos X dx ~-/ {cos^ X — cos x cos a) dx 
® -rr P TC fig -« 

Vn x sin 2 X 
—- 

71 fig .2 4 
COS a sin x 

Va sin 2 a) 
= -^(a-„ . (IIB58) 

Substituting from equation (II B 58) in (II B 57) we now obtain for the 

damping resistance in the grid circuit: 

sin 2 a 
(II B 59) 

Or, making use of equation (II B 54): 

B (tan a—a) 
^HF ~ • 

sin 2 a 
(II B 60) 

We shall now consider this result further for two extreme cases: 

a) BjRg is very large 

(peak rectification). In 

the limiting case of 

equation (II B 60), 

when a — 0, Rjjp — 

0.5 R, This result is also 

reached in Chapter Y, 

in connection with di¬ 

ode rectification. 

h) R ~ 0, the limiting 

case of small R, In this 

instance a becomes Tr/2, 

and ~~ 2 9 the 

reason for this result 

will be evident when it 

is realised that the 

circuit is loaded by Rg 

during every other half¬ 

cycle. 

Eleclronenbuis 13 
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Fig. 122. Grid'Current dumping bs a function of the resis¬ 

tance of the grid leak R, for a particular triodc: 
a and 6. Measured and calculated curves respectively for Rg = 
2300 ohms. 
c and d. Measured and calculated curves respectively for /?g=3 
17,000 ohms. 

Equat^’ons (II B 59) and 

(II B 60) are displayed as 

curves in figs 120 and 121 

respectively, a being re¬ 

placed however by RjRg 

derived from equation 

(II B 56). 

By way of illustration we 

shall now calculate the grid 

damping for two specific 

cases: 

a) The ECH 21 has an os¬ 

cillator-grid/cathode 

A.C.-resistance of 500 

ohms while the grid leak 

prescribed is 50,000 

ohms; RJRg is therefore 

100. From fig. 121 we 

find Rjjp = 0.6 X 

50,000 — 30,000 ohms. 

b) For the DK 21 battery 

octode the values are: 

Rg ~ 5000 ohms and 

R = 35,000 ohms. There¬ 

fore RjRg ~ 7 and 

Rhf = 0.93 X 35000 

~ 32,500 ohms. 

As a test of the theoretical 

figures some measurements 

were made to establish the 

grid damping as a function 

of the resistance of the grid 

leak. This damping was as¬ 

certained by measuring the 

selectivity of a tuned circuit 

across which the two valves, 

with an oscillator-grid/ 

cathode A.C.-resistance Rg 

of 2300 ohms and 17,000, 

ohms respectively, were 
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connected in turn. The results are seen in fig. 122, where a is the measured 

and b the calculated curve for Rg — 2300 ohms, while c end are the mea¬ 

sured and calculated curves for Rg = 17,000 ohms. The agreement between 

the two curves of each pair is very satisfactory. For all measurements the 

oscillator voltage was 7 yrms^ 

When using the circuit of fig. 115a the grid leak R must stiU be regarded 

as being in parallel with R/jp^t for the total damping we then get: 

11 1 
(II B 61) 

§ 10. Influence of the anode-grid capacitance of the oscillator triode 

The eflfect of the anode-grid capacitance of the oscillator triode has not so 

far been mentioned. Although its value is not usually large, in some circum¬ 

stances it may be such that the presence of the capacitance can no longer 

be neglected. A capacitance which influences the circuit in the same way 

is that which exists between the high-potential ends of the oscillator and 

coupling coils. These two capacitances will accordingly be considered 

together. It is clear that their effect is important mainly in the case of 

tuned-anode circuits. Fig. 123 shows the 

basic circuit of an oscillator with the inter¬ 

electrode capacitance Cag taken into consi¬ 

deration. Were Cag absent, the fraction of 

the anode voltage indicated by the tapping 

ratio to would he applied to the grid, but 

allowing for thie capacitance it will be seen 

that a voltage equal to Va — to Va is pres¬ 

ent across the series combination of Cag 

and Cr- (As Cag is usually extremely small, the anode impedance is scarcely 

affected by this shunt.) Of the above mentioned voltage that part which 

is developed across the grid capacitor contributes to the voltage controlling 

the grid. 

The voltage across the grid capacitor is: 

Fig. 123. Basic oscillator circuit, taking into 
account the effect of Cag. The feedback ratio 
t is now equal to: 

Cr , Cag 

^ Cr Cag Cf. -|- C< <ag 

Vc = {Va-t„V„) ■'og 

^ag + C'r 

and the voltage at the grid therefore becomes: 

Vg = toVa+Vc = toVa+ Va{l-to) 
-ag 

Cag “h Cf 
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Throughout we have written Vg ~ t Va* Consequently we get; 

Cr+C, 
(II B 62) 

To the original voltage division to two corrections must accordingly be 

made, namely; 

CjT 
1) multiplication by -to allow for the further potential division 

Cr + Cog 
across the grid capacitor and the anode-grid capacitance; 

2) an additional voltage loss across the grid capacitor. 

The value of to is increased by a positive amount; as t and to are both 

negative the effect is a reduction of the tapping ratio. 

The first correction corresponds exactly to the effect of a grid input capaci¬ 

tance and is usually small. The second correction is more important and 

becomes percentually greater as the original to becomes smaller. As already 

noted, to is bound to be negative, whereas the capacitance ratio can only 

be positive; the back-coupling is therefore always reduced by this second 

correction. 

The lowest values of to occur with a tuned anode circuit, and in particular 

on the long waveband, for it is then that the circuit impedances tend to be 

highest. Fairly high values of to can however also arise in these circum¬ 

stances if, for example, the voltage across the padding capacitor is employed 

to effect the feedback. 

We shall now find out how much influence Cog has in the triode section 

of the ECH 21. It amounts to 1.1 pF. Assuming that the grid capacitor is 

50 pF and that to for a long-wave coil may be put at 0.1, we then find from 

the foregoing, for the first correction, that t is reduced by about 3%. The 

loss on account of the second correction, however, reaches about 22 %. With 

a grid capacitor of 25 pF the reduction might be as much as 50%. 

In the example given, the drop in back-coupling brings no serious difficul¬ 

ties in its train. It is a simple matter to off-set the reduction by beginning 

with a higher ratio to. The example was given only to illustrate a phenom¬ 

enon that might otherwise be overlooked. 

Nevertheless, there is an important conclusion to be drawn from the fore¬ 

going. On short waves it is of great importance, in view of the risk of fre¬ 

quency drift, to keep the coupling between the oscillator circuit and the 

valve electrodes as loose as possible. 

This may be ensured by making to low or by the use of a small grid capaci¬ 

tor. Both measures enhance the influence of Cgg; moreover the resultant 
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looser coupling necessitates a higher slope, and raising the slope usually causes 

an increase in Cag- Everything thus combines to magnify the effect. Conse¬ 

quently it is of high importance that the other characteristics of the valve 

should permit the use of a large grid capacitor, in order that the effect of 

Cag niay be kept within reasonable bounds. There can, however, be objec¬ 

tions to a large grid capacitor and these are discussed in Section E. 

If the leakage inductance in the oscillator-coil assembly makes itself felt (i.e. 

M^), the circuit of fig. 123 must be varied to that of fig. 124. Apart 

from the voltage drop across Cr there is now a loss of voltage over the 

leakage inductance — M, This latter 

voltage is in opposite phase to that across 

Cr and will therefore compensate for the 

eflfect of Cag. With rising frequency this 

voltage may become greater than the vol¬ 

tage across Cr and in such a case back- 

coupling is increased. This is a further cause 

of increased oscillator voltage at the bottom 

of the short waveband; in certain circum¬ 

stances the increase is considerable. 

The required corrections to the values of t can again be found very simply 

if it is assumed that the current through the Cag arm is determined only 

by Cflg; in view of the small value of Cag this is practically true. 

We can then write: 1 

L:rM 

Fig. 124. The circuit of fig. 123 taking into 
account the stray inductance of the coil set 
Lj—M. The stray inductance in combination 
with the capacitance Cag increases the back- 
coupling, in particular on high frequencies. 

-to.Va+ (F„-t„.Fa) 
jo Cr 

j <■> (Ca — M) 

1 

from which we get: 

* - to j 1 - C„g (L, - M) 

jeo Cag 

CagiWM) . (IIB63) 

As already noted, the stray capacitance between the high-potential ends of 

the coils exercises practically the same influence as Cag- There is however 

one difference: the current-path no longer contains the grid capacitor but 

does include the leakage inductance. This stray capacitance thus results 

only in the oscillator voltage increasing with frequency. The corrected value 

of t may be found by inserting Cr — oo in the last equation. 

§ U. Grid current 

To determine the oscillator voltage a valve-voltmeter may be used, but 

indirect measurement by ascertaining the steady current through the grid 
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eak is easier. As was found in II B § 9, this current is proportional to the 

oscillator voltage [equation (II B 53)], while the relationship is dependent 

only in the ratio For a particular valve with a grid A.C.-resistance Rg 

and the prescribed grid leak R there is thus a fixed relation between grid 

current and oscillator voltage. With the help of the curve showing this 

relation (fig. 118) Vg can easily he deduced from Ig med* 

A couple of examples will make this clear. 

1) The ECH 21 has a grid AC-resistance Rg = 500 ohms, and a grid leak 

of R — 50,000 ohms is specified; R/Rg is thus 100. It follows from fig. 

118 that cos a — 0.90. With an oscillator voltage of 10 yrms (14 V 

peak) we find for Ig a value of 
14 X 0,90 

50,000^^ 
X 10« = 252 [lA, The os¬ 

cillator voltage curve for the ECH 21 (fig. 119) indicates a mean current 

of 250 {jlA. The negative bias on the oscillator grid is therefore 250 X 

50,000 X 10~ ® — 12.5 V, and consequently the oscillator voltage swings 

the grid as far as 1.5 V positive. 

2) With the battery octode DK 21 the conditions are somewhat different, 

namely Rg — 5,000 ohms and R = 35,000 ohms, so that R/Rg = 7 and 

cos a — 0.59. For Igmed now find, at the same oscillator voltage, a 

value of 235 fxA, while the oscillator-voltage curve of the DK 21 gives 

the figure of 237 (lA. The negative grid bias amounts to 237 X 35,000 X 

10“® = 8.3 V, and the oscillator voltage therefore swings the grid as far 

as 5.7 V positive. 

Although the oscillator-grid current is about the same in both valves, there 

is a large difference in the extent of the incursion into the positive-grid 

region. 

Finally let us consider two limiting cases, namely: 

a) RIR, is large, i.e. Rg 0. It then follows from equation (II B 56) that 

tan a = a and a = 0. This indicates peak rectification. For this case 

equation (II B 53) is: 

med — 

b) R ^ 0; RgjR is now very large, so that tan a = Rg/R or a = 7r/2. From 

equation (II B 55) therefore: 

med — • 

n Kg 

(Vgjn is the mean value of a half sine wave). 
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C. Circuits for constant oscillator voltage 

For optimum conversion conductance a specific amplitude of heterodyne 

voltage is necessary (II A § 2), Admittedly this amplitude is not very criti¬ 

cal, but with most of the circuits mentioned in Chapter II B the heterodyne 

voltage varies so much that the conversion conductance cannot but show 

appreciable deviation. In order to secure constant sensitivity and a good 

signal-to-noise ratio it is advisable to modify the circuits with a view to 

getting as constant an oscillator voltage as possible over each waveband. 

Some possible ways of achieving this end will now be discussed. 

§ I. Parallel-fed tuned-anode circuit 

In Chapter II B it was always assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that the 

steady anode current flowed through the tuned circuit. 

Chiefly for practical reasons, however, such as the presence of a padding 

capacitor in series with the coil, the danger of a DC potential across the 

variable capacitor, etc., the valve is generally fed through a resistor. The 

tuned circuit is then joined to the resistor by a capacitor. If this coupling 

capacitor is large enough the arrangement may be regarded as equivalent 

to a tuned circuit connected directly in the anode circuit and shunted by 

the feed resistor. All previous considerations have been based on this suppo¬ 

sition. 

We shall first of all investigate the effect of using a smaller coupling capacitor. 

For the purpose of this discussion we 

shall as far as possible adapt the basic cir¬ 

cuit to practical conditions and connect 

the padding capacitor in series with the 

coil Li (fig. 125). In this diagram Ck is the 

coupling capacitor and R the feed resistor, 

while Ca is the anode/cathode capacitance 

of the valve, including strays. The inevi¬ 

table resistance of the inductor is for the 

moment neglected. 

When Ck has a very large value it may in this circuit be regarded as a short- 

circuit; the anode circuit then consists of three parallel paths, C^, R and 

the combination Cp. By means of the inductive back-coupling, the 

Fig. 125. Basic circuit of a parallel-fed oscilla¬ 
tor. Ck is the coupling capacitor, R the feed 
resistor and Ca the anode/cathode capaci¬ 
tance of the valve including wiring strays. 
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grid is tapped into this last mentioned combination. The ratio of the voltage 

on the grid to that across the circuit L^C^Cp we shall denote by to» With 

Cjc short-circuited, to is also the feedback ratio which previously was indi¬ 

cated by t. If, however, the coupling capacitor Ck is not large enough to be 

considered a short-circuit, the overall feedback-ratio is equal to tg multi¬ 

plied by the relation between the voltage across the current path L^Cj^Cp 
and the anode alternating voltage. It is assumed that the small change of 

oscillator frequency, due to al¬ 

tering Cfc, will scarcely affect to* 
Since no resistance is present 

in the left-hand current path 

both t and to will represent real 

qualities. From the condition 

for oscillation (II B 3) it follows 

that the entire anode load must 

be purely resistive in character; 

this means that the reactance of 

the left-hand current path must 

be equal and opposite to that 

of the right-hand path. 

We shall not on this occasion 

express the equilibrium in an 

equation; instead, we shall make 

use of a graphical method to 

investigate the problem. 

In fig. 126 the reactance of the 

current path L^C^f^Cp is shown 

against frequency, in the nega¬ 

tive sense with that of C^. If Ck is very large the state of balance is indica¬ 

ted by P, the point where the curves intersect; at the frequency corres¬ 

ponding thereto the circuit will accordingly oscillate. Since is a capaci¬ 

tance the current path L^CyCp has of necessity an inductive character. 

Now if Ck is of such a value that the presence of the capacitance is noticeable, 

the reactance of the left-hand current path diminishes by an amount 

IjoiCk* Balance between the two current paths must however be main¬ 

tained, and this is effected by the oscillator adjusting itself to a higher fre¬ 

quency. The reactance indicated by the point S, reduced by an amount 

ST = 1/coC/^, will then equal the reactance of C^, indicated by the point T. 

In this way it can be seen that, as Ck is made smaller and therefore as the 

distance ST increases, the circuit adjusts itself nearer to the natural fre- 

Fig. 126. Reactance of the combinalioa L^-CvCp in the circuit 
of fig. 125, as a function of frequency, together with that of Ca 
in the opposite sense. The intersection of the two lines indicates 
the frequency at which the current-paths Ly~Cv-Cp and Ca are 
in equilibrium. 
The shape of the L^-Cy>Cp curve is fixed by the following 
factors: at very high frequencies the reactance of L^^Cv'Cp 
equals that of Cv, and is infinitely great at the resonant fre¬ 
quency of the circuit; at very low frequencies it is practically 
equal to that of Cp. The intersection with the horizontal axis 
of the curve so obtained indicates the resonant frequency of 
the series-combination L^-Cp. 
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quency of the current path Cp, which in fig. 126 is represented by 

the dotted line. With the aid of this diagram it is also possible to obtain 

directly the ratio existing between the voltage at the anode and that across 

the current path Cp; it is equal to the ratio OT : OS. It appears now 

that, as Ck decreases, the voltage across the current path Cp begins 

to exceed the voltage at the anode; this means that the back-coupling be¬ 

comes stronger. Theoretically, therefore, it should be possible to obtain an 

infinitely tight back-coupling by reducing the value of C/^ sufficiently, the 

resultant oscillator voltage then following the course shown by the dotted 

curve in fig. 127. Obviously, however, other factors arise to prevent an 

infinitely tight back-coupling ever being attained in practice. Point S can 

never, as suggested in fig. 126, lie infinitely far above the horizontal axis, 

because as soon as the oscillator frequency approaches the natural frequency 

of the current path C^ Cp the hitherto disregarded circuit losses prevent 

the two branches from having a purely reactive character. 

In the first place, as the current path C^ Cp becomes more resistive in 

character the voltage across it falls in relation to that at the anode. With 

a pure resistance connected in series with the capacitance Ck this ratio 

must be less than unity. As the reduction of Ck continues a point is reached 

where the back-coupling begins to weaken again. 

Secondly, the relation between the anode voltage and the voltage across 

the current path C^ Cp does not remain real when resistance appears in 

the left-hand branch of fig. 125. The feedback ratio then also becomes com¬ 

plex and the condition for oscillation involves a complex anode impedance. 

The condition can be satisfied if the frequency adjusts itself to a value at 

which the respective reactances of the left-hand and right-hand branches 

are unbalanced, thus leaving a reactance shunting the two paths. The total 

impedance is then necessarily smaller than the original value JR, and for this 

reason also the oscillator voltage is bound to be lower. 

The result of these two effects is that the curve connecting Ck and oscillator 

voltage takes the form shown in fig. 127 * for 1000 kc/s. From this it is clear 

that if Ck is not large the oscillator voltage can diverge considerably from 

the value calculated according to equation (II B 31). 

* The quantity-'- shown against the vertical axis is derived as follows. As long as Ck Is very large the 
* Seff MH 

circuit corresponds to that of fig. 97, in which Tj— 0. Consequently: 

s.//= - J'l 
?=1 + MRCp^Cv ■ SvJfMU 

Since, for a given coil assembly, LJMR is practically constant and IjSeff about proportional to the oscillator voltage 

the factor —-r—-- may be taken as a measure of the oscillator voltage. If the value of Ck is such that the capaci* 
Seff MR 

tance has some influence on the circuit, the value of ^ when Cy is large (e.g. f = 580 kc/s), decrease 
Seff MR 

sharply at low values of Ck; while when Cy is small (e.g. / = 
typical peak at low values of Cfc. 

1000 kc/s) the oscillator voltage curve shows the 
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By way of illustration we shall give some measured results. In a normal tuned 

anode-oscillator circuit with an ECH 21 the grid current was measured, at 

several frequencies, as 

a function of the value 
3,0i——rn-n——r“rn——i—rn——rTTi 
_?_ of the coupling capaci- 

2,5__ tor. For each curve the 

oscillator frequency 

—^rf- constant by 

- small adjustments to 

curves, relating 

to various frequencies 

_ corresponding to the 

long-wave range, are 

_ reproduced in fig. 128. 

Ml I I 11 As long as Cfc exceeds 
1 2 4 63V 40 VO _4^^VVO ^000 VO^pf pP 

I voltage is practically 
Fig. 127. The factor -, which is proportional to oscillator voltage, , _ . - , - 

beffMR . independent ot the val- 
as a function of Cfc, calculated fur two different oscillator frequencies. * 

ue of Ck» In the curves 

for 1200 and 900 kc/s, which arc also given in fig. 128, the effect referred to 

above is well marked when Cfe is less than 400 pF; yet at the lower frequen¬ 

cies the oscillator voltage shows no increase; it decreases with Clearly 

the damping of the circuit Cj; Cp at the lower frequencies has an imme- 

400 1000 
-^Ck 

4000 lOOOOpF 
4t4$D40 

Fig. 127. The factor -TTTi* "hich is proportional to oscillator voltage, 
iSpQ IwM M\ 

as a function of C/c, calculated fur two different oscillator frequencies. 

diate and quite large in¬ 

fluence. 

In the medium waveband 

oscillator voltage displays 

a more or less similar 

trend, though the various 

curves do not, as in fig. 

128, traverse a point of 

intersection. 

The upshot of these mea¬ 

surements is that for the 

long waveband a value 

may be found for 

(about 100 pF in this case) 

with which oscillator vol- 

Fig. 128. Oscillator grid current Jg as a function oi Ck for various 
oscillator frequencies. 

tage is nearly independent of wavelength. In the example described, the trend 

of oscillator voltage on medium waves would however be in accordance with 
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earlier calculations (B § 5) if the same coupling capacitor were used, for the 

influence of Cj^ in that band would still be very small. It follows that by 

suitable choice of Ck the above mentioned effect may be turned to advan¬ 

tage. 

§ 2. Influence on short-wave working of a resistor connected between 

the grid and the tuned circuit 

A resistor in the grid lead also has the aim of keeping oscillator voltage 

more constant over the short-wave band. Generally, of course, the voltage 

in this wave range rises rather rapidly with frequency, owing to the marked 

variation in the impedance of the oscillator circuit. Even heavy artificial 

damping of the tuned circuit hardly suffices to smooth out the large variation. 

Furthermore, the Cag eflfect and the coil 

dispersion can no longer be neglected at 

high frequencies. It is therefore desirable 

to seek means of holding the oscillator 

voltage whithin narrower limits, without 

lowering the voltage in the 6-megacycle 

region, where no great reduction can be 

tolerated. If a resistor is joined in the 

oscillator grid lead the tuned circuit is 

damped additionally to a degree which 

increases approximately as the square 

of the frequency. (This will be proved 

later.) In fig. 129a * r is the resistance 

introduced and Cg the grid/cathode 

capacitance (including possible wiring 

strays). The tuned circuit is thus loaded 

by r and Cg in series; this arrangement is equivalent to the parallel circuit 

of fig. 129b. In practice of course the resistance r is made low in relation 

to the reactance of .Cg, and in the equivalent parallel circuit this capacitance 

will therefore have about the same value. 

The equivalent resistance R follows from the relationship derived earlier: 

0-^94 7 

A 
Fig. 129a. Basic oscillator circuit, with a 
scries resistor in the grid lead. 

b. Equivalent circuit of 129a. The 
scries combination of r and Cg is replaced by 
the parallel-combination of B and Cg. 

R 1 H (I A 28) 

• In fig. 129 a tuned-grid circuit is shown shunted by the series combination of r and Cg. For the case of a tuned 
anode circuit the equivalent loading reflected into the anode circuit may be ascertained as described in II B § 9. 
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In the present case the quantities are such that 1 is negligible by comparison 

with the fraction, so that we may write: 

R = 
1 

rto^Cg* 
(II C 1) 

Consequently the circuit is damped by a parallel resistance inversely pro¬ 

portional to 0)2 and the rise in circuit impedance with frequency is more 

or less countered. Taking, for example, a tuned circuit for the short-wave 

band whose dynamic resistance varies from 5000 to 15,000 ohms over the 

wave range, we require additional parallel damping of about 10,000 ohms 

at the end of the band in order to bring the net dynamic resistance back 

to 5000 ohms. If we arrange that R is 10,000 ohms at the high-frequency 

end of the waveband, then at the other end, where the frequency is only 

one-third, its value will be nine times as great, namely 90,000 ohms. Such 

a degree of damping scarcely affects the tuned circuit and its dynamic 

resistance remains at 5000 ohms. 

By means of equation (II C 1) it is possible to calculate how large r must 

be to give the desired effect. At a wavelength of 15 metres co is of the order 

of 10^. The grid-cathode capacitance including wiring strays may be put 

at about 10 pF. For R to be 10^ ohms the series resistance required is: 

1 

^27^2 

1 

w xlo^ x = 100 ohms. 

With a resistor of this value inserted in the grid lead the same oscillator 

voltage may therefore be expected at each end of the waveband. Whether 

the compensation in the middle of the band will be too much or too little 

depends on the original trend of the oscillator voltage. Generally the mid¬ 

band compensation will not be perfect, but the overall shape of the fre¬ 

quency-voltage curve is in every case considerably improved. 

§ 3. A circuit for generating constant oscillator voltage on medium and 

long waves 

It was deduced in II B § 6 that in an oscillator circuit with inductive back- 

coupling and the padding capacitor in series with the tuning coil the high¬ 

est slope was needed with the tuning capacitor at maximum [equation 

(II B 29)]. On the other hand we know that in the Colpitts circuit the 

highest slope is required when the tuning capacitor is at minimum. Both 

circuits have the drawback that the oscillator voltage varies considerably 

across the wave range. The possibility presents itself of eombining the 

circuits, thereby yielding the arrangement shown in fig. 130a. The coupling 
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coil is no longer connected to the chassis 

but to the padding capacitor. When Ci; is 

small the feedback is mainly inductive, but 

at larger values the capacitive coupling 

predominates. The slope required will thus 

be fairly constant over the whole wave¬ 

band and the oscillator voltage will show 

no great variation. This is evident also from 

the condition for oscillation, which may be 

derived quite simply from the equivalent 

circuit (fig. 130b). 

The condition for oscillation is: 

V/ = --:v.(II® 3) Fig. 130n. Circuit for generating constant 
oscillator voltage in the medium and long 
wavebands. 

b. Equivalent circuit. 

From fig. 130b we have: 

i 
t ■■ V, 

and 

M + 
jfCO Ljp 

(II C 2) 

1 

Z 

JOJ (1 ^ 
jeo Lp/ 

JO) Li + Tj + T 

. (II C 3) 

R 

Inserting the values of t and Z in equation (II B 3) we then got 

Srff = - 
o'- M 

. . . (II C 4) 

We are assuming that neither the electron transit time nor the grid capa¬ 

citor/grid leak circuit causes any phase shift; in consequence the required 

slope is a real quantity. Therefore: 

%/ = 
<0^ ri C„ Cp <0^ L^Cp — 1 

(II C 5) 
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The imaginary part must be equal to nil, thus; 

C„ 
1 -f- — - CO^ Li Ct; + 

K 
= 0. 

r C C 
Since —1, = 1. Substituting this equation for the angu- 

Cp -f- C\3 

lar frequency co in (II C 5), we finally obtain: 

c. 

'1- 
M MCp^ 

Lj Cp 

1 

R M M Cp 
. (II C 6) 

With this equation Seff may be determined immediately in terms of Cp/C,; 

if the values of Cp and R are known. For the purpose of such a calcula¬ 

tion the coupling M/L^ must be regarded as a negative quantity. For the 

medium-wave band, with — 100 (xH and = 30 p, R = 20,000 ohms 

s^ff(pA/V) calculated 
performance is given in fig. 13 !• 

Curve I shows the required effec¬ 

tive slope for the Colpitts circuit, 

which employs no coupling coil; 

the curve makes it clear that the 

slope needed with = 40 pF is 

about 2.5 times that required when 

the tuning capacitor has a value 

of 500 pF. Curve II indicates the 

slope necessary with a purely in¬ 

ductive coupling, the feedback 

coil being joined to the chassis 

instead of to the padding capaci¬ 

tor; the coupling amounts to 

M/Ll = —^-2. The required slope 

for this case was calculated from 

the formula: 

m' 

Fig. 131. SejQf as a function of Cy, for a parallel-fed 
oscillator circuit with r = 30 Q,L= 10~* Henry,/? = 

20,000 ijiand Cp= 600 pF. 
Curve I Colpitts circuit 
Curve II Inductive back- coupling 
Curve III Mixed coupling (loose inductive coupling 

of M/L,=-0.1) 
Curve IV Mixed coupling (tighter inductive coupling 

of Af/L,= —0.2) 

%= — 
Li 

Cv + 
Cp + Q d) 

(II B 27) 

Curves III and IV indicate the 
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behaviour of mixed couplings. Curve III refers to a weak inductive coup¬ 

ling, namely M/L^ ——0.1; the influence of this coupling is however 

already considerable. The slope required at = 40 pF is only two-fifths 

of that needed under Curve I conditions. With Cj; — 500 pF, on the other 

hand, the capacitive coupling becomes noticeable, the required slope being 

about one-third of that necessary with an inductive coupling M/L^ — - 0.2. 

Over the whole wave range the slope required is reasonably constant. 

With tighter inductive coupling (Curve IV M/L^ ~ —0.2) the slope needed 

at small values of the tuning capacitor declines further, whereas at large 

values there is scarcely any further decrease. If the inductive coupling is 

made still tighter (e.g. M/L^ — —0.3) the oscillator voltage will rise too 

sharply at low values of the tuning capacitor, thus becoming even greater 

than the voltage generated at high values. The overall performance would 

then be worse, and tight inductive coupling is accordingly not to be recom¬ 

mended. The calculated results quoted above were confirmed by measure¬ 

ments. 

This circuit is often useful where a high-slope oscillator valve is replaced 

by a valve of lower conductance; the oscillator voltage will then fall too much 

at high values of the tuning capacitor, but the position may be improved 

by joining the coupling coil to the padding capacitor. In this way the desired 

voltage is obtained without the need for drastic alteration to the coil. 

§ 4. A circuit for generating constant oscillator voltage on short waves 

With the usual parallel-fed inductive back-coupling an oscillator voltage 

is obtained which varies a good deal with wavelength. In D § 10 of this 

chapter, which gives the results with this circuit, we find that the voltage 

generated at 15 metres is about twice that at 50 metres. To obtain the cor¬ 

rect oscillator voltage at the latter wavelength a fairly tight coupling is 

needed {t = —0.5). As a result thevoltage at 15 metres is considerably 

larger than is required for good conversion gain. 

Furthermore this large oscillator voltage promotes radiation by the receiv¬ 

er, while a tight coupling unfavourably influences the frequency drift 

of the mixer valve. The danger of frequency drift is in any case greatest 

around 15 metres when the tuning capacitance is low. Frequency drift 

due to varying the control bias on the R.F. input grid, or to mains voltage 

fluctuations, is roughly proportional to the square of the coupling factor. 

By weakening the coupling from t — —0.5 to t = — 0.25 the drift may be 

reduced about fourfold (see II H § 1). 

For the short-wave band a circuit is desirable which provides tight coupling 

at 50 metres, where the circuit impedance is small {Z — 5000 H), but loose 
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coupling at 15 metres, where the circuit impedance is large (Z = 15,00011). 

Such a circuit is shown in fig. 132a. The inductive coupling between and 

Lg is only half that in the circuits discussed hitherto, i.e. M/L^ = —0.25. 

By this coupling alone, the oscillator voltage obtained at 50 metres would 

_ be much too small. In addition to the nor- 

IT ii ^ grid-capacitor and leak, a capacitor C 
§rL ““ an inductor L are therefore connected 

7-^^ in the grid circuit in the manner indicated, 

the values of L and C being chosen to cause 

resonance at 55—60 metres. In consequence, 

magnification of the voltage induced in 

L2 occurs at the longer wavelength and 

the correct oscillator voltage is obtained in 

the 50 metres region. 

These qualitative considerations will now 

be confirmed, making use of the condition 

for oscillation. The equivalent circuit of 

the diagram in fig. 132a is given in fig. 132b, 

and we begin as usual with the formula: 

Fig. 132a. Circuit for generating constant 
oscUlator>voltage in the short-wave band, 

b. Eqiiivafent circuit of 132a. 

1 

t.Z, tot 

In this equation the values of t and Zigi require to be inserted. The value 

of the feedback ratio follows from: 

Va Zi + yo) (Li — M) -1 Ti 

g 

jo> (L 

X - 

^2 — M) r 

jeo L + f' 

1 

JO C 

(II C 7) 

The impedance between anode and cathode of the oscillator valve amounts to: 

1 1 { Z^i 4“ j4i) (Li — M) + Cy 
_ _ _ . 

Zi + jeo (Lj — M) Tj 

We thus obtain the following figure for the slope required: 

[ 1 + { Zi + JO. (Li -M) + r, }JO C„ ] [ JO (L + L,~M) 

(II C 8) 

V/ 

or: 

V/=- 

1 “4 ^-'2) + ^ + 

Zi (jo L + r) 

I '1 —o^LiQ '•i;< >c„ + JO® C„ 

(j O L + r) JO M 
(II C 9) 
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We are again supposing that no phase shift occurs by reason of the electron 

transit time in the valve, or on account of the presence of the grid capacitor 

and leak. The slope is therefore a real quantity and: 

or approximately: 

_ ^1 fl I ^_^ / 
M (I L; 6)2LC 77 V 

rn^ + Tj—CL' 

r /I — co2 Li Cy 

(II C 10) 

This approximation is permissible if 1. It will be seen that the 

required slope consists of 

two terms, the first pro- 

portional to C„ and the 

second to Cy^. The differ¬ 

ence between these two 

terms is more or less con- 
200 

St ant over a certain range. 

Fig. 133 shows the mea¬ 

sured performance of a 

circuit of this kind, the loo 
resonant frequency of the 

LC-network lying outside 

the waveband in curve I 

and within it in curve II. 

Bearing in mind the re- 
. « 1 I Fig, 133. Oscillator grid current igT ss a function of wavelength, 

quirements tor good track- for the circuit of fig. i32a. 
. , j , Curve I: the resonant frequency lies outside the waveband 
mg, tne second case is to Curve ll: the resonant frequency lies within the waveband. 

be avoided. 

It will be observed from the figure that the oscillator voltage does not vary 

more than 25%. The circuit described is of particular interest for all 

receivers of which a good short-wave performance is expected. 

EUctronenbuis 14 
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D. Design of the parallel-fed 

oscillator circuit 

§ I. Introduction 

In the designing of variable-mu mixer valves two requirements decide more 

or less the optimum oscillator voltage: minimum cross-modulation and low 

noise. With most valves this voltage is about 8 ^rms with 250 V supply 

voltage and about 4 YrmS with 100 V. 

In order to obtain this voltage the oscillator valve or the oscillator section 

of the frequency-changer must satisfy certain requirements, and the oscilla¬ 

tor circuit must be suitable for the supply voltage. Although the solution 

of this problem normally falls to the valve-maker, it is also important for 

the manufacturer of receivers to know what factors need consideration and 

what difficulties arise when it is sought to generate a specific oscillator vol¬ 

tage. These difficulties come from two sides: from the requirements which 

the oscillator circuit must meet, for example small frequency drift, and from 

the lack of control over such things as supply voltages, currents and slopes. 

In many cases, therefore, we have to content ourselves with a compromise. 

Although oscillator circuits are very numerous, consideration will here be 

limited to the most common arrangement, that with a tuned-anode circuit. 

This circuit has the advantage that variations of inter-electrode capaci¬ 

tances in the mixer section, due to control ofthe grid bias or to mains voltage 

fluctuations, affect the tuning less than in the case of the tuned-grid circuit. 

Such capacitance variations, in the tuned-anode arrangement, are trans¬ 

ferred to the tuned circuit only in proportion to the square of the feedback- 

ratio; as a result frequency drift due to gain control or to mains-voltage 

fluctuations is much smaller. Keeping the feedback ratio as low as possible 

is a further precaution against frequency drift. 

A disadvantage of the tuned-anode circuit is that the valve oscillates less 

readily, owing to the greater influence of the A.C.-resistance and ofthe grid/ 

anode capacitance. The effect of the former is expressed indirectly in 

equation (II B 50). 

In the tuned-anode circuit 111 < I. If we assume, for example, t == — 0 25 

and g = 20, we obtain for the factor (1 + ^ value of 0.80. 

If in a tuned-grid arrangement the same tuned circuit is used and the same 
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^tuned circuit 

16 
For coupling coil, then t ~ —4 and the impedance Z 

the factor tZ we find again tZ ~ circuit quantity (1 -|-) now 
4 lit 

amounts, however, to 0.99. 

The effect of the grid/anode capacitance is indicated by equation (II B 62). 

Cag reduces the feedback ratio by —-. Assuming Cr — 50 pF and 
^ag ■j~ ^r 

Cfig — 2 pF, we find that the reduction amounts to 0.04. In the tuned- 

anode case here discussed t = —0.25 and the feedback ratio is conse¬ 

quently^ diminished by 16%. In the tuned-grid arrangement the feedback 

ratio is t — —4 and the reduction represents only 1%. 

It might be thought that this drawback of the tuned-grid arrangement, 

namely the variation of the mixer-section inter-electrode capacitances with 

supply-voltage changes, could be avoided by taking the heterodyne voltage 

from the anode of the oscillator. In most cases, however, the voltage will be 

much too low. In general, the difficulties are so 

great that the tuned-anode circuit is used, unless 

special circumstances rule it out. With battery 

valves, for instance, which have only a small 

slope in the oscillator section, the tuned-anode 

arrangement is mostly impossible. Two cases of 

the tuned-anode circuit are to be distinguished: 

series-feed and parallel-feed. Normally the vol¬ 

tage from the power section or the battery is too 

high to be applied directly to the oscillator anode. 

In order to drop it to the required value a resistor 

may be joined in series with the tuned circuit; 

in that case we speak of series-feed, and we distin¬ 

guish two cases: 

a) the feed resistor is connected parallel to the 

padding capacitor (fig. I34a); 

b) the feed resistor is connected in series with the 

tuning inductor, while the padding capacitor 

is connected in series with the tuning capa¬ 

citor (fig, I34b.) 

As we saw in II C § I, it is also possible to supply the valve through a resis¬ 

tor parallel to the tuned circuit, and in such a case we speak of parallel- 

'feed. This circuit is shown in fig. 135. 

In aU the cases mentioned above the use of a capacitor Cjg is essential: in 

Fig. 134. Serics-fed tuned-anode 
oscillator circuit: 
a. with the feed resistor J?o >n paral¬ 
lel with the padding capacitor Cp\ 
b. with the feed resistor Ra in scries 
with the tuning coil. 
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the circuits of figs 134a and 135 to avoid applying a steady voltage to the 

tuning capacitor, and in that of fig. 134b to complete the oscillatory circuit. 

The circuits shown in figs 134a and b have, compared with the arrangement 

given in figs 135, these disadvantages: 

1. Waveband switching is rather complicated. 

2. The switch contacts carry a positive potential in relation to the chassis; 

this is undesirable from the safety point of view. 

3. The trend of oscillator voltage over the waveband is unfavourable; in 

the short-wave band, for example, a 

1 : 5 variation may be expected. At 

maximum oscillator voltage the mean 

current is smallest and the anode 

DC voltage in the triode therefore 

highest. For this reason the voltage 

characteristic over the short-wave 

band is affected very unfavourably. 

As we shall see, with parallel feed the tuned circuit receives additional 

damping from the feed resistor and more uniform oscillator voltage is 

obtained. 

Yet another drawback of the circuit of fig. 134a is that on medium waves, 

and even more so on long waves, the resistor Rq affects the tracking curve 

unfavourably (Chapter III B § 3). 

On account of these disadvantages parallel feed as shown in fig. 135 is to 

be preferred with the tuned-anode circuit, and only this arrangement will 

be considered further. 

In dimensioning the tuned-anode circuit we shall first enquire how the 

required oscillator voltage can be obtained in certain limiting conditions, 

such as low supply voltage (e.g. with 110 V DC mains) or low permissible 

anode current. 

The voltage across the tuned-anode circuit is in the first place determined 

by the ano^e current and the circuit impedance. The anode current depends, 

moreover, on the anode voltage, amplification factor and slope, while the 

circuit impedance comprises the tuned circuit itself, the parallel connected 

feed resistor and the A.C.-resistance of the valve. It will appear that none 

of these quantities can be fixed arbitrarily. This is quite clear, for instance, 

in the case of the feed resistor. If this is made too high the oscillator 

voltage will be too low. On the other hand if the resistor chosen is too 

low, although a high anode voltage will be obtained the circuit impedance 

will be damped too heavily. 

Similar observations can be made regarding the other quantities. 

Fig. 135. 
circuit. 

Parallel>fed tuned anode oscillator 
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It is therefore necessary, with the help of what has already been derived, 

to set up a general equation for the oscillator voltage and then to try and 

find the optimum values for all the terms which appear. 

§ 2. Expression for the oscillator voltage Vg 

The basic circuit of a parallel-fed oscillator is shown in fig. 136. 

The relation between oscillator voltage Vg and effective slope Sf,^ follows 

from II B §§ 2 and 3, where SeffjSo is given as a function of VgIVgo for 

difierent cases. If Vg j Vgo be¬ 

comes larger SeffjSo diminishes 

and over a considerable range it 

is approximately true that 

• ^- = / (= constant) 
^ go 

This relation can also be written 

in the following form: 

So 

Fig. 136. BaBic paralFel-fed tuned-anode oscillator circuit, 
indicating the symbols employed. 

Vg (II D 1) s,//• 
From fig. 86, which refers to a pure quadratic characteristic and to the case 

in which the oscillator voltage carries the grid just to the point at which 

grid current begins, and from the measured curve for the ECH 21 in fig. 89, 

we get an average value for f of 0.25. 

Starting from the condition for oscillation we can express Sgff in terms 

of the circuit elements and valve characteristics: 

^tot — 1 . . . . 
where: 

11 1 1 

^tot ^ eff 

We shall, for simplicity, assume that Cfc == cc. From II B § 9 [equation 

(II B 51)] it is evident that: 

Seff Ri eff = V-.(II D 4) 

Substituting equations (II D 2), (II D 3) and (II D 4) in (II D 1) we then 

obtain: 

(II D 2) 

(II D 3) 

So Vgo (l-t + 1) 
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Here Sq and Vgo Still depend on the steady anode potential and there¬ 

fore also on Rq, Therefore we shall express Sq and Vgo in terms of the valve 

characteristics and of the resistance Rq and the supply voltage Vf,, For 

this purpose we begin with the supposition that the valve characteristic 

can be represented by the quadratic equation: 

= .(110 6) 

in which p is an inherent quantity for the valve in question. As we saw 

earlier, an equation in this form is a good-enough approximation to the 

characteristic. From the equation we can now deduce: 

for the cut-oflF voltage: 

^60 = —.(II D 7) 
[J- 

for the initial slope: 

■So=f—) .(II D 8) 
\d Vg f Vg = o y. 

for the anode current at Vg ~ Vg = 0 V: 

f.(II D 9) 

The magnitude of p in equation (II D 6) is not generally known. For an 

oscillator valve the slope So_iqq (i.e. at Fg = 0 and Va = 100 V) is gener¬ 

ally quoted. From equation (II D 8) it follows that: 

. 

In order to give an idea of the numerical value of [i we furnish some figures 

for the ECH 21. For this valve (i = 20 and So_joo = ^ mA/V. Conscquently 

the quantity p is 3.10 * A/V^. 

Substituting equations (II D 7) and (II D 8) in (II D 5) gives: 

2 p/ (ixt + 1) 
Ve = --~-•.(II Dll) 

(z ^ 
From this equation needs to be eliminated; in its place we can write: 

Va^ Vb —lamed Ra.{tl D 12) 

If the oscillator voltage is not too low we can write: 

.(IID13) 
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Fig. 89 clearly shows the constancy of ratio lamedllao ECH 21 

(about 0.4). 

After substituting equations {II D 9) and (II D 13) in (II D 12) we obtain: 

Va=Vl, 
Ra C p 

or: 

Vb V 2 1_‘ y 
“ ^ RaC^ ^ RaC(i 

From this it follows that: 

1 |x2 
V — 

“ 2 i?a C p ^'4 1?, 

and 

" RaC^ * 1 ^2 RaC^Vb ' 4 [r, 

= 0.(II D 14) 

4 
Vb, 

iVbl RaC^Vb 

(II D 15) 

Finally, if we substitute equations (II D 15) and (II D 10) in (II D 11) we 

find: 

F,= --- 

2/(lxt i 1) _ KIOl^ _ |// V ^ 2 1^-) [ 
C [X f Iia(J yh So-lOit f \RaC Ffc So-100/ \RaC Fb So-loo/* 

I rw 

We can now derive a further equation expressing the relation between the 

oscillator voltage and the current consumption of the oscillator. If we 

substitute for p according to the relation: 

lamed .(II D 17) 

in equation (II D 11), we then obtain: 

2/(jxf + l) ZR„ 

C ' (x ‘ ' Z + Ra 
. (II D 18) 

In equation (II D 16) [x. So loo and are the quantities of which it is 

necessary to establish the optimum values. The values of Vb and t are 

known and depend on a variety of circumstances. The final equation is 

unfortunately so unconclusive that it is impossible by siifiple means to 

observe the effect of every term on Vg, We might therefore try to draw 
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some conclusions from a set of curves, each using different parameters. 

It is clear that with so many parameters in equation (II D 16) this is out 

of the question, but fortunately some of the variables may be combined, so 

as to leave a manageably small number of curves. It will appear possible 

to fix the most favourable value for (x, almost independently of the other 

quantities. Some terms occur in a tight combination. These circumstances 

serve to limit the total number of possibilities. 

§ 3. Determining the optimum value of the amplification factor fx 

As it is a fairly simple matter to make valves of different amplification 

factor, and the influence of the combination of (x and t in equation (II D 16) 

can be represented easily in the factor --.- - , it seems logical to begin 

by fixing the amplification factor. ^ 

Let us write equation (II D 18) in the form: 

2/(-(xf-l)^ ZRa 

In this formula there are tw o terms which are a function of the amplification 

factor (X and the tapping ratio t, namely: 

The origin of the first term is known; it is the influence of the effective AC- 

resistance of the valve on the basic equation (II B 3) which is transformed 

into (II B 50). It is at once clear that this term increases in value as (x be¬ 

comes greater (t < 0). 

In the second term we must take into account the voltage drop due to the 

direct current flowing through the resistance It is evident that for 

constant Ra the magnitude of the direct current la jn^d is dependent on 

the (X of the valve; a higher value of (x results in a smaller value of la jned- 
The two terms exert their maximum effect at a certain value of the ampli¬ 

fication factor (X, which we find to be dependent on the other parameters 

t and the combination Ra C Vfj So__iqq. 

The variation of the following factor in equation (II D 16) 

(+ixt fl)f_lOOix_ 

|X [ RaCVbSo-lOi) 
1 // X” . 27 \ W- A^ 
y \R^CVbSo-m) ^ \R<,CVbSo-mlr 

may now be shown as a function of {x, with the quantities (Ra C So_ioo) 

and t as parameters. 



First we shall consider 

what values the parame¬ 

ters can have. We know 

in practice that in normal 

receivers the feedback 

ratio in the short-wave 

band amounts to about 

0.4 — 0.5. In view of fre¬ 

quency drift resulting 

from control of the valve 

or mains voltage fluctu¬ 

ations this ratio should 

certainly be smaller, but 

in the 50-meter region 

the oscillator voltage 

would then be too low 

owing to the low circuit 

impedance (about 5000 

ohms). In the medium- 

wave and long-wave bands 

a lower ratio is however 

practicable, as is evident 

from equation (II B 31). 

In this equation the feed¬ 

back ratio is given for the 

case in which the padding 

0 5 10 15 —2C 
^5007 

Fig. 137. Factor A from equation (II D 16) as a function of /i for 

I ^ -0.5 and —0.2, and (KaCI'6So-,oo) = 200, 400, 2500, 5000 
and 10000. 

capacitor is in series with the tuning coil; the ratio is then: 

Bearing in mind tuning difficulties and the damping caused by the grid leak 

resistor, we must ensure in every case that t is less than 1 throughout the 

wavebands. In the long-wave range the padding capacitor is 150 pF and 

at the largest value of the tuning capacitor (Cj; — 500 pF) t therefore 

becomes: 

t ^ 
650 M , 
-< 1 
150 L 

Consequently at smaller values of the tuning capacitor (Cj; — 70 pF) the 
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/ 2 5 10 20 50 Ra kSh 

1 2 5 K) 20 50 Ra kJl 

Fig. 138. Oscillator voltage (peak) as a function of the feed resistance 
JRa. for 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 6 mA/V; calculated for a triode 
with = 20 and for a supply voltage of 100 V. 
a ) = 50 metres; Z=z 5000 ohms; t— —0.5 

b 15 metres; Z~ 15,000 ohms; t= —0.5 

c ) = 200—2000 metres; Z— 30,000 ohms; <= —0.23. 

feedback ratio is much 

smaller, viz: 

^ 220 M 

* 

We see, therefore, that on 

long waves the coupling 

MjL can be about 0.2 if 

we take care that t re¬ 

mains less than 1 at all 

points. 

Regarding the factor 

(RaCVh So_ioo) follow¬ 

ing is to be noted. A prac¬ 

tical value for Ra is about 

20,000 ohms. The supply 

voltage Vj, lies between 

100 and 250 V; So_ioo 

varies between 1 and 3 

mA/V with normal valves. 

For C we have already 

ascertained a value of 

0.4 (page 215). Small va¬ 

lues of {Ra C Vh So_ioo) 
are thus 200—400; aver¬ 

age values are 2500— 

5000, and 10,000 would 

be a large figure. For these 

reasons fig. 137 shows the 

variation of the factor A 

as a function of [x, for 

t = —0.5 and t = —0.2, 

for {R„ C Vb = 

200, 400, 2500, 5000 and 

10,000. It is evident from 

the curves that with t ~ 

—0.5 the factor reaches its maximum value when (x — 4—15, while with 

t = —0.2 the optimum value of the amplification factor is about 15—20. 

Taking into consideration that the triode section of some mixer valves, e.g. 

the ECH 21, must be suitable for use as an A.F. amplifier and must accor- 
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dingly have a high (x in 

most cases, we can regard 

a value of (jl = 20 as a 

satisfactory compromise. 

A triode section having 

this compromise value of 

fjL provides adequate A.F. 

amplification and alter¬ 

natively makes possible 

the generation of a suffi¬ 

cient oscillator voltage in 

all wavebands. 

§ 4. Determining the 

slope So-100 

Once the amplification 

factor |JL is determined, it 

becomes rather easier to 

get an idea of the magni¬ 

tude of the other factors. 

First we can, for the sake 

of simplicity, combine 

two quantities and there¬ 

by reduce the number of 

unknowns. We shall use 

the same figures as in § 3, 

viz.: Short-wave band: 

t = —0.5 

Z = about 5000 ohms (at 

50 metres) 

Z = about 15,000 ohms 

(about 15 metres) 

Medium- and long-wave 

bands; 

t - —0.25 

Z = about 30,000 ohms 

(including damping by 

grid current). 

The only supply voltages 

which need be considered 

50 Ra kSl 

Fig. 139. Oscillator voltage (peak) as a function of the feed resistance 
Ra for So~,oo= 1-5. 2, 3 and 6 luA/V; calculated for a triode with 

20 and for a supply voltage of 200 V. 
u 50 metres; Z= 5000 ohms; 1= —0.5 

b 15 metres; Z= 15000 ohms; —0.5 

c X— 200—2000 metres, Z== 30000 ohms; t— —.025 
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^5009 
Fig. 140. Oscillator voltage as a function of the slope So^,op, for 
various values of the feed resistance /fa- 

100 ’ ^'aising the slope makes the valve more 

are 100 V and 200—250 V. 

If we calculate the peak 

value of the oscillator vol¬ 

tage as a function of the 

parallel resistance Ra for 

values of S^^ioo 2, 

3 and 6 mA/V, and if we 

take the above mentioned 

values for t and Z and as¬ 

sume IX ~ 20, we obtain, by 

substituting in equation 

(II D 16), the curves of figs 

138 and 139. The first thing 

which follows from these 

graphs is that the oscillator 

voltage obtained increases 

with So__ioo9 though not pro¬ 

portionately. In order to at¬ 

tain the desired oscillator 

voltage of 8VrmS (11 Vpeak) 

in all circumstances, a cer¬ 

tain minimum slope is ne¬ 

cessary. Now we have not 

complete freedom in fixing 

complicated and also increases 

the current consumption of the heater. The latter result is of especial 

importance in battery valves. In present-day battery types has a 

value of about 1 mA/V (in the DK 21, 0.8 mA/V). With such valves we can 

reckon on a high tension supply of no more than 120 V; even with the 

optimum value of the oscillator voltage obtained is so low that the parallel- 

fed oscillator circuit must be condemned as impracticable, a tuned-grid 

arrangement being adopted instead. Under optimum conditions an oscillator 

voltage of about 2 V is obtainable with a battery valve at a wavelength 

of 50 metres (fig. 138a) and in the medium- and long-wave bands about 

3 V (fig. 138c). 

With A.C. and A.C./D,C. valves the circumstances are easier, because con¬ 

siderably higher slope is much more readily attainable. 

Fig. 139 shows that with a slope of ^ mA/V and = 200 V the 

required oscillator voltage of 11 V (peak) can be reached throughout the 

three wavebands if the parallel resistance Ra is of optimum value in each 
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case. With a slope of this value we find from fig. 138 that the oscillator 

voltage of 5 V required at == 100 V is not quite reached. It is not worth 

while to increase So_ioo improvement in performance is less than 

proportional, while a much larger heater-dissipation would be necessary. 

The small extent of the improvement is seen clearly in fig. 140, in which the 

oscillator voltage Vg is given as a function of So_ioo various values of 

the parallel resistance Ra^ 

§ 5. Determining the resistance Ra 

In the previous section it was assumed, in determining the slope, that the 

parallel resistance was of optimum value. For So_ioo ~ ^ mA/V and Vf, -■= 
100 V (fig. 138) this value lies between 10,000 and 30,000 ohms, and for 

Vf, = 200 V (fig. 139) between 7000 and 20,000 ohms. It should, however, 

be possible to use the same value in each case, for the curves display no 

sharp maxima. 

Beginning with the most difficult case, that of fig. 138a, we find that a value 

of 10,000 Q. is needed. There are reasons, however, against using such a low 

value: 

1. at a wavelength of 15 metres a low value of parallel resistance affects 

the oscillator voltage unfavourably; 

2. the parallel damping is greater, resulting in a noticeable detuning 

through phase shift in the circuit elements (Section III B § 3); 

3. the anode dissipation of the valve becomes excessive; 

4. as the valve oscillates very readily in the 15-metre region, the mean 

anode current is relatively low and consequently the anode voltage 

will be rather high, which with some valves is inadmissible. 

For these reasons we make the parallel resistance 20,000 ohms. The oscilla¬ 

tor voltage is then still sufficient in all bands, while phase shift is kept down. 

Furthermore both the anode dissipation and the anode voltage of the 

oscillator valve are held within permissible limits. 

§ 6. Changing from 100 V to 200 V mains 

A comparison of figs 138 and 139 shows that raising the supply voltage 

results in a more than proportionate increase in the oscillator voltage. (The 

factor between brackets in equation (II D 16) also increases with a rise in 

F5.) When changing from a 100 V supply voltage to one of 200 V the 

oscillator voltage becomes about three times as great. Now the usual mixer 

valves fortunately require only a low oscillator voltage at a supply voltage 

of 100 V, so that changing to a 200 V supply does not generally cause the 
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oscillator voltage to reach too high a value. If this does happen, however, 

special safeguards against radiation via the aerial circuit are necessary. 

§ 7. Anode dissipation of the valve 

Neglecting tuned-circuit losses, we can write for the anode dissipation JVa 
of the valve: 

med lammed 

From this equation we see that the anode dissipation would be nil when 

med “ 0 or when /„ jned ~ Between these two values of current 

is another at which the anode dissipation is a maximum, namely when: 

med — 

Vb 

2Rn 

The anode dissipation is then: 

- 

“ 41?; 
Wa 

In order to ascertain whether the dissipation can occur in practice we shall 

insert this value of j^ed iii equation (II D 18), thereby obtaining: 

/ 
Vb 

(xf 4" 1 1 

1 + Ra 

Z 

Filling in now the following practical figures: 

Vb = 250 V 

fx =20 

t = — 0.5 

Ra — 20,000 ohms 

Z = 5000 ohms, 

we find that the oscillator voltage Vg is about 14 V. Certainly such a voltage 

can easily occur, and it is therefore necessary to take care that the anode 

dissipation Wa max — Vb^l4}Ra does not exceed the published maximum. 

For the triode section of the ECH 21 and UCH 21 mixers the permissible 

anode dissipation is 0.8 W. Consequently there is a minimum value for the 

parallel resistance, namely: 

Vh^ 
UCH 21 and Vb = 200 V: «« =-— = 12,500 ohms; 

4 X 0.8 

1/.2 

ECH 21 and Vb = 250 V: Ra =- = 20,000 ohms. 
4 X 0.8 
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The value of 20,000 ohms already found does not, therefore, conflict with 

the maximum anode dissipation. 

§ 8. Voltage at the anode of the valve 

It remains to be discovered whether this value of resistance is compatible 

with the permitted anode voltage, which for the UCH 21 and ECH 21 is 

175 V, The highest anode voltage will obviously occur with the highest 

supply voltage, i.e. 250 V. From equations (II D 14) and (II D 10) it follows 

that 

200 n _200V aix , 

C Rfl C Sq_JQQ 

or: 

Rn 
15,000 X 20 

0.4 X 30,000 X 3 X 10~^ 

8000 ohms 

The value of resistance calculated in § 5 is thus acceptable in relation to the 

permitted maximum anode voltage. 

§ 9. Steady anode current U mad of the oscillator 

The current consumption of the oscillator may be deduced directly from 

equation (II D 18). For the examples given in § 4 and § 5 the calculated 

figures are as under: 

in
 

O 1 I II 3mA/V 

O
 II R a — 20,000 ohms 

n = 100 V 200 V 250 V 

t 
z 

m (V) 

med 

(mA) ‘(V) 

Ja med 

(mA) 

y, 

(V) 

med 

(mA) 

—0.5 5 3.4 1.6 9.3 5.2 12.8 7.2 

—0.5 15 7.2 n 20.5 4.1 27.5 5.8 

—0.25 30 4.5 ■ 12.4 5.2 17.1 7.2 

§ 10. Measurements 

The theoretical results obtained in the preceding section were tested by 

measurements on the triode part of a UCH 21. The initial slope at an anode 
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Fig. 141. Oscillator grid current in the triode section of the UCH 21 
as a function of frequency, for various values of the feed resistance 
fla, with 100 V 
a short'wave band 
b medium>wave band 
c long-wave baud. 

voltage of 100 V is 3 mA/V. 

Using a normal coil assembly, 

the current through the grid 

leak was measured against 

frequency for various values 

of the parallel resistance, and 

the results are reproduced in 

figs 141a, b and c for three 

different wavebands. It will 

be noted that at 6 Mc/s (50 

metres) the greatest oscilla¬ 

tor voltage is obtained with 

a parallel resistance of 10,000 

ohms, but that at 20 Mc/s 

(15 metres) 20,000ohms yields 

the highest voltage. At 50 

metres a grid current of 50 (xA 

flows with Ra = 20,000 ohms; 

this corresponds to an oscil¬ 

lator voltage of 3.2 V (grid 

leak RgX = 47,000 ohms) 

and is in agreement with the 

calculated value in fig. 138a. 

In the medium-wave and 

long-wave bands we obtain, 

with Rfj, — 20,000 ohms, an 

oscillator voltage of about 

5 V, which is sufficient for 

good conversion gain. Fig. 

141 shows that the optimum 

value Ra — 10,000 ohms for 

the short-wave range differs 

only slightly from the most 

favourable value for the 

other two bands. The variation of oscillator voltage over the short-wave 

band is 2:1. The measured results for a 250 V supply are given in 

figs 142a, b, and c. Here also the best value for at 6 Mc/s is 10,000 ohms. 

With Ra — 20,000 ohms the oscillator voltage is 11 V, which agrees with 

the calculated figure. In the medium- and long-wave bands the oscillator 

voltage is about 15 V. 
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Fig. 142. Oscillator grid current in the triode section of the UCH 21 
us a function of frequency, for various values of the feed resistance 

J?o, with 250 V. 
a short-wave band, 
b medium-wave band, 
c long-wave band. 

§ II. Effect of the coupling 
capacitor 

In our calculations we have 

taken no account of the size 

of the coupling capacitor, 

assuming throughout that its 

capacitance was high enough 

to be neglected. It was demon¬ 

strated in II C § 1, however, 

that in the long-wave band 

the magnitude ofthe capacitor 

undeniably has a considerable 

influence on the trend ofthe 

oscillator voltage. Had this 

capacitor been brought under 

notice in the preceding sec¬ 

tion, however, the discussion 

would have been of less 

general application. For this 

reason it has hitherto been 

ignored, and a correction for 

the magnitude of Cfe must be 

made subsequently. It was 

shown in II C § 1 that the 

influence of Ck consists mainly 

in the raising of the feed¬ 

back ratio at high frequencies 

and in the lowering of the 

ratio at low frequencies. In 

the middle of the waveband, 

therefore, the effect of the 

coupling capacitor may be 

neglected. The value of the 

earlier discussion is unim¬ 

paired provided that, when 

determining the feedback 

ratio, the presence of Cfc is 

taken into consideration. 

EUctronenbuis 15 
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§ 12. Conclusions 

Summarising, the following points may be stated regarding parallel-fed 

oscillator circuits: 

1. For every case there is an optimum value for the (x of the valve, a good 

compromise being 20. The valve then functions very well on medium 

and long waves and, when used as an A.F. amplifier, provides adequate 

gain. In the short-wave band it still yields a satisfactory oscillator 

voltage at 50 metres. 

2. The slope of the valve must be at least 2 mA/V. Increasing it beyound 

3 mA/V gives no proportionate increase in the oscillator voltage. Battery 

valves have too low an initial slope for use with parallel-fed oscillator 

circuits. AC valves, which possess an initial slope of 3 mA/V at an anode 

voltage of 100 V, provide a satisfactory oscillator voltage. 

3. The oscillator voltage attainable with a valve of 3 mA/V initial slope 

amounts to about 3.5 V at 50 metres. In the medium- and long-wave 

bands it is about 4—5 V with a 100 V supply. The circuit cannot deliver 

a higher oscillator voltage unless the supply voltage is raised; with 200 V 

it is about three times as great. 

4. There is an optimum value for the parallel resistance. In the short-wave 

band it is around 10,000 ohms. A compromise value of 20,000 ohms is 

chosen, however, after taking into consideration damping, detuning due 

to phase shift, and the permissible anode dissipation of about 0.8 W 

with normal valves. 

5. The current consumption of a valve with an amplification factor (x = 20 

and initial slope Sq^^qq = 3 mA/V is, on a supply of 100 V, about 1.8 

mA, on 200 V 4.8 mA and on 250 V 6—7 mA. 
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E. Squegging oscillation 

§ 1. Introduction 

Apart from the effect required, various subsidiary effects occur during the 

mixing process which must be regarded as parasitic phenomena. Some of 

them appear also in the R.F. and. IF. stages and are dealt with in Chapter IV 

of this book and in Chapter XIII of book III. They include, for exam¬ 

ple, cross-modulation, modulation hum, background noise, hum distur¬ 

bances and microphony. A parasitic effect not met with in the R.F. and 

I.F. stages, but which is of especial importance in the mixing operation, 

is squegging oscillation. 

Squegging is prone to occur as a parasitic phenomenon in receivers with 

reaction and in oscillator circuits with excessively tight back-coupling. It 

can make itself shown in various ways, for instance by a squeaking sound, 

or by a succession of whistles distributed over the waveband, or by a strong 

hiss. If an attempt is made to 

tune in such a squegging oscillator 

on a separate receiver a whole 

series of tuning points is found. 

In order to gain an insight into 

squegging oscillation an oscillo¬ 

gram of the voltage across an 

oscillating circuit was taken. With 

the circuit in a condition of squeg¬ 

ging the trace has the form seen 

in fig. 143. We see that the ampli¬ 

tude of the oscillation grows rapid¬ 

ly to a certain point, afterwards 

falling to zero; the whole process 

is completed in a very short time, for example during 60 R.F. cycles, 

and is repeated several thousand times a second. 

Clearly in this case the state of stable equilibrium described in B § 1, in 

which the oscillator voltage and the grid bias become so large that the 

eft'ective slope is reduced to the exact value required, is not realised. Owing 

to damping of the circuit, the oscillator voltage and the grid bias adjust 

Fig. 113. Oscillogram of the voltage across an overoscil¬ 
lating oscillator circuit, as a function of time. 
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Fig. 144. Oscillogram of the alternating vol¬ 
tage across a normally-oscillating circuit as 
a function of time, the anode supply being 
periodically interrupted. 

State. On the anode supply 

decreases exponentially. 

themselves only after some delay. In cer¬ 

tain circumstances this stationary balance 

may temporarily be lacking. Such a condi¬ 

tion is seen in the oscillogram of fig. 144, 

which shows the alternating voltage across 

a normal oscillator circuit as a function 

of time. The anode circuit of the valve was 

interrupted periodically. The oscillatory 

voltage does not reach its eventual ampli¬ 

tude instantaneously; it first increases 

rapidly, then wavers about its equilibrium 

value and finally settles down to the steady 

being broken, the amplitude of oscillation 

§ 2. Equilibrium adjustments with various values of grid bias 

As the grid bias and the oscillator voltage do not at once adjust themselves 

to their final value, we shall find it worth while to investigate the state of 

balance at various values of fixed grid bias derived, for instance, from a 

battery. According to B § 1 the effective slope must equal the required slope 

if oscillation is to be stable. In fig. 14S, for the idealised ial^g characteristic 

of fig. 84, we have shown both slopes as a function of the oscillator voltage, 

at various values of negative grid bias. Curve I of fig. 145a indicates effective 

slope against oscillator voltage for a initial bias Vg — 0. As long as 

the oscillator voltage remains less than the cut-off voltage Vgo the slope 

Seff equals the initial slope Sq. At larger amplitudes the effective slope 

gradually declines to the final value of 5^/2*. 

At I in fig. 145b we have a similar curve for Vg ~ — V2 ^go* For an 

oscillator voltage less than Vgo /2 the slope is equal to Sq; at larger voltages 

it decreases gradually to the limiting value of So/2. Curve I of fig. 145c 

shows the variation of slope with Vg ^ed = — Vgo; in this case the effec¬ 

tive slope is always equal to 5^/2, because during every half-cycle the 

whole characteristic is traversed. 

In figs 145d, e, f and g similar curves are given for Vg med ~ —2 Fgo, 

—3 Vgo^ —3.3 Vgo and —4 Vgo» As long as no anode current flows S^ff 

is zero. Only after anode current begins to flow can we properly speak of 

an effective slope (its variation is depicted in curve I of figs 145d, e,f 

and g) and with very large amplitudes it approaches the limiting value So/2. 

* This is the limit necessarily reached, because we can assume that at very large oscillator voltages one half of each 
cycle traverses a region in which the slope is So and the other half a re gion where the slope is nil. 
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Fig. 145. ScffjSo ns a function of Vgj Vgo fcr various values of Vgmed- Curves I show 
the effective slope oblained, as a function of the oscillator voltage, and curves II the 
required slope for stable oscillation. Stability is secured if the slope obtained is equal 
to the required slope, i.e. at the intersections A and B of curves I and II. Balance 
at points B is always stable, but at points A only in certain circumstances. The limiting 

value of SeffjSo lies at 0.5. 
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We shall now assume that the required slope is constant, provided no grid 

current flows, and that it is determined solely by the damping of the tuned 

circuit. Curves II in figs 145a~g, which indicate the slope required for 

steady oscillation, then all begin at the same value. If grid current flows 

the required slope is higher. The damping due to grid current is given by 

the equation: 

Rhf = —.(II B 59) 
Sin Z a 

a- 
2 

(see section II B § 9). Here Rg is the grid A.C. resistance and cos a = 

VgmedlVg [equation (II B 53)]. 

This damping has a certain limiting value, namely 2 7?^, and consequently 

there is also a limiting value for the required slope. With a normally tapped 

oscillator coil and a customary value of grid AC-resistance jRg, a limiting 

value of about 1.2 Sq is found with indirectly-heated types. 

In the state of equilibrium the eflective slope equals the required slope, 

and in fig. 145 this condition is therefore represented by the intersection 

of curves I and II. In figs 145 a, b and c only one intersection, B, occurs, 

so that in these cases only one state of balance is possible*. 

In figs 145d and e we find two points of intersection, A and B. In fig. 145 f 

curves I and II touch, while in g they have no contact at all. In this last 

case the required slope is evidently greater than the available slope for every 

oscillator voltage; in other words the circuit does not oscillate. Fig. 145 f 

refers to the limiting case of the maximum negative bias at which the cir¬ 

cuit will stiU just oscillate; increasing the bias further causes oscillation to 

cease. The question now is: to which of the intersection points A and B in 

figs 145d and e will the oscillator adjust itself when fixed negative grid bias 

is applied? It is evident that the valve adjusts itself to point B, because 

the balance at A is unstable. After the onset of oscillation we first arrive 

at point A. As the oscillator voltage rises the effective slope will increase 

faster than the required slope, and a further rise in the oscillator voltage 

will result. 

The adjustment at point B is stable in all circumstances. Should the oscilla¬ 

tor voltage rise, the required slope increases faster than the effective slope 

and the oscillator is forced back to the point of equilibrium B. 

If the negative grid bais is gradually increased from Vg med — 0 

• Regarding fig. 1458^ the following should be noted. At Fg med " 0 the gri<l damping is 2i?g for every oscillator 
voltage. In the rase of a straight grid>current characteristic curve II would run straight from the initial value to the 
limiting value. In reality the lower part of the grid-current characteristic is curved, so that the required slope follows 
the trend indicated by curve 11^ The point of intersection fi ^ corresponds to the state of equilibrium to which the 
oscillator adjusts itself when Vgmed ~ 0. 
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amplitude of the oscillator voltage adjusts itself successively to all the 

points B in figs 145a to f inclusive; eventually oscillation ceases (fig. 145g). 

§ 3. Equilibrium adjustment with automatic grid bias 

When a grid capacitor and leak are used the situation may be entirely 

different. If now the oscillator voltage rises, the grid bias increases automa¬ 

tically and the effective slope therefore declines. Should this effect take 

control of the circuit, an originally unstable condition will be rendered 

stable. The final state of equilibrium is then determined by one of the points 

A in fig. 145. 

The progress of the oscillation is now as follows. When Vg — 0 the 

effective slope is greater than the required slope; the valve therefore goes 

into oscillation and should adjust itself to point B' in fig. 145a. It does not 

reach that point, however, because while the amplitude of oscillation has 

been rising towards point the grid bias has so increased that the adjust¬ 

ment shifts to that of fig. 145b. If, for example, the amplitude rises to P5, 

Vg jfied as a result reach the final value indicated in fig. 145c. and so on. 

The rate at which the osciUator voltage and the grid bias increase depends 

on many factors and these will be dealt with in detail. 

These factors may be such that from a particular moment of time Vg med 

increases faster than Vg. With a grid capacitor and leak of low RC-value 

Vg med reach finality little later than the oscillator voltage; on the 

other hand with a large RC-value the attainment of a steady bias voltage 

is much delayed. 

It will also be clear that the rate of increase of the oscillator voltage depends 

on the available surplus of effective slope. 

The various stages in figs 145 a to g inclusive can be set out in a series of 

curves. We show first of all, in fig. 146, the case in which Vg mpd-> following 

Vg almost instantaneously, adjusts itself to a stable point A. In this dia¬ 

gram curve II represents the required slope. The gradually increasing 

oscillator voltage (plotted on the horizontal axis) is shown with different 

values for Vg med- 

Curve 1 is valid for the negative grid bias corresponding to the oscillator 

voltage Pg(i) (compare curve I in fig. 145a) and its point of intersection 

Pi with the vertical corresponding to represents the effective slope 

obtained. 

Since surplus slope, represented by the distance O^P^, is still present in this 

state of balance, the oscillator voltage will increase to a value of say 

at which the grid bias will be greater; the relative slope curve is now curve 

2. The distance O2P2 represents in this case the excess of effective slope. 
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Finally, the intersection of the Sej^-curve with the perpendicular corres¬ 

ponding to the oscillator voltage 3) falls on line II, representing the required 

slope, at P^; in this case there is no longer any surplus slope and the ampli¬ 

tude ought therefore to remain constant. The grid bias Vg med has, how¬ 

ever, still not reached its final value, and 

it consequently rises somewhat, say to 

the value given by curve 4: the effective 

slope is then represented by P4. Now 

this slope is lower than the value needed, 

and for this reason the oscillator voltage 

will drop. As the bias follows the oscilla¬ 

tor voltage almost instantaneously, 

Fg med ^ill also decrease, and in this 

way we come say to point P5. During 

th is short space of time the oscillator 

voltage will swing above and below a 

point of equilibrium but will eventually 

adjust itself to a certain amplitude, P^j in fig. 146, to which curve 6 corres¬ 

ponds. After the oscillator has adjusted itself to this point no further varia¬ 

tion will occur. 

Similar curves may be drawn for the case in which the grid bias follows the 

oscillator voltage only after an appreciable interval (see fig. 147). At first 

the same intersection points Pj and are found. At point P3 the oscillator 

voltage has reached equilibrium, 

although the grid voltage has still 

to make good a certain lag. We 

first obtain, for example, curve 4 

with the intersection P4: here a 

much greater lack of effective slope 

is evident than in the correspon¬ 

ding case in fig. 146, and once more 

we find that the grid bias has not 

reached its final value: it is still 

increasing, while the oscillator 

voltage is decreasing. 

So we arrive at curve 5, the rela¬ 

tive value of the oscillator voltage being represented by P5 on the horizontal 

axis. This means that the effective slope is nil, and in consequence the 

oscillation will rapidly die away. From its value in curve 5 the negative grid 

bias will recede, and for curve 6 the oscillator voltage may be indicated by. 

Fifr. 147. The SHnie curves as in fig. 146, but for the 
eat'e in which the negative grid bias lags considerably 
behind the oscillator voltage; i.c. when the KC-time 
is large. First the oscillator voltage increases to a 
particular value, at which the actual effective slope 
equals the required slope. The negative grid bias 
however continues to rise, and the effective slope fulls 
so much that oscillation declines and finally ceases. 

Fig. 146. Variation of effective slope as a function 
of the oscillator voltage at the grid bias appro 
priate theret<i, if the ffC-time is fairly small. The 
successive values to which the slope adjusts itself 
are given by the points P. The oscillator voltage 
finally settles down at J%. 
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say, Pfi, Finally the oscillator voltage drops to zero (point P7) and the grid 

bias diminishes until oscillation begins once more. The whole phenomenon 

is known as squegging oscillation. The oscillogram in fig. 148, like that in 

fig. 143, gives a picture of such squegging oscillation and shows the varia¬ 

tion of grid voltage as a function of time. From this the grid bias at any 

instant can be determined: its magnitude is equal to the mean of the 

instantaneous values of the K.F. voltage and is indicated in the figure by a 

white line. With the circuit from which the oscillogram was derived it was 

ascertained, by varying the grid bias, that oscillation began as soon as 

Vg med became more positive than —9 V. This point is identified in 

fig. 148 by the figure 9 (the cut-olF voltage of the valve was —lOV). After the 

onset of oscillation the oscillator voltage increases very rapidly to a certain 

maximum, beyond which it quickly 

declines. It is clear from the course 

of the grid bias in this oscillogram 

that the decline begins at Vg ^ned 

— —29 V. If the circuit is allowed 

to oscillate steadily, with the grid 

capacitor shorted and bias provi¬ 

ded by a potentiometer, it is again 

found that the oscillation dies away 

at Vg rned = —29 V. Evidently at 

this voltage the situation shown 

in fig. 145 is reached. Owing to 

lack of slope the oscillation falls 

to zero. It will also be observed 

from fig. 148 that while an appre¬ 

ciable grid current is flowing the 

grid bias increases very rapidly. 

During this very short period large positive grid voltages occur, and these 

are clearly to be seen in the oscillogram of fig. 148 as a peak below the 

horizontal axis. Furthermore it wiU be noticed that, due to the presence 

of the RC-combination, the grid bias attains its maximum some cycles 

later than the oscillator voltage. If the grid bias reaches a value of about 

—30 V the grid becomes less positive during the peaks of the alternating 

voltage and at the same time the grid bias increases more slowly. 

Before the grid current falls to nil, the bias is already decreasing again. The 

grid leak now discharges the grid capacitor faster than it is charged by the 

grid current. As soon as grid current ceases the bias decreases according to 

the well-known exponential function until Vg ^ed ~ —9 V is again reached. 

Fig. 148. Oscillogram of the V'oltage at the grid of an 
oscillator, as a function of time. In this trace the 
occurrence of squegging oscillation os explained by the 
curves of lig. 147 is plainly seen. For clarity the variation 
of grid bias is intlicated also. 
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It follows from the foregoing that squegging oscillation occurs when the 

equilibrium indicated by point A in fig. 145 is not realised, and the oscilla¬ 

tion seeks to adjust itself to point B. The stability of the point A may not 

be sufficient to prevent squegging; the adjustment may so quickly be passed 

over that a region of instability is again reached. 

The danger can be made clear with the following 

example from mechanics, in which an inherently 

stable position is passed over so rapidly that 

instability again results. Fig. 149 shows the 

contour of a switchback. A is a point of equilibrium 

for a ball placed there. But a ball rolling down 

from B may pass this point with such velocity 

that it reaches C and enters the unstable region 

CD. In order now to establish the conditions 

for good stability at point A we should follow 

the growth of the oscillation step by step to this point. Owing to 

various unrelated factors, however, this is difficult to do, and we satisfy 

ourselves with observing that squegging oscillation will certainly occur if 

the equilibrium points A are unstable. 

Investigations have demonstrated that stability of the points A is in every 

case essential to the avoidance of squegging oscillation. For this reason it is 

worth enquiring whether, in a circuit including a grid capacitor and leak, 

an amplitude differing lit tie from the amplitude at point A tends to approach 

the adjustment at point A or to move away from it. In the latter case squeg¬ 

ging oscillation is bound to occur. We shall see later from several factors 

that instability at A can be predicated with certainty. 

As mentioned above, A is a point of equilibrium and the corresponding 

amplitude is consequently steady. An amplitude differing from that at A 

will however vary with time, because not all determining influences are in 

balance. It is thus possible to state an equation with the amplitude as a 

function of time; from this equation it will be apparent whether, after some 

time, the amplitude settles down at point A. 

§ 4. Investigating the stability of the equilibrium adjustment 

Thorough investigation of stability, or rather of the various transient con¬ 

ditions, necessitates calculating the effect on the amplitude of an excess 

of slope, and ascertaining how this amplitude influences the negative grid 

bias and therefore the effective slope and the damping. 

In the calculations which follow we shall indentify the values assumed 

by the various quantities in the contemplated steady condition by using 

Figr. 149. Mechanical example of a 
stable point A, which can be unstable 
if the ball passes it with sufficient 
velocity to reach point C. 
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the index s. During the transient period the quantities will generally deviate 

from these values by an amount to be denoted by a small letter. It may 

happen, then, that exceptionally an amplitude will be indicated by a small 

letter. Before the oscillation reaches a steady value, therefore: 

Seff ~ Seff^ 4~ ^eff 9 

med “ medg ^g medt 

Ig med ~ medg 4" med* 

The behaviour of the circuit is now known if we can establish the variation 

of one of these quantities, Vg^ etc. as a function of time. If the quantity 

eventually approaches nil a steady condition arises and the circuit is 

therefore stable. 

It is possible to state two equations in which only the quantities Vg and 

Vg med appear. The first, with Vg^ relates to phenomena in the tuned circuit, 

the second to the variation Vg med grid voltage in the grid capacitor 

— grid leak — valve combination. But it is first necessary to express Sf>ff 

and ig med iri terms of Vg and Vg med- 

In fig. 150 we have the basic tuned-anode back-coupled circuit. 

When oscillation is present the tuned circuit holds a certain quantity of 

energy which at the instant of maximum voltage is concentrated entirely 

in the capacitor. If the amplitude of the voltage is Va this energy is: 

P=^hCvV„^.(II El) 

During oscillation, however, power is lost in the circuit resistance r, and 

the circuit energy P therefore decreases with time. On the other hand the 

alternating anode current is supplying power to the tuned circuit, and the 

difference between the loss and gain determines whether P increases or 

decreases. The power lost in the resistance r is: 

V 2 y a 

(o2L2 
r. 

The anode current supplies: 

* In this section the value of M/i, is pusiti\c. 
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The circuit energy therefore changes each second hy an amount: 

1 / ^ Va^.(II E 2) 

Expressing this change, by diflferentiating equation (II E 1), as a variation 

in the amplitude of the voltage (i.e. as a variation in the successive ampli¬ 

tudes) we find: 

.2L2 r 

LC„ 
(II E 3) 

Now in the steady state as much power is supplied as is lost in the resis¬ 

tance r. The amplitude then remains constant and: 

dVa 

In this case the effective slope is Using equation (II E 3) we can 

write: 

Spff M 
0 = - _- r.(II E 4) 

Cv 

(This agrees entirely Avith the condition for oscillation (II B 18).) Subtract¬ 

ing this equation from (II E 3) we then get: 

.(II E 5) 
dt 2 LCy 

and similarly, since is a specific fraction of : 

/7|; SpfT M Va 
^_i*-.(II E 6) 

dt 2 LC„ 
(II E 6) 

This differential equation shows how Vg behaves in relation to time. As 

already mentioned, it is still necessary to express Spff in terms of Vg and 

Vg jned* ^eff is dependent on Vg and Vg medf i^^ the case of a small 

deviation Spff can therefore be written as: 

Wi;*- 
‘'t. yarned. 
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If this value of s^ffis substituted in equation (II E 6) we have: 

Tried.(II E 7a) 

in which: 

^gs / 5 Seff \ 

YT^yVVg) 

_ ^gs ^ ^ 

2 L I Vg med 

(II E 7b) 

The next stage in the calculation is the stating of an equation for the grid 

capacitor-grid leak-valve combination. 

For the currents at the junction of the grid 

capacitor and leak in fig. 150 we get: r-—-1 

4- C —_ I 

Vg jncd represents the absolute value of the 

negative grid bias. Since in the steady state 

Eff med o _ 
--5-= hmedg. 

Fig. 150. Baftic tuned-anode oscilla¬ 
tor rircuit. 

we find by subtracting this from the previous equation: 

+ c, *5-"- .(II E 8) 

This equation expresses the behaviour of Vg j^ed a function of time. As 

ig is also dependent on Vg and Vg ^ed^ variation of ig med <^an be 

written as: 

^ Ig med \ \ ^ \ 

^ ^Vg„,ed, ^ 

med* 

If we substitute this value of ig med in equation (II E 8) we obtain: 

(IVa med 
Cvg — Dvg med.(HE 9a) 
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in which; 

and 

C — ^ \ 
CrX'dVg / Vgmedg 

2) _ JLr f_^ med \ 
Crl\ ^Vg„,ed)Vgs 

(II E 9b) 

The differential coefficients C and D will later be worked out further. 

From equations (II E 7a) and (II E 9a) the differential equation for Vg^ 

expressed in B^C and D, can be derived by eliminating Vg Differen¬ 

tiating equation (II E 7a) gives 

med 

dt^ dt dt 
(II E 10) 

From equations (II E 7a) and (II E 9a) TV ^ IXUIVI. « 

dVg tned ^ D D dv 
— CVa-- AVa H-- 

^ ^ Bdt dt 
(II E 11) 

Substituting (II E 11) in (II E 10) gives: 

^ + (D-a/-^ +(BC~AD)v, = 0 . (HE 12) 

It is therefore clear that the value of Vg is given by the general equation 

for oscillation. From this we may draw the conclusion that Vg dies away to 

nothing if the “damping coefficient”, i.e. the coefficient of dvgjdt in the 

diflferential equation, and furthermore the coefficient of Vg, are positive. 

The condition for a stable balance at point A thus becomes: 

D > A.(II E 13) 

provided (BC— AD) > 0. Usually this latter condition is satisfied. 

If we now substitute the values of D and A in equation (II E 13) we 

finally get: 

1 

~Cr 

/ med \ 1 ^ ^ y 

V a Vg medi Vg, J 2LC„ U Fg / Vg med. 
(II E 14) 

The way in which the amplitude settles down, like a damped oscillation, 
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to eventual equilibrium, is clearly seen in the oscillogram of fig. 144 where, 

by periodic interruption of the anode voltage, the oscillation was contin¬ 

ually compelled to readjust itself. 

§ 5. Qualitative conclusions from the condition for stability 

From the stability equation we can now draw some important conclusions 

regarding the circuit elements and valve constants in a specific oscillator. 

a. Conclusions regarding circuit elements 

1. In order to prevent squegging oscillation it is advisable to keep the value 

of the grid capacitor Cr small. It cannot however be reduced indefinitely, 

or an unfavourable voltage division across the input capacitance and 

grid/anode capacitance of the valve will occur (B § 9). 

2. The grid leak R must have as low a value as possible. 

These stipulations for the grid capacitor and leak agree with the prac¬ 

tical results obtained earlier. 

3. It follows from the second term of equation (II E 14) that a large feed¬ 

back ratio M/L increases the risk of squegging oscillation. Experience 

with old-time receivers equipped with reaction confirms this statement 

and also explains why the oscillator section of the mixing valve shows 

the greatest tendency to squeg on short waves, for in that band the 

feedback ratio Mjfj is considerably larger than in the medium-wave 

and long-wave bands. 

4. Finally, squegging oscillation is especially liable to occur when the 

tuning capacitor has a low value, as it has at the bottom of the 

waveband. 

d. Conclusions regarding the constants of the oscillator valve 

1. From the requirement for stability (II E 14) it is evident 

that[— \ must be large at the point of balance 
\ ^ med ^ 

A, i.e. a change of Vg jned must result in a large change of 

grid current Ig med- This means that with a steep grid-cur- 

rent characteristic squegging oscillation occurs less readily. 

With some valves, for instance the ECH 21 and UGH 21, 

such a characteristic is achieved by providing the grid with an 

anode-like extension (fig. 151). 

Fig. 151. The grid of the oscillator section in the mixing valve ECH 21; the lowest part is built 
as a diode. 
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2. It will further be noticed that squegging is discouraged when 

Sgff 

3 V, ̂
 med^ 

has a low value. Regarding this we note from the 

example of fig. 145 (straight iaj^g characteristic) the following: 

/ ^ \ • 
In figs 145a and b I-- is negative or nil. In such a case the 

\ 'd Vg / V , 
* meds 

adjustment is always stable. In fig. 145c 
U V, is always equal 

^ ^ Vg medg 

to zero, i.e. the adjustment is also stable for oscillator voltages less than 

the cut-oflf voltage. In figs 145d to g inclusive stability at point A 

depends (with specific values of circuit elements and a given shape of 

/ ^ \ 
grid-current characteristic) on the magnitude of F^and-- I 

Having derived these conclusions from equation (II E 14), we shall of course 

endeavour to make quantitative predictions. The values of the various cir¬ 

cuit elements are already known accurately enough; the two differential 

quotients in equation (II E 10), are however, still to be determined. In the 

last of the conclusions use was made of data from fig. 145, which is based 

on a straight ia/^g characteristic. In general, however, more accurate infor¬ 

mation is required. The values of the differential quotients may be ascer¬ 

tained by measurements with the valve concerned (E § 6) or by calculation 

with the help of a suitable approximation of the valve characteristic (E § 7). 

§ 6. Measuring the 
differential quotients 

^ ^g med 

^ med 
and 

\ 

^ Vg „,ed, 

The measurements may be made with the circuit of fig. 152. The impedance 

Z is tuned to the frequency of the. signal-generator C. 

TheA.C. voltage Vg at the grid is measured with a diode-voltmeter 

the A.C. voltage across the tuned-anode circuit with the diode voltmeter 

DMg, and the steady voltage Vg jned t^e grid with the voltmeter VM, 

The grid current through the leak R can be determined with the microam¬ 

meter AM, The negative bias Vg ^ned on the grid is controlled by means 

of the potentiometer P. 
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a. Measuring 
^ med \ 

^ Vg med / y 

1 
n 11 
1_i 

L-J 

gs 

In order to determine this quan¬ 

tity at the point of balance A 

we proceed as follows: 

First the oscillator voltage and 

the negative bias at the equili¬ 

brium point A are ascertained. 

If we substitute a feedback coil 

for the signal generator and 

connect the grid leak R straight 

to the cathode, the oscillator 

voltage and the negative bias at the grid can then be read ofi the diode- 

voltmeter DM I and the voltmeter VM respectively. The measured values 

correspond to those at point A. 

152. Circuit for mcasuriiif 

Vgmed • Vg 

the qiiautiliei^ 

gmed 

Let us assume, for example, that for an ECH 21 with a grid leak of 50,000 

ohms the oscillator voltage in a particular circuit amounts to 8 

^ med 

^ med 
and that for this adjustment the ratio 

mined. 

is to be deter- 

gs 

The feedback coil is replaced by the signal generator G, The oscillator vol¬ 

tage and the negative bias are then adjusted to mutually appropriate 

values with the help of the signal generator G and the potentiometer P, 

the grid leak being again joined direct to the cathode. If the oscillator 

voltage Vg^ is kept constant, the change of Ig med <iue to varying Vg med 

(observable on meter VM) can be read off the microarnmeter AM, The 

value of ( ) 
^ ^^g med ' 1/ 

is the quotient of these two readings. 

For the ECH 21, with an oscillator voltage of 8 the quotient has 

a value of 300 (jlA/V. 

This quantity may of course also be determined for other points of balance 

which are possible with different degrees of coupling. It is then found 

/ ^ ^g med \ . I 
that over a large range of oscillator voltage I---1 is almost in- 

dependent of 
gs 

Electronenbuis i6 
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V 
b. Measuring U j t. ^ 

For this measurement, too, the oscillator voltage and the negative 

bias Vg medg the point A concerned are first determined, as in the previ¬ 

ous case. Next the signal generator and potentiometer are adjusted to 

bring the oscillator voltage Vg^ and the negative bias Vg medg more 

to the point of balance A- The voltage Va^ across the tuned-anode circuit 

is then measured with the diode-voltmeter For Vq^ we have (since 

Z<Ri): 

The oscillator voltage is now increased by an amount Vg, the potentio¬ 

meter P being adjusted so that the grid bias remains at Vg medg. The 

voltage across the tuned circuit is now Vg^ + Vg and we can write: 

Vas + "a = {Seff, + seff) ( + t’g) Z. 

The term s^jg^Vg Z is small in relation to the others and may be neglected. 

We then get: 

Va, + I’a = Vgs Z + S,ff Fg, Z + Vg Z 

^^09S 

Fig. 153. The quanlily as a function of 
bV^J Vgmedg 

the oscillator voltage Vg (peak), measured on the triode section of 
the ECH 21. 

or: 

= Seffg Vg Z Sgff Fgj Z 

or: 

. Fg jFg„,erf, 

The quantities Vg^ , Vg^ , Vg 

and Vg are known from the 

measurements. 

The circuit impedance is also 

known, and amounts to say 

Vg. Seff , 
2000 ohms.—=-—^1-can thus 

be computed. 

These measurements may be repeated for various points A; the results 

obtained with an ECH 21 are set out in fig. 153. 
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§ 7. Calculating the differential quotients 
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The measurements described above make it possible to judge to some extent 

the stability of specific valves in an oscillator circuit. In order, however, to 

be able to choose the optimum operating conditions we may evaluate the 

foregoing quotients from the characteristics of the valve. 

/ ^ Ig med \ 
Calculating \ — —- 

V ^Vgmed^y 
Ss 

The grid-current characteristic is assumed to be straight. To calculate the 

^gmect 
. / ^ ^g med \ . 

quotient-—- it 
^ ^ med ! Y 

*6- 

IS 

then only necessary to determine 

the change of grid current with 

change of grid bias, the A .C.-voltage 

on the grid being constant. In fig. 
154 the voltages at the grid are oscillator, as a function of time. 

shown against time. If in this figure 

the negative grid bias Fg meds iiicreases by an amount Vg „ied-> the fall in 

mean grid current [see also (II B § 9)] is: 

therefore: 

hatched surface 2(x Vg med ^ ^g med. 

med — ■ 1! II (M
 

1 

nRg 

^gmed / ^ ^g med \ a 
. .(II E 15) 

^^g med \ ^ gmed / 
os 

TT J?g 

Here Rg denotes the grid A.C.-resistance and a the current angle given by: 

tan OL—a == tt—^ (II B 56) 
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With the aid of these last two equations the quotient 
^ med \ 

^ ^gmed / ] 
Ks 

can now be expressed in terms of R and Rg. We thus reach the important 

conclusion that this quotient is independent of the oscillator voltage Vg^ 

and is determined only by R and Rg, 

With the ECH 21, if R = 50,000 ohms and Rg ~ 500 ohms so that 

cos OL ~ 0.9 (see fig. 118), we obtain a value of 314 (xA/V, assuming that the 

grid-current characteristic is straight. In the test described above a figure 

of 300 (^A/V was found, and the agreement is therefore satisfactory. 

As cos (X ~ Vg med^ I Vgg 9factor-1 \ 1 in the stability 
^ R ^ ^ Vg med ' y J 

equation (II E 14) may be written also in the form; 

1 

~R 

^ ^g med 

^ med ^ y 

1 

r.R. 

1 /rzR, 

R 
a) 

tany. V ' V, i 

b. Calculating Vg, 

rr/tg 

{ iVg / 

(II E 16) 

med. 

For the calculation of this quantity the assumption of a straight charac¬ 

teristic is no longer a sufficiently accurate approximation (this would at 

once become apparent if, using fig. 145 as a basis for the calculation, we 

were to compare our findings with the measurements shown in fig. 153). 

In this case we shall therefore start from the quadratic characteristic 
g 

ia ~-(Vg + Vg<^^^ which approaches the actual characteristic much 
2 Vgo 

more closely (see fig. 87). Both Sq and Vgo are proportional to the anode 

voltage Ffl. 

The instantaneous grid voltage is: 

Vg ~ — Vg jned + ^g Sin X, when x ~ oit. 

The instantaneous anode current therefore is: 

ia = 2^ I + ^8o)* + 2 (— Vg med + Vgo) sin X + Vg^sin^x | 
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The first harmonic of the anode current is given by the equation: 

1 S ” 
lai = - / '’a sin X (lx ^ Vg med + sin X + 

71 J Ztz Vvnl 

2 Vg (— Vg med + Vgo) Sin^ X 4- Vg^ sin^ x]dx; 

Jai — ) — (—^g med + Vgo)^ fOS AC + 2 Vg (—Vg med + fgo) X 
2tC Vgo ( 

I X sin 2x \ 

(2—4-j 1+ Vg^ -cos X 
COSq X \ ) 

-t)y 
A 

The mean effective slope is therefore: 

Ia( So 

2. Vg Vg 

j X sii 

X (2- 

(— Vg medV COS AC-f 2 Vg(— Vgmed 1~ ^o) X 

B 
COS® AC \ ^ sin 2x \ 

4~ / 
^g^(- -COS X + r 

A 

Two cases can occur: 

1* med ^ ^go’ 
The complete cycle of oscillation is accommodated by the characteristic. 

The equation must he integrated between 0 and 2 tt and then becomes: 

Kgo yg' 

So 

go 
( ^go ^g med)^ 

It is clear that Sf>ff is independent of I g, and therefore: 

1-?'^) .0. 

^ ' Vg„,ed, 

2. (Vgmed + Vg) > Vgo. 

HcxC we distinguish alternative possibilities: 

I- Vg med < Vgo< ( Vg med 1 Vg). (This we call Class AB in the case 

of output valves.) 

The limits between which we must integrate are now -90 and t: -f- 9o 

(see fig. 155a). 

II. Vg med > ^go (so-called Class C operation). 

The limits between which we must integrate are 90 ^ — 9o (s^® 

fig. 155b). 
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Fig. 155. Quadratic iaji'g characteristic of an oscillator valve, with 
alternating grid voltages 

(a) ^gmed < ^ go < gatedf g) 
(b) footed > go- 

Sin <po 
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and consequently: 

^ Seff\ _ Seff / ^9o \ So {^gmedg—^go)" 

nVc go Fg^2 cos 
-- X 

9o 

sin (po (— sin (po + sin (po cos - 9^,) —cos epo cos (po 

1 + 

COS'^ 9o 

si/i“ 9o 

Stz K 

So COS^ 9o* 

Thus: 

a Vgl 

go 

^Vgs So 

^g medg 
3:r Vc 

COS 

go 

2 Vq 3 __c 
9o— ^o- 

St: y„ ygo 
/. 

I's.V 

l^g medg— ^go 

^gs 

(II E 17) 

2 

Jyi vqo IST 

From equation (II E 17) 

it is evident that 

' ^ V J ® ^g medg 

is proportional to the ini¬ 

tial slope So^ In fig. 156 

the proportionate factor 

is shown as a function of 

^gs I ^So various val- 

ues of Vg n.edj / Vgs. The 

measured curve obtained 

with theECH21(fig. 153) 

is also reproduced as a 

dotted line, on the same 

scale (namely after being 

divided by = 3 mA/V. This curve corresponds to that for Vg medg I Vgs 

~ cos X — 0.9 (calculated from R = 50,000 fi and Rg — 500 n, vide 

B § 8). The agreement of the measured and the calculated curves is evident. 

§ 8. Quantitative conclusions fronn the condition for stability 

While qualitative conclusions have already been dealt with in § 5, it is also 
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possible, in view of the good agreement of the measured with the calculated 

values, to derive the optimum numerical values for the various circuit and 

valve elements from the condition for stable oscillation. For this purpose 

we rewrite the stability formula (II E 14) after substituting equations 

(II E 16) and (II E 17) and obtain: 

f > .(HE 18a) 
LC„ 

V here: 

/=3 — 
ns 

medsi 

f-i 

RsS.a/i-I 

Fg medg 1^ 

(II E 18b) 

go 

ffginj 

We see at once from the expression (II E 18a) that a small value of/is unfa¬ 

vourable. The minimum value of/for freedom from squegging is determined 

by the magnitude of C^, M/L 

and Ct;. The grid capacitor 

Cr >vill not usually be made 

smaller than 50 pF, in order 

to avoid a division of voltage 

across the input and grid/ 

anode capacitances. The 

smallest value of Cy is found 

on short waves and is about 

40 pF. The highest value of 

M/T, about 1/3, also occurs 

in the SW band. Thus the 

smallest permissible value of 

f amounts to 40/50 X 1/3 — 

0.3. To avoid squegging 

oscillation the factor/ must 

therefore be decidedly more 

than 0.3. 

Using equation (II E 18b) 

we shall now calculate/from 

the valve constants and for 

various values of grid leak. In fig. 118 the relation between RgjR and 

Vgmedg I = COS a was given, and it is a simple matter to deduce there¬ 

from the relation between Rg and Fg rned^ / Fg^ for particular values of the 

- coi a 
vgs 

Fig. 157. Hg 86 a function of Vgmcd^jVgg for grid leak values of 

10,000, 20,000, 30,000, 50,000 and 100,000 ohms. 
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Fig. 158. The factor/in equation (II E I8a) f 
as a function of the grid A.C.-resistance Rg 
for various values of So and of the grid 
leak. 

grid leak. This relationship 

is indicated in fig. 157, 

which includes curves for 

grid leaks of 10,000, 20,000, 

30,000, 50,000 and 100,000 

ohms. We have now calcu¬ 

lated f as a function of the 

grid A.C.-resistance Rg^ for 

various values of Sq and 

the grid leak R. The slope 0^2 

figures are 3.5, 1.75 and 

0.75 mA/V, and the grid 

leak values 20,000, 30,000, 

50,000 and 100,000 ohms. 

Cr<f-^Cv 

L y\^9med5, 
\r-ir-y 

eo 90 100 
h(ka) 

59047 

It has been assumed that in 

the condition most favouring 

squegging oscillation the oscil¬ 

lator voltage remains less than 

twice the cut-off voltage of the 

valve. The result of this calcu¬ 

lation is shown in fig. 158. Some 

conclusions can be drawn from 

this figure, which arc confirmed 

bv practice: 

a! WiththeECH4andECH21, 

So — 3.2 niA/V and Rg = 

500 ohms. 
For a grid leak of 50,000 

ohms we therefore find that 

f 0.55. There is thus a 

large reserve against squeg¬ 

ging oscillation. This agrees 

with the experience in prac¬ 

tice, that the ECH 4 and 

Fig. 159. The factor f in equation (II E 18a) hk a 
function of the grid-leak resistance for various 
present-tlay types of mixer valve. After each 
type number the oscillator voltage (peak) to 
which the curve refers is indicated. 
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ECH21 do not squeg on short waves until the grid capacitor exceeds lOOpF. 

b. With the DK 21 So = 0.75 mA/V and Rg — 5000 ohms. Consequently 

/ = 0.55 when a grid leak of 50,000 ohms is used. In this case, too, there 

is a very large margin of safety. The diagram indicates, furthermore, 

that with a 20,000 ohms grid leak there is practically no risk of squeg¬ 

ging with this valve. On the other hand there is the danger that, should 

it occur, the grid will then be swung so far into the region of grid 

current ( Vg ^led! — 0.47) that the cathode 

becomes damaged. 

Finally, in fig. 159 the factor f is expressed as 

a function of the grid-leak resistance for various 

types of mixer valve. 

From this diagram we may readily ascertain the 

value of grid leak which, from the point of view 

of avoiding squegging, it is safe to use with a 

given valve. The conclusions to be drawn from 

fig. 159 are wholly in agreement with the prac¬ 

tical results obtained with these valves. 

Fig. 160. Circuit for visualizing os¬ 
cillation on a cathode-ray oscillo* 
scope. 

§9. A circuit for observing squegging oscillation 

From what has been said in the previous section it will be apparent that 

squegging oscillation, i.e. the periodic interruption of the train of oscilla¬ 

tion as the grid capacitor charges and discharges, is accompanied by a low- 

frequency variation of the current through the grid leak. This A.C. component 

may easily be observed with the help of the circuit given in fig. 160. 

A resistor of say 2000 ohms is joined in series with the grid leak and the 

voltage across it is fed to the input of a cathode- 

ray oscilloscope. The high-frequency voltage is 

bypassed to earth by a capacitor of about 640 pF 

shunting the 2000 ohms resistor. 

When the oscillator circuit goes into squegging 

a trace similar to fig. 161 appears on the screen 

of the cathode-ray tube; with normal oscillation 

the (horizontal) time-base (line) remains unde- ,6,. Tr.c. obtained on the 
flertpd cathode-ray tube from an ovor- 

oscillating circuit. 
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F. Interaction between oscillator 

and input circuits 

§ I. Introduction 

The combining of oscillator and modulator in a single valve has the disad¬ 

vantage that certain capacitances between the two systems cause undesir¬ 

able interaction. 

These capacitances appear between the respective grid supports, between 

the leading-out wires and between the contact pins; in addition to these 

strays there are capacitances and space charges between certain elec¬ 

trodes. 

The capacitive influence of such space charges is known as induction effect. 

Two main types of parasitic effect result from these unwanted couplings. 

The first is that the rather high voltage across the oscillator tuned circuit 

causes a voltage of oscillator frequency to appear in the R.F. input circuit; 

it was this difficulty which originally led to the development of a mixing 

valve having separate control and modulator grids. The problem is how 

to minimise the induced voltage. The parasitic voltage not only causes 

undesirable radiation from the aerial but it can be so large that grid current 

flows and damps the R.F. circuit. Furthermore, mixing is affected; the 

signal-frequency voltage and the induced voltage of oscillator frequency, 

applied together to the control grid, give rise to an I.F. current in the anode 

circuit which either increases or reduces the normal I.F. current. The con¬ 

version conductance is therefore either raised or lowered, according to the 

phase of the parasitic voltage. Not only does reduction of the conversion 

conductance impair the sensitivity of the receiver but the signal-noise ratio 

is also affected. From all angles it is thus desirable to limit the transfer of 

oscillator voltage to the input circuit, or else to compensate for it. 

Another parasitic phenomenon is ‘‘pulling” between the input circuit and 

the oscillator circuit, the influencing of the oscillator frequency by the R.F. 

circuit being especially disturbing. This phenomenon will be dealt with 

further in section H, dealing with frequency drift. 

§ 2. Stray capacitances 

Fig. 162 indicates those inter-electrode capacitances in a mixer valve which 

carry alternating voltages. Only the significant electrodes are shown; the 

remainder are capacitively earthed and therefore, as far as alternating 
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voltages are concerned, can neither affect other 

electrodes nor be influenced thereby. 

The following capacitances have to be considered: 

CaHgT^ CaHaT-> Cg\HaT and Cg^ugT^ 

The first parasitic effect we shall deal with is 

the voltage transferred from the oscillator 

section to the mixer control-grid via the capaci¬ 

tances Cg^HaT and CgiHgT- The voltage in¬ 

duced at the anode of the mixer section is unim¬ 

portant; later, however, we shall consider what influence the mixer anode 

has on the oscillator section. 

That fraction of the parasitic voltage which reaches the mixer control-grid 

by way of CgiHaT bears a fixed relationship to the fraction carried by 

CgiHgT- The alternating voltage at the anode of the triode section is 1/f 

times that at the oscillator grid and in opposite phase thereto (therefore 

t < 0). Accordingly the respective voltages induced at the mixer grid are 

in opposition. The same net voltage would appear if no voltage came from 

the triode anode and if the feedback capacitance Cg^ugr were replaced 

by a capacitance C/^. 

The actual coupling capacitance C/^ is given by: 

Cfc ^ CgiiigT h - CgiHaT.(II F 1) 

Fig. 162. The inler-electrode copaci- 
tances in a mixer valve carrying 
alternating voltages. 

In subsequent calculations we can now' assume that only the grid of the 

oscillator is coupled to the hexode control-grid and that the capacitance 

between these electrodes is the parasitic voltage Vs passed by this 

capacitance may be calculated in the same way as in Section II A § 2 for 

the circuit of figs 74 and 75. For the medium-wave and long-wave bands 

we get: 

Vs 
_Ck 

Ck -1- Q 
Vh (II A 26) 

and : 

w/i wj 2 (o>/j- 
p -- 

«/l 

(I A 11) 

If the oscillator frequency is higher than the signal frequency the input 

circuit may in practice be regarded as a capacitance. Vg arises therefore 

from the division of Vh across a capacitive potential-divider and it is 

therefore in phase with Vh* In equation {II A 26) we can substitute for p 

from (I A 11). Since, moreover, in any particular waveband the tuning 
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capacitance -j- Q is inversely proportional to obtain: 

Vs-Ck 
Uh — <>H 

O).*” 
Ck~^ (II F 2) 

The induced voltage is thus inversely proportional to the intermediate 

frequency, directly proportional to the stray capacitance Ck and, for a 

given waveband, proportional to the cube of the input frequency. From 

wave-range to wave-range it varies in proportion to the input frequency, 

assuming the same tuning capacitance in each case. 

In the medium waveband the greatest parasitic voltage therefore occurs 

at 200 metres and with a low intermediate frequency of say 125 kc/s. If 

Ci = 50 pF and Ck ~ 1 pF: 

1 1500 
^ Vh - 0.12 n. 

51 
X — 

2 X 125 

With a heterodyne voltage F/i — 8 V the parasitic voltage reaches a value 

of about 1 V. At an intermediate frequency of 475 kc/s we find: 

_ 1 1500 

""sT ^ 2X475"" 
0.03 Vh. 

In the case of the ECH 21 mixer Cg^ugT ~ 0.4 pF and Cg^naT ~ 0.02 pF. 

On medium waves the feedback ratio t will be about —0.25 with a tuned- 

anode circuit and —4 with a tuned-grid circuit. 

We then get from equation (II F I): 

Ck = 0.4—0.25 X 0.02 - 0.395 pF, resp. Ck - 0.4—4 x 0.02 - 0.32 pF. 

The actual voltage induced is thus roughly half that calculated for Ck — 

1 pF, namely about 0.4 V with an intermediate frequency of 125 kc/s, or 

0.012 V with 475 kc/s. 

In the short waveband the approximation in equation (II A 26) is no 

longer permissible. For the attenuation of resonance w^e must now write: 

o=Kr+'’(3* 82' 

and we therefore get: 

F,=- - X QX Vh 
+ Ck / I + 

(II F 3) 

At 15 metres Q can have a value of 100, and with an intermediate frequency 

of 125 kc/s p equals 0.013. With an intermediate frequency of 475 kc/s, 

P == 0.048. 
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With Cjt = 0.4 pF and for an intermediate frequency of 125 kc/s the 

absolute value of the voltage Vo is: 

0.4 100 
X 8 = 3.9 V 

and for an intermediate frequency of 475 kc/s: 

0.4 100 

5^r M- 4.82 
X 8=1.28 V 

When the parasitic voltage is excessive it is worth while providing compen¬ 

sation, by suitably increasing CgiHaT or CgiH„T ; which alternative to 

adopt must be determined by measurement (see below). 

§ 3. Induction effect 

If a charge —Q leaves a conductor, for example by emission, there remains 

in the conductor a charge +^. Fig. 163a represents an interrupted circuit 

one face of which at the break is emissive; the departing —Q is still quite 

close to the lower face from which it came. The charge —Q and the remain¬ 

ing charge + Q attract one another and the latter therefore concentrates 

on the surface. If, 

however, the charge 

^ f j brought near 

+0 V to the upper face a 

-^ -^ charge -\-Q will ap- 

^ Ij c pear at that side. 

During the move- 
Fig. 163. Fundamental representation of a current circuit. n ^era 

а. The chargeis still quite close to the lower face from which it came, meUt OI LUe negative 

б. The charge-g is brought near the upper face. pbarap a Piirrpnt will 
c. The chargeis located somewhere between the lower and upper faces. a tytisxcrui. wixx 

therefore flow in the 

Fig. 163. Fundamental representation of a current circuit. 
а. The charge is still quite close to the lower face from which it came, 
б. The charge -Q is brought near the upper face. 
c. The charge is located somewhere between the lower and upper faces. 

conductor, transferring an equivalent charge —Q from top to bottom 

(fig. 163b), so that an equally large positive charge remains. When the 

charge —Q is moving, and therefore located somewhere between the lower 

and upper faces (fig. 163c), part of say -{-aQ, still remains at the 

lower face, the other part being neutralised by the electrons coming from 

the other face, and accordingly a positive charge Q (1—a) remains at the 

upper face. This latter charge is the greater the nearer —Q is located to 

the upper face. 

In a valve we have to reckon not with a single charge —^ at a defined point 

between the cathode and another electrode but with the distributed space 

charge formed by all electrons which have still to reach an electrode. Each 
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electron causes a positive charge at the electrode concerned, the magnitude 

of which depends on the location of the electron. The sum of all these 

charges is the charge induced by the space charge. 

The combined result depends on how the density of the space charge is 

distributed. Generally the density is not constant. Clearly it decreases 

where the electron beam broadens, and vice versa. The velocity of the 

electrons is also important. If we imagine a slice cut from an electron beam 

of thickness x and area 0, the charge it contains, for a charge density Q, is: 

Q .(II F 4) 

If the slice is moving with a velocity f, then vjx such slices will follow every 

second. The total charge passing per second is the current i and amounts 

therefore to: 

i = — Q 0 jc = r Q 0.(II F 5) 
X 

Conversely the charge density for a given current i is: 

c = - ^.(11 F 6) 

The charge density is thus inversely proportional not only to the section 

0 but also to the velocity. The velocity, however, is not constant throughout 

the space, because potential differences between the various electrodes 

result in acceleration and deceleration. For example, in an octode the 

emitted electrons accelerate towards the third grid but after passing it lose 

speed owing to the negative potential on the fourth grid. The velocity of 

many of these electrons will fall to nil on reaching the zone in front of the 

fourth grid, where the potential is roughly zero in relation to the cathode. 

They then turn back and are trapped by the third grid. In this turn-round 

zone, therefore, the charge density is very great, as shown by equation 

(II F 6), and it may be said that it is the negative charge existing here which 

induces the positive charge on the fourth grid. 

The magnitude of the induced charge thus depends on the location of the 

turn-round zone and on the current igg which returns to the third grid. 

Now in the octode this current is controlled by the oscillator voltage vh 

on the first grid. As a first approximation we can therefore write: 

Hz — 

From this it follows that the charge induced on the third grid is proportional 

to the instantaneous value of the oscillator voltage on the first grid. Thus: 

qgt ^ Cind Vh.(II F 7) 
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Fig. 164a illustrates how a positive 

increase of raises the negative 

space charge, causing in turn an 

increased positive charge at the 

fourth grid. Such a variation of 

9g4 must be accompanied by a 

transfer of charge over the external 

circuit between the fourth grid 

and the cathode. The current 

which then flows is: 

doa, d Vh 
i,. c,„ .(II F 8) 

The appearance of this current in the input circuit connected to the fourth 

grid is known as induction effect. A similar current would flow if between 

the first and fourth grids a capacitance of the magnitude of Cind were 

present, but in that case the phase of the current w ould be the opposite of 

that given by equation (II F 8). A positive voltage at the first grid would 

then cause a negative charge on the fourth grid (fig. 164b). We may there¬ 

fore regard this induction effect as being caused by an apparent negative, 

and one-sided, capacitance Cind between the first and fourth grids; it is 

one-sided because a voltage at the fourth grid does not react on the first 

grid. 

The total coupling between the oscillator and mixer sections is now given by: 

Ck ~ ^glffgT ^ind Y ^gli/OT.^ 

Cind^ ^ 

Fig. 16i. a. The place of the Rpacc charge in an octode 
between the third and fourth gridR. As a consequence 
a positive charge is induced at the fourth grid. 
h. The space charge between the first and fourth 
grids <»f the octode could be regarded as an apparent 
negative and onesided capacitance Cind- 

For the case of an octode this may be written in the following form: 

1 
— Q4gi ^ind Y 

The space-charge capacitance thus operates to counteract the normal 

capacitance between the first and .fourth grids. With the ordinary type 

of octode, such as the AK 2 and the EK 2, Cind amounts to about 2 pF 

and has a much greater influence than the capacitance Cg^gi* It is for this 

reason that in the EK 3 the inter-electrode capacitance Cg^gi has been 

purposely increased, in order to minimise C^. The compensation, however, 

is correct for only one set of operating conditions, because Cind is depen¬ 

dent on the screen-grid voltage and the slope Sgig^. That Cind varies with 
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Sgiggis at once evident from the derivation of equation(II F 7).The screen-grid 

voltage affects the location of the centre of gravity of the space charge. As 

Kg3 is raised the turn-round zone is moved nearer to the fourth grid and 

the induction effect therefore becomes stronger. 

Sgig3 and Fg3 are, moreover, both dependent on the grid bias (control vol¬ 

tage) and on the heterodyne voltage F/j. In the EK 3 is so increased 

that with normal oscillator voltages and minimum bias full compensation 

is obtained. If greater bias is applied to the valve the coupling is no longer 

quite compensated, and Ck then becomes negative; this is not serious, 

because the voltage induced in the input circuit at high bias is less disturb¬ 

ing than when the bias is low. 

In mixing-hexodes and mixing-heptodes the situation differs somewhat 

from that in an octode. The first grid is here 

the input grid and the second the screen, while /jL\ 

the heterodyne voltage is applied to the third | - - ^ l— ^ 

grid. A dense space charge is found on both / J —^ I 

sides of the screen grid, because some electrons § 

stop in front of the screen, while others pass s __J 

through its meshes before turning back (fig. „f,h,„>,ccch.rR7(o.. 

16^). The space charge now increases when 

the instantaneous value of vh becomes nega¬ 

tive, whereas in octodes the reverse is the case. Thus more electrons are 

turned back by the third grid and the apparent capacitance Cind is accor¬ 

dingly positive. The total coupling capacitance between the triode and 

heptode sections now becomes: 

C/c = CglHa^+T- ^itid ~f" ^ CgiHaT (II F 9b) 

In this case, therefore, compensation is possible only if Cg^ ituT is increased 

{t being always negative) until — 0. With hexodes and heptodes the 

capacitance Cijid is much smaller than with octodes, being of the order 

of 0.3 pF. 

Cind kas been referred to as a ‘‘one-sided” capacitance, because the interac¬ 

tion between oscillator and input circuits is not mutual. The space charge, 

which is modulated by the heterodyne voltage, can admittedly also be 

affected by the input-grid voltage, but it has no influence on the oscilla¬ 

tor grid because the screen grid acts as a shield. Furthermore, the oscillator 

voltage induced at the input grid modulates the space charge on the cathode 

side of the screen grid. This heterodyne voltage is indeed smaller than in 

the case of the octode mentioned above, but on the other hand a much 

Ehetronenbuis 17 
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greater current, namely the total cathode current, is controlled by it; often, 

therefore, the eflFect is too large to neglect. A second one-sided capacitance 

thus exists between the input and oscillator grids, its value generally 

being different from that of Cind already mentioned. 

§ 4. Measuring the oscillator voltage at the signal grid 

As is evident from the foregoing, this induced voltage depends on rather 

uncertain factors, and usually direct measurement is necessary. There are 

several ways of measuring it. If no R.F. voltage is present, a valve-voltmeter 

may be connected to indicate the induced oscillator voltage directly. 

The input grid may also itself he employed as 

a diode voltmeter, as shown in fig. 166. A con¬ 

trollable and accurately known steady voltage 

is applied to the grid via a microammeter. This 

bias is adjusted so that grid current just ceases 

when the input circuit is shorted. On the short 

circuit being removed the induced voltage causes 

grid current to flow. The, negative bias is then 

increased until grid current again ceases, and 

the amount of the increase is then equal to the 

peak value of the induced voltage. If, however, 

an R.F. voltage is also present it is simpler to couple the input circuit 

loosely to a separate receiver, which, when tuned to the oscillator frequency, 

will pick up only the oscillator voltage. The apparatus is first calibrated 

with known voltages and the induced oscillator voltage may then be deter¬ 

mined by interpolation. 

Fig. 166. Circuit for measuring the 
induced voltage in the case where 
there is no R.F. input voltage. 
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G. Some results of electron transit time 

§ I. Introduction 

The inertia of electrons becomes noticeable when the transit time between 

the various electrodes is comparable with a cycle of the applied voltage, 

i.e. at high frequencies, and with widely separated electrodes. In general, 

transit times are unimportant at wavelengths exceeding 10 m. Certain 

effects attributable to electron inertia are found in the frequency-changers, 

however, even around 15 metres, for in these valves, owing to the many 

grids, the transit times are longer than in amplifying valves. Although 

transit-time phenomena are not confined to mixers, they are considered 

in this chapter because, at the frequencies used for normal broadcasting, it 

is only such valves whose function is affected. 

The inertia of electrons crossing the inter-electrode spaces is reflected in the 

behaviour of the currents in the external circuits. When discussing transit¬ 

time effects it is thus logical first to refer to the relation between the exter¬ 

nal currents and the movement of electrons in the valve. The current in 

such an external circuit may be regarded as comprising three components: 

1. The current due to the cold capacitance between the electrodes. When 

two electrodes are connected to an external circuit in which an alterna¬ 

ting voltage is present, a current flows across the inter-electrode capaci¬ 

tance even when the cathode is cold and there is no emission. Such a 

current also flows when the cathode is emitting, but then it is unaffected 

by transit times since no electrons traverse the space between the elec¬ 

trodes. There flows a so-called dielectric displacement current. 

2. The current set up in the external circuit by space charge between the 

electrodes concerned. This space charge may, as already mentioned, vary 

in sympathy with an alternating voltage at a third electrode (the induc¬ 

tion effect). 

As variations of the space charge are the direct result of the electron 

movements, transit-time phenomena will play a part. 

If the space charge is varied by an alternating voltage applied between 

the two electrodes in question, an additional capacitive current will 

flow and the hot capacitance will therefore be diflerent from the cold one. 

This additional capacitive current will also be influenced by transit 

times (§ 3). 
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3. The current carried over by the electrons reaching the positive electrodes. 

This represents the continuation in the external circuit of the so-called 

convection current in the valve. Considering one simple electron of this 

convection current, we know (F §3) that during its transit in the external 

circuit it gives rise to a current which increases as the electron ap¬ 

proaches the positive electrode with growing velocity. At the moment 

of impact the electron is neutralised by the charge which has mean¬ 

while accumulated, the current dropping suddenly to zero. The passage of 

each electron is thus attended by a pulse of current, which reaches its 

maximum value when the electron has almost completed its traject. 

If we imagine a sudden increase in the control-grid voltage, resulting in 

more electrons passing to the anode than before, the rise in the external 

current does not become noticeable until the electrons have almost com¬ 

pleted their flight. Thus between the change of control grid voltage and the 

consequent anode current variation there is a delay, dependent on the 

transit time of the electrons. 

Moreover there is a delay in the growth of the convection current itself, 

which further retards the current in the external circuit. It is well known * 

that the current, being limited by the space charge, is determined by the 

number of electrons possessing sufficient velocity to pass the so-called 

Epstein potential minimum. For any given grid voltage there is a corres¬ 

ponding distribution of the space charge round the cathode and conse¬ 

quently also a certain potential minimum which holds back some of the 

electrons. At another grid voltage the equilibrium changes, and both the 

space charge and the current are modified. Since, however, the electrons 

have to move a certain distance before the space charge is redistributed, 

the new equilibrium is not attained instantaneously. For these reasons too, 

there is thus a delay between signal voltage changes and the corresponding 

changing of current. 

Of the three current components, the purely capacitive, the current due 

to space charges and the convection current, only the last two are affected 

by the transit time of the electrons; the several effects are described in the 

following paragraphs. 

§ 2. The results of transit time on the control grid 

When an alternating voltage is applied between the cathode and the nega¬ 

tive-biased control grid there flows in the grid circuit an alternating 

current containing only the first two components mentioned above; no 

♦ See also “Fundamentals of Radio Valve Technique” by J. Deketh, Section IV §4. 
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convection current can flow to a negative grid. Apart from the current 

across the cold cathode/grid capacitance the varying space charge in front 

of the grid gives rise to a current, in phase with the purely capacitive 

current, which may be ascribed to an apparent increase of the cold capaci¬ 

tance. At low frequencies, at which transit times are of no consequence, the 

apparent increase is one-third of this cold capacitance. 

The purely capacitive current is also encountered at higher frequencies; 

the current due to the varying space charge is then no longer in phase but 

lags behind it. The imaginary extra capacitance is thus not purely reactive, 

and grid damping results. At 10 metres this may amount to about 0.2 MO, 

which is negligible at such wavelengths. 

As the frequency rises still higher the current due to the varying space 

charge lags more and more until it again becomes in phase with the grid 

voltage. The valve then has a normal input capacitance once more. With 

a still greater phase difference the cathodc/grid capacitance becomes partly 

annulled, and finally there is a possibility of the grid presenting a negative 

resistance. But these cases need not to be considered here. 

§ 3. Transit time and induction effect 

When the electron stream is modulated by the heterodyne voltage, at the 

higher frequencies the space-charge variations in front of the control grid 

lag noticeably behind the oscillator voltage; accordingly the current 

induced in the input circuit lags behind the current expressed by equation 

(II F 8). This latter current, which, as already indicated, must in the case 

of an octodc be regarded as a negative capacitive current, is represented 

by in the vector diagram of fig. 167. If the angle 

of lag due to the transit-time effect amounts to 9, 

then the actual induced current is represented 

by the vector Z.^, which can be compensated by 

a current thus the compensating current 

must lead by less than 90° and should therefore 

be passed through a capacitor in series or in 

parallel with a resistor; these components may 

be included in the chassis wiring or can be moun¬ 

ted inside the valve, as in the case of the EK 3 

octode. Clearly the resistance value can be correct 

only at one frequency, but as the induction effect 

is marked only at the bottom of the short 

waveband any deviation at longer wavelengths 

is of no great consequence. 

Fig. 167. Vector diagram of the 
various current components in the 
input circuit of an octodc mixing 
valv'c. 
/, = the current induced in the 
input circuit without taking into 
consideration the transit time. 
Jj = the actual induced current in 
the input circuit the angle of lag 
due to the transit time amounting 
to <?>. 
Jk = the compensating current. 
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§ 4. Transit time and slope 

Only at low frequencies does the electron stream instantaneously adjust 

itself to the value corresponding to the control-grid voltage Vg, At higher 

frequencies the space-charge equilibrium needs time to adjust itself after 

every change of grid voltage, and the anode alternating current thus lags 

behind the grid voltage, ^e can also say that the slope becomes complex 

and takes on an inductive character. The effect is particularly marked at 

the lower end of the short w aveband. At still higher frequencies the absolute 

value of the slope remains fairly constant but, expressed as an angular 

displacement, the lag increases, and at very much higher frequencies the slope 

may even become negative. 

The phase angle of the slope is important in the oscillator section of a 

mixing stage, because in the condition for oscillation it affects the frequency 

and the back-coupling required. If at a low' frequency the effective slope 

is we can write for higher frequencies at which a lag of 9 occurs: 

Seff{cos 9 —j sin 9). 

The general condition for oscillation then becomes: 

tZ Scff{cos 9 —j sin 9) — — 1.(II G 1) 

This equation can be satisfied only if t or Z is complex. As t is practically 

fixed for the whole of each waveband and is usually real, Z becomes complex; 

that is to say, the oscillator oscillates off the resonant frequency of the 

tuned circuit. The impedance of the tuned circuit is then, from equation 

(I A 9): 

1 + JP(? 

and equation (II G 1) now becomes: 

t SpffZo cos 9(1 — j tan 9) 

1 + i P ^ 

This equation can be satisfied only if: 

— Q = tan 9.(II G 3) 

thus if, for given values of 9 and Q, a specific degree of detuning occurs. 

Equation (II G 2) now becomes: 

— — -.(II G 4) 
cos 9 

Instead of +1 a larger number now appears, for cos 9 is less than unity. 

(II G 2) 
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Evidently the absolute value of t or Seff must be raised at higher frequen¬ 

cies, as otherwise the valve will oscillate the more weakly as the lag 

increases. 

Especially in those valves in which the electron path is long, the valvue of 9 

will be great. This is true of the older octodes such as the AK 2 and the EK 2, 

in which , after passing the first grid, the electrons cannot reach the second 

grid directly because they are deflected by the support of the first grid. The 

electrons go first through the positive third grid (the screen grid), and some 

then turn round in the vicinity of the negative fourth grid, again pass the 

third grid and finally reach the positive second grid (the oscillator anode). 

The time needed to cover this distance depends on the velocity of the 

electrons; in the main their speed is determined by the voltage on the 

third grid, viz. roughly proportional to the square root of the voltage. 

The transit time and, accordingly, the lag 9 are thus about inversely propor¬ 

tional to the root of the screen- 

grid voltage. Fig. 168 shows the 

relation between the phase angle 

and the screen-grid voltage at a 

wavelength of 9 metres, meas¬ 

ured with the EK 2. The length 

of the electron path depends on 

the voltages at the third and 

fourth grids. If the fourth grid 

is considerably negative the 

electrons will be more inclined 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 ¥g3 

to turn round in the neighbour- . 
^ I' is- 1^»8. The pha!»c angle 9 to the transit time at A = 9 m 

hood of the third grid than if “ function of the screen-grid voltage of the octode EK 2. 

the fourth grid is less negative; 

the electron path is shortened as the negative bias on the fourth grid i, 

increased. Measurements confirm, as indicated by the following tables 

that the phase angle does indeed decrease with increasing negativ e bias on 

the fourth grid. 
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These results demonstrate that with the EK 2 octode the oscillator voltage 

increases at very short wavelengths if higher negative bias is applied to 

the fourth grid. 

With the newer octodes special measures are taken to avoid this effect. 

In the EK 3, for example, the electrons are beamed straight onto the 

second grid, and as a result the phase angle becomes very small. 
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H. Frequency drift 

§ I. Introduction 

By frequency drift we mean an unwanted change of oscillator frequency 

while the receiver is working. Here we shall consider only those variations 

which are caused by the mixing valve, and not those resulting from tem¬ 

perature changes in capacitors, coils and resistors or from mechanical 

defects. 

Oscillator frequency is aft'ected by the mixer mainly in two ways: 

1. By changing supply voltages due to mains-voltage fluctuations. 

2. By the variation of control-grid bias as a result of A.V.C. Moreover 

these grid-voltage changes give rise to variations in anode and screen 

grid current, so that the supply voltages fluctuate even though the 

mains voltage is constant. While the mains fluctuations are determined 

by the properties of the particular power circuit, the grid bias varies 

in sympathy with the strength of the incoming signal. In nearly all 

modern receivers fading is compensated by automatic control of the 

amplification (see chapter X). If regulating the mixing valve leads to 

appreciable drift of frequency, the output voltage will be kept constant 

by the A.V.C. but the drift will be recognisable by the accompanying 

detuning. In such a case, therefore, the control voltage should be applied 

only to the IF stage and to any R.F. amplifier, in which the frequency- 

changer is not regulated. 

It will be evident, then, how important it is that the mixer should be insen¬ 

sitive to changes of mains voltage or grid bias. If such changes occur fre¬ 

quency drift will follow by reason of: 

1. Variation of inter-electrode capacitances in parallel with the oscillator 

tuned circuit. 

2. Variation of the phase-angle of the slope of the oscillator valve. 

3. Variation of the coupling between the input and oscillator circuits. 

In the following pages these effects will be considered in turn, and it will 

be observed that the various voltage variations often bring about the same 

result. 

§ 2. Variations of inter-electrode capacitances 

In parallel with the tuned oscillator-circuit several inter-electrode capaci- 
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tances are connected directly or indirectly, such as the grid/cathode and 

anode/cathode capacitances of the oscillator valve and the capacitance 

of the modulator grid to the surrounding electrodes. All these capacitances 

consist of two parts: the ‘‘cold capacitance”, which is constant and may 

be calculated from the dimensions of the electrodes and their separation; 

and an additional capacitance due to the presence of space charges between 

the various electrodes (II G § 2). This extra capacitance is not constant 

but is affected by the magnitude and distribution of the space charge. 

The supply voltages determine electron-velocity and thus also the density 

of the space charges [equation (II F 6)]. Further, the region of minimum 

velocity and maximum density is fixed by these voltages. Variations of 

the supply voltages wiU therefore influence the “hot” inter-electrode capaci¬ 

tances. The application of a control voltage also affects the intensity of the 

stream of electrons, and thus the space charge density as well. At high 

frequencies the transit time of the electrons affects the additional capacitive 

currents and, since the transit time depends on the voltages, fluctuation 

of the latter leads to frequency drift. 

Seeing that the space charge capacitances are larger or smaller according 

to whether the cold capacitances are large or small, it is clearly desirable 

in mixers and oscillator valves that the inter-electrode capacitances should 

be low; by this means the changes of capacitance are minimised. 

From the resonance formula for the oscillator circuit: 

co2 LC - 1 

we find by differentiating that for a small change of capacitance the detun¬ 

ing is: 

-C.(II H 1) 
2 C 

The frequency drift due to capacitance variations is thus greatest when 

the tuning capacitance is smallest and the frequency highest, i. e. on short 

waves. For any particular band we can write: 

C- 
1 

0)2 L 

Substituting this in equation (II H I) gives: 

dco ~-0)^ L dC . . . 
2 

(II H 2) 

In any waveband the drift is thus proportional to the third power of the 

frequency. 
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If after a superheterodyne is tuned to a signal the heterodyne alters by A oi, 

the intermediate frequency is changed by the same amount. The detuning 

of the signal from the resonant frequency of the LF. band-pass filter results 

in reduced gain and in unequal amplification of the two sidebands, accom¬ 

panied by distortion of the modulation (see section V, C § 2). With normal 

I.F. band-pass filters it is important that the frequency drift should not 

exceed 2—3 kc/s. At a wavelength of 15 metres (//^ 20 Mc/s) and with 

a tuning capacitance of 30 pF wc calculate from equation (II H 1) that 

the permissible variation of capacitance is; 

Af 2 
A C== —2C-~^ —2 X 30 X —^ - 0.006 pF. 

/ 20,000 ^ 

The change of grid/cathodc capacitance due to voltage variations can 

easily be more than this. If, instead, the tuned circuit is connected to the 

anode, and the feedback coil to the grid, the grid capacitance behaves as 

a parallel capacitance t^Cg, where t is the feedback ratio. It is thus an 

advantage if t is small at the lower end of the waveband (vide C § 4). 

The anodc/cathode capacitance shunts the tuned circuit directly. The 

space-charge capacitance of the anode, and certainly its variation, is consider¬ 

ably less than that of the grid, because the electron velocity between the grid 

and the anode is high, and each electron remains in the region for only a brief 

period. From the point of view of frequency drift the tuned-anode circuit 

therefore offers important advantages. 

§ 3. The phase angle of the slope 

The second effect which has a bearing on frequency drift is the variation 

of the phase angle of the slope, due to mains-voltage fluctuations. (The 

absolute value of the slope does not change.) This variation of phase angle 

is particularly felt on short waves; only there does the slope become com¬ 

plex, and variation of the phase angle become possible. The phenomenon 

is very disturbing in some octodes, for example the AK 2 and EK 2, if 

the conversion-conductance is controlled. 

It has already been explained in G § 4 how the oscillator frequency is 

influenced by the phase angle of t and/or of S, and we derived: 

— Q ^ tan 9.(II G 3) 

Thus if there is a phase-angle 9 the detuning of the oscillator frequency 

from the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit is given by p. As in this 

case the detuning is relatively small, we can write: 

2 A io 
- 

to 
(I A 11) 
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On short waves, where there is usually a lagging slope, a detuning Aoy 

in relation to LC ~ 1 must be regarded as normal. If now the phase 

angle 9 alters, for instance due to a change in supply voltages, the detuning 

will be modified by an amount d Zl co; this latter is the frequency drift. 

The magnitude of Zl co is first calculated from equations (II G 3) and (1 A 11): 

p oi 1 iotan 9 

2~ "" 2 ““(T" 

By differentiation we get: 

= .(II H 3) 
2 Q cos “ 9 

In this case also the frequency drift is greatest at the shortest wavelengths, 

not only because to is then large but also because cos 9 decreases with wave¬ 

length Drift can be limited, however, by keeping the quality factor of the 

tuned circuit high. 

As is apparent from fig. 168, the slope of the EK 2 may be expected to lag 

by 60® at a wavelength of 9 metres; <0 is then 2.10^, and Q — 100. Fre¬ 

quency drift of about 10 kc/s per degree therefore occurs. [In equation 

(II H 3) 9 is expressed in radians.] 

If, at a wavelength of 9 metres, the bias on the fourth grid of the EK 2 is 

varied from —2 to —20 V, the phase angle 9 changes from about 60® to 

42® (section II G § 4) and the drift thus amounts to 200 kc/s. Obviously at 

these wavelengths it is out of the question to regulate the bias on the EK 2; 

the use of a separate triode to generate the heterodyne voltage is then 

preferable. 

i Zl w 

§ 4. Coupling between the oscillator and input circuits 

A third source of frequency drift is the coupling between the mixer and 

oscillator sections of the valve, and the changes which occur therein when 

the conversion-conductance 

Fig. 169. Fundamental representation of the coupling between the 
oscillator and mixer sections of a triode heptode, which is one of 
the sources of frequency drift. 

is regulated. Fig. 169 indi¬ 

cates the coupling in a tri- 

ode-heptode. In the first place 

there is capacitive coupling 

between the mixer control 

grid and the triode, through 

the capacitances CginaT and 

CgiHgT (see F § 2). 

These capacitances can be 
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substituted by a single capacitance between the mixer control grid and 

the oscillator grid: 

Cfe = Cgi//„ (II F 1) 

Zifeah) i Zh ! 

Fig. 170. Equivalent circuit of the arrangement of fig. 160. 

Apart from this capacitive coupling there are two electronic couplings 

between the input grid and the modulator grid which is joined to the triode 

gr id. F irstly, there i s the 

electronic coupling be- « Ck Jk_ ^ 

tween the modulator /£ T II tT" 

grid and the input grid, |i, ^ici, |/?» 

described in detail in ^ ^ ^ ^ 

IIF § 3, which may be Zf(o>h) I * Za * »72i 
regarded approxima- Equivalent circuit of the arrangement of fig. 160. 

tely as an apparent 

one-side capacitance Chi between these grids. In consequence an additional 

current Vhj^'% Chi through the R.F. circuit, and across it there is a 

voltage Vhi of oscillator frequency. 

Secondly, there is the effect on the modulator grid of the voltage Vhi 

j the R.F, input circuit. This may be regarded 

/ -j j apparent one-sided capacitance Cih be- 

th% f^C/i ssCh tween the input grid and the modulator grid, 

® T ' resulting in an additional current Vhij^'^h C>ih 

i 507” in the oscillator circuit. This effect was referred 

of f § 4. 

;lri 1:“ Fig. no shows the equivalent circuit of the 

arrangement of fig. 169, which can evidently 

n presented by the current/. transformed into a circuit containing an 

extra damping Rh and an additional capacitance Ch in parallel with the 

oscillator circuit (see fig. 171). The back-coupling is now expressed by the 

eurrent /. The value of Ch can be calculated with the aid of figs 169 and 

170, and we get * 

1 + Ik — F/ii jcj/j Cih ^ Vh I ^—|- jz— + j^'ih Qi' I • • (II H 4) 

/ 
- 

o 
o 
o « § ^ 
s_ 

= C/{ ^ 

s- 50722 

Fig. 171. Trnnsformution of the equiv¬ 
alent circuit of fig. 170, containing an 
extra damping lihl and an additional 
capacitance Chi in parallel with the 
oscillator rircuit. The coupling between 
the ohcillator and mixer sections is 
represented by the current 1. 

''"rh Qi' I 
i^h ^ 

Dividing both sides of equation (IIH4) byj(o|i, C/^' becomes equal to the real 

part. 

In equations (II H 4) and (II H 6) the capacitances Cih and Chi are included in Zh and Zi rc.-jpectively. 
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Real [ Ufe Vhi. ^ j 1 s h Vhi ^ } 

' Vh Vh ) jwfc n ‘r' 
Cihl (II H 5) 

Furthermore: 

h + Vhji'^h Chi^ — 

^Ubih) 
(II H 6) 

in which Zj(toft) denotes the impedance of the R.F. circuit to the oscillator 

frequency. 

4 = (17.- Vhi)MCk .(IIH 7) 

From this it follows that: 

^hj^h (C/c T~ (^hi) — ^hi i ^ , . t ' jio/, Ck | 

' ^i(^h) I 

Vhi = Vh 
{Ck -I Chi) 

(II H 8) 

j^h Ck : 
Zi {(Oh) 

because 

Vhi = Vh Ri .(II H 9) 
I + J P (?i 

-7-1- jfwft Ck = jt^h {Ck + Ci) -I- --7.— -h 
A(uh) J*^h i^i Ri 

i<^h {Ck+Ci) 1 
1 I -I- Qi 

<^h^ Li {Ck + Ci) I Ri 
(II H 10) 

in which 

3-1 
\ <^h 

Qi = Ri oii (Cjc + Ci). 
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Substituting the values of Vhi and Ik from equations (II H 9) and (II H 7) 

respectively in equation (II H 5) we get: 

U- (—Ca,. 

real i Vhi 
Ch'^- ]Ck--~(Ck +Cih)\ jCfc 

I \ g-. j^hi^k t C/ii) (Cfc+Ci/,) ^ 

1 4 jP Qi 
Ri 

or: 

Ch' = 1 Ck (1 I 
* (Q ! Cfc)(l+p='(?i^) ^ ’ 

or: 

^ ^ (Ck -I Cih) (Ck 4 Chi) 

(Cfe + Ci) (1 + 
. (II H 11) 

The extra capacitance thus consists of a constant term Ck and a capaci¬ 

tance which varies with grid bias. This variable capacitance includes three 

quantities which change with control of the mixer slope, namely Cj/,, Chi 
and the tuning capacitance Q of the input circuit. The last-named capaci¬ 

tance must be regarded as including the varying space-charge capacitance 

of the mixer section. 

Further it is clear from equation (IIHII) that the capacitance variation is 

greatest when the tuning capacitance is small and the quality factor is high. 

P Qi 
The factor -has a maximum value of 0.5 when p — I. If at a 

1 + 

wavelength of 15 metres Qi — 100 this maximum value is reached if 

[6 ~ 2 A oi jci ~ 0.01, But A (0 is here equal to the difference of the oscilla¬ 

tor and R.F. frequencies — hence the I.F. frequency. 

0.01 X 2 X 10^ 
Thus A oi = Oik — co^ = 27r X-— 2 TT X 10^. 

This means that a receiver using a low intermediate frequency, for instance 

125 kc/s, suffers much greater frequency drift due to capacitance variations 

than one operating at a high intermediate frequency, say 475 kc/s. 

Several phenomena can now be explained from the foregoing equation. The 

most important conclusions are: 

1. The frequency drift with the input circuit short-circuited is usually 

much smaller than when the input circuit is not short-circuited. 
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2. For given operating conditions of the valve it should be possible to 

make the sum {Ck + Cih) or (C^ -f Chi) in equation (II H 11) equal 

to nil by varying the capacitance Cfe with a trimmer [for see equa¬ 

tion (II F 9)]. In the ECH 3, for example, Chi amounts to about 

+ 0.15 pF; if Ch be made equal to —0.15 pF the variable capacitance 

Ch should then equal Cfc. 

If the control bias becomes sufficiently negative to cut off the space 

current, the electron capacitances Cih and Chi disappear. With an 

intermediate frequency of 500 kc/s p Qi is about 5 at a wavelength of 

15 metres, so that with a tuning capacitance of 40 pF we find from 

equation (II H 11): 

Ch' = 

0.152 X 5 

0.01 X 40 X ¥6 
0.011 pF 

With a tuned-grid circuit such a capacitance change means a frequency 

drift of about 3 kc/s at 15 metres, and with a tuned-anode circuit a drift 

of about 1 kc/s. 

With the ECH 21 the situation is rather less favourable; the electron 

capacitance Chi 0.3 — 0.4 pF, and the frequency drift 

when a control voltage is applied to the first grid is therefore twice as 

great. 

3. When the bias on a mixing valve is varied the input capacitance also 

changes and detuning of the signal-frequency circuit results. This means 

that in equation (II H 11) p alters and the change can be considerable. 

Apart from possible changes of Cih ^nd C/,i, a capacitance variation 

therefore occurs in the oscillator circuit whenever a capacitance Ch is 

present. 

When increased bias is applied to the valve the input capacitance dimi¬ 

nishes and the resonant frequency of the input circuit therefore increa¬ 

ses. If o^h is higher than wj, p decreases and the effect described in 

paragraph 2 above can therefore be more or less compensated. 

Generally speaking, however, the variation of the frequency is not easy 

to predict. 

4. The most logical method of reducing frequency drift is to decouple the 

mixer and oscillator sections, by employing a tuned-anode oscillator 

circuit, and minimum back-coupling. To ensure adequate feedback at 

the low-frequency end of the band a special circuit may be used (C § 4). 

5. Suitable design of the valve also helps to reduce drift. If in equation 

(II H 11) the factor {Ck 4- Chi) always remains nil, no drift occurs. It 

is possible to reduce Chi considerably if care is taken, by means of appro- 
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priate deflection, that no electrons from the modulator grid reach the 

neighbourhood of the input grid. It then remains to compensate the 

net stray capacitance C/^. As is apparent from equation (II F 9), the 

coupling between the input grid and the triode-anode and triode-grid 

respectively must be in exactly the right relation. The required values 

can be ascertained as described in F § 3. 

§ 5. Frequency drift due to warming-up of the valve 

On short waves drift due to the change of temperature in the oscillator 

valve becomes very important. The main cause is the gradual heating of 

the whole valve after switching on, and the consequent change in the di¬ 

electric constant of the glass. Some improvement can be obtained by using 

glass having a fairly stable di-electric constant. 

Apart from capacitance variations in the valve, changes in capacitors, 

inductors and other components are to be expected as a result of tempera¬ 

ture fluctuations. And the shorter the wavelength the greater the drift of 

frequency. 

In modern receivers employing bandspread, drift is especially irritating, 

for it spoils the intended greater accuracy of the tuning scale. But by the 

use of capacitors having a di-electric constant with a negative temperature 

co-efficient over the range of temperature concerned, drift due to w arming- 

up can be largely compensated. 
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III. DETERMINING THE TRACKING CURVE 

A. Calculating the circuit constants 

§ I. Introduction 

As already mentioned in the preceding chapter, the diflference between the 

frequencies to which the oscillator circuit and the input circuit are tuned 

must be equal to the intermediate frequency. It is in principle immaterial 

whether the oscillator frequency is higher or lower than that of the received 

signal, but generally it is higher. If the signal frequency is lower than the 

intermediate frequency, as is the case when a long-wave station is received 

on a set employing a higher intermediate frequency, there is indeed no 

other possibility. But even when receiving signals of higher frequency than 

the intermediate frequency, the choice of a higher oscillator frequency is 

advantageous, for then the widest possible waveband can be covered. 

The fact that, for convenience of manufacture, the same type of tuning 

capacitor is used in the R.F, and the oscillator circuits means that the same 

maximum ratio of highest frequency to lowest frequency is imposed on 

both circuits; if now the oscillator frequency is made lower than the signal 

frequency, it is evident that the range of frequency covered by the input 

circuit will be curtailed. 

In the alternative case, w here the oscillator frequency is the higher, the R.F. 

circuit determines the frequency band that can be covered. The frequency 

coverage of the oscillator circuit is then appropriately reduced, by means 

which will be discussed later. 

When, as is the usual practice, the two tuning capacitors arc ganged, the 

problem arises of tracking the circuits, that is to say of maintaining a 

constant frequency difference (the intermediate frequency) over the whole 

band. The problem can be solved by providing specially shaped plates in 

the oscillator tuning capacitor, so that the variation capacitances conform 

to requirements. Such a solution is satisfactory for a single wave band. It 

is evident, however, that for a second wave band the plate shape required 

would be different, and since nearly all receivers include more than one wave 

range this solution is usually impracticable. 
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The customary method then is to use identical tuning capacitors in the 

two circuits and to correct the variation of frequency of the oscillator 

circuit by means of fixed capacitors. However, this solution is not entirely 

satisfactory, and in the following pages we shall consider how the oscillator 

circuit should be designed in order to reach the best compromise. 

When the oscillator frequency is higher than the signal frequency, the 

frequency range covered by the oscillator circuit is smaller than that of the 

input circuit; in consequence the ratio of the variable capacitance to the 

fixed capacitance {C^jCo) in the oscillator circuit must be reduced. 

One method is to reduce the variable part by inserting a fixed capacitor 

(called a padder) in series with the variable capacitor; another method 

is to increase Cq by connecting additional fixed capacitance across the 

tuned circuit; or both measures may be applied together. The best 

approach to the required tracking is attained with a certain combination 

of the two methods, that is to say for a given input circuit, with 

closely determined values of the padder Cp, the zero capacitance Cq and 

the inductance J. 

As there is an infinite number of combinations of these three quantities, 

it is possible accurately to obtain the required oscillator frequency at any 

three points in the waveband. If these three points are chosen first, it is a 

fairly simple algebraic problem to calculate the values of Cp, Cq and L 

needed. Such a calculation is made in paragraph 4. Many variations on this 

theme are to be found in radio literature which, by introducing substitute 

quantities, simplify the numerical work to some degree. In general, 

however, the calculation is a rather laborious process; especially is this so 

when many cases have to be computed successively. 

The tediousness of this calculating has given rise to a desire for a quicker 

method, even if it is of necessity somewhat less accurate. A solution by a 

graphical method is described in par. 5—11. The choice of method 

is ruled by the degree of accuracy required, and by personal taste. Before 

tackling the calculation it is necessary to settle at which point in the wave 

band a greater error can be conceded in favour of greater accuracy elsewhere; 

this is generaly decided by local conditions. 

§ 2. Choice of the ganging points 

For our considerations we shall begin with the basic circuit of fig. 172, 

which shows the most common type of oscillator circuit: is the tuning 

capacitor, Cp the padder and Cq the stray capacitance of the tuned circuit. 

The padder will in practice often be joined in series with the coil instead of in 

series with the variable capacitor: we shall return to this matter in § 7. 
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The problem is thus as follows: 

We are given the mixer valve input circuit, con¬ 

sisting of inductance, stray capacitance and a 

variable capacitance By means of a similar 

capacitance C^, a circuit like fig. 172 must now be 

composed, whose natural frequency will, at any 

position of exceed that of the input circuit by 

the amount of the intermediate frequency. As 

this requirement cannot be met exactly, we must accept that solution 

with which the frequency difference always approaches the intermediate 

frequency as nearly as possible. The deviations which occur may be displayed 

as a function of the frequency of the input circuit, a so-called tracking curve 

being thereby obtained of the characteristic form seen in fig. 173. A positive 

value of /I/here means that the frequency difference between the input 

and the oscillator circuits exceeds the intermediate frequency. By correct 

choice of L, Co and Cp, we endeavour, within the specific band delineated 

by/a fb fig- to minimise the unavoidable deviation. 

We are at once bound to ask ourselves what we regard as a sufficient 

limitation of A /, and whether 

a certain value of Afh equally 

important throughout the tun¬ 

ing range. We can, for example, 

try to make the area enclosed 

by the wave range or we can 

limit Af over a given part of 

the wave range as small as 

possible at the cost of larger 

errors in less used parts of the 

band. Thus there are many 

possibilities, which could be 

endlessly argued. For the pres¬ 

ent general discussion, however, we shall assume that the deviation A f 

is equally important over the whole frequency band and consequently we 

shall try to make the greatest error occurring anywhere as small as possible. 

In fig. 173 the largest deviations Af arise at the limits of wave band /a 

and/fi, and at the peaks lying in between. 

The four maxima may be given any values by varying L, Cp and Cq. But 

a precise calculation is very hard to make. The curve in fig. 173, however, 

much resembles a third power the equation of which is: 

y = ^3 aX^ A- C. 

-*^735 

Fig. 173. Example of a tracking curve. /I / is the difference 
between the actual and the correct oscillator frequency within 
the range to /^. 

4^704 

Fig. 172. Basic tuned circuit of 
an oscillator. 

(Ill A 1) 
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Tchebycheff has deduced that with such a curve, if the postulated require¬ 

ment of minimum deviations is achieved by suitable choice of a, b and c, 

the four maxima are equal. When by correct choice of L, Cp and Co, a 

tracking curve is obtained in which the four largest deviations A f from 

the nominal intermediate frequency are equal, we may possibly reduce 

one of the maxima by small changes of L, Cp or Co- But the result must 

be an increase of one of the two of the other maxima. This phenomenon is 

well known in practice and we may conclude that adjustment with which 

the four greatest divergences aie equal is in general to be preferred to any 

other. 

The problem may now be defined in another way: the aim is no longer to 

find the smallest maxima, but to achieve the tracking curve in which the 

greatest deviations from the nominal frequency are all equal. This condition 

may be expressed directly in simple equations. We shall for the moment 

take L, Cp and Cq as the unknowns and express the largest deviations 

A Zl/21 ^/31 ^/4 terms of these quantities. The requirement 

postulated becomes: 

Afi A/g I (Equations with L, Cp and Co) 

^/l = ^/4 ) 

Three equations are thus obtained, wnth L, Cp and Cq as the unknown 

quantities; it should be possible, though it will be very difficult, to solve 

the unknowns from the equa¬ 

tions. In order to simplify 

the calculation wc shall 

assume that the tracking 

curve can be approximated 

by equation (III A I). 

Starting from that and con¬ 

sidering only the region limi¬ 

ted hy X — +I and —1 * 
we can then calculate that 

a = 0, 6 = — ^/4 and c = 0.(Ill A 2) 

(see fig. 174) 

As the computation with this third power curve evidently leads to simple 

Fig. 174. Third'power curve in which the four greatest deviations 
are equal. 

we get four equal extreme values ofy if: 

* The cboiee of the region lying between -f*l —1^ <loc* limit the general application of the argument: it U 
merely a qneftion of the scale of the X-aais. 
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results we shall go a step further and calculate where the intersections with 

the horizontal axis lie. In radio technique these are the so-called ganging 

points at which the tuning of the input circuit and the oscillator circuit 

differ by precisely the intermediate frequency. Substituting from equation 

(III A 2) in (III A 1) we get: 

y — .(Ill A 3) 

For y — 0 it therefore follows that 

Aj = 0; 3 andA^s - —1/2 s" . . (Ill A 4) 

From this we can draw the following conclusion: 

If a tracking curve corresponds to a third-power curve, which in fact is 

roughly the case, the adjustment points are best fixed in the frequency 

range so that x^^ x^ and x^ fall between -f-1 and —1. Consequently one 

adjustment point lies midway betweenand/c and the other two sym¬ 

metrically about the first, at a distance therefrom of 

§ 3. Practical effect of the chosen adjustment points 

In order to provide an insight into the practical effect of this conclusion, 

a curve A following equation (III A 3) is given in fig. 175, the input fre¬ 

quency being measured along the X-axis. The frequency range under 

consideration runs from 536 to 1500 kc/s. Curve B is the actual tracking 

curve calculated for 

a circuit like fig, 172 

if L, Cp and Cq are 

so chosen that the 

adjustment points ob¬ 

tained are the same 

as those on curve A, 
It will be seen that 

there is some differ¬ 

ence between the two 

curves, though it is 

very slight. Further¬ 

more it is clear that 

when the adjustment 

points are ascertained 

by Tchebycheflf’s ap¬ 

proximate method 

Fig. 175. Two tracking ciirvcs for the band from 536 to 1500 kc/a. /I is a third- 
power curve given by the equation y ~ x“— 3/4 x. B is an actual tracking 
curve for which L,Cp and C© (see fig. 172) were so chosen that the same adjust¬ 
ment points were obtained as in curve A 
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the error at the high frequency end (1500 kc/s) is smaller than at the low 

frequency end (536 kc/s). 

The goal of equal deviations is not quite reached. The question now is 

whether the result is better or worse. We must grant that, looked at as a 

whole, it is worse, for usually the selectivity of the pre-selector circuit is 

rather poorer at high frequencies than at low, and therefore it is at the 

high-frequency end, where the input tuned circuit has a flatter resonance 

curve, that a greater deviation could be allowed. 

For this reason, then, these symmetrically placed adjustment points will 

be regarded only as landmarks from which a more favourable result may 

be found experimentally. If, for example, only a small error is acceptable 

at the low-frequency end of the band, a better performance can be expected 

if the first two adjustment points, to the left of fig. 175, are put a little lower 

than was originally calculated. If, however, special importance is attached 

to the reception of particular stations elsewhere in the band the adjust¬ 

ment points must be shifted accordingly. 

§ 4. Calculating L, Cp and Co 

Using equation (III A 1) as a basis, we must try to find a third-power curve 

approximating to Af. Instead of the co-efficients a, b and c in equation 

(III A 1), we require formulae containing L, Cp and Co, and to these 

equation (III A 2) could be applied. This leads 

again, however, to difficult and tedious calcula¬ 

tion, and it is much simpler to start from the known 

adjustment points. The frequencies corresponding 

to these points are known, and therefore also the 

lespective values of in the input circuit; more¬ 

over we know the oscillator frequency at these 

points, since the error is nil. Thus we know the 

resonant frequency of the oscillator circuit at three 

positions of (which are the same as those of 

in the pre-selector circuit). Therefore we have 

three equations again containing L, Cp and C©, 

which can be solved fairly easily *. 

The basic oscillator tuned circuit was given in 

fig. 172. This arrangement is not often used: 

usually the padding capacitor Cp is joined in series 

with the oscillator coil. In such a case there are two 

* See, for instance, Soweby, **WirelesB Engineer", October 1932 — Landon and Sveen **£lectronic8’\ August 1932 — 
Conppex, **L*onde Electrique", Dec. 1936. 

Fig. 176. Oscillator tuned circuit 
with the padder in series and the 
trimmer in parallel with the coil. 

Fig. 177. Oscillator tuned circuit 
with the padder in series with the 
coil and the trimmer parallel to 
the tuning capacitor. 
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ways of connecting the parallel capacitance C©: first, across the coil (fig. 

176) and, secondly, in parallel with the variable capacitor (fig. 177). A draw¬ 

back of the latter method of connection is that the self-capacitance Q of 

the coil must be considered separately, whereas in the circuit of fig. 176 

it is reckoned with the capacitance C^. 

The resonance formula for the circuit of fig. 172 and fig. 176 is: 

<0*1 (Co h = 1.(Ill A 5a) 
L,p -f- Cj; 

The resonance formula for the circuit of fig. 177 is: 

== 1.(Ill A 5b) 
Cp + Ct; -j- Co 

The respective values of the tuning capacitor at the adjustment points we 

shall call Cj, Cn and Cm and the corresponding oscillator frequencies 

(Og and cog. If we further define S = e = l/tog^, = 1/^3^ >ve then 

find the following quantities in the oscillator circuit to which equation 

(III A 5a) refers: 

(e—r) Cn Cm f ( r,—8) Ci Cm + (§—e) Cj Cn 
f ~- - —_— -- .... (Ill A oa) 

(s—T^) Cl (r^—S) Cn + (8—e) Cm 

^ C// Cm + ( o—^) C/ Cm -f (^—e) C/ Cn } 

I S (e—r^) Cn Cm + s (r^—S) Ci Cm -f- r^ (S—e) Ci Cji } 

{Cl—Cu) {Cji—Cm) {Cm—Cj) 
(III A 7a) 

{S—e) (e—rj (r^—S) {Cj—Cn) {Cn—Cm) {Cm—Cr) 

{ (e—T^,) Cn Cm 4 (^i—^) Cj Cm + (^—s) Ci Cn ^ 
(III A 8a) 

For the circuit of fig. 177, to which equation (II A 5b) refers, we obtain: 

^ ^ _ (8—e) (e—t,) (r,—S) 

^ { (e—o) Cj 4- ('^—^) Clj 4- (8—e) Cm} 

{Cj—Cjj) {Cn—Cm) {Cm—Cj) 

{ 8 (e—Y)) Cj 4- £ (t)—8) Cn + IQ (8—e) Cm} 
(III A 6b) 

Co - ^ (e—^) Cjj Cm }' e (^—^) Cj Cm 4- *^3 (§—e) Cj Cn 

8 (e—yj) Cj -(- £ (yj—8) Cjj 4“ ^ (^—e) Cm 

_ M (e—tq) Cj 4- e {’^—^) Cjj tq (8—s) Cm 

(8—e) (e—yjj (tq—8) {Cj—Cjj) {Cjj—Cm) {Cm—Cj) 

In practice the calculation of the oscillator-circuit constants 

(III A 7b) 

(III A 8b) 

from these 
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formulae is often too cumbersome and the simpler, though less accurate, 

graphical method is then preferred. 

§ 5. Graphic determination of L, Cp and Co 

For the graphic determination of L, Cp and Cq we use as a basis a paper 

by McNamee in Electronics of May 1932. The method given therein we 

apply in a rather different way, however, and certain advantages accrue. 

In the article mentioned, instead of three previously fixed adjustment 

points, a larger number of arbitrary points are used with which approxima¬ 

tely correct alignment of the circuits is obtained. 

We shall first calcu¬ 

late, with an arbi¬ 

trarily chosen value 

of C, as parameter, 

the net capacitance 

of Cv and Cp in 

scries for various 

values of Cp, The 

curves given in fig. 

178 are thereby ob¬ 

tained. In this dia¬ 

gram the vertical 

axis is also scaled 

for the value of Cq. 

The following infor¬ 

mation may now be 

extracted from the 

curves: 

Assuming Cp = 800 

pF, the points B 
C, D and Vindicate 

the capacitance of Cp and Cv in series when C^ has values of 100, 200, 300 

and 500 pF respectively .And if we further assume that the zero capacitance 

Co is 50 pF the distances AB^ AC, AD and AE represent the total 

capacitance of the tuned circuit at the values of Cj; mentioned. In this 

way we quickly and easily get an insight into all available possibilities. 

Now the oscillator frequencies required at these several positions of C^ 
,are known, but L at the moment is not, and consequently the total capa¬ 

citances are still unknown. However we know that they are inversely 

proportional to the squares of the required frequencies. 

Fig. 178. Graphic method of determining the total capacitance iu the oscillator 
circuit of fig. 172 for various values of Cp, Cp and C®. The capacitance of Cp and 
Cp in aeries can be read off the vertical axis directly; and since C® is measured 
along the same axis, below zero, the total capacitance follows from: 

G/ot ~ ^ i >.—h G®. 
Cp Cp 
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Thus: 

283 

AB : AC : AD : AE = - : J- ; ^ 

U u 
It is already known that this requirement can be satisfied for no more than 

three positions of C,;. By shifting the lines AE and AF, however, we can 

make AB^ AQ etc., agree more closely with the required ratios. A conve¬ 

nient method is to use a sheet of transparent paper ruled with a series of 

parallel lines spaced according to the desired ratios (any straight line drawn 

across a set of parallel lines is intersected in the same ratio). The ruled sheet 

same point by the curves as by the parallels. 

is now placed on fig. 178 and moved about until a vertical line is found (in 

our example AB) which is divided off by the curves as nearly as possible 

in correspondence with the intervals between the parallel lines (fig. 179). 

The needed values of Cp and Co are then immediately ascertainable. By 

this method it is possible to work quite quickly once a diagram like fig. 178 

has been drawn. But there are some disadvantages. Inevitably small errors 

occur in drawing tlie point-to-point curves of fig. 178 and since even small 

percentage frequency differences must be avoided the result is often 

unreliable. 

Secondly, the intervals between the parallel lines must coincide as nearly 
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as possible with the intersections of the vertical line with the curves. Discrep¬ 

ancies are bound to exist, but how large these may be and where they 

are most important is not immediately apparent. 

Following on the reasoning at the beginning of this chapter, the foregoing 

method will now be modified, fig. 178 being redrawn for the three values 

of Ct; which correspond to the most desirable adjustment points mentioned 

in § 2. At the same time the oscillator frequencies appropriate thereto will 

be determined and a set of parallel lines drawn conforming to these fre¬ 

quencies, i.e. the intervals between the parallels will be inversely propor¬ 

tionate to the squares of the frequencies. It will now be possible to find a 

position for AE and AF at which the 

ratios AB : AC : AD coincide with 

intervals between the parallel lines. 

The advantage of this method over 

the first one is that we do not have 

to choose from an infinite number of 

compromises, but have only to find 

the one correct and definite position. 

A practical drawback of the method 

is that a fresh set of curves must be 

drawn for every case, because with 

varying types of receiver different 

values of Ci, are generally found at 

the most suitable adjustment points. 

What we need is a diagram in which 

not only Cp but also Ct; is shown 

continuously variable. Such a dia¬ 

gram, reproduced in fig. 180, has two 

vertical scales for and Cp respec¬ 

tively, separated by an arbitrary distance a -f- t. If now we choose any 

values C,;i and Cpi on the C^- and C^-axes and draw diagonals as in 

fig. 180 we derive the following for the perpendicular x: 

from the horizontal ia a measure of the capacitance 
of Ct?, and Cp^ in scries. 

b a 

a 

X 

a b 

^pi 

a b ^ 1 V -r_==(a + 6)( + ) 
'V\ ■'pi X 
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or: 

1 

X 
i- (III A 9) 

-pi 

It follows therefore that the length x indicates the capacitance of Cv^ and 

Cpi in series. Using this principle it is very simple to draw a diagram from 

which the total circuit capacitance at various adjustment points may be 

read directly. The values of at the chosen adjustment points are again 

calculated and the diagonals drawn (fig. 181). If now a specific value of Cp 
is taken and a diagonal drawn from the Cp axis, the perpendiculars X^, 

Xg and X3 are obtained, 

which indicate the resultant 

capacitances of ^pi with 

Cr2 If 
show the stray capacitance 

Cq below the horizontal axis 

we can, for any given value 

of Co, ascertain the total 

circuit capacitance imme¬ 

diately from A^C and 

A^D. Th is diagram is thus 

entirely equivalent to fig. 

178 but it consists only of 

straight lines, and it is a 

simple matter to introduce 

other values of C^,. 

To determine the correct 

value of Cp and Co, the oscil¬ 

lator frequencies /^, /2, 

corresponding to Ci.i, Cj^2 

and C| 
Fig. 181. The abac of fig. 180 inodificcl by the addition to the Cv 
axis of Co below the zero. The total capaeitance i., now always equal 
to the distance between the intersertion of the iliagonals and the 
new horizontal axis AF. 

AiB : A.J.C A,D = 

yj are again calculated 

and the lines A F and Cpi ^ 
then shifted until the required 

relation is obtained, namely: 

L 1 

/i^ 

This requirement can be satisfied exactly, but the task is made more 

difficult by the fact that the distances A^B^ A^C and A^D are not all mea¬ 

sured along the same line. However, the distances FB, FC and FD are in 
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the same ratio and we can take advantage of this circumstance. In order 

to ascertain the ratios we now draw radii on transparent paper, as in fig. 182. 

Ill , . , 
The quantities — measured out on some convenient scale 

fi^ /2“ 

along the vertical axis, and from any suitable point radiating lines are 

drawn. All the intersected vertical lines on the graph paper are now divided 

in like ratio. The sheet can now be placed on fig. 181 and moved about, 

always keeping the perpen¬ 

dicular ruling parallel to 

OCp^ until a position is 

found in which the three 

intersections on a vertical 

line coincide with points JB, 

C and D. Point F, the re¬ 

maining intersection of 

OCpi with the base line, is 

thereby fixed. Failure with 

a given value of Cp to get 

the two sets of points to 

coincide means that that 

value is wrong. Further 

attempts with other values 

must then be made until coincidence is secured; the correct value of Cp 
may then be read directly from the diagram, while the position of F fixes 

the value of C^. The value of for example, may also be measured and, 

as the frequency /g relating to this circuit capacitance is known, the re¬ 

quired value of L can be calculated. With this method the line OCp^ can 

best be represented by the base line of the transparent graph paper, which 

must pass through point 0 exactly. 

§ 6. Practical example 

We shall now illustrate the foregoing with an example, and the receicer 

considered in § 3, which covered the band from 536 to 1500 kc/s, will serve 

our purpose. First the adjustment points are determined by Tchebycheff’s. 

approximate method. One point falls in the middle of the band, at 1018 kc/s. 

On each side lies a range of 482 kc/s. The two other points are therefore: 

separated from the middle by: 

1/2 VTx 482 = 417 kc/s 

to the Hquares of the desired adjust frequencies are plotted on the 
ordinates; the lines are drawn from an arbitrary point from the fan¬ 
shaped raster. 
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and lie at 601 and 1435 kc/s respectively. By adding the intermediate fre¬ 

quency, 470 kc/s, to these three figures we arrive at the oscillator frequen¬ 

cies corresponding thereto, namely: 

- 1905 kc/s,/2 = 1488 kc/s,/3 - 1071 k/cs. 

The capacitance of Cv at these points must now be calculated. We assume 

an R.F. tuned circuit with L ~ 160 (xH, Cq “ 50 pF and = 20—500 pF. 

At the upper end of the wave band the circuit tunes to 536 kc/s with a total 

capacitance of 550 pF. At the first adjustment point the total capacitance 

is therefore: 

C - 550 77 pF 

Thus: 

CVi 77 — 50 - 27 pF. 

Similarly for the other adjustment points we find: 

C,,.^ - 102 pF and = 388 pF 

The values of C„ are the same in the oscillator circuit. 

The first three columns of the following table summarise the figures so far 

ascertained: 

Signal 

frequency 

(kc/s)’ 

Cv 

(pF) 

Oscillator 

frequency 

(kc/s) 

1 1 

Distance 

along axis 

(inm) 

1500 20 — — — 

1435 27 0.276 82.8 

1018 102 1488 0.452 135.6 

601 388 0.872 261.6 

536 500 — — — 

On not too small a scale a diagram similar to fig. 181 is now prepared, with 

diagonals drawn to points Qi, 0^2 situated respectively 27, 102 

and 388 mm from the base line; for safety a space 100 mm deep is left under 

the latter for Cq. 

A drawing on the lines of fig. 182 is next made on a sheet of transparent 

millimetre squared paper, distances proportional to Ijfosc^ being measured 

out along one of the axes. The values are given in the fourth column of the 
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table above, and in the diagram they may be represented, for example, by 

distances of 82.8,135.6 and 261.6 mm respectively. To the three points thus 

determined radiating lines are drawn from any suitable point. It is to be 

noted that the present construction embodying radiating lines is better 

than the set of parallel lines used in fig. 179, since it permits a very large 

c, Cp 

Fig. 183. Example of the graphic method of determining the constant! of an oscillator circuit for 
the 536 — 1500 kc/s band. 
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scale (in this case the largest dimension is 261.6 mm) and therefore greater 

accuracy. 

The parallel-line diagram, on the other hand, cannot be indefinitely en¬ 

larged, or it would fail to fit the intercepts of line OCp^; thus the accuracy 

is limited. Fig. 183 shows the diagram drawn for the present example, with 

the transparent squared paper laid in the position found correct. It is 

evident that this position is reached with a padding capacitor of 600 pF. 

The location of point F indicates that Cq should be 72 pF. 

The inductance of the oscillator tuned circuit has still to be determined. It 

follows from fig. 183 that when Cy ~ 388 pF the capacitance of C|; and Cp 
in series is 236 pF, and the total circuit capacitance is consequently 

236 -| 72 — 308 pF. At this position of CT; the table shows that the oscillator 

frequency is 1071 kc/s. The inductance now' follows from: 

10« 159155 

/ =■ 2^ flC LX: 

where/is expressed in kc/s, L in (xH and C in pF. Thus: 

L - 
159155^ 

10712' X 308 
71.7 [iH 

§ 7. The possibilities of the graphic method 

It is apparent from the foregoing that the determination of the constants 

of an oscillator circuit by graphic means can be a fairly simple task. The 

accuracy is naturally not so high as with calculation from the formulae, 

for which a calculating machine or logarithm tables may be employed. On 

the other hand the eft'ect of possible errors in drawing may be easily exam¬ 

ined, because in the diagram the frequencies arising if Cp is made a 

certain amount too high or too low can be measured. This possibility is 

especially valuable when, in designing a receiver, it is necessary to compare 

alternatives quickly. 

The method just described may also be employed for an oscillator circuit 

in which the padding capacitor is connected in series with the coil L 
(fig. 184). 
At first sight there is no striking difference between this circuit and that 

of fig. 172 but it will be realised that a capacitance is also present between 

the top of the coil and earth, i.e. parallel to Cy. To investigate its influence 

we shall rearrange this circuit of fig. 184a as far as possible on the lines 

of fig. 172; thus we obtain fig. 184b, in which the total zero capacitance is 

divided between Cj and C2. In precise calculations we may not, without 

Eltctrontnhuis 19 
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question, regard and Cg as being in parallel. 

However, the formulae do not become more 

complicated if for we substitute an amount 

estimated in the light of experience and then 

reckon how large must be. The constants of 

this circuit can now be determined graphically 

by modifying fig. 181 somewhat. The diagram 

must now be used to find the capacitance of Cp 
in series with and accordingly on the 

Cl, scale a fixed amount, previously estimated, 

is added to C,.. By drawing diagonals to 

Cl 2 and Ct'g the additional Co could be taken into 

account directly. Tor another value of C2 new 

diagonals would then, how ever, have to be drawn; 

to avoid this, the quantity C2 is added under 

point 0. If now we draw’ a new base line, as in 

fig. 185, and draw' diagonals from the new vertices 

of the base line, the capacitance of the series 

circuit Cp— (Ci, -|- C2) is indicated by X. To this 

the zero capacitance C\ has still to be added. A convenient method is to 

draw' a line parallel to the new base at a distance of C^, the total capacitance 

being then measured from this new line, e.g. The intersection of the 

Cpi diagonal with the base A is once more 

indicated by F, and the distances FB, 
FC^ etc. are again proportional to the 

circuit capacitances ^2^’ etc. The 

graphic method described above may 

similarly be employed for determining 

Cl. Having found the correct position of 

the frame of lines on the Cp - diagonal, 

note that a line (FA) parallel to the new 

base line must be drawn through F in 

order to obtain the correct value for Cj. 

§ 8. Accuracy of the graphic method 

As already mentioned, calculation of the 

circuit constants from the appropriate 

formulae is undoubtedly more accurate 

than the graphic method described above. 

It will be observed that, when using the 

Fir. 185. Abac for determining Cp and C, in the 
circuit of fig. I84b. Ab C, is now set out btliw the 
zero on the C^-axis, the base line is no longer 
horizontal. 

Cp 

Fig. 184 a. Basic form of a common¬ 
ly used oscillator circuit. The padder 
is in series and the trimmer in paral¬ 
lel with the coil L. 

Fig. 184 b. The same circuit as 
fig. 184a, but with the stray capaci¬ 
tance divided between C, and Cj. 
Cj is the trimmer, and Cj a capaci¬ 
tance the value of which must be 
estimated in the light of experience. 
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graphic method over a small range of the Cp scale an equally good result 

is obtained anywhere. In theory there is of course only^ one correct value 

of Cp^ but it seems that over this particular range a variation of Cp hardly 

affects the fitting of the ruled sheet to the diagram. 

The inaccuracy of the graphic method however is no great drawback when 

the object is to find a starting point for the experimental determination 

of the circuit constants. 

In order to investigate the order of magnitude of the errors which may occur 

with the graphic method, we shall assume that in fig. 183 the value taken 

for Cp is not correct. This means that the three radiating lines on the 

transparent sheet do not in fact pass through points B, C and D, Taking 

now the most unfav^ourable case (smallest distance and highest frequency), 

we assume that the line on the transparent sheet misses point B and passes 

half a millimetre wide (measured along FCp), Such an error is just percep¬ 

tible when good drawing materials are used. 

In the original drawing, reproduced in fig. 183, FB is 60 mm long. An 

error of O.S mm thus represents 0.8 and in the total circuit capacitance 

the error will amount to the same percentage. The frequency is inversely 

proportional to the square root of the capacitance, and the error will thus 

be 0.4As the oscillator frequency must be 1905 kc/s with the variable 

capacitor in the position corresponding to point B, the discrepancy will 

amount to 0.4 X 19 — about 8 kc/s. 

In practice, however, there is some compensation. Owing to the faulty 

drawing Cp and L arc wrongly determined; Cq is fixed in conformity, and 

at the first adjustment point there would consequently be an error of 

8 kc/s. In fact, however, when setting up the receiver the tuning capacitor 

is given such a value that the correct oscillator frequency is obtained. The 

zero capacitance is not equal to the calculated value, and as a result wrong 

frequencies are obtained at the other adjustment points. Point jP is dis¬ 

placed 0.5 mm along FCp, In the distance FC which measures 100 mm an 

error of 0.5 is therefore made, and at the frequency corresponding to C, 

namely 1488 kc/s, there is an error of 0.25%, i.c. of 3.6 kc/s. At the third 

adjustment point a small error also occurs, but if the padder is adjustable 

this error will be reduced when the receiver is trimmed, thus somewhat 

diminishing also the previous error. 

It is now possible to estimate how^ the shape of the tracking curve seen in 

fig. 175 will be affected by the inaccuracies described above. At the fre¬ 

quency originally chosen for the middle adjustment point a deviation of 

the order of 3 kc/s occurs, as shown in fig. 186. Clearly, it is essential in 

preparing the drawings to work to the highest possible accurary. The effect 
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of an error can of course 

bfc limited by making 

the scale of the diagram 

very large. In our exam¬ 

ple the scale was 1 mm 

to 2 pF. 

A weakness of the graph¬ 

ic method described is 

that the highest oscilla¬ 

tor frequencies corres¬ 

pond to the shortest 

distances along the line 

FCp. Thus at these high 

frequencies there is a 

risk of a large percentage 

error, and therefore of 

a large absolute error in 

terms of kilocycles. Since it is the error in kilocycles which is important, it 

would be better to use a layout in which a higher frequency was represented 

by a greater distance in the diagram; such a method is described in the 

following section. 

Fig. 186. Two tracking curves (dotted Hues), each bhowing an error of 
3 kc/s at the mid-adjustment point, due to an inaccuracy of about 0.8 
in the drawing. 

§ 9. The inverse method 

The foregoing graphic method of determining circuit constants made use 

of an abac which gave us the total value of C composed of Cp and Cq- 
As the scale employed was proportional to the capacitance C the distances 

were necessarily proportional to 1//^. It would be much better to use a scale 

proportional to 1/C and this is not difficult to do. 

For the series connection of the capacitances Cp and Cy we have: 

111 

C 

Working with reciprocal values is logical in the present case. Thus if the 

scales for Cy~^ and Cp~^ are laid end to end, the total value is always 

to be found by adding the values of Cy~^ and Cp~^ concerned. When reci¬ 

procal values are used for series connected capacitances the same sort of 

formula is required as with parallel-connected capacitances. The converse is 

also true. For two parallel capacitances, e.g. Cy and Co, C ^ Co + Cy 
Or we can write: 1 1 

C Co “h Cy 
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If both numerator and denominator on the right hand side are divided by 

C'o.Ci., we get 

c 1 1 ■ 
C" ^ C~ '-'O '-'t) 

By using reciprocal values it becomes possible to employ an abac like that 

in fig. 180 for capacitances in parallel. Fig. 187 shows such an abac for the 

circuit of fig. 172. Along the left-hand scale is measured above 0 and 

Cp~^ below. If, for example, a particular value of Cp~~^ corresponds 

to FO, the reciprocal value of Cri and Cp is given by the distance 

FCi{ The connection of Cq in 

parallel with this combination is dealt 

with by the same method, but the 

base line now' runs obliquely to F, 

w hich is not otherwise of importance. 

The total reciprocal capacitance val¬ 

ues are represented by the distances 

.djB, A^C and A^D^ and again these 

are proportional to the intercepts 

FB, FC, and FB. The last named 

are however related: 

FB.FC: FD == 
In order to locate these ratios, radii 

arc drawn on ruled transparent paper 

in such a way that the parallel ruling 

is intersected in proportion to the 

values of and It is clear 

that when the sheet is laid on the 

abac the line with this frequency 

division does not pass through point 

0 as in the first method but through 

a point F, to be found by trial. 

Once a suitably intersected line FCq"^ 
is found the required values of Cp 
and Co follow from the reciprocal 

values, which may be read from either 

Fig. 187. Abac with two vertical axes and Co~~^ 
above the zero point and Cp""* below. The total capuci^ 
tance in the circuit of fig. 172, c.g. for the values Cyj"”*, 
Co,”"*, and FO (Cp""*) is proportional to the distance 
A,B. 
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the left-hand or the right-hand scale. Further, 

the inductance may be ascertained from any 

Cy of the vertical distances, e.g. from A^B and the 

corresponding frequency. 

A minor drawback of this method, compared 

with the earlier one, is that owing to the reci- 

Fig. 188a. Basic oscillator circuit, with procal scale divisioii the value of C cannot be 
the padding capacitor connected be- *• 

tween the chassis and the coil. read oft' directly. Thc calculation is of course 

h ig. 188b. The same circuit \«ith thc 
diftercnce, compared with fig. 188a, 
that there is an appreciable capaci¬ 
tance between the chassis and the high- 
potential side of the tuned circuit. 

very simple and can be made very quickly with 

a slide-rule, but the whole method thereby 

becomes rather more cumbersome. This diffi¬ 

culty is particularly apparent when a recipro¬ 

cal scale is used in connection with a circuit 

like that shown in fig. 188. 

Fig. 188a represents the basic oscillator circuit 

in which the padding capacitor is joined be¬ 

tween the chassis and the coil. Two variations 

are possible, figs. 188b and 188c. In the former 

it is assumed that the inductor has little self¬ 

Fig. 188c. Thc coil has also a certain 
self-capacitance. The total stray capa¬ 
citance is thus divided between C, and 
Cj, C, being the trimmer and Cj an 
estimated quantity. 

capacitance but that there is an appreciable 

capacitance between the top of the tuned cir¬ 

cuit and earth, i.e. the chassis. If now the trim¬ 

ming capacitor is also connected between the 

top of the circuit and the chassis, Co must be 

in parallel with C,;. The abac of fig. 187 must 

accordingly be modified, as in fig. 189; in this 

case thc reciprocal value of the parallel circuit 

Ci;Co is first determined and then that of Cp 
is added. Point F falls outside the left-hand 

vertical axis. No fresh difficulties arise. 

It is a different matter, however, if the constants of the much used circuit 

in fig. 188c are to be determined; here a certain amount of self-capacitance 

Cl in the coil is taken into account. To compute the total capacitance of 

this circuit it is first necessary to use the construction of fig. 189 for the 

combination C*;, Cg and Cp, the coil capacitance in parallel being reck¬ 

oned afterwards. Unfortunately it is not possible simply to add an estimated 

amount Q; the nomogram constructions with diagonals must again be 

applied. With this circuit, therefore, there is no chance of arriving quickly 

at the best combination of circuit constants by trial and error. But it is 

possible, however, to estimate Cg and then to find the optimum value for 
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Cl (the trimmer being con¬ 

nected across the coil). In 

this case the method given in 

fig. 187 can be employed. By 

using the left-hand vertical 

for the parallel capa¬ 

citance C2 is first brought 

into account; on this axis we 

thus have distances corres- 

ponding to (C„i + C2) 

(C„2 -I- and so on. The 

construction brings no insu¬ 

perable difficulties in its train 

but does make the inverse 

method less attractive when 

dealing with this very com¬ 

monly used circuit. 

§ 10. Practical example 

As an example we shall now 

determine by the inverse 
^ PI Xoinogram for the determination of the total capaeitanee 

method the constants for the in the circuit of fig. i88b. 

circuit of fig. 188c, using the 

values assumed in § 6. Again we shall first compile a table showing the 

known values, the input frequency fjiy in kc/s, and the corresponding 

values of Cy and (Cy f Co). Co is the stray capacitance between the high- 

potential side of the circuit and the chassis and will be put at 20 pF. 

295 

fllF 
(kc/s) 

Cv 
(pF) 

(C„ 1 C,) 

(pF) 

10* 

Cv - Q 

(X 2 mm) 

1500 20 — — 

1435 27 47 426 

1018 102 122 164 

601 388 408 49 

536 500 — — 

In the fourth column of the foregoing table the reciprocal values of (CttH- Cg), 
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multiplied by 2 X 10"^, are indicated and these are set out (see fig. 190) along 

10^ 

the vertical on a scale of 2 mm per unit. The value ----= 213, 
^ Cv + Q 

corresponding to a capacitance C',. — 27 pF, is represented by a distance of 

(c,*cf c,-' 

Fig. 190. Example of the graphic method of determining the cunitants for the oscillator circuit 
of fig. 188ct for frequency band of S36 to 1500 kc/s. 
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426 mm. The other two points are similarly inserted and the diagonals drawn. 

The vertical ruling on the transparent sheet must now he divided propor¬ 

tionally to fosc^- In the last column of the table the various values of fosc^^ 
multiplied by 7 X 10“^, are given; it is these which are used for setting 

out the radial lines on the transparent sheet *. 

When the transparent sheet is correctly placed the intersection with the 

left-hand vertical indicating the value of Cp~^ falls at 37 mm below the 

horizontal axis; as the scale is 2 mm per unit, amounts to 18.5 and 

therefore: 

10^ 

The intersection with the right-hand vertical indicating Cj ^ lies 438 mm 

above the horizontal axis, equivalent to 219 units. Thus: 

Cl 
10« 

219 
= 46 pF. 

It follow s from these values for Cp and Cj, that the circuit differs from that 

of the example in § 6; Cp w as 600 pF in the earlier example, compared 

with 540 pF in the present case, and Cq was 72 pF instead of 46 + 20 = 66 

pF. These divergences are not large. They show that the accuracy of the 

graphic method is high enough to make the difference between the two 

circuits quite plain. Finally it is necessary to ascertain the required induc¬ 

tance ; this follows from fosc and the total capacitance at a given position 

of Cf. At intersection B, corresponding to an oscillator frequency of 

1905 kc/s, the total capacitance is given by AB, This distance amounts 

in the drawing to 225 mm, or 112.5 units, and consequently: 

Qot = 
10^ 

112^ 
89 pF. 

The inductance follows from: 

L 
1591552 

19052 X W 
= 78 iiH. 

The value found in the earlier example was 71.7 (JtH. 

§ II. Accuracy of the inverse method 

In order to gain a better idea of the accuracy of the inverse method we 

* It is apparent from fig. 190 that the values are really too small, with the result that the intersections with the 
diagonals fall outside the ruling of a normal-sized sheet. In fig. 190 a larger sheet is shown, so as to include these. 
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use fig. 183, which was drawn on the same scale as fig. 190. {Ct,i + C2) = 

47“^ was represented by a distance of 426 mm. 

The length of the diagonal FJB, corresponding to an oscillator frequency 

of 1905 kc/s, is 278 mm. On this distance an error of 0.5 mm amounts to 

0.18% oip and therefore to 0.09% of the frequency/; the frequency error 

is thus 0.09 X 1905 = 1.7 kc/s. 

This is certainly small, especially when it is remembered that in practice 

the trimming of the circuits results in the error at the other adjustment 

points in the frequency band being still smaller. An error of 0.5 mm on 

FD (89 mm) means a frequency error of 0.28% : since point D corresponds 

to a frequency of 1071 kc/s, the divergence here is 0.28 X 10.71 = 3 kc/s. 

It is clear, therefore, that the error is generally less with the inverse method 

than with the method described in § 6. On the other hand this greater 

accuracy is achieved at the expense of less straightforward procedure and 

rather more difficulty in finding the diagonal FCV 
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B, Corrections to the calculated 

tracking curve 

§ I. introduction 

It is a known fact that the measured tracking curve only rarely agrees with 

the calculated curve. That certain errors are to be expected when graphic 

methods are employed to determine the constants was mentioned in 

§§ A 8 and 11. Further, deviations are likely to occur owing to tolerances 

in the values of inductors and capacitors. 

Certain fundamental divergences arise, however, on account of the use of 

a simplified basic circuit (fig. 176 or 177) with the methods described. It 

was thereby possible to calculate the oscillator frequency from the classic 

formula co^L Ctot — 1* The frequency generated in simple circuits has 

already been touched on in Chapter II B § 5, and it was noted that if a 

circuit like that of fig. 176 or 177 was completed by inserting the series 

resistance of the coil, the frequency still conformed to the classic equation, 

whereas when parallel damping was also added a rather different fre¬ 

quency was obtained. 

A further step towards a better approximation to reality is the bringing 

into account of the effect of the grid capacitor and leak. With the circuit 

of fig. 191, for example, it was assumed in the first instance that the voltage 

applied to the grid was the same as 

that across 7.2, i e. that the feed-back 

ratio was equal to the ratio between 

the tuned-circuit voltage and the vol¬ 

tage across L2. The elements Cr and 

7?, however, modify the voltage slight¬ 

ly : in the main their effect is to intro¬ 

duce phase-shift, and the feedback 

ratio therefore has a rather more com¬ 

plicated form. 

Naturally this correction also affects 

the frequency of the oscillation. With some circuits there are doubtless still 

other effects to be tracked down, but we shall not discuss all these cases 

here. It will suffice to illustrate the reasoning by reference to the two 

matters just mentioned, which in fact are the main causes of divergence 

in the tracking curve. 

Fig. 191. Example of a simple back-coupled circuit. 
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§ 2. Detuning due to the distribution of damping 

For the reason for deviation in the tracking curve, section II B § 5 may 

be referred to. There it was found that the oscillator frequency of a tuned 

circuit like that in fig. 94 was given by: 

C02LC 1 + ~.(II B 15) 
R 

where C is the capacitance of the tuning and padding capacitors in series, 

r the series resistance of the coil and R the resistance parallel to the tuned 

circuit. The equation may also be written: 

L 
-.C = l.(Ill B 1) 

1 + 
R 

From this it is clear that the eflfcct of the distributed damping may be 

regarded as an apparent reduction of the inductance. It seems it ought 

therefore to be possible to compensate for the phenomenon by increasing 

the actual inductance if r and R remain constant over the wave band. In 

general, however, that is not so. 

In order to discover whether this reduction factor is much below 1, we 

shall take the following values for the elements in the anode circuit: 

T 
50, 

R - 15,000 U, 

CO 107 

L =r. 75.10^ H. 

We then get: 

r coL 107 X 75 X 10 6 
^ -=-_____-Q.OOl. 
R 50 R 50 X 15000 

A variation of 0.1 % in the effective induc¬ 

tance causes a change of frequency of 

0.05 %; at the frequency in question, about 

1600 kc/s, it is thus 0.8 kc/s. 

This error cannot be called large, bnt with 

abnormal values of r or /i, i.e, with heavy 

additional damping, considerable detuning may be expected. 
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With a normal circuit like fig. 192 the oscillator frequency differs little 

from the calculated figure according to (II B 5); the actual result (see 

II B 5) is given by: 

i-c^c:. 

The factor-is always less than 1; when is small it is nearly 

equal to 1. Consequently the detuning at the bottom of the wave band may 

be expected to be as great as in the preceding case. Compensation is impos¬ 

sible here, even with a constant value of r. The conclusion to be drawn for 

this example is that the detuning caused by the various dampings is nor¬ 

mally fairly small. In general, parallel damping and, therefore, detuning 

are the same whether the tuned circuit is connected in the anode or in the 

grid circuit. If for any reason extra damping is introduced it is advisable 

to apply it in either one form or the other, i.e. if parallel damping is intro¬ 

duced the series resistance should be kept at aminimum. If parallel damp¬ 

ing is applied in order to keep oscillator voltage constant, the limiting of 

scries damping is desirable for other reasons already mentioned. 

§ 3. Detuning through phase shift in the combination CrR 

In II B § 5 the product tZ was considered as an entity. It will now 

be advantageous to examine separately some of the factors arising in the 

sequence grid voltage, anode current, circuit voltage, back-coupling. Start¬ 

ing with the circuit without grid capacitor and leak, we can then calculate 

the eflPect on frequency of phase shift occur¬ 

ring in the CrR combination. In II B § 5 4 

the frequency was determined from the 

negative and real value of the product tZ, 
This means that we regard the alternating 

voltage applied to the control grid as caus¬ 

ing a back-coupled voltage exactly in 

phase. 

In the simplified case, in which the tuned Fig-193. Simplified form of fig. 192. 

circuit of fig. 193 is coupled by a feedback 

coil to the grid without the interposition of Cr and jR, the voltage across 

the coupling coil must be exactly in phase with the anode current /«, i.e. the 

current through the tuning coil must be precisely 90° out of phase with /«. 

From this condition the frequency can be calculated. 
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If, however, through the introduction of Cr and R further phase shift of 

the feed-back voltage occurs, then must be shifted in relation to 90° by 

the same amount but in the opposite sense. From this condition the correc¬ 

ted frequency may be calculated; the latter we shall again consider as a 

detuning in relation to the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit alone. 

We shall first calculate, for the basic circuit of fig. 193, the relation between 

the additional phase shift of and the detuning. For this purpose the ratio 

lajli must be ascertained. 

In fig. 193: 

h 
Va 

2i’ 

V„ 

z. 
and Jo 

Va 

Therefore: 

la = Ii+ I 2 1 Izi 5 z. 

la 

h 

Zj Zi z, z. z, 
1+ i = 1 + --+• 

Z, z. z., z. 
. . (IIIB2) 

If this ratio is purely imaginary the phase shift between 7i and la is 90°. 

Fig. 194. Oscillator circuit in which only scricR 
reuistance is taken into account. 

If it includes a real element, however, 

the ratio between this real element 

and the imaginary element is equal 

to the tangent of the additional phase 

shift. 

In equation (III B 2) the impedances 

Zj, Z2 and Z3 may be written in less 

general terms. For example, in a 

tuned circuit without parallel damp- 

ing Z2 CO , 

"h ^ ~l—r- 

1 
and Zo 

and the equation then takes the following form: 

la 

h 
1 -j- + ^ + 

^ = l — co^ LiC„ + jr<oC„ + ^.(Ill B 3) 
71 tv n 
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This form becomes purely imaginary if 

1 — co^Li ^ - ^ 

CyCp 

Cy + Cp 

As might be expected, there is in fact a 90^ phase difference between 

and la when oscillation at the resonant frequency is present. OiBF this 

frequency extra phase shift occurs, thus: 

1 + --Cjj 

tan^ --..(Ill B 4) 

(III B 5) 

in which 

If we denote the resonant frequency by co^, multiplying the numerator and 

denominator in equation (III B 5) by cojco gives us: 

tan , = * ~ W .(inB6) 
^ ^ Clot ^ ^0 ^tot ^ 

Here [3 is again the relative detuning mentioned earlier and it may be 

written with some approximation as 

2 Zl CO 

Equation (III B 6) thus provides a simple statement connecting the addi¬ 

tional phase shift between and la and the detuning of the oscillator 

frequency from the resonant frequency. We shall now apply this result to 

a practical case. 

The greatest phase shift may be expected to occur in the CrR combination 

at the lowest frequency. With a high intermediate frequency this lowest 

oscillator frequency will be about 150 + 450 = 600 kc/s. If we say that 

Cr ~ 50 pF and R — 17,000 i) (total grid damping with a grid leak of 

50,000^n) then: 

1 1012 
tan 9 = = yj QQQ X 2”^ X 600,000x50 "" 
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This degree of shift can therefore be compensated by detuning the oscillator 

circuit: 

r 
P = tan 9- 

COoLi 

tan 9 

(III B 7) 

Taking, for a normal circuit: Q 
r 

50, we find: 

1 2Af 
p = 0.3 X — = 0.006 =- 

50 / 

The relative detuning required to compensate for the phase shift is there¬ 

fore 0.3%. At the assumed frequency of 600 kc/s this is 1.8 kc/s, not a 

particularly large amount. But there is a clear indication here that bigger 

errors in the tracking curve w ill arise if normal values are departed from. 

If for instance Cr — 25 pF and R — 3300 ohms (grid leak of 10,000 ohms), 

tan 9 becomes ten times greater and the frequency change is then 18 kc/s. 

It follows from equation (III B 7) that the detuning may be reduced by 

improving the coil quality Q; practical considerations soon impose a 

limit, however. 

On the other hand the series resistance of the coil is not the only damping 

present: in practice there is always some 

parallel damping. In the first place there 

is the A.C. resistance of the oscillator valve; 

in many cases there is also damping due 

to a resistance for parallel feeding or for 

keeping the oscillator voltage constant (see 

chapter II C). In order to get an idea of 

the effect of these sources of parallel damp¬ 

ing upon the detuning caused by the CrR 
combination we shall take as a final example 

the tuned circuit given in fig. 195. In the general equation (III B 2) we must 

now write for the various impedances 

Zj = ;o>Li +Z2 = i?andZ3= 
Lp ja Lv 

Fig. 195. The circuit of fig. 192. but taking 
only parallel resistance into account. 
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Therefore: 

y-c,: 1 

- „.i+ ^ +0„i.+^g- ) jcoC„; 

III Crt l^Ity 1. 

- = 1 + Lj^ + (in B 8) 

If the real part of the equation is put equal to nil, corresponding to a phase 

difference of 90° between 1^ and /a, we again find that the oscillator fre¬ 

quency without Cr and R is the resonant frequency. With a grid capacitor 

and leak in circuit a new frequency arises, the additional phase shift being: 

n 
tan 9 — 

Cr 
C, 

>L, 

li RC„ 

tan 9 — 
Cp -|- Cy (1 - W-LjC/o/) R 

coL, 
> Cr 

(III B 9) 

Since, in general the actual frequency does not differ greatly from the 

resonant frequency, it is permissible to approximate the denominator of 

the second fraction as follows 

I I 
coLi-- = 

<0 tvp 

Equation (III B 9) then becomes: 

Cp + Ci; 
tan 9 =--- (I — oi^LiCtot) R — 

(1 - 

or: 

tan 9 = P -.7?-. .(Ill B 10) 
«o Ctoi 

and if the ratio w/co^ is approximated to I: 

Clot 
p = tan 9 

RC,^ 
(III B II) 

Eleetronebuisn 20 
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As illustration we may take some practical figures. If the parallel-feed 

resistance is 25,000 Q and the A.C. resistance of the valve 50,000 p, ft, the 

resultant of the two, is about 17,000 p. At the upper end of the long wave 

band Cy = 500 + 80 — 580 pF and Cp = 200 pF; Ciot is therefore 150 pF. 

In the previous example we found that tan 9 was 0.3, so that the detuning 

is now: 
150.10-12 

p - 0.3 X--- - - 0.002. 
2 Tr X 600,000 X 17,000 x 5802 x 10 24 

The relative detuning thus amounts only to 0.1 % or 0.6 kc/s in this instance. 

With a grid capacitor of 25 pF and leak of 10,000 p, however, the detuning 

would be 6 kc/s. 

Whereas in equation (III B 7) the ratio rJo^^L is fairly constant over the 

wave band, this is not the case with the corresponding fraction in (III B 11). 

It is therefore worth enquiring what detuning occurs at the lower end of 

the wave band. The frequency is then 400 + 450 = 850 kc/s and the 

phase shift with normal values of Cr and R is tan 9 = 0.21. In order to 

evaluate the fraction we take Cy — 20 -j' fiO — 100 pF and Cfot ” about 

70 pF. Therefore: 

70 X 10-12 
p = 0.21 X-= 0.016. 

2Tr X 850,000 X 17,000 x IOO2 x 10-2^ 

The relative detuning is again half this amount, or 0.8%, representing a 

deviation from the tracking curve of 6.8 kc/s at the assumed frequency 

of 850 kc/s. This is a rather large amount in normal circumstances. 

This last example shows very clearly the danger of parallel damping in the 

oscillator circuit; the oscillator becomes sensitive to phase shift. In the 

circuit of fig. 194 the parallel damping present lies directly across the tuned 

circuit. In tuned grid circuits Rais not used, while the A.C. resistance 

of the valve shunts the coupling coil and therefore has less eflfect on the 

tunedcircuit. The resistance Rq is replaced by the grid damping, which is 

Fig. 196. Oscillator circuit with back-coupling 
across the padding capacitor. 

of the same order of magnitude. 

Cases occur in which the parallel damp¬ 

ing is higher, for instance when an 

endeavour is made to maintain constant 

oscillator voltage over the wave band 

by suitable choice of parallel resistance; 

this commonly adopted method for 

achieving constant voltage is thus not 

without its disadvantages. 
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Another case in which additional phase shift occurs is the Colpitts circuit 

(fig. 196) described in chapter II B § 7. We can say in principle that = 90"^ 

out of phase with la and that in consequence the voltage across Cp is in 

phase with /„, which is what is required. The valve ought therefore to 

oscillate at the resonant frequency. We arc forgetting, however, that the 

grid damping R is in parallel with Cp and that the latter is therefore no 

longer a pure reactance. A small deviation from 90° occurs in Cp, quite 

apart from the phase shift in the CfR combination, and this must also be 

compensated by detuning from the resonance frequency. 

In order to get an idea of the magnitude of this detuning we shall assume 

that R — 17,000 Ohms (the grid damping with a grid leak of50,000 Ohms), 

that Cp — 200 pF and that the frequency is 850 kc/s. The phase shift in 

relation to 90° iii the combination CpR then becomes: 

1 1012 
tan cp = -- —-“ 0.055. 

Ro^Cp 17,000 X 2 TT X 850,000 X 200 

This additional phase shift is thus comparable with that already found for 

the CfR combination. Here the tuned circuit is damped to a similar degree. 

Thus it will be seen that in all the examples dealt with detuning occurs 

in the same order of magnitude as the deviations in normal tracking curves; 

in consequence a measured tracking curve rarely agrees exactly with the 

calculated curve. 
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IV. PARASITIC EFFECTS AND 

DISTORTION DUE TO CURVATURE 

OF VALVE CHARACTERISTICS 

Introduction 

For distortion-free working a valve requires to have a straight anode-cur- 

rent/grid-voltage characteristic, or, in a push-pull circuit, cither a straight 

or a quadratic characteristic. In a valve of conventional design, however, 

the equation of the curve approximates to the well-known 3/2-power law. 

A further cause of curvature of the characteristics is the so-called island 

effect, as a result of which those areas of the cathode lying directly under 

the grid wires emit less strongly than the rest of the cathode surface or do 

not emit at all. The extent of these areas varies with the grid voltage and 

in consequence there is departure from the 3/2 power relationship. Finally 

the characteristic may be distorted intentionally, by the use of special 

kinds of grid, to permit control of the working slope. 

Distortion and other unwanted effects therefore arise, which the setmaker 

must take into consideration when developing new receivers. These parasi¬ 

tic effects are: 

a. modulation hum; 

b. increase of modulation depth and modulation distortion; 

c. cross-modulation; 

d. superheterodyne whistles; 

e. distortion by addition of second and third harmonics. 

Effects a, b and c occur in R.F. and I.F. amplifiers as well as in frequency 

changers; effect d arises only in the mixer valves. Second and third har¬ 

monics are mainly generated by A.F. amplifiers and output valves; such 

distortion w ill be dealt with in the sections of Book II relating to A.F. amplifi¬ 

cation and power stages. 

After an explanation and mathematical treatment of these parasitic phenom¬ 

ena, practical examples will be given, and the counter-measures to be 

adopted when designing a receiver will also be indicated. 
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A. R.F. and I.F. amplifying valves 

§ I. Modulation hum 

For a straight characteristic as in fig. 197a the curve connecting slope 

and negative grid bias is a horizontal line (fig. 197b). Although a valve w ith 

such a characteristic might at first glance seem desirable, as an R.F. amplifier 

it would have the drawback that the gain could not be controlled by 

varying the bias, for the slope in this imaginary case is either zero or con¬ 

stant, depending on the grid voltage. In nearly every R.F and I.F. valve the 

amplification is controlled by an A.V.C. system and the iaj'^g characteristic 

of fig 197a is therefore unsuitable. 

When the iajvg characteristic is a purely quadratic curve (fig. 198a) the slope 

characteristic is an oblique straight line (fig. 198b), for the first derivation 

of a quadratic curve is represented by a straight line. In this case the slope 

is not constant and the amplification of the valve can accordingly be regu¬ 

lated by means of the grid bias. Any valve which has a characteristic of 

Fig, 197. a. Straight in/t'g chururlfri>.tic. b. Tin* Fig. 198. a. Pure quadratic ia/«’g churucleriMic. b. The corres- 
corresponding S/cg characteristic runs ln»ri/ontnlly. ponding Sjvg characteristic is an oblique straight line. 

inconstant slope also has the property that alternating voltages applied 

simultaneously to the grid become mixed, i.e. an R.F. voltage is modulated 

if an A.F, or another R.F. voltage is present. This can easily be explained. 

When, apart from the wanted R.F. signal of a frequency to, a second signal 

of a frequency p is fed to the control grid, the latter voltage will vary the 

working slope of the valve at a rate determined by p (see fig. 198b). The 

gain (slope X anode load) will thus also fluctuate at a frequency p. In conse- 
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y-v ^ yrv p quence the R.F. signal of frequency co will 

-L—-L—^—V—^^ be modulated at the frequency /), as illustra- 

\J \J ted in fig. 199, and a current of this form 

will appear in the anode circuit. 

The superimposing of one frequency on 

another by a curv^ed characteristic is made 

AAAAAAAAAAA example, in superheterodyne 

yVVl/yVVVyV ~ receivers; the R.F. input is mixed with 
the heterodyne voltage cog to produce an 

I.F. voltage C03 = cog — 

/ \ / \ / \ Modulation of the wanted signal results in 

I K / k y appearance in the anode circuit of, 

\7l 1 A among others, alternating currents with 

1 — the sum and difference frequencies of the 

ySl I two oscillations coj^ and coj, (see section II 

\ r \ r \ r mixer valves). If the frequency of the 

Hi/ HI/ x/ 4rs£r oscillation p is very low, namely an 

alternating voltage of audiblc frcqucncy sucli as might bc intro- 

frcc^ienTy w^^ alternating voltage of high j^jed into thc unodc circuit or into the grid 

Ac''p'r'o'f "a '’valve wUhT^cu™ cd*iV* circuit duc to inadequate smoothing, so- 

Ooquenry^u! tTe“ampmude“of whidSTaric! Called modulation lium occurs: the wanted 
at frequency p. high frequency w is then modulated at 

mains frequency. Fig. 200 shows a circuit 

in which the modulation hum is liable to appear: an AC/DC receiver with 

the aerial coupled by bottom-capacitance to the tuned circuit. If the receiv¬ 

er is connected to the mains in such a way that the chassis potential is, 

say, 220 V above earth, the mains voltage is divided across the coupling 

capacitance and the aerial capacitance C^. For Ck ~ 1500 pF and 

Ca — 125 pF the voltage appearing 

across Cj^ is: 

This hum voltage is at thc same time 

wholly applied to C^; thereafter, 

however, the combination CrRg may 

introduce some smoothing, thus if 

Cr == 100 pF and Rg = 0.8 Mp the 

Fig. 200. Basic aerial circuit with bottom-capacitancc 
coupling, in an AC/DC receiver. The voltage division 
across Ck and Ca can lead to an intolerably high hum- 
voltage at the grid of thc R.F. valve. 
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hum voltage will reduced in the ratio —-i.e. hy forty times. 
Rq Oi Cf 

17 
A 50-cycle voltage of —- ~ 0.425 V therefore reaches the grid of the R.F. 

valve and modulates the signal; after amplification and rectification it gives 

rise to an audible hum in the loudspeaker. 

To get a better insight into this problem we shall now consider it mathema¬ 

tically, and we begin with the power series for the valve characteristic 

ia = lao + -t- P + Y etc.(IV A 1) 

in which Vg is a change of grid voltage in relation to the standing bias ^0- 

The co-efficients a, p, etc. refer therefore to this operating point Vgo. Alter¬ 

natively we can write: 

ia =- lao Si Vg -1 - 1 S^vg^ -i- Ve S3 etc. . . (IV A 2) 

where ia — instantaneous value of the total anode current, 

lao " Dtl component of the anode current, 

Vg ~ grid voltage variation, 

= a ~ slope of the iaj'^g characteristic, 

§2 2 p = slope of the SJvg characteristic, 

Sg — 6 Y — slope of the Sg/fg characteristic. 

In the case of modulation hum we have at the grid of the valve concerned 

the wanted signal Vi cos cot and the parasitic alternating voltage cos pt. 

In equation (IV A I) we accordingly substitute as follows: 

Vg ^ Vi cos to i + V2 cos pt.. (IV A 3) 

Neglecting 7^^, which is constant, and also Vg^ and higher terms, we get: 

ia ~ ^ Vi cos cot j xV.y cos pt + p Vi^ cos ^cot 

+ P cos^ pt j -2 p V1V2 cos cot cos pt . . . (IV A 4) 

Here p is the angular frequency of the A.F. alternating voltage. Since in 

the anode circuit of the valve there is a tuned circuit resonant at the angular 

frequency to, only those terms containing cos o>t are of importance, so that: 

2 p 

a (I + — Vocospt) ViCos cot .... (IV A 5) 
a 

From this equation it is apparent that the wanted signal of frequency co 

2P Sg 
is modulated by the interference to a depth of—- V2 — Vo- Thus the 

a “ Si “ 

modulation hum, expressed as a percentage of the R.F. voltage, amounts to: 

Vo X 100% . (IV A 6) 
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We may therefore conclude that; 

1. the modulation depth of the hum is, roughly speaking, independent of 

the amplitude of the required signal; 

2. the modulation depth of the hum is directly proportional to the ampli¬ 

tude of the hum voltage and to the slope of the Sjvg characteristic. 

FVom equation (IV A 6) it is now possible to deduce the percentage of 

modulation hum with a given valve from its ijvg characteristic; it is, 

, however, much easier to ascertain it 

by measurement, and it is thereiore 

the practice to publish a characteris¬ 

tic for every valve concerned, show¬ 

ing as a function of S the permis¬ 

sible hum voltage at the grid for a 

hum modulation depth of f ig* 

201 shows such a characteristic for 

the R.F. pentode UF 21. 

si^jAlv}The hum modulation depth being 

directly proportional to the hum vol- 
Flg. 201. l^um \oltag»* at the grid of thcL’F 21 R.F. ^ r • 
valve for modulation hum, as u function of the tagC, WC CaU Calculate from thlS 

characteristic for other values of hum 

voltage. For instance, if the slope of the UF 21 is adjusted to 1 mA/V, a 

hum voltage of 15 mVj^ivis cause 1% modulation hum 

and, at the same slope, 10 mVj^jvis result in 2/3%. As a standard for 

comparison, it may be said that, for a frequency of 500 c/s, V2°/oo 

maximum permissible depth of modulation (see also section XIII of volume 

III). As the published modulation hum characteristic refers to a mod¬ 

ulation depth of 1 A), the permissible hum voltage is only 1/20 of the 

value given by the curve. At 

other frequencies the relative 

sensitivity of the ear must be 

taken into account (fig 202). 

The human ear is much less 

sensitive to frequencies of 

50—100 c/s than to tho.se of 

500 c/s; in fact between 500 

and 100 c/s its sensitivity falls 

30 dB, and consequently at 

100 c/s a parasitic voltage 32 

times higher than at 500 c/s 

can be tolerated. In other words 

50775 

Fie. 202, Aural Bens tivity curve, related to a frequency of 
1000 c/b. 
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the permissible hum voltage is about 1.5 times the level indicated by the 

characteristic for 1 % modulation hum. At 50 c/s aural sensitivity is about 

40 dB lower than at 500 c/s; this represents a hundredfold decrease, and a 

hum voltage five times as great as the curve indicates can therefore be 

tolerated. 

In the example on page 311 we found that the 50-cycle voltage on the grid 

of the UF 21 amounted to 0.425 V. Fig. 201 shows that when the UF 21 

is used as an K.F. amplifier an average of 5 X 0.03 ~ 0.15 V at hum 

frequency is permissible; 0.425 Y is clearly intolerable. 

In the circuit of fig. 200 an improvement may be effected by inserting a 

small capacitance in the aerial lead, or by increasing Cfc, but both these 

solutions reduce the magnification of the aerial circuit. A better solution 

in this case is to connect an inductance, large by comparison with the tuning 

coil, in parallel with the coupling capacitance Cj^. Such an inductance is 

almost a short-circuit to the hum voltage, while the R.F. current continues 

to pass through Ck* In AC/DC receivers it is evident that inductive aerial¬ 

coupling is preferable to bottom-capacitance coupling. 

§ 2. Increase of nnodulation depth and modulation distortion 

If a modulated K.F. oscillation is applied to the grid of a valve having a 

straight characteristic, i.e. a constant slope, the amplification is independent 

of the instantaneous amplitude and the modulation envelope is faithfully 

reproduced. 

This is also true in the case of a purely quadratic characteristic, in spite of 

the fact that the differential slope is no longer constant. We can confirm 

this easily by omitting the A.F. voltage in equation (IV A 5), when we find 

that the anode alternating current is directly proportional to the input 

Fj, and that as slope we get the constant factor a, which is the differential 

slope at the operating point. 

If now, for a given negative bias, we set out the anode alternating current 

la as a function of the alternating voltage Vg at the grid, we obtain a 

straight line (fig. 203) *. The distance Oa in this diagram indicates the 

carrier voltage at the grid; as a result of modulation its value varies from 

Ob to Oc, and the anode current fluctuates between Ob^ and Oc^. 

Repeating the figure for a normal iajvg characteristic, diverging from the 

purely quadratic, we find that the gain depends on the input, as indicated in 

fig. 203b. In fig. 203a the ratio a^Cj/Oai equals aejOa; in 203b (for a curved 

Sfvg characteristic) a^cJOui is, however, larger than aejOa and aJ)^IOa^ 

* Ja and Vg here denote the amplitudes of the alternalin;; current and voltage. 
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Fig. 203. Amplitude of the alternating anode current as a function of 
the input to the grid: (a) for a purely quadratic la/rg characteristic; (b) 
for an iajvg characteristic which diverges from the quadratic. In the 
latter case the alternating anode current rises faster than the input vol¬ 
tage to the grid, and increase of modulation depth and modulation 
distortion result. 

is larger than abjOa. In 

the second case, there¬ 

fore, the curvature of 

the characteristic has in¬ 

creased the depth of mod¬ 

ulation. If we denote the 

original modulation depth 

of the signal by irii and 

the modulation depth af¬ 

ter amplification in the 

R.F. valve by the in¬ 

crease is given by: 

— m, 
M 100% 

(IV A 7) 

It is at the same time 

apparent from fig. 203b that the modulation has been distorted, because 

in this figure is greater than An originally sinusoidal modulation 

will now therefore contain harmonics, and the distortion may be expressed as: 

amplitude of the modulation with frequency 2p (or 3p) 
Do (or 3) = ■ 

amplitude of the modulation with frequency p 

(IV A 8) 

For a closer investigation into these distortion phenomena we return to 

the progression of equation (IV A 1) and substitute therein for Vg the alter¬ 

nating voltage Vi cos wf. We assume that the anode circuit is tuned to the 

frequency w, and in consequence only terms containing are of impor¬ 

tance. 

If we neglect the terms and above, the power series becomes: 

3 Y 
iai -= a 1^1 (1 -i- - ~ coso^t .(IV A 9) 

4 a 

It is evident that the amplification is dependent on the input voltage, unless 

owing to the curvature of the characteristic the term with y may be neglec¬ 

ted. If the R.F. signal is modulated must be replaced in equation 

(IV A 9) by V-i (1 + nil PO’ which expression nii stands for the 

original modulation depth and p the modulation frequency. The result of 

this substitution is: 
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] 

X 

9 Y 3 Y 
X nil ~\-2pt ~|-- “ Vi^nii^ cos 3 pt cos oit 

8a 16 a ' 

From this we find for the new modulation depth: 

(IV A 10) 

THo 

9 Y 1 
1+ (l+-m,^) 

4 a 4 

' 3^1^ 3 
1+-JV,^ (1 + -m,«) 

4 a Z 

SO that the increase of modulation depth is: 

nil.(IV A 11) 

m.y — m, 
M ^ 

mi 

3 Y 3 

^ a o 

3 Y 3 
1+ If,M1 + 

4 a 2 

(IV A 12) 

For a sufficiently small input equation (IV A 12) can be simplified to: 

3 Y 3 
M r=-- Fi2(1 —-mi^), 

2 a ^ ' 8 ‘ ^ 

and for shallow modulation to: 

.(IV A13) 
2 a 4 Si 

From equations (IV A 8) and (IV A 10) we derive for modulation distortion 

by second harmonics: 

D,=^l-mV,^ = .(IVA14) 
8 a lo Sj 

The distortion by introduction of third and higher harmonics is so much 

less that it may be ignored. 

From equations (IV A 13) and (IV A 14) we conclude that the increase of 

modulation depth and the modulation distortion are both proportional 

to the square of the R.F. input of the grid, while the distortion is also in 

direct proportion to the depth of modulation. 

Taking the case of a carrier originally 30% modulated with a sinusoidal 

frequency of 500 c/s, a modulation distortion of 1% means that the 
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output voltage of the valve contains a modulation frequency of 1000 c/s, of 

which the amplitude is 1 % of that of the original 500 c/s. The modulation 

depth of the second harmonic is thus 0.3%. 

In order to assist the set designer it is the practice to publish for R.F. 

amplifier valves a characteristic indicating the magnitude of the modula¬ 

tion distortion for a particular input 

to the grid (the modulation rise is less 

important). Fig. 204 gives such a 

characteristic for the hcptode section 

of the ECH 21. It shows, as a func¬ 

tion of slope, the grid voltage which 

produces 3/8 m% modulation distor¬ 

tion. Since for every amplifier valve 

a grid-voltage/mutual-conductance 

characteristic is also published, it is 

readily possible from the two curves 

to ascertain, for any operating condi¬ 

tion of the valve, at what input the 

modulation distortion will amount to 

3/8 m%. (Why such a value is chosen is explained below.) 

To illustrate the problem we shall compute the distortion which occurs in 

the I.F. section of a receiver containing two ECH 21 and oneEBL21 valves 

(fig. 205). The overall gain in this set is divided over the several stages as 

Fig. 204. Input to the grid of an ECH 21 used I.F. 
ampiilier, for tuo<lu]ation distortion, as a 
function of slope; this curNe corresponds to that for 
cross-modulation of 1. 

Frequency 

changer I.F. Pentode Del. Diodes Triode Pentode 

Fig. 205. Diagram of a receiver equipped with ECH 21 - ECH 21 - EBL 21 valves, showing the sensitivity at each stage. 

follows. The grid sensitivity of the EBL 21 is 0.35 V for standard output 

of 50 mW. The triode section of the second ECH 21 gives tenfold amplifica¬ 

tion and hence requires an input of 0.035 V. This corresponds to an I.F. 

signal of 200 mV (30% modulated) at the detector diode. The I.F. gain in 

the heptode section of the second ECH 21 is about 100 times, while the 
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ECH 21 frequency-changer amplifies roughly 60 times. Consequently the 

sensitivity at the grid of the mixer is about 33 (jlV and, assuming that the input 

tuned circuit provides threefold magnification, the aerial sensitivity is ap¬ 

proximately 10 (-/.V. 

For standard output of 50 mW there is thus a signal of 2 mV at the grid 

of the I.F. valve. Assuming that the AVC intervenes only when the input 

reaches five times this amplitude, the signal at the grid of the I.F. valve 

would then be 0.01 V and the slope still 2200 (xA/V. From fig. 204 we see 

that with this input and in this operating condition the distortion is negli¬ 

gible. If we now assume that AVC is applied to both ECH 2rs and that when 

the aerial signal increases 2000 times there is a roughly eightfold increase 

in the voltage across the loudspeaker, the overall gain must clearly have 

been reduced 2000/8 = 250 times. If the same control bias is applied to 

each ECH 21 the gain per valve must thus have fallen 250 “ 15.8 

times and the slope from 2200 to 140 [lAjY. How' much distortion occurs 

with the I.F. valve in this condition? 

The I.F. signal has to be 0.01 V before the AVC operates. For an increase 

in the loudspeaker voltage of eight times, a maximum signal of 8 X O.OIV 

— 0.08 V at the grid of the I.F. valve might be expected. But as the gain 

of the I.F. valve is reduced 15.8 times the grid signal must actually be 

15.8 X 0.08 - 1.3 V. 

Fig. 204 shows that, at a slope of 140 (^A/V, modulation distortion of 3.8 m% 

occurs when the signal is about 0.3 V. As this distortion is proportional to 

the square of the AC-voltage at the grid, in our example we may expect it 

to be (1.3/0.3)2. ^/g m%. With modulation of 30% the distortion due to 

second harmonic will thus equal (1.3/0.3)2 . -^/g , 0.3% = 2.3%. 

§ 3. Cross-modulation 

If two alternating voltages of different frequency are applied to the grid 

of an R.F. valve the curvature of the iajvg characteristic may cause cross- 

modulation. By this we mean that during reception of a mostly weak 

signal the modulation of a powerful transmission on another wavelength 

is heard, this interference disappearing, or being greatly reduced, when the 

wanted carrier is switched off. 

Cross-modulation arises in this way. If there are present at the grid of an 

R.F. valve with a curved ial^g characteristic the wanted signal Fj and an 

interfering signal of amplitude Fg, for example from a local station, the 

amplification of the desired signal F^ can be expressed as a function of 

the unwanted carrier voltage F2. As has already been shown in § 2, gain is 

independent of the AC voltage at the grid where the ial^g characteristic is 
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quadratic. In such a case, therefore, does not vary with the amplitude 

of the interfering signal and we have the condition represented in fig. 

206a. But if the ial'^g characteristic deviates from the quadratic form the 

amplification will depend on the magnitude of as indicated in fig. 

206b. If we draw a varying V2 in the two diagrams we see that in fig. a the 

Fig. 206. Amplidoation a, of the wanted (signal as a function of the carrier-voltage of an 
interfering signal: (a) for a valve with a quadratic iafvg characteristic; (b) for a valve with an 
iajvg characteristic diverging from the quadratic. In the latter case the amplification of the 
wanted signal fluctuates in sympathy with the modulation of the interfering carrier^(cro8S- 
modulation). 

amplification remains unafiected, whereas in fig. b it changes with the 

modulation of Fg. 

To gain a closer insight into this phenomenon we return to the power series 

of equation (IV A 1). In addition to the desired signal Vi cos there is 

at the grid an interfering signal Fg cos so that for Vg in equation 

(IV A 1) we must substitute: 

Vg = Fi cos cojf + F2 cos cogf. 

Since the anode circuit of the valve in question contains a tuned circuit 

resonant at the frequency co^, only terms with cos are important. If we 

omit Vg^ and higher terms the foregoing substitution gives us: 

= aFi COS (1 I + ^-- VA. . (IVA15) 

Cross-modulation mostly occurs when a weak transmission is being re¬ 

ceived, i.e when Fj is small compared with Fg; equation (IV A 15) may 

therefore be simplified to: 

/fli = a Fi cos Wjt 2 a ) (IV A16) 
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This formula confirms the fact, already mentioned, that the amplification 

of the wanted signal is dependent on the amplitude of the interference, 

unless the y-term in the progression can be neglected. 

If the interfering signal is modulated V2 in equation (IV A 16) must be 

replaced by r ^2 jPO’ 

i ^ Y Y 
iai = COS oijt 1 + - - (1 i/j + 3 - cos pt 

( Z a a 

The depth of modulation imposed on the carrier of the required signal by 

the interfering transmission is thus: 

3 - Fa* 
a 

jHk =---m^. 

1 -f 5 - (1 + V. ma*) 
2 a 

For a small enough value of this formula can be reduced to: 

mfe 3 - Fa* ma = K ma .(IV A 17) 
OL ^ 

In this equation we thus have the interference which is transferred to the 

wanted signal expressed as a fraction K of the modulation of the unwan¬ 

ted transmission, K is termed the cross-modulation factor, and it is evident 

that, like the modulation hum factor it is dependent on the amplitude 

V2 of the interfering signal. 

K may alternatively be defined as the ratio of the transferred modulation 

m/t to the modulation of the wanted carrier. 

If we assume for the moment that the wanted and unwanted transmissions 

are modulated to the same depth, namely ~ m2, the above-mentioned 

ratio becomes: 

mk _ 

nrii m2 

The cross-modulation factor K is thus also the ratio of the interfering 

modulation to the required modulation in cases where the two transmitters 

modulate to the same depth. 

With the aid of equation {IV A 2) K may be written: 

a: = 3 - Fa* = V. ^ Fa*.(IV A 18) 
OC 

It is apparent from this equation that, as a rough approximation, the cross- 
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modulation factor is independent of the magnitude of the wanted signal, 

and directly proportional to the square of the interfering signal. From the 

fact that the interference occurs as a modulation of the required signal 

we deduce that, once cross-modulation is present, no amount of selectivity 

after the cross-modulating valve can remove the interference: it must be 

suppressed by adequately selective circuits before the valve, 

A comparison of (IV A 14) and (IV A 17) reveals that both the modulation 

distortion and the cross-modulation factor K are determined by the 

factor y/a, which connotes the curvature of the valve characteristic, and 

further that both phenomena are proportional to the square of the grid 

signal. Their mutual relationship is: 

3. 
K 

= 9/8 - m : 3 - 
a a 

3/8 rn : 1 

The curve expressing AC-voltage input as a function of slope for 3/8 m% 

modulation distortion is thus also valid for 1% cross-modulation, but 

with one difference: that in the case of modulation distortion Vi refers to 

the w’anted signal, and in the case of cross-modulation to the interfering signal 

(see fig. 204). In practice a cross-modulation factor of 1 is generally found 

satisfactory, and the characteristic published is therefore for this percentage. 

A basic difference between the two effects described above needs to be 

mentioned. In connection with modulation distortion (and increase of mod¬ 

ulation depth) it is desirable that when working at low slope the valve 

should be able to handle a large input. At small values of bias only limited 

amplitudes are applied to the grid, so that the permissible maximum alter¬ 

nating grid voltage for the avoidance of undue modulation distortion need 

not be large. Regarding cross-modulation the situation is less favourable; 

the valve must also be able to handle a considerable interference-voltage 

when adjusted to high slope for reception of a weak signal. 

As far as cross-modulation is concerned there is often also a difference 

between the R.F. valve and the frequency-changer. 

At the R.F. valve the strength of the interfering signal Fg does not depend 

on that of the wanted transmission, but only on the pre-selection. At the 

grid of the frequency-changer, when preceded by a controlled R.F, stage, 

Fg is strongest when Fj is weak. If Fj is also fairly strong A VC 

intervenes and Fg is reduced. Interference is, therefore, more severe when 

the wanted signal is weak. (The I.F. valve need hardly to be considered, as 

there is adequate pre-selection.) Speaking very generally, for minimum 

cross-modulation the permissible interference voltage at the grid needs to 

be large at every point of the characteristic. 
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To illustrate the concept of cross-modulation we shall consider a practical 

case. Let us assume that the receiver is tuned to a station radiating on 

1000 kc/s and modulated 30% with music. The signal induced in the aerial 

is 100 (xV. In addition a local transmitter on 1020 kc/s, modulated 100% 

with speech, produces a 1 V signal in the aerial. In the R.F.-valve anode 

circuit the wanted signal will be modulated with music to a depth of 30%, 

as well as with speech from the other transmitter to a depth of K%, The 

question for decision is whether jFC% of interference is large enough, in 

relation to the 30% music modulation, to be disturbing. 

If the interfering transmission were also modulated to a depth of i0% the 

interference modulation transferred to the wanted carrier would be propor¬ 

tionately smaller, namely 0.3 K %. When two signals have the same modu¬ 

lation depth K represents the percentage ratio of the interference to the 

wanted modulation [see equation (IV A 17)]. 

Let us suppose that the EF 22 R.F. valve is preceded by one tuned circuit 

(Q 125) providing, at resonance, a magnification of the aerial coupling 

of 6. The interfering signal, of course, is not magnified six times, since it 

is 20 kc/s off tune. The attenuation depends on the factor p which we 

can ascertain from fig. 20 on page 48 : for zl/ — 20,000 c/s, [3^ = 5. From 

fig. 17 on page 36 we then find that the interfering signal is magnified only 

one-fifth as much as the wanted 

transmission, and the interference 

reaching the grid of the R.F. valve is 

therefore 6/5 X 1 — 1.2 V. 

With a signal of 100 [xV it is probable 

that the automatic volume control 

just fails to operate, and the EF 22 

is consequently working at its initial 

slope of about 2.2 mA/V. The charac¬ 

teristic in fig. 207 shows that, in this 

condition, 1% cross-modulation oc¬ 

curs with an input of 0.24 V; the 

interfering signal of 1.2 V will there¬ 

fore cause cross-modulation of (1.2/0.24)- — 25%, and the modulation of 

the unwanted transmission will be as much as 80 % of that of the w anted 

signal. This is of course an extreme case. If interference-free reception of 

a weak transmission is required in the neighbourhood of a powerful station 

differing only 20 kc/s in frequency and employing 100% modulation, two 

tuned circuits should precede the R.F. valve. A second circuit of the same 

characteristics, critically coupled to the first, w ould attenuate the unwanted 

Fig. 207. Interference voltage at the grid of an EF 22 
RF amplifier, for 1^,, rross-modulation, as a function 
of slope. 

Elecirontnbuis 9i 
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carrier a further five times and thus reduce the cross-modulation by 25 

times. The factor K would then be 1 % instead of 25 %, a much more satis¬ 

factory result. 

Outside those cases in which the interference is of the order of 1 V, cross¬ 

modulation is usually unimportant. Nearly everywhere the field strength of 

a large number of transmitters is high enough to ensure that A VC is opera¬ 

tive, and we see from fig. 207 that over a considerable section of the charac¬ 

teristic a signal of 0.5 V or more can be handled without the cross-modula¬ 

tion exceeding 1 %. Assuming, in place of 1 V, an input of 0.25 V, which is 

still a very strong signal, the interference voltage on the grid with one tuned 

circuit will be 1.2 X 0.25 — 0.3 V and the cross-modulation factor is then 

(0.3/0.5)2 X lo/ 0.36%. ' 

§ 4. The logarithmic slope characteristic 

Starting from the power series: 

ia = lao + -f- • • 

(vg being considered from the working point) we can write for the slope in 

the immediate vicinity of the operating point Vso: 

S=^“-=a + 2pt>g + 3YV+.(IV A19) 

For the plotting of the logarithmic slope characteristic we thus have as 

ordinate: 

log S = log (a + 2 p Vg + 3 Y Vg* + . . .) = f(vg) (IV A 20) 

Since log x = 0.434 In x, we can also write: 

log S =/(vg) = 0.434 In (a -t- 2 (i Vg + 3 Y V + • • ;)• 

The slope of this characteristic at the working point is equal to: 

I d (log S) I 

0.434 
2 p + 6 Y Vg + • 

1 /dS\ 
, = 0.434- — 

dvg SWvg/”» = « 

2 P 

a + 2 P Vg + 3 YVg* + 
0=0-434^ • • • • (^^^21) 

For modulation hum we derived the formula: 

P 
mb =2- Vi.(IV A 6) 

a 
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From equation (IV A 6) and (IV A 21) then follows: 

323 

and: 

mu =- Ko- 

0.434 ^ 

Fa = 0.434 mb 
/ (*’g) 

(IV A 22) 

This equation indicates that the permissible voltage for a given percentage 

of modulation hum increases as f' (vg) becomes smaller, i.e. as the slope 

of the logarithmic slope characteristic decreases. Although the permissible 

hum voltage at a specified slope for 1 % modulation hum may be read 

from the published charac- 

teristic, equation (IV A22) 

enables us to calculate 

it roughly from the Sfvg 

characteristic of the valve 

concerned. As an example 

we may take the Sjvg 

characteristic (fig. 208) of 

the UF 21, for n-200 V 

and i?g2 = 60,000 Q 

(sliding screen-grid vol- 

tage). 

At the point on the cha¬ 

racteristic for which we 

require to determine the 

hum voltage permissible 

for mi, = 1 % we draw a 

tangent; in fig. 208 this 

is at point A, correspond¬ 

ing to S = 200 (jlA/V. To 

ascertain d log S we choose, 

for the sake of simplicity, 

the two points on this line 

corresponding to 100 (xA/V 

and 1000 ^xA/V respec¬ 

tively. We now find, for 

d(logS)=logS2-logS,= 

Fig. 208. Logarithmic slope characteristic of the UF 21 R.F. pentode. The 
tangent indicates the slope of the curve at the point where 8= 200 
/iA/V, and is a measure of the modulation hum and cross>modulation 
in that working point. 
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log SJSi — log 10. The distance between the two points represents a dvg 

of 22 V. 

Thus: 
, d (log S) log 10 , 

f(vg) — ^ 1122 = 0.0455. 
dvg 22 

The permissible hum voltage (RMS) at this operating point is therefore: 

0.434 X 0.01 

0.0455 X I 2 
- 0.0665 V 66.5 mV. 

In this way we can of course estimate the permissible hum voltage at other 

working points as well. 

Certain conclusions regarding the cross-modulation factor K may also be 

drawn from the slope of the logarithmic Sjvg characteristic. Differentiating 

equation (IV A 21) again with respect to Vg^ we obtain: 

f'M = 
dvg^ 

0.0434; 
1 d^-S 1 /dS\2 

0.434^--, 
S^Uvgl 

or: 

dVg^ 
0.434 

6y 

® + 2 p I’g + 3y vg^ 

For the working point this becomes: 

I d Vg^ 

from which it follows that: 

a \ a / 

— 0.434 
2 p -i- 6 yvg 

6 Y 
- 0.434 - ~ — 0.434 

rg 0 a 

^ 4- 2 p vg -f 3 Y t’g^, 

. (IV A 23) 
2p^^ 

a 

1 

”^0.868 ' dvg^ 
(IV A 24) 

d^f(vg) 
Now —^—- - is a measure of the curvature of the line/(vg) at the point Vgo. 

For any sections of the logarithmic slope characteristic which are fairly 

straight, i.e. whose curvature is slight, the second term in equation (IV A 24) 

is negligible compared with the first. If, for simplicity, we limit ourselves 

to such sections of the characteristic we get: 

-1/ _ 1/ 
a 'Ha/ '‘(0.434 

j =2.65{/'(t,g)}*.(IV A 25) 

For the croSs-moduIation factor we had: 

3y 
K Fa*.. (IV A18) 
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From equations (IV A 18) and (IV A 25) it follows that: 

^ 2.65{{f'{vg)y 

or: 

. 

For a given percentage of cross-modulation, therefore, the permissible 

value of the interference voltage increases as the slope of the logarithmic 

Sfvg characteristic diminishes. For a cross-modulation factor K = 1% 
equation (IV A 26) becomes: 

1 l^oi _ 0.0615 

Combining equations (IV A 22) and (IV A 26 ) for = if = 1 % we find: 

VK 0.0615 0.00434 

■^6^7^' ‘‘ /'(%) 

i.e., in the straight parts of the logarithmic S/vg characteristic the permis¬ 

sible interference voltage for 1 % cross-modulation is 14.2 times the permis¬ 

sible hum voltage for 1 % modulation hum. In the example on page 323 

the permissible voltage for K ~ 1% will accordingly be: 

V^eff = 14.2 X 0.0665 = about 0.95 V. 

For the curved parts of the logarithmic SJvg characteristic the last term 

in equation (IV A 24) must also be taken into account. According to this 

equation 
3y . . 
— is increased if-is positive and diminished if it is 

a d Vg^ 
negative. As we already know, a positive value of this term indicates that 

the logarithmic S/vg characteristic is concave (seen from above), while a 

negative value means that the curve is convex. 

To determine the correction for 3 y/a we make use of the radius of curvature 

of the logarithmic Sjvg characteristic. This radius is given by: 

r (IV A 27) 

Since Q is measured in centimetres we introduce: 

a ~ the logarithmic unit on the ordinate in centimetres; 

b = the number of centimetres corresponding to 1 V on the abscissa. 
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Working out equation (IV A 27) with the help of (IV A 21) and (IV A 23) 

we get: 

thus: 

3v 

a 

a" / 2 p '.2 

2 — 0.434 c 
62 

or: 

where: 

(IV A 28) 

1 + 
/2p; 2i3 2 

0.868—e 

(IV A 29) 

In the ‘‘curved” parts of the logarithmic S/vg characteristic we can now 

roughly ascertain Q in centimetres by drawing a circle of such radius that 

its circumference coincides with the characteristic at the working point. 

This radius, measured in centimetres, then gives us the required value of Q. 

If this quantity is inserted in equation (IV A 29) p can be calculated 

and then we are in a position also to determine, w^ith the aid of 

equation (IV A 28), the value of 3 y/a for the “curved” sections of the Sjvg 
characteristic. 

§ 5. Sliding screen-grid voltage 

The foregoing has shown us that, to be satisfactory from the point of view 

of modulation hum, cross-modulation and modulation distortion, a valve 

should have a flat, straight log S-characteristic, such as a-6-c-d in fig. 209. 

It is not diflicult to design such a valve, but it would have certain disadvan¬ 

tages. 
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At minimum bias (point a) 
a certain slope is necessary 

to achieve a given sensitivity, 

the usual value being about 

2 mA/V. 

If, in order to minimise 

distortion, etc., we make the 

slope decline only slowly 

with increasing negative bias, 

a large control voltage will 

be required for a given reduc¬ 

tion in amplification. In 

other words, the improve¬ 

ment is obtained to the detri¬ 

ment of the eontrol charac¬ 

teristic. To reduce the gain 

sufficiently without an excessive control voltage, it is necessary to make the 

slope decrease more rapidly after a certain point, c. Adopting this course, 

however, means more cross-modulation, etc. when the valve is working 

on the tail of the characteristic. 

We thus obtain a characteristic in which, over a comparatively large range 

c-a, the slope is only a little less than at a. If we plot the iaivg characteristic 

for such a case we find that at point a the anode current reaches a 

considerable figure. And not only is this uneconomical, but it also affects 

the noise in the anode circuit unfavourably. 

A solution is to remove the flat part of the characteristic to a lower level, i.e. 

below the usual 2 mA/V. The log S- 

characteristic must then, however, rise 

more steeply beyond point b if the re¬ 

quired maximum slope is to be reached, 

and as a result the behaviour of the valve 

in regard to cross-modulation, etc. will 

be impaired. 

Ill the log S-characteristic of variable- 

gain valves the three parts discussed 

above are nearly always recognisable. 

Such curves are a compromise between 

three requirements: good control charac¬ 

teristics, minimum cross-modulation, 

etc., and low anode current. ing points of the valve as its gain is regulated 

Fig. 209. Basic form of the logarithmic slope characteristic of a 
variablc'gain amplifying valve. A characteristic a-b-c-d would give 
the greatest freedom from cross-modulation and modulation distor¬ 
tion, but practical considerations require a characteristic of the 
form f-b-c-g. 
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The aim, of course, is always to find the most satisfactory compromise. 

A good solution is more easily found if we examine a series of log S-charac- 

teristics relating the different screen-grid voltages. A family of such charac¬ 

teristics, reduced to essentials, is given in fig. 210. For Vg2 = 50 V the 

characteristic is such that at point a the required maximum mutual conduc¬ 

tance is obtained without the curve being too steep. As long as the valve 

operates at a, the gradient of the remainder of the characteristic is unim¬ 

portant. 

If lower slope is required it is better 

to use a higher screen-grid voltage 

and work at, say, point fc, where the 

characteristic is rather flatter than 

in the previous example. That the 

anode current for ygi == 0 is now 

excessive does not matter, for the 

valve is never operated at zero bias. 

For still lower slope it would be ad¬ 

vantageous to make the screen-grid 

voltage higher, say 100 V, and so on. 

In this way the valve is worked under 

the most favourable conditions, what¬ 

ever the slope, and the disadvantage 

of a high initial anode current is 

avoided. 

A screen-grid voltage which rises as 

grid bias increases can be obtained 

automatically by feeding the screen 

grid through a fairly high series resis¬ 

tance; as the negative bias is in¬ 

creased both the anode and the screen 

grid draw less current, and the screen- 

grid voltage therefore rises. The varia¬ 

tion of slope in a valve with sliding screen grid voltage is usually indica¬ 

ted in the published characteristics by a dotted line. An example, for the 

EF 22 pentode, is given in fig. 211. 

47SA6 

Fig. 211. Logarithmic .S’y Fg characteristics of the 
EF 22 R.F. pentode for various values of screen-grid 
voltage. The dotted line shows the movement of the 
working point with control of the negative grid bias, 
when the screen grid is fed through a series resistance 
(i.e. sliding screen-grid voltage). 
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B. Distortion in mixing valves 

§ I. Introduction 

We have already seen in A § 1 that when two signals of different frequency 

are applied to the grid, curvature of the ial^g characteristic causes currents 

of sum- and difference-frequencies, among others, to appear in the anode 

circuit. This property finds application in superheterodynes, where Vi cos 

is the R.F. signal and Vh cos w/jt the oscillator voltage. In the anode 

circuit, therefor^, a voltage of frequency = co/j — o>£ is present. 

In developing the equations relating to distortion and other parasitic phenom¬ 

ena, we shall find it convenient to divide mixer valves into two classes: 

a. those in which the R.F. signal and the heterodyne voltage are fed to the 

same grid; 

b. those in which the R.F. signal and the heterodyne voltage are fed to 

different grids. 

Although in current practice frequency-changing is mostly effected 

by the second method, we shall, for simplicity, first derive the formulae 

for mixers of type (a). As in the earlier discussion on R.F. amplification, 

we begin with the progression containing terms up to Vg^: 

ia = lao + M’g + prg2 + yvg^ + 8vg* + zVg^ + ^Vg\ . . (IV B 1) 

The voltage Vg at the control grid consists in every case of: 

Vg = Vi + Vh cos 

in which Vi represents the wanted signal + any interference and Vh the 

oscillator voltage. Substituting this value of Vg in equation (IV B 1) and 

re-arranging, we get: 

ia = ^0+ “o Vi + Po Vi^ + Yo Vi^ +- 

(^1 “f“ *1 Vi + Pi Vi^ + Yi Vi^ +••••) Vh cos 4“ 

+ (^2 + ^2 Vi + + • • • •) W cos 2 co/jf + ... etc., (IV B 2) 

in which: 

Ao = Iao+l^ Vh^ + l8Vh* + ~^Vh^+. 

*0 = “ + 2 V + -y e Ffc* +. 
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= P + 3SF/.^ + —? Vh*+. 
o 

Yo = Y + 5 e Ffc® -f-.etc. 

Vh^+ +. 
4 o 

= 2 p + 3 S Ffc* + ^ ^Vh*+. 
4 

Pi = 3 V + Y ® +. 

Yi = 4 S + 15 !: +.etc. 

As the anode circuit is tuned to the frequency (<■>/, — cj^) = only those 

terms containing Vh cos <^ht importance; only in special circumstances 

will the other terms produce the frequency too. Thus we need interest our¬ 

selves only in the following part of equation (IV B 2): 

ta = (^1 4-Pi l^i^ + Ti F,•=»....) n cos co/,( .... (IBV3) 

This formula can be further simplified by first assuming that the heterodyne 

voltage is very small. For the expressions A^, aj, Pj, etc. we can then write: 

Ai — a, 

“i = 2 p, 

Pi = 3 Y, 

Yi =4 8, 

and equation (IV B 3) reduces to: 

ia = (a + 2 p Fj + 3y F,* 4- 4 8 Fi* +.) F/, cos tofcf. . . (IV B 4) 

Substituting F; = Fj cos w/t, we obtain: 

»o = [“ + 2 ^ ^ 

J F/,cos<o/,t. -f 38 Fj* cos 3 wjl + 
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Replacing <o/i — o>i by omitting unimportant terms and rearranging, 

we then get: 

»« (a>,) = P Fi Ffc ( 1 + ^ ^ . . ) COS (Oot.(IV B 5) 

Here denotes the I.F. current *. 

§ 2. Modulation hum 

If, in addition to the wanted signal Vi cos o>it, a hum voltage V2 cos pt is 

present at the grid we must substitute cos + V2 

equation (IV B 4). Leaving out of consideration the harmonics of the 

modulation hum, we find that the element of the anode current comprising 

terms with cos and cos pt is as follows (the harmonics of the modula¬ 

tion hum not being considered): 

+ ■ ■) + 

3 ^ r, ! 1 + - ^ (F,* + K,>) + . . ■! COB pi 1 cos . . (IV B 6) 
p " ( 3 V I J 

This corresponds to the case of an I.F. signal modulated by a voltage 

of frequency p to a depth: 

mb 

1 + 3;(I"i* + • 

3 - F, (IV B 7) 

For small values of and Fj tlie equation can be simplified to: 

mfc = 3 J Fa.(IV B 8) 

The first conclusion to be drawn from this is that modulation hum is, 

roughly speaking, directly proportional to the amplitude of the hum voltage. 

* Following from the definition of conversion conductance, »a (a>o) = therefore: 

Sc= /JVa(i+ ^ i Ki*+....) . 

For small values of Vi this becomes: 

Se= An. 

As = --— — 23, the slope of the S/tv characteristic is a measure of the conversion conductance. Furthcr- 
dejr* dvg 

more it is apparent from the foregoing that Sc is proportional to the heterodyne voltage Vh. This relationship has 
already been mentioned in A § 1 of chapter II. 
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and independent of the strength of the R.F. signal. Compared with the cor¬ 

responding case with R.F. amplifying valves the only difference is that here 

the factor y/p instead of p/a is determinable for the modulation hum. 

§ 3. Increase of modulation depth and modulation distortion 

In order to derive a formula for the increase of modulation depth and the 

modulation distortion occurring in a frequency-changer, we first arrange 

(IV B 5) in the same form as the equation relating to R.F. and I.F. valves, 

namely (IV A 9): 

^a = (p Ffc) + ....jcosco„t.(IVB9) 

In place of a in equation (IV A 9) we now have p F/i, and instead of y we 

now obtain 2 S Vh* Equation (IV A 13) thus becomes 

3 28 Vh [ 3 \ 8 i 3 \ 

and for shallow modulation: 

.(IVBll) 
3 

Similarly, for the distortion due to the presence of second harmonic we 

find: 

9 3 
(IV B 12) 

From these equations it is thus clear that both the modulation rise and the 

modulation distortion are, as in the case of R.F. and I.F. valves, directly 

proportional to the square of the R.F, input voltage, while the modulation 

distortion is also proportional to the depth of modulation. With frequency- 

changers 8/p is the determining factor, whereas with R.F. valves it was y/a. 

Thus we can say that, in principle, the same formulae apply to mixers as 

to R.F. amplifiers, though they are of a higher order. As in the case of 

R.F. and I.F. valves, characteristics are published also for mixing valves, 

showing the modulation distortion for any given conditions of operation. 

§ 4. Cross-modulation 

We can, as in the preceding section, rewrite equation (IV A 18) in the form: 

K = 3 Fo* = 6- Fo*.(IV B13) 
3F/, " -3 * ^ ’ 
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Regarding all three parasitic effects we may then conclude that frequency- 

changers behave in fundamentally the same way as R.F. amplifiers, but in 

the case of mixing valves it is necessary to employ a progression extending 

one term higher when calculating the magnitude of the effects. This is true 

also for the amplification of these valves. In the case of R.F. amplifiers w e 

base our calculation on the mutual conductance S, or by approximation, on a; 

for the mixer we take as basis the conversion conductance or, with some 

approximation, p. 

The expressions derived for modulation hum, modulation distortion and 

cross-modulation hold good, however, only when the various applied 

voltages are small. As far as wanted and interfering R.F. signals are con¬ 

cerned, the condition is nearly always satisfied. The conversion conductance, 

however, is, as we saw in chapter II, roughly proportional to the heterodyne 

voltage F/i, and consequently this voltage is generally made as large as 

possible. For practical use, therefore, the derived expressions need to be 

amended. 

§ 5. Calculations for an arbitrary oscillator voltage 

To obtain results of more general usefulness it is necessary in equation 

(IV B 3) to work out accurately those quantities, namely Ai, and 

Yi, which affect the magnitude of the heterodyne voltage F/^. If now in this 

equation w'e substitute cos -j- F2 cos pt for Vi (modulation hum) 

we get, after re-arranging, omitting unimportant terms and replacing 

co/i — coj by 

«0(C0„) = 2 “1 cos coot + 2 ^ F2 cospf j,.(IV B 14) 

which roughly corresponds to a modulation by the interfering frequency 

p to a depth of: Pi , 
mfc = 2 ~ F2. 

Replacing and p^ by the equations given on page 330, we once more 

obtain, after dropping terms of higher order, the value already found: 

In the same way we can derive the expressions for the other forms of inter¬ 

ference, finding for: 

increase of modulation depth: 
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modulation distortion 

D,= 
8 

m Vi^; 

cross-modulation factor: 

X = 3 - Fa*. 

After substituting for and and neglecting the terms of higher order, 

as is to be expected, we find that these expressions for M, Dg and K 

assume the forms already derived for a small value of the oscillator voltage. 

But the advantage of these new equations is that they are applicable to 

any value of the heterodyne voltage Vh» The magnitude of Vh affects the 

terms a^, and y^, but no difficulty arises because the oscillator voltage 

normally has a specific value, determined in advance. The same restriction 

applies here as with straight R.F. amplification, namely that the amplitudes 

of Vi and Fg n^^st be small, i.e. yja^ < about 0.02. 

§ 6. Mixer valves in which the R.F. signal and the oscillator voltage are 

applied to different grids 

In this case we have at our disposal two control grids, a and 6, and the 

anode current is influenced by the voltages at both. 

The general formula is therefore: 

+ ^20 ^+ 3a6 Va + P26 ^b^ 

+ Taa Va + Y2aft Va^ Vh + ya2b Va Vb^ + Tafe ^6® + ^^c. 

Assuming the heterodyne voltage to be applied to grid a and the R.F. signal 

plus any interference to grid 6, the following expressions are to be inserted 

in the foregoing equation: 

Va = Vh cos (o/jt 

and: 

Vi 

Developing the progression gives us: 

ia = + • • • (-^1 + + ••) X 

Vh cos Oiht + (^2 + ^2 + p2 + Y2 • • •) COS 2 (^ht, etc., 

in which: 

^0 ~ ^ao 2 ^2a ”!"•••> 
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a© == + 2 ^2ab + • • • ^ 
-•r'- 

1 
Po = P26 + 2 ^2ab Vh^ + etc. 

3 
= «o + 7 Y30 + . . •, 

4 

3 
^1 — Pat “1^ ^ ^sab ^T • • •? 

Pi ~ Ya2t “f" • • 

As the anode circuit is tuned to the frequency co^ = co/j — co^, only terms 

containing Vh cos o^ht are of importance and it is sufficient to write: 

ia = (A I + aj Vi + Pi + Yi .) COS oi^t. 

This formula agrees exactly with equation (IV B 3), so that the expressions 

for the various phenomena can be ascertained by reference to the foregoing 

reasoning. 

§ 7. The logarithmic slope characteristic 

In the foregoing paragraphs the similarity between the properties of R.F. 

valves and those of frequency-changers has become clear. We noted that 

with both types of valves the expressions for S, m^, etc. are determined 

by the factors of a power series, the only difference being that in the case 

of mixers the co-efficients are shifted one place to the right. It is evident, 

then, that with mixing valves the relationship between the factors K and 

mi, and the logarithmic Sc/vg characteristic is identical with the corresponding 

relationship for R.F. amplifiers (see A § 4); in consequence the theoretical 

discussion can be omitted. 
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C. Measurement of the parasitic 

phenomena 

§ I. Theoretical considerations 

If we have an audio voltage Vi cos pt at the grid of an amplifying valve 

the anode current will contain harmonics of the original frequency, due 

to the curvature of the characteristic. This is seen at once if we again begin 

with the progression: 

ia = lao i- “t’g + Pt'g* + Yi’g* • • etc. 

Substituting Vi cos pt for Vg gives us: 

ia = -fflo + 2 p cos pt ( 1 -f- ^ ^ H 

H— P cos2 pt — Y cos 3pt.(IV C 1) 
2 4 

The percentage of second harmonic to fundamental is equal to: 

dg — 
/ 3 Y 

\ 4 a 

(IV C 2) 

For a small alternating voltage on the grid equation (IV C 2) can be 

simplified to: 

d2 = J-Fi.l00%.(IV C 3) 
Z a 

Similarly, for the percentage of third harmonic we may write: 

.(IVC4) 
4 a 

(In chapter VI on A.F. amplification this matter will be found dealt with 

in more detail.) Comparison of these formulae with those for modulation 

hum (IV A 6), increase of modulation depth (IV A 13), modulation 

distortion (IV A 14) and cross-modulation (IV A 17) reveals an inter¬ 

relationship, which we may express as follows: 
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modulation hum mi, ~ 4 ^2 

modulation rise M = 6 

modulation distortion Dg = 4^/^ md^ 

cross-modulation K — 12 dg 

The grid input voltage at which, for example, 1 % modulation hum occurs 

may thus be ascertained by measuring the input for which dg — 

However, in arriving at the foregoing formulae certain approximations 

were introduced, and consequently their use does not lead to the most 

accurate results. It is better to make direct measurements of each effect, 

and a method of doing this will now be briefly described. 

§ 2. Increase of modulation depth and modulation distortion 

A sinusoidal R.F. voltage of frequency w is applied to the grid of the valve 

under examination via an amplifier, and the amplitude is modulated by 

a sinusoidal A.F. voltage of frequency p. The modulation depth is adjusted, 

for example, to = 30%. See fig. 212. 

After passing through the valve under examination the signal is more 

deeply modulated than before owing to curvature of the characteristic. 

Generator 
P 

McduUtion depth ' 

Fig. 212. Set-up for measuring modulation rise and modulation distortion; ca = carrier-frequency, p = modulation- 
frequency. 

Immediately after the valve the new modulation depth of the signal, mg, 

is measured and we then get for the percentage increase of modulation 

depth: 

nil 

The valve is followed by an amplifier tuned to the frequency co which has 

such a high degree of feedback that its gain is almost independent of the 

characteristics of the valves contained in it. This amplifier is in turn followed 

by a detector which supplies a modulated DC-voltage. After smoothing. 

EUctfonenbuis S2 
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this rectified voltage is applied to the R.F. amplifier as a control voltage, 

and a very constant carrier amplitude to the detector is thereby ensured. 

The unsmoothed detector output is also applied to an A.F. amplifier feeding 

two filters, each of which is followed by a further amplifier. One filter passes 

only the fundamental frequency p, the other the frequency 2p or 3p. The 

gain of the amplifier following the latter filter is adjustable. Two thermo¬ 

couples T]^ are connected to the respective amplifier outputs, with their 

secondaries in opposition. By adjusting the harmonic amplifier until the 

meter M indicates zero we can determine the ratio of harmonic to funda¬ 

mental from the relative gain of the two amplifiers. From equation (IV A 8) 

the distortion due to second harmonic is: 

^ amplitude second harmonics 

“ amplitude fundamental 

§ 3. Modulation hunn 

To the grid of the valve under examination the amplified sinusoidal R.F. 

voltage and an A.F. voltage of frequency p ~ 500 c/s are applied (see 

fig. 213). Due to curvature of the valve characteristic the R.F. voltage 

becomes modulated by the 500-cycle voltage. The test can have either of 

two objects: the determination of the modulation depth for a given ampli¬ 

tude of interference; or the determination of the interference voltage 

required to produce a given depth of modulation, say 1 %. In both cases 

the modulated voltage is first amplified and then rectified. The amplifier 

used includes strong feedback and its output is kept as constant as possible 

by applying an amplified control voltage derived from the detector. A 

Fig. 213. Set'up for measuring the permissible hum voltage at the grid of the valve under examination, for*givea 
m^ulation bum. 
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filter tuned to 500 c/s follows the detector and this in turn is followed by 

an A.F. amplifier. The output voltage from this amplifier is a measure of 

the modulation depth of the hum. 

If it is desired to plot a curve like that in fig. 201 the A.F. amplifier should 

be followed by another detector to which a specific bias is applied. The 

rectified voltage is then fed to a DC amplifier the output of which is applied 

as a control voltage to the amplifier following the 500-cycle generator. As 

a result of this very rigid control the A.F. output voltage remains constant 

at a level just exceeding the standing bias on the detector and correspond¬ 

ing to a modulation depth of say 1%. The output voltage from the 

amplifier fed by the 500-cycle generator is thus the required hum voltage, 

which in fig. 201 is shown on the vertical axis. A second amplifier, tuned 

to CO, is also connected after the valve and its output voltage serves to 

indicate the slope. 

§ 4. Cross-modulation 

The object of the test is to determine the depth of the interference modu¬ 

lation p which is impressed on the wanted carrier of frequency co^. To the 

grid of the valve under investigation two voltages are therefore applied, as 

shown in fig. 214: 

1. a sinusoidal R.F. voltage of frequency co^; 

2. an R.F. voltage of frequency cog, 30% modulated at a frequency p. 

In passing through the valve the wanted carrier coj^ becomes modulated 

by the modulation of the unwanted carrier. The valve is followed by the 

same set-up as was used in measuring modulation hum. In this case too the 

installation may be arranged so that the voltage necessary for 1% cross¬ 

modulation is measured at the output of the amplifier w.,. The curve of 

fig. 204 was obtained in this way. 

Fig. 214. Set-up for measuring the permissible interferenee voltage at the grid of the valve uuder examination, for 
given eross-modulation; tOi— wanted carrier, a),= unwanted carrier, p=: modulation of unw'ante<l carrier 
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D. Whistles 

§ I. Introduction 

Although heterodyne whistles can occur in straight receivers, it is in the 

superhet that they are most evident. If, in addition to the desired signal, 

a second frequency is present at the detector, curvature of its characteristic 

will give rise to the appearance, among others, of sum- and difference-fre¬ 

quencies. If the difference-frequency is below about 8000 c/s it will be 

amplified in the A.F. section and will be heard as a whistle from the loud¬ 

speaker. This will occur whether the receiver is a straight set or a super¬ 

heterodyne; the difference between the two types in this respect is that 

with the superhet there is more chance of an interfering signal, differing 

little in frequency from the wanted signal, reaching the detector. In the 

straight set a whistle can appear only as the result of interference between 

carrier frequencies which differ by an audible amount. In superhets, 

however, the oscillator is an additional cause of whistles 

When designing a superheterodyne it is necessary to bear in mind that 

whistles are bound to occur; in the following paragraphs, therefore, we 

shall deal with their various causes. The frequencies we have to consider are: 

= wanted signal frequency 

ff^ = oscillator frequency 

fff — intermediate frequency 

fs = interfering frequency 

It will be evident from what follows that completely whistle-free reception 

over an entire waveband is unattainable. Nevertheless, by careful choice 

of the intermediate frequency in relation to the frequencies of local trans¬ 

mitters, the number of whistles can be kept low, while matters may be so 

arranged that such whistles as do occur interfere only with stations of 

minor interest in the country concerned. 

We know already that if voltages with the frequencies/j, fg and fh interact 

in the mixing valve its anode circuit will contain all kinds of combination 

frequencies of the form: 

± mfi ± nfs ± qfh. 
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in which m, n and q may be whole numbers or nil. Generally speaking, any 

combinations with higher values of m, n and q are of small amplitude. 

These combination frequencies may interfere with the normal inter¬ 

mediate frequency (m ~ — 1, n =0, q ~ + 1) and with one another. The 

possibilities of interference are thus manifold, and in the following para¬ 

graphs we shall deal with the more important of them. 

§2; l,q=^0) 

When an unwanted station transmits on a frequency differing little from 

the receiver’s intermediate frequency a whistle will be heard if the inter¬ 

fering signal is sufficiently strong at the grid of the mixer. In section IIA § 1 

we have seen that in the anode circuit of the frequency-changer the original 

frequency is present, as well as the sum- and difference-frequencies. As 

far as the interference is concerned, therefore, the mixer functions like an 

ordinary R .F. amplifier. If there were no tuned circuit before the mixing valve 

then the interfering transmission beating with the intermediate frequency 

would give rise to a whistle on every station received. When the mixer 

is preceded by one or more signal-frequency tuned circuits the risk of this 

type of interference is greatest in the waveband lying closest to the inter¬ 

mediate frequency; the latter must therefore always be outside the broad¬ 

cast bands. The generation of whistles can be minimised by providing, in 

addition to good pre-selection, an I.F. rejector in the aerial circuit. This may 

be in the form of either a series or a parallel tuned circuit, resonating at the 

intermediate frequency. 

§ 3. - 1/2 fo ' 3 (m - 0, n -= 2 or 3, q -= 0) 

Transmitters using a frequency equal to about a half or a third of the inter¬ 

mediate frequency may also cause whistles if their second or third harmonic 

is strongly received, as is the case with a local station. A beat-note between 

the harmonic and the intermediate frequency then occurs, in the same way 

as was described in the preceding paragraph. Furthermore, there is the 

possibility that whistles will be caused by a transmission of frequency 

V2 fo through curvature of the valve characterstic introducing a har¬ 

monic close to the intermediate frequency. 

§ 4. = f. 4. 2 (image frequency) (m - o, n = I, q = —I) 

In Section III A § 1 we saw that the oscillator frequency is usually made 

higher than the signal frequency. If there were no pre-selection the required 

intermediate frequency could as well be provided by a signal fh + fo as 

by one As fi = /^ —/„ is the wanted signal, we call /, = /fc + fo 
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the image frequency, since in relation to the oscillator frequency it is, as it 

were, the reflection of the desired signal frequency. If now, apart from the 

wanted transmission, a signal on a frequency in the neighbourhood of the 

image frequency reaches the grid of the mixer, a whistle will result. Clearly, 

such interference can be reduced by good pre-selection. The required attenua¬ 

tion at the image frequency is determined by the quality of the tuned cir¬ 

cuit used, by the frequency-separation and by the relative strength of the 

wanted and the interfering signals. This attenuation, i.e. the relative 

strength, at the control grid of the mixing valve, of the wanted and the 

interfering signals (assuming their carrier amplitude to be the same at the 

aerial) is known as the image ratio of the receiver. As the image frequency 

difiers from the wanted frequency by twice the intermediate frequency, 

the image ratio will improve as the intermediate frequency is increased. 

In practice it is found that a ratio of at least 5000 is needed to prevent 

second-channel interference by strong transmissions. With a low inter¬ 

mediate frequency (say 125 kc/s) and a coil quality Q of 50 at least two 

signal frequency circuits are required, and even then special measures, such 

as the use of an image filter, have often to be taken. Circuits of better quality 

naturally result in a higher image ratio, but the exigencies of tracking pre¬ 

vent our going very far in that direction 

As the image frequency is higher than that of the wanted transmission it 

is very undesirable that the resonance curve of the signal-frequency section 

should show a ‘Hail” on the higher frequency side, as in the case of top- 

capacitive coupling (see section ID § 9). Image frequency interference 

is not, however, equally severe in all wavebands. If we consider only the 

medium and long waves we find the following situation for low (e.g. 125 

kc/s) and high (e.g. 475 kc/s) intermediate frequencies. 

fo = 125 kc/s fo = 475 kc/s 

medium waves: 

interference band interference band 

(500—1500 kc/s) 750—1750 kc/s 1450—2450 kc/s 

long waves: 

(150—300 kc/s) 400—550 kc/s 1100—1250 kc/s 

When the intermediate frequency is low it is evident that the medium- 

wave band is particularly subject to second-channel interference; all sta¬ 

tions in this band on frequencies above 750 kc/s can give rise to it. There 

is less risk on long waves, for very few transmitters operate between 400 and 
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500 kc/s. The situation is more favourable with the higher intermediate 

frequency; there is scarcely any risk of image interference on medium waves, 

but on the long-wave band reception may be marred by interference from 

powerful transmissions between 1100 and 1250 kc/s. 

It is evident in this connection that the most exacting demands are made 

for the signal-frequency part of the receiver when a low intermediate fre¬ 

quency is used. Other factors, such as cross-modulation (see A § 3 of this 

chapter), also have a bearing on the degree of pre-selection required. 

§5. ^0) 

An interfering transmitter and the oscillator may produce harmonics which 

difier by about the intermediate frequency. If we denote the harmonics 

of the interfering signal by n and those of the oscillator voltage by qr, we 

get the general formula: 

±nfsTqfh-=fo.(IV Dl) 

Therefore the frequency of the interfering transmission is: 

±fs-~±-fh.(IV D 2) 
n n 

Substituting^ fi r/o we obtain: 

±^(/i+/o).(IV D 3) 
n n 

or: 

±-^ -- rl ).(IV D 4) 
fo n n \fo / 

For any given intermediate frequency a diagram may be drawn with the 

aid of equation (IV D 3), from which we may at once ascertain the carrier 

frequencies apt to cause whistles; an example, relating to an intermediate 

frequency of 470 kc/s, is given in fig. 215, where along the horizontal axis 

we have the frequency fi of the wanted transmission and along the vertical 

axis that of the interference, fg. The numbered lines indicate whistles due 

to the causes tabulated on the next page. 

Many of the listed whistles result from harmonics of an unwanted carrier; 

in practice, however, they are troublesome only when the interfering trans¬ 

mission is fairly strong. 

To ascertain whether a particular station will cause whistles we draw a 

horizontal line in fig. 215 corresponding to its frequency. The intersections 
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Line no. Cause of whistle Line no. Cause of whistle 

1 fs =fo ■1 3/.- fh=fo 

2 fs fh ~ fo B9 'A
 

II 

(M
 

3 2fs- fh=fo BB 3/s-3/fc =/„ 
4 2/,-2/fc = /o ■■ 
5 fh-2fs =fo 14 2fh-ifs^fo 

6 2fh- /*=/» 15 1 II 

7 2/A-2/, =/o 16 3//.-3/, =/o 
8 fs fi ~ fo 17 3/,-4/fc=/„ 
9 fi fs ~ fo 18 4//.-3/*=/o 

of this line with the various oblique lines indicate the frequencies at 

which a whistle will be heard. Taking Hilversum on 995 kc/s as an example, 

we find that reception of the following stations will be marred by a whistle 

especially in the neighbourhood of the Hilversum transmitter. 

a. Warsaw — 758 kc/s. 

The intersection with line 7 indicates that when the receiver is tuned 

to 760 kc/s the intermediate frequency is produced by the second har¬ 

monics of the oscillator and of the Hilversum carrier. When Warsaw 

(758 kc/s) is tuned in, the frequency difference between the harmonics 

becomes: 

2 (758 + 470) — 2 X 995 - 466 kc/s. 

A whistle of about 4000 c/s will therefore be heard. 

b. Leipzig — 785 kc/s. 

The intersection with line 11 falls at 790 kc/s (third harmonic of Hil¬ 

versum and second harmonic of oscillator). On tuning in Leipzig 

(785 kc/s) the frequency difference becomes; 

3 X 995 — 2 (785 + 470) - 475 kc/s. 

A whistle of about 5000 c/s will therefore be heard. 

c. Northern Ireland — 1050 kc/s. 

The intersection with line 3 occurs at 1050 kc/s. The second harmonic 

of Hilversum beats with the oscillator frequency to produce the inter¬ 

mediate frequency of 470 kc/s. Any small change in the oscillator 

frequency will accordingly give rise to a whistle. 
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Fig. 215. Whistle diagram for an intermediate frequency of 470 kc./s. The frequency of the wanted transmission is set 
out along the horizontal axis and that of the inteifering transmission along the vertical axis. A horizontal line corres¬ 

ponding to the frequency of an interfering carrier intersects the diagonals at the frequencies at which whistles are 

liable to be heard. 
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§6. (m-—I, n- I, q= 0) 

Normally the intermediate frequency is produced in the frequency-changer 

by mixing the wanted signal with the oscillator voltage, but it is clear that 

an interfering carrier of suitable frequency is also capable of producing the 

intermediate frequency if mixed with the wanted signal. In Chapter II it 

was shown that a fairly large heterodyne voltage was necessary for fre¬ 

quency-changing; only if/s comes from a powerful local transmitter is a 

whistle therefore to be expected. This type of interference is indicated by 

line 8 in fig. 215. 

8 nf^orf.- nf^ 

These cases are rather different from those considered above. Harmonics of 

the intermediate frequency appear at the detector owing to curvature of 

the diode characteristic and can be quite strong at high inputs. By various 

routes, such as heater and HT leads and the AVC circuit, these harmonics 

reach the signal-frequency part of the receiver and give rise to whistles. As 

an example, if the intermediate frequency is 125 kc/s the fifth harmonic is 

625 kc/s; when the receiver is tuned to Brussels (620 kc/s) the oscillator will 

be working at 620 + 125 — 745 kc/s, and should the fifth harmonic of the 

intermediate frequency reach the control grid of the mixer it will combine 

with the heterodyne voltage to produce a difference-frequency of 745 — 625 

== 120 kc/s. A whistle of 125 — 120 kc/s = 5000 c/s will consequently be 

heard. For fi = nfo these whistles can be very tiresome, sine they appear 

on both sides of each station. When the receiver is accurately tuned, how¬ 

ever, the whistle disappears, because the harmonic feedback is then of the 

same frequency as the original signal. Whistles due to this cause are thus 

readily distinguishable from other kinds. 
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V. DETECTION 

A. Detector circuits 

§ I. Introduction 

In order to separate the modulation from the carrier, the R.F. or I.F. voltage 

must be rectified and smoothed; a current or voltage is thereby obtained 

which fluctuates with the original modulation. Speaking very generally, 

rectification is achieved by the use of a circuit element having a curved 

characteristic, and when an alternating voltage is applied to such an 

element an increase in the mean current occurs. If the characteristic is 

represented by a power series of v. 

i — OLV , . . = Jo + a F sin o>t -f ,3 sin^ at . 

= IQ oiV sin at — ^ ^ cos 2 at ^ ^ ■ . . 

then we see at once that the direct current lo increases by an amoimt i p 

Several kinds of non-linear elements are available: metal rectifiers, diodes, 

triodes and multigrid valves. Of these alternatives the diode is most used 

in radio receivers, and it will be dealt with separately in V B. 

Fig. 216a illustrates the most primitive rec¬ 

tifier circuit. As the relation between the 

mean current and the applied alternating 

voltage is in this case not linear, but roughly 

quadratic, the rectification is commonly 

called square-law detection, though, strictly 

speaking, this expression is correct only 

when the rectifier has a pure quadratic 

characteristic. Usually the equation for the rectified current includes terms 

higher than the square. 

In practice the circuit of fig. 216a is meaningless, because a voltage, not a 

current, is needed if the modulation is to be amplified. 

In fig. 216b the original circuit is modified by the addition of a resistance 

JR, the voltage across which can be amplified. The resistance is bridged by 

a capacitance C, which smooths the remaining R.F. ripple and improves 

A Jl 
Fig. 216a. Basic rectifier fnreuit. 
b. Fig. a with the addition of an RC-load, 
from which the rectified voltage may be 
taken. 
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efficiency. In the rectification circuit the DC output voltage appears in ) 

series with the applied alternating voltage; this circumstance has in the[ 

case of most rectifiers the favourable result that the relation between the DC 

and the AC voltages approximates to a direct proportion, the more so as 

the input voltage is increased. We then speak of ‘"linear detection”. ^ 

Such detection may be^scribed roughly as follows. As the signal increases, 

the traversed part of the characteristic of a diode, and also that of a metal 

rectifier, approaches more and more the characteristic of an ideal recti¬ 

fier, that is to say, an element which for one direction of current has a certain 

resistance R and for the other direction acts as an insulator. With indirectly 

heated diodes the AC resistance Ri in the cathode-to-anode direction 

quickly falls to a small fraction of the external resistance R, For that reason 

the capacitance C becomes loaded almost to the peak voltage during the 

first cycle, and thereafter the charge, which is continuously draining away 

through i?, is replenished at the peak of the successive cycle. For alternat¬ 

ing voltages above a certain minimum, the DC voltage across C thus re¬ 

mains equal to the input amplitude and the relation is linear. 

In the foregoing case we speak of “peak detection”. That the voltage across 

C should equal the peak input is not, however, essential for linear rectifica¬ 

tion. There are detectors, including some directly-heated diodes, in which 

Ri falls with an increasing signal but only to a certain limit. An equilibrium 

between the charging through Ri and the discharging through R is then 

reached, at which the voltage across C remains below the input amplitude. 

Nevertheless there is still a linear relation between the AC and DC 

^ ^50916 

Fig. 217a. Non-linear anode detector. 
b. Anode detector with automatic bias giving practically 

linear detection. 

voltages over a large range. But ^ _ 

we can no longer speak of peak ^—r— ^ 

detection. When the arrangements r—|-j/?ap Jpc V 

of figs 216a and 216b are employed ? 1 - 

with simple two-electrode rectifiers, ^ i ||_ 

the alternating voltage gives rise to A 

a niirroTit in thf* TPPtifipr rirruit 217a. Non-linear anode detector. a current in me rectllier CUCUlt, detector with automatic bias giving practicaUy 

and the R.F. or I.F. voltage-source line.r detection. 

i.s loaded. It is possible, however, to use a valve as a non-linear element, 

the alternating voltage being fed to a control electrode in such a way that no 

current is drawn from the source. We then get fig. 217a, in which of, course, 

the triode may be replaced by a tetrode or pentode. This circuit is entirely 

comparable with fig. 216a, but in this case the rectified voltage may be taken 

from a resistance in the anode circuit, without affecting the working point on 

the detection characteristic. In general, therefore, this so-called anode-bend 

detection is not linear. There is, how'cver, no fundamental reason w hy anode 
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rectification should be non-linear; the 

circuit may be rearranged on the lines 

of fig. 216b, and we then get fig. 217b. 

If the cathode resistance R is high 

enough the resultant automatic bias 

reduces anode current virtually to nil 

in the absence of a signal. When a signal 

is present even the small rise in current 

appreciably raises the bias on the 

control grid, and consequently anode 

current flows only at the positive peak 

of the cycle. The mean voltage across C 
keeps in step with the input and the 

relation is constant; as in the case of 

the circuit given in fig. 216b, we may 

therefore speak of linear detection. 

Fig. 218. Detection characteristic of a diode (L.F./RMS § 2. DlOdC detGCtlOfl 
voltage against the 30•modulated R.F. input). 

Although diode detection will be 

dealt with exhaustively in V B, we 

shall briefly refer to its salient proper¬ 

ties here in order to facilitate comparison with other methods of rectification. 

As already mentioned, detection is linear with a sufficiently large signal, 

the minimum being about 0.5—1 V. Above this level linearity is not impaired 

until the diode becomes saturated, but input should not be permitted to 

reach this level. 

' Since the rectified voltage is almost equal, over the whole range, to the 

amplitude of the alternating voltage, it is simple to calculate the “gain” 

of the detector stage, or more properly its transmission; by this expression 

we mean the ratio of the RMS value of the A. F. voltage to the RMS value of 

the R.F. or I.F. voltage, for a signal modulated to a depth of 30%. In the 

circumstances mentioned the gain 

would be about 0.3, as may readily 

be confirmed from published curves 

(see for example fig. 218). The diode 

may be used in two different ways, 

illustrated in fig. 219. With the 

circuit of 219a the A.F. voltage has 

only a verysmalll.F. or R.F. ripple Jl ^75^7 

superimposed if the smoothing Fig. 219. Diode detector: a. with series load resistance; 
b. with parallel load resistance. 
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capacitance is sufficiently large, and this is of course a great advantage. 

Moreover, the damping of the preceding tuned circuit is less than with the 

circuit of 219b, which also suffers from the drawback that the full R.F. or 

I.F. voltage is present with the A.F. voltage and must be filtered off. The 

arrangement of fig. 219b is employed, for example, when the preceding 

tuned circuit is earthed at one side, either directly or through the HT sup¬ 

ply; this is the case with most straight receivers. The circuit is used also 

where it is essential that there should be no direct connection between the 

A.F. amplifier and the R.F. or I .F. circuit, or if the latter is connected directly 

to the anode of the previous amplifying valve and thus to the HT source. 

A blocking capacitor C' may then be included; if this is large in relation 

to C, these two form a potential divider and prevent any A.F. voltage 

appearing across the tuned circuit. 

This circuit imposes more damping than that of fig. 219a; the preceding 

circuit has to supply not only the current pulses through the diode but also 

an alternating current through R, Whereas for large signals the equivalent 

resistance in fig. 219a is equal to J jR, in the circuit of fig. 219b the 

damping is: 

«i/F= i RIIR = 3 .(V A 1) 

In modern superheterodynes the detector is usually preceded by an I.F. band¬ 

pass filter, the secondary of which is isolated from the primary; the circuit 

of fig. 219a is then normally used. In the earlier straight receivers the 

detector stage often followed a tuned-anode circuit connected directly to 

the anode of the R.F. amplifier, and the circuit of fig. 219b was therefore 

employed unless separation of the two stages was provided by a special 

secondary winding 

For the method of detection described here it is not essential to use a diode. 

^ metal rectifier will serve, but the properties of the metal rectifiers so far 

available arc not equal to those of a normal diode. The characteristic does 

Ijaot so closely approach that of the ideal rectifier, and transmission is poor; 

furthermore, metal rectifiers have a rather high, and sometimes varying, 

input capacitance and a lower damping resistance. 

..The applications of these rectifiers are consequently limited and they w ill 

Kot be considered further; the same is true of crystal detectors. 

3. Grid detection 

The grid detector circuit is a combination of a diode rectifier and an A.F. 

amplifier in one valve, and follows from fig. 219b if the control grid and 

the cathode of an amplifying valve are used as a diode. Since the A.F. voltage 

also appears at the grid, amplification is at once possible. We thus have the 
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circuit of fig. 220; here the anode load, across which the A.F. voltage is deve¬ 

loped, is bridged by a capacitance in order to suppress the R.F. and I.F. com¬ 

ponent stiU present. In many receivers advantage is taken of the presence 

of this high-frequency component in the anode current to feed energy back 

to the preceding tuned circuit and thereby reduce damping. Such an 

arrangement, grid detector with reac¬ 

tion, is commonly employed in small 

local-station receivers. 

If a pentode is used in the circuit of 

fig. 220, fairly high A.F. gain, say 100 

. ^ ^ to 200 times, may be obtained. For an 
Fig. 220. Pentode as gnd detector. 

A.F. output of several volts, sufficient 

fully to load a high-slope output valve, only a quite small R.F. input to the 

grid is necessary and rectification at such a level is quadratic. It is there¬ 

fore not possible to specify the gain given by the circuit, though we may 

quote the R.F. voltages needed for various levels of A.F. output. The table 

below provides some figures for the EF 6, a valve commonly used as a grid 

detector. The anode load is 0.2 MO while the screen-grid resistance is made 

0.6 MQ in order that the screen-grid voltage shall not exceed the anode 

voltage. The A.F. voltages shown are those necessary for standard output 

(50 mW) from the EL 3, EL 5 and EL 2 pentodes respectively, and a modu 

lation depth of 30% is assumed. 

Output valve ELS EL 5 EL 2 

Vi (R.F. or I.F.) 

Fo(A.F.) 

0.035 V 

0.35 V 

0.043 V 

0.5 V 

0.063 V 

0.9 V 

It is clear from the first three columns that the output increases fast 

than the input voltage, indicating that at these low signal levels the rectiti- 

cation is still roughly quadratic. The fourth column shows the maximum'"' 

obtainable A.F. output. Thus, as the R.F. input rises a point is reachedi^^ 

which detection is linear, and beyond that the A.F. voltage increases IV' 

than proportionately; 19 V is the limiting output (fig. 221). With increaa|||^ 

R.F. input the grid acquires a larger negative bias as a result of rectification 

of the carrier, and the working point of the valve is shifted towards the 

bottom bend of the i ajvg characteristic. In consequence, A.F. amplification 

falls off and, furthermore, anode rectification supervenes. 
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In its eflfect, anode-bend detection 

is the opposite of grid rectifica¬ 

tion; the first causes mean anode 

current to rise,the second reduces it. 

With an increasing signal the A.F. 

voltage becomes the resultant of 

the two effects, anode rectification 

finally gaining the upper hand and 

causing the curve in fig. 221 to pass 
, nni . T . • 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

Its peak, this limitation, present 

in all grid detectors, led to the use of . ’ 
, _ 1 Fig. 221. A.F. output voltage as a function of R,F. input 

valves with a large cut-on voltage, modulated 30'*y, for an EF 6 in the circuit of iBg. 220. 

in which anode rectification occur¬ 

red only with a high R.F. input; these were referred to as “power-grid detec¬ 

tors”. This solution was soon abandoned, however, in favour of complete 

separation of the functions of detector and A.F. amplifier. Multiple valves 

combining a diode and an amplifier were introduced in diverse types, all 

of which operate in a circuit like that of fig. 219. 

For very simple receivers, however, the 

; ^_1-1 
d 0,4 a$ 1,6 2J0 2,4 ^ 3,2 

4»tM4 

grid detector remains an attractive solu¬ 

tion despite its lack of linearity. 

§ 4. Anode detection 

The anode-bend detector is used in 

straight receivers when high selectivity 

is required, for it imposes only light 

damping on the tuned circuit, but this 

advantage is gained at the cost of non¬ 

linear rectification. The best result is 

obtained by employing a valve with a 

marked bend in its ia/vg characteristic, 

the co-efficient of the quadratic term 

being then high, and in particular by 

adjusting the bias so that the valve works 

at the point of greatest curvature. 

Moreover the AC resistance of the valve 

should be high, in order that the A.F. 

current variations in the anode circuit 
222. Change of anode voltage ^ Fa as a 

jitnritmn of the unmodulated li.F. input voltage, 
jw various values of grid bias, for the Philips 
iKode E 499 connected as an anode-bend detector. 

Etictronenbuis 23 

shall produce large voltage variations. 

A valve formerly used for this application 
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was the Philips E 499, a triode with jx ~ 100; the operating conditions for 

a supply voltage of 200 V were: Rq = 0.3 MQ and Vg^ed = — 1*8 V. 

Fig. 222 reproduces curves for various values of grid bias, relating unmodu¬ 

lated input voltage and change of anode voltage. It will be noticed that all 

curves show a practically quadratic trend. By taking a specific carrier 

amplitude and imagining a 30 variation, we can calculate from these 

curves the amplification yielded by the detector with the given input. 

If the signal voltage is so large as to exceed the negative bias, grid current 

flows and the advantage of this form of detection is lost. The anode rectifier 

can thus, like the grid detector, accept only a limited input. If the grid is 

directly connected to the tuned circuit, grid current imposes on the latter 

a discontinuous, heavy load which will strongly distort the A.F. voltage. On 

the other hand, if the grid is joined to the tuned circuit through a capacitor 

and leak, grid rectification will occur in opposition to the anode rectifica¬ 

tion, and a detector characteristic of the form seen in fig. 221 will result. 

Grid current may be prevented by substituting automatic for fixed bias, 

a resistor shunted by a large capacitor being inserted in the cathode lead; 

bias then increases with signal strength. The detector adjusts itself contin- j 

uously to new working points as input becomes greater, and with a bias 

resistor of 16 000 Q these are as indicated in fig. 222 on the curves for —2, 

—3 and —4 V. It is evident that at large inputs detection is less effective ! 

with automatic than with fixed bias, and also that there is a risk of grid 

current occurring. With a signal of 2.4 V and 30% modulation, for example, 

voltage peaks of 2.4 1/ 2 X 1.3 -- 4.3 V appear at the grid, while the bias 

is only —4 V. 

On the whole we may conclude that in broadcast receivers anode detectiolii 

has more drawbacks than advantages; in consequence, present-day valve 

types are not recommended for this application. 

§ 5. Linear anode detection 

From the data already given for the anode detector it is evident that this 

form of rectifier is scarcely to be considered for radio receivers; in measuring 

instruments, however, it has its uses. 

The circuit given in fig. 217b is actually an anode rectifier with the coupli^ 

resistor transferred to the cathode lead. It differs from the anode detect 

with automatic bias in having a cathode resistor of much higher value au| 

a smaller parallel capacitor. The charge on the capacitor must be able to 

follow the modulation If the cathode resistor R is sufficiently large the 

anode current is almost nil in the absence of a signal, and such a working^ 

point {A in fig. 223) is fairly favourable for anode rectification. On an alter J 
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Dating voltage being applied to 

the grid, anode current rises. The 

voltage across R increases at the 

same time and the valve there¬ 

fore receives a higher negative 

bias (point B). This increase of 

bias can never exceed the ampli¬ 

tude of the signal, for no rise in 

anode current could then occur. 

A state of balance is therefore 

reached in which the negative 

bias, having increased from A 
to B, is just maintained by the 

passage through R of the positive 

current pulses. The greater R is, 

the smaller the pulses needed to 

maintain the bias, and the more nearly the rise of voltage across R approaches 

the maximum, namely the amplitude of the signal. 

Detection at point A is never perfect and with a small input is poor. The 

rectifier becomes linear only when a certain amplitude is exceeded. With 

very high inputs, however, the voltage pulses to the right of point A be¬ 

come so large (though always small in relation to the amplitude) that grid 

current flows. If it is to be linear, and also to impose no damping, this kind 

of detector must therefore be operated only over a certain range of ampli¬ 

tude. Freedom from damping is not secured at very high frequencies, for 

other factors then supervene. 

Some measurements were made on an EBC 3 connected as an infinite 

impedance detector. With a cathode load of B — 0.1 MH grid current be¬ 

gan to flow when the amplitude of a carrier modulated 90% reached 40 

V^RMS5 f'or a load of 0.5 MH the limiting input was 50 Vr^is. In both 

cases the sinusoidal modulation was distorted less than 1%. 

The departure from linear rectification is clearly seen in the following table, 

which shows the A.F. output as a function of the grid signal for various 

conditions; the figures refer to a cathode load of 0.5 MO. 

A serious practical disadvantage of this circuit is the very high resistance 

in the cathode lead. In measuring apparatus the resultant difficulties are 

perhaps less troublesome than in receiving equipment, and special measures 

may be taken to overcome them. 

pondence with the positive voltage peaks produce the required 
negative bias across the resistance Rfc 
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Carrier 

VrmS 

A.F. voltage 

VrmS 

Distortion 

% 

— 

A.F. voltage 

Vrms 

Distortion 

% 

1.5 0.9 14 _ _ 

2 1.3 10 0.44 2.5 

3 2.2 7 0.7 1.1 

4 3.0 5.6 1.0 1 

7 5.5 2.7 

C
O

 

i-H 1 

10 7.5 2.0 2 5 1 

15 13.4 1.4 4.4 1 

20 17 1.1 5.6 1 
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B. Diode detection 

§ I. Basic equations for diode rectification 

We have seen that of th^ detectors available the diode is the most satis¬ 

factory for broadcast receivers. 

With the circuit of fig. 224, in which the resistance R may be in parallel 

with either the capacitance C or the diode, we find 

that, on rectification of an unmodulated signal 

V — Vf{p cos cot, a steady voltage V = appears 

across R, The diode is subjected to both voltages 

simultaneously. For the moment the origin of the 

steady voltage V= will be left out of consideration, 

its presence being taken for granted. 

For the small currents usually met with in diode 

detection the following relation between diode cur¬ 

rent and voltage holds good: 

Itid (*) 
Y\frcosoyt 

Fig. 224. Diode detector cir¬ 
cuit ; the R.F.carrier F//Jf.’ cos (ot 
i‘i rectified, giving rite to a 
steady voltage F-— acrott the 
resittauee iV. 

i = Az Vt.(V B 1) 

in which: 

i the diode current for an anode 

voltage i fl; 

A “ the diode current for an anode 

voltage of 0 V; 

Fy = a constant, the so-called tempera¬ 

ture voltage, which for most diodes 

is about 0.1 V; 

c — the base of the natural logarithm ^ 

2.72. 

This relation holds for most diodes if the 

anode current does not exceed about 100 

{xA; a measured curve is given in fig. 225. 

A in equation (V B 1) is a fictitious value, 

nahiely the current which would flow if 

the equation held good at = 0 V. In 

the case of fig. 225 A is therefore 3.7 mA, 
Fig. 225. Diode current as a function of the 
applied voltage. 
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and not 0.3 mA, the actual current at zero volts. As the voltage at the anode 

is composed of a steady voltage V — and an alternating voltage Vjjp cos to t, 
we can write for equation (V B I): 

^HF 

i = Tv.(V B 2) 

The mean current through the diode may be found by integrating i over 

a whole cycle, and we get: 

2.^ 

if Ae HF 
~— COS tot _ 
Vt doit (VB3) 

1 r ' HF 
. -*• ”77- COS tot _ 

If we call the expression — e 
2?? 

which cannot be further simplified, Bq^ the mean diode current then becomes: 

V=r. 
Imed = Ae Bo.(V B 4) 

The value of Bo for various values of VhfI is indicated in the following 

table *: 

Vhf 

Vt 
Bo 

1.4 1.55 

2.0 2.28 

2.5 3.29 

3.0 4.88 

3r.5 7.4 

4.0 11.0 

5.0 27.0 

For values of VjjfI Vt <. 1 we can write as an approximation 

„ , , /, Vhf? 
Bo = l (VB5) 

* Bo is a Bessel function of zero order; its value can be found in function tables as e.g. those of Jahnke and Emde). 
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When VjjfIVt ~ 1 the error due to this approximation is about 1.3% 

For values of Vjjpl Vt ^ 1 the following approximation may be made: 

Bo (V B 6) 

The error in this case is about 5% when VjjfI^T = 3 and less than 1 % 

when VHjrjVx !> 5. 

In fig. 226 Ijned is given as a function of V = for various values of 

These measured curves agree with the cakulated curves for Vj^ = 0.1 V 

and A =3.7 mA. It is still necessary to confirm that the assumed steady 

voltage is in fact provided by the voltage drop across the leak J?, in order 

Fig. 226. Mean diode current Jmed a function of the negative 
voltage V~, for small values of the R.F. voltage VhF' 

that the current Imed shall satisfy not only equation (V B 4) but also: 

V =^In,edR.(V B 7) 

In fig. 226 this relation for R ~ 0.5 MQ is represented by the straight line 

OP^ and the point P indicates the value of Imed for a leak of 0.5 MU and 

an R.F. input of 0.5 V. From equations (V B 4) and (V B 7) we then get: 

= —ARe Vt Bo {V B 8) 
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If we write for : 

= F, + J F, 

Vr being the voltage drop in the resistance R in the absence of a signal and 

A V the rise of voltage due to rectification, equation (V B 8) then becomes: 

V^ + AV 

Vr + A V ^ — AR ^ Bo . . (V B 9) 

When Vfjjr ~ 0^ Bo ~ 1 and then: 

K 
Vr = — ARe Vr 

Equation (V B 9) may accordingly be written: 

AV 
Vr + AV VrZ V, Bo.(V B 10) 

or: 

AV AV 

\ + - ^ = zV^ Bo.(V B 11) 

From this expression A V can be calculated. We shall make the calcula¬ 

tion for two extreme cases, for a very small signal (V}{p < 0.03 V) and 

for a very large one (Vjjp > 1 V). 

§ 2. Rectification of a very weak signal 

For the case that Vjjp Vj^ (for instance V}{f < 0.03 V) equation 

(V B 5) holds good, and consequently equation (V B 11) becomes: 

1 + 
AV 

^ ( 1 
■ 

4FxV 
(V B 12) 

If Vhf is small, A V will also be small in relation to Fy, and approxi¬ 

mately : 

£ Fj,= 1 
AV 

Vt 

Equation (V B 12) then becomes: 

or, approximately: 

AV AV Vhf^ 

Vr Vt 4Fr* 
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from which we obtain: 

Zl F = — 
1 VhF^_^_ 
4 Vx Vt 

^ "" 

(V B 13) 

From this equation we may conclude that when the signal is very small 

(^HF <€ ^t) the change of DC voltage across the resistance due to 

rectification is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the signal. 

We can therefore write, more shortly: 

where: 

A V = kVHF\ 

k 
1 1 

4 ' 
^ 1 

Vt * 

We reach the same conclusion if we begin from the characteristic for V}{p 
~ 0 V in fig. 240 page 378. The position of the working point is given by 

the intersection of the various curves with the load line. 

The increase of V_ for an R.F. signal of 0.2 V (intersection point S) is about 

four times as great as that for an input of 0.1 V (point P), and A V is thus 

proportional to Vhf^* 

§ 3. Rectification of a strong R.F. signal 

When V}jF >• 1 V equation (V B 6) is approximately true. Substituting 

it in equation (V B 11) gives us: 

1 + 
AV 

IT 

or, using natural logarithm: 

In {I A 
Vr ^ Vt 

AV 

Tv 
I In 2 

Vhf 
7Z 

Vt 

(V B 14) 

(V B 15) 

For high values of VupJVt (> 10), VhpJVt and AVjVp are large in 

relation to both logarithmic terms, so that equation (V B 15) becomes: 

0 = 
Vhf 

Vt 
+ 

AV 

V^ 
or: 

AV — — Vhf (V B 16) 
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The change of DC voltage across the load resistance is equal to the ampli¬ 

tude of the R.F. voltage, and detection is therefore linear. The same conclu¬ 

sion is reached if we regard the action of the diode in the following way. 

Owing to the strong signal the anode receives a large negative bias from 

the charged capacitor, and in consequence the diode is practically non¬ 

conducting for the greater part of the cycle. As the resistance of the leak 

is so high that only a negligible fraction of the charge drains away during 

this non-conducting phase, the capacitor becomes charged to the peak value 

of the R.F. voltage. 

§ 4. Practical example of detection curve 

For an R.F. signal of amplitude between 0.03 and 1 V, which are limits com¬ 

monly found in practice, the equation derived in B § 2, (V B 11), would 

have to be used. It would be necessary, however, to ascertain Bq from a 

table for every separate case. A more convenient method is to prepare 

curves relating to normal conditions and showing and AVas functions 

of VjjF* Those given in fig. 227 refer to a load of 0.5 MQ, a common value. 

As the valves concerned all have indirectly heated cathodes of the same 

type, and therefore have a similar 

ecus 

temperature-voltage the curves 

of fig. 227 are applicable to many di¬ 

odes, the AB 1 for example, as well as 

the EB 4, EBC 33, UAF 42, etc. 

To ascertain the A.F. voltage yielded 

by the circuit of fig. 227 when the 

carrier Vjjf is modulated we can 

use the curve for A V. As Vjip 
varies between the limits set by the 

modulation depth, we observe the 

corresponding variation of A V. The 

standard modulation for receiver 

measurements and calculations is 

30%, and it is on this percentage that 

the curve in fig. 227 connecting A.F. 

output with R.F. input Fj/ir is based. 

Actually is it not quite correct to use 

this Vlf curve. In nearly all cir- 

Fi|;. 227. Standing voltage V—, and tncreaie thereof 
^ Vt acroes the load resistance JR (= 0.5 megohm) of an 
indirectly-heated diode, as a function of the unmodu¬ 
lated R.F. voltage K/fjr. Also the A.F. output Vlf 
a function of the 30%-modulated R.F. voltage. 

cuits the grid leak of the following 

valve is connected, via a coupling 

capacitor, in parallel with the diode 
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load. In consequence the diode circuit is not loaded to the same degree for 

A.F. voltages as for the steady voltage, i.e. ^ Rg. The magnitude of the 

A.F. voltage in such a case may be determined from the characteristics given 

in fig. 226 and is found to be rather lower than the curve of fig. 227 would 

indicate; it depends, in fact, on the value of 1?^;. 

The extent of the divergence may be ascertained from fig. 228, which repro- 

Fig. 228. Mean diode current Imed & function of the standing negative voltage 
F—, for various values of the R.F. voltage VhF' 

duces curves similar to those of fig. 226, but for large inputs. The magnitude 

of the voltage F__, obtained with a given carrier (say 3 V) and a load 

Rg ~ 0,5 Mn, is indicated, as already mentioned, by the intersection of 

the load line Rg with the curve for Vjjp = 3 V. If Imed now varies, as a 

result of modulation, the corresponding variation of V_ is determined no 

longer by the line Rg — 0.5 MQ but by a line — 0.3 MH, being the 

resultant of == 0.5 Mn and tlie grid leak of the following valve, for 

example 0.7 Mi}, The line is now drawn through the static working 

point at such an angle that a rise in Imed of 1 corresponds to an increase 

^zlFofO.3 V. 

When VfjF fluctuates due to modulation, the variations of V_ and Imed 
are determined both by the curve for the value of Vhf question and 

by the newly found load line i?u?; from their intersections the variations 

may be ascertained. 

For a carrier Vjjf = 3 V the value of V_ is given by the intersection 

of the line Rg and the curve for 3 V. If Fjjjp, being modulated 33.3%, now^ 
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varies from 2 V to 4 V, the limiting values of V are found from the inter¬ 

sections of Ruj with the curves concerned. 

Fig. 228 shows that owing to the steep slope of the Vhf curves the varia¬ 

tion of FL is extremely small when the AC load differs only a little 

from the DC load R^; the difference may normally be ignored. 

§ 5. Effect on diode detection of the reservoir capacitance and load 

resistance 

In B §§ 3 and 4 the conditions were idealised and no account was taken 

of the values of the resistance R or of the capacitance C in fig. 224; in prac¬ 

tice, however, they have a marked influence. 

When R is comparatively low, instantaneous values of i occur which no 

longer conform to the exponential diode characteristic of equation (V B 1) 

seen in fig. 225, but approximate to a characteristic of the form: 

(V B 17) 

The exponential part of the curve lying to the left of the vertical axis is 

now of less importance, the influence of the current, roughly indicated by 

equation (V B 17), which flows when the diode anode becomes positive, now 

being predominant. (That positive voltages appear is evident from fig. 228.) 

This type of rectification is also met with in mains rectifiers and in oscillator 

circuits (see Chapter II). Here it will suffice to observe that the rectified 

voltage is proportional to the alternating input voltage but is of smaller 

amplitude than F/fjp; the ratio AVjVfjp now has a fixed relationship 

with the ratio RglRi-, and the smaller the latter the smaller Zl F is in rela¬ 

tion to Fj/jp. The relationship is clearly illustrated in the right half of 

fig. 229, when we find various ratios A Vj depending on the para¬ 

meter RgjRi- The influence of Rg becomes important in directly-heated 

battery diodes, with which the deviation from the exponential characteristic 

begins sooner than with indirectly-heated types. 

The effect of the capacitance C received little notice in B §§ 3 and 4, because 

it was supposed that only a steady voltage A V appeared across the combi¬ 

nation RC and that C was large enough to suppress R.F. ripple. 

There are special cases, however, the. rectification of the AVC voltage for 

instance, in which C is for particular reasons made fairly small. The ripple 

voltage across C, which can then no longer be neglected, must be denoted 

by a third term in the e-power of equation (V B 2); in this term i again 

appears. 

The calculation of the steady voltage F_ now becomes so complicated, how- 
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ever, that it is better to use data derived from measurements. At low values 

of C the RC impedance of the rectifier circuit rises and both the mean 

current I^ed and the voltage V therefore fall. The reactance l/wC must, 

however, be considered in relation to Rg^ and the quantity Rg coC is thus 

a measure of the voltage drop (see also Chapter IX). Experiment confirms 

this. It is accordingly use¬ 

ful to plot the relation 

A V ^ 
-of fig. 229 not only 
Vhf ^ ^ 
for different values of 

RgIRi but as a function 

of JRgOiC as well. 

The curves thus obtained 

all approach the value I/tt 

at low values of C or of w, 

the mean voltage across 

Rg unshunted by capacitance being—^^when Ri is small compared with 

too 200 500 1000 
<oRgC 

Fig. 229. A Vj VjiF a function of coHgC for various values of RgjRi, 
with series-coiinecte<i load resistance. 

Vhf 

Rg. It is also apparent from these curves that in normal circumstances this 

voltage decrease is negligible. For example, in a detector circuit with Rg = 
0.5 Mi? and C = 100 pF, at a frequency of 125 kc/s c> == 10® and co CRg 
is accordingly equal to 50. 

But in the A VC diode circuit C may be only a tenth of the foregoing value, 

and therefore co CRg = 5; a considerable reduction in the DC voltage is 

noticeable in such a case. If the circuit of fig. 219b is used rectification may 

be impossible if C has a 

very low value; a family 

of measured curves for 

this circuit is reproduced 

in fig. 230. 

When the carrier to be 

rectified is modulated an 

undesirable effect may 

occur if C is too large; 

if the envelope of the 

carrier includes very 

sharp falls in amplitude the rectified voltage across C may be unable 

to drain away fast enough through the load resistance R and will 

therefore lag behind the modulation and lead to appreciable distortion. 

Put in another way, distortion arises if the RC-time constant is large 

in relation to one cycle of the modulation; it therefore varies with 

Fig. 230. A V/VhF ® function of coRgC for various values of RgjRi, 
with parallel-connected load resistance. 
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modulation frequency, becoming most evident for the highest frequencies. 

This phenomenon may also be regarded as a case of the A.F. load of the 

detector being less than the DC load. The AC load consisting of R and Cin 

parallel is here complex. In B § 11 we shall deal with the case of the two 

loads being different but real quantities, a condition what better lends 

itself to detailed analysis. The argument in § 11 may serve, however, to 

explain the result of an excessive value of C; the conclusion is reached that 

the distortion introduced depends on the relation between 1/pC (where p 
is the angular frequency of the modulation) and J?, or, what comes to the 

same thing, on the relation between CR and 1/jo. It was this conclusion that 

we reached above. ^ 

In practice the following values are commonly found: C = 100 pF, R = 
1012 

0.5 Mo and p = 2 tt x 5000. For 1/pC we then get-— 
^ /Z' 6 ^ 30,000 

1/3 Mo, and the A.F. load is thus much lower than the DC load of 0.5 MO. 

Nevertheless, marked distortion does not occur, because the depth of modu¬ 

lation at frequencies around 5000 c/s is mostly slight, and the amplitude 

of the carrier does not decline so steeply as with 100% modulation. That 

this distortion is affected by modulation depth is demonstrated on other 

grounds in § 11. 

Finally, there is reduction of the DC voltage by reason of the anode/cathode 

capacitance of the diode. An additional current therefore flows through the 

diode, whether the circuit used is that of fig. 219a or of 219b, causing a 

potential drop in C. If the reactance of C is small compared with jRg, and 

thus CO CRg is large in relation to unity, this reduction of the DC voltage 

corresponds to an apparent fall in the alternating input voltage, which 

becomes: 

VhF-^VhFj^.(VB18) 
C + Cd 

In most cases, however, Cd is so small compared with C that its effect on 

the DC voltage may be disregarded. 

§ 6. Damping of the preceding tuned circuit by the diode 

In fig. 224 the diode was imagined as connected directly to a voltage 

source. Usually this source is a tuned 

circuit and it is therefore important to 

know what load the diode impoi^es. The 

damping, which may be regarded as 

being in parallel with the tuned circuit, 

we shall denote by Rhf (s®® fig* 231). Fig. 231. Diode following a tuned circuit. 
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If the amplitude of the R.F. current through the diode, IjjF^ is calculated, 

the value of RjjF follows from equation (V B 19): 

Rhf — 
Vhf 

IhF 
(V B 19) 

Ihf is amplitude of the fundamental in the diode current t, which is 

given by equation (V B 2); in normal selective circuits it is only the damp¬ 

ing at the fundamental frequency which is of importance. 

Now according to the Fourier series expansion: 

2 n 

1 f . 
Ihf ~ t cos <of dcot .(V B 20) 

Combining this with equation (V B 2) we therefore find: 

271 

A 
Ihf = e V. 

COS cot -h 
cos Oil doit, 

or: 

Ihf 2 a e Kj, 
2 TT 

e Frr 
coscot 

cos cot dcot.(V B 21) 

If the expression: 

2n 

1 HF 

e Vrr 

coscot 
cos cot dcot.(V B 22) 

is denoted by equation (V B 21) * then becomes: 

Ihf = 2 A Q Bi .(V B 23) 

When 
Vhf 
Vt 

< 1 it is approximately true that: 

B,=| 
Vhf 

Vt 
1 + 1 Vhf^ 

8 Vt^ 
.(V B 24) 

* Bj is a Bessel function of the first order, which, like Bo, can be obtained from tables. 
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Tf VhF . , ^ . 
If —-— ^ 1 we get: 

|/j. 

B, = Bo .(V B 25) 

Using (V B 4) we can rewrite equation (V B 23) thus: 

lHF==^ImedQ.(V B 26) 

where: 

(V B 27) 

In the following table Q is given for various values of Vjjpj Vj\ 

It follows from equations (V B 5) and (V B 24) that when VhpIVj < 1 

it is approximately true, as the table indicates, that: 

Vfjjr 
(? = i .(V B 28) 

and from equations (V B 6) and (V B 25), when VjjpjVT ^ 1, that: 

g = 1.(V B 29) 

The damping of the preeeding tuned eircuit is thus, aecording to equations 

(V B 19) and (V B 26): 

Vhf Vhf 

Ihf 2 Jnjedf Q 
(V B 30) 
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As Imed = , we find: 
K 

1 Vnv' 1 
^.(VB31) 

The ratio VjjfI F_ depends not only on the signal but also on the 

temperature voltage which is rarely known; instead, the DC voltage 

across R in the absence of a signal may be employed as a basis. 

In fig. 232 the measured value of Rhf ^ function of is given for 

three values of the no-signal DC voltage Fr. 

§ 7. Damping by the diode when the R.F. input is small 

Although fig. 232 shows the damping for almost all likely cases where a 

diode load of 0.5 Mp is used, it is worth while also to examine the general 

formula (Y B 31) for two extreme 

fairly pimple conclusions which will 

enable us in many cases to fix ten¬ 

tatively the value of the damping Rhf* 
First let us consider the case in which 

VjjF 1^®® than 0.1 V. The value of 

Q from (V B 28) can then be inserted 

in equation (V B 30) and we get: 

. . . . (V B 32) 
^med 

If Fy-is known, the damping can then 

be ascertained merely by measuring 

the direct current. The value of Imed 
in this case is nearly the same as the 

direct current Ir in the absence of a 

signal, the superposition of the small 

alternating current on Ir having little 

effect on the mean value, and we 

may therefore also write: 

cases, for then we can draw some 

Fig. 232. Damping, impospd by on indirectly- 
heated diode, as a function of the currier amplitude 
yiJF three values of the no-signal v oltage Vr and 
with a load resistance of 0.5 megohm. 

From this we conclude that the damping resistance is equal to the differen¬ 

tial resistance 'dVa/'di of the diode at the current Jr. Differentiating (V B 1) 

we obtain: 

EUctronenbms 24 
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1 
At V.J, =- 

Vt 
(V B 33) 

This result is readily understandable: with very small signals detection is 

so ineffective that the steady voltage developed across the resistance R is 

small compared with Vfjjr. Little power is therefore lost in R. Thus nearly 

all the power supplied by the tuned circuit is absorbed by the diode, which 

may accordingly be regarded as a resistance parallel to the circuit; the value 

of this resistance to the superimposed alternating current is the differential 

resistance. 

In conclusion we can consider a numerical example. Many present-day 

diodes which have a temperature voltage of about 0.1 V pass an initial 

current of 1 {lA with a load of 0.5 Mil (corresponding to = 0.5 V). The 

differential resistance is thus 100,000 il and, for inputs below 100 mV, this 

is in agreement with fig. 232. 

§ 8. Damping by the diode when the R.F. input is large 

When Vhf 1 ^ (corresponding to VhfIVt > 10) we find from the table 

that the value of Q approaches 1. Thus: 

Rhf = h R .(V B 34) 

For very large signals of, say, = 10 V, the value of VjjjrlV__ also 

approaches unity, and we therefore find: 

Rhf R.(V B 35) 

We observe in fig. 232 that for signals over 2 V the R.F. resistance is in 

fact of the order of 250,000 i.e.' | R, 
Over a certain range of signals damping higher than | R is encountered, 

despite the computed values, thus showing that the conditions were approxi¬ 

mated in the calculation. With large inputs the instantaneous diode current 

may exceed 100 (xA, so that equation (V B 1), from which we started, is no 

longer valid. The following simple proof demonstrates, however, that at 

high signal levels the damping always approximates to the value given by 

equation (V B 35), whatever the shape of the diode characteristic. 

If the equivalent resistance of the diode circuit is Rjjf ^ signal of ampli¬ 

tude VjjF develops a power of: 

Vhf^ 

2Rhf 
Wd=^ (V B 36) 
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This power is dissipated partly in the resistance R and partly in the diode. 

In the resistance, across which the measured steady voltage is nearly equal 

to Kff jp, the power lost is: 

= .(VB37) 

In the diode it seems that the loss is very small, for during the passage of 

current there is a negligible voltage across the diode; indeed, almost the 

whole of Vfjjr is found to be across R, No great error is therefore committed 

if we put the power in the last two equations equal to one another: 

* 

2 Rhf ^ 

or: 

.(VB35) 

This is the value of the diode damping when the load is in parallel with 

the capacitor. If on the other hand R is 

parallel to the diode, the tuned circuit sup¬ 

plies AC power to the load resistance in 

addition to the power Wd absorbed by the 

diode cVeuit, and the equivalent circuit is 

as give: ®in fig. 233. 

We then find for the total damping: 

Rhf = Ir.(V A 1) 

§ 9. Practical example of the effect of diode damping on gain 

The calculations in the preceding pages having led to quite simple results, 

we may now conveniently make use of them for preliminary estimations. 

When test measurements are made, however, 

divergences from calculated conditions are 

found, and it is desirable to ascertain the 

magnitude of such differences. 

Diode damping affects the gain and the selec¬ 

tivity of the immediately preceding amplifier 

stage. As an example we can take a normal I.F. 

stage, as depicted in fig. 234. The coils of the 

I.F. transformer have an r/L ratio of20,000 and 
Fig, 234. Final I.F. stage and diode detec¬ 
tor. To reduce damping, both valves are 
joined to tappings 0.7) on the coils. 

Fig. 233. Equivalent circuit of diode with 
parallel load, to illustrate the damping im¬ 
posed on the source of R.F. voltage. 
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are tapped on 7/10 from the low-potential ends; the tuning capacitance 

across each winding is 100 pF. The dynamic resistance of each I.F. circuit, 

ignoring external damping, is Z =L/rC — 500,000 Q, while the preceding 

pentode has an AC resistance of 1 Mijt. 

With a strong I.F. signal, say 10 V, the damping of the secondary circuit may 

be put at Rhf — 0*5 R — 0.25 MQ; but as Rhf is connected to the 7/10 

tap the damping of the whole circuit is only about 0.5 Mi.l. The dynamic 

resistance of the primary is 0.5 MQ shunted by (10/7)^ X 1 MQ, thus 

0.4 Mi?. That of the secondary circuit is 0.5 Mi? shunted by 0.5 Mi?, or 

0.25 Mi?. The mean load, which determines the gain, would for a large 

signal therefore be: 

Z = V ZiZ“ = 317,000 Q. 

With a much smaller signal, for example 200 mV, the damping with an 

average indirectly-heated diode having Vr — 0.6 V is 110,000 i? (see fig. 

232). The dynamic resistance of the secondary is then 153,000 i? (i.e. 

500,000 i? shunted by 220,000 i?), so that the band-pass filter presents a 

load of: 

Z = / ZjZa = 248,000 a. 

Comparing this with the earlier result we note an error of about 25%, due 

to using an approximated figure of 0.5 Mi? for the damping instead of the 

complete formula. 

But even when the damping is accurately calculated there is still the 

possibility that the diode used is not an average specimen but has Vr of, 

say, 0.3 V or 0.9 V. In these cases the actual damping is respectively 

200,000 i? and 75,000 i?, and the dynamic resistance values become: 

Vr - 0.3 V; Zg - 222,000 i? and Z = 298,000 i? 

Vr = 0.9 V; Zg = 115,000 Q and Z - 214,000 i? 

Measurement would therefore show divergencies from the calculated I.F. 

amplification of 20 ,, and 14 ^ respectively. Had the diode been joined 

across the whole secondary instead of to the tapping, still greater variations 

would have been found. 

Similarly, divergencies from the calculated selectivity of the I.F. transformer 

wiU occur; they are of the same order as those just found in connection 

with dynamic resistance. 

Apart from the dynamic resistance of the I.F. band-pass filter, the amplifi- 
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cation depends also on the coupling between the two circuits. The voltage 

across the secondary is: 

V, = la 1 + K2 (I B 16) 

where Z is the mean dynamic resistance already calculated and K Q the 

relative cou 

fig. 13. 

When K Q = I (critical coupling) the gain is a maximum and varies to 

only a small extent with changes in Q, For the sake of selectivity, how¬ 

ever, K Q is often made less than unity, and the effect of damping on ampli¬ 

fication is then more evident. 

The mean quality factor is: 

pling. The variation of 
1 1 

with K Q was indicated in 

For the Q of each individual circuit we may write: 

ri Cl 
X oi Cl =- Zi CO Cl. 

It follows that the mean quality factor is directly proportional to the mean 

dynamic resistance of the band-pass filter, and a given percentage change 

in the mean dynamic resistance thus produces the same percentage varia¬ 

tion in the relative coupling. 

We shall now return to the case in which the diode damping was assessed 

at R and the I.F. transformer was so constructed that the coupling with 

such damping was critical. The desired degree of coupling may be attained, 

for example, by adjusting the transformer by means of a frequency-modula¬ 

tor and a cathode-ray oscillograph. When the input is reduced to 200 mV 

the mean dynamic resistance Z is found to fall 25%, and consequently the 

coupling decreases in the same proportion. From fig. 13 it follows that the 

KQ 
factor reduces the amplification by 6%^ apart altogether from 

the decrease due to the smaller dynamic resistance Z. The reduction in 

gain is even larger when the relative coupling with a strong signal is say 

0.5; in such a case a 25% change in the coupling causes amplification to 

decline by about 20%. 

The variations described above can also occur as a result of the differences 

between diodes of the same nominal characteristics, or between indirectly- 

heated and battery diodes. 
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If the coupling is originally overcritical the factor in fig. 13 increases with 

heavier damping and in consequence the reduction in gain due to the smaller 

mean dynamic resistance is to some extent compensated. 

§ 10. Directly heated diodes 

The foregoing calculations were based on the equation for the so-called 

initial current. 

i^Ac^r .(V B 1) 

It has already been noted however, in B §§ 1 and 5, that this relation holds 

good only for currents below a certain level. Above that the curve passes 

through a transitional stage and reaches the positive grid-voltage region, 

where, due to the increasing influence of the space charge, we find: 

i = kVa^'\ 

In some circumstances the transition area, possibly extending into the 

space-charge region, is of greater importance than the so-called exponential 

part. This was the case, for example, 

nos3 

Fig. 235 Standing voltage V=, and increase thereof 

A y=, across the load resistance JR of a directly-hea¬ 
ted battery diode, as a function of the unmodulated 
R.F. voltage Kf/F* Also the A.F. output Flf a 
function of the 30% modulated R.F.-voltage. 

in B § 5. The majority of directly- 

heated diodes provide a further 

example. With these valves the transi¬ 

tion region begins at fairly low 

values of current, because the space- 

charge affects the very thin cathode 

earlier than it would the thicker 

cathode of an indirectly-heated valve. 

The result is less effeetive rectifica¬ 

tion. With signals of certain magni¬ 

tudes a part of the diode characteristic 

is traversed which may best be repre¬ 

sented by the equation: 

i .(V B 17) 

Starting with this characteristic we 

can calculate AV as a. function of 

Vhf (see II B § 9). We find a relation 

between them, depending on Ri/R^ 

which in normal circumstances is less 
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than ]J 2, the value valid for peak detection calculated from (V B 1). 

For battery valves the published curve (fig. 235) shows a ratio A VjVfjjr 
of 1.0. In the region in which equation (V B 1) holds good for the initial 

current, differences between battery and indirectly heated diodes can arise 

due to differences in the constants A and Vt • The quantity A depends on 

the saturation current and the contact potential, and on both these grounds 

Fig. 236. Four methods (»f conuecting the filament of a directly-heated battery 
diode; arrangement a is the must favourable for detection. 

it is smaller with battery than with indirectly-heated diodes. The practical 

results of a lower value of A are a smaller no-signal bias Fr, and with small 

inputs less effective rectification and less damping. The temperature voltage 

Vj is about the same for both types of diode, and the cathode temperature 

is similar. 

The similarity of Fj- becomes evident at once if the current-characteristic 

of the diode is drawn on a logarithmic scale; the initial part is then straight, 

and its slope is a measure of Fj. In both types of diode the slope of the 

straight part is indeed the same. 

A possible cause of variation is the potential drop along a directly heated 

cathode, but in modern diodes the possibility may be excluded, for the 

anode encloses only a comparatively short section of the filament, along 

which the voltage drop is unimportant. There are, however, several methods 

of connecting the filament of a directly heated diode (fig. 236 a-d) and these 

deserve some consideration. The usual and recommended circuit is shown in 

fig. 236a. It yields the highest A.F. voltage and permits a second anode at the 

other end of the filament to be used for AYC purposes; on this second anode 

there is then a delay equal to the voltage across the filament. 

In fig. 236b the other extremity of the filament is joined to earth and LT 

negative. In consequence a negative bias equal to the filament voltage is 

applied to the anode. This circuit has no advantages and yields a lower 

A.F. voltage. 

In fig. 236c the anode has a small positive bias, equal to the potential drop 

along the filament between the section enclosed by the anode and the LT 

positive end. Detection now occurs at a more curved part of the charac¬ 

teristic, and for small signals it is therefore more effective, but owing to the 
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R„F(kSl) 

Fig. 237. Damping, imposed by a directly- 
heated battery diode, as a function of the carrier 
amplitude VJ] p, for three values of the no-signal 
voltage Vr and with a load resistance of 0.5 megohm. 

larger space current the damping is 

heavier and the net result is not so 

good as in hg. 236a. 

The performance given by fig, 236d 

is worse than that of fig. 236c, as the 

damping is increased to an even 

greater degree. 

The A.F. voltage yielded by the four 

circuits was measured in a normal 

receiver, a constant I.F. signal being 

supplied; the following results were 

obtained: 

a) 35.4 mV 

b) 19.0 mV 

c) 21.5 mV 

d) 15.0 mV 

For comparison with figs 227 and 232 

relating to indirectly-heated diodes, 

corresponding curves for battery di¬ 

odes are reproduced in figs 235 and 

237. 

§ 11. Distortion in diode detection 

The leak resistance acts as an A.F. load of the detector. In the circuits of 

figs 219a and 219b the A.F. load is almost equal to the DC resistance Rg 
(= R)* In practice, however, the A.F. load difl'ers from i?g, because to AC 

the load resistance is reduced by the parallel connections of the grid leak 

the following valve, and po.ssibly al.so by the smoothing resistance R^ 
of the A VC circuit (see fig. 238). 

Finally, as was observed in B § 5. 

the by-pass capacitance forms 

part of the A.F. load. 

Divergence between the AC and 

DC loads in the diode circuit can 

lead to distortion. Consider fig.239 

which corresponds to fig. 228. If 

the R.F. input is say 5 V, the 

working point is at P with a DC 

load Rg of 0.5 MQ, If the load at 

audio frequencies is formed only 

56777 

Fig. 2.38. Diode and succeeding A.F. stage. Due to the parallel 
connection of the grid leak (and possibly of a smoothing 
resistance J?,) the AC load Ruj of the diode is reduced, and 
distortion may occur with deep modulation. 
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by the leak — jRg, 80% modulation will cause the operating point to move 

back and forth along the line Rg between S and Q, Since, for constant Vjjfv 
the lines between these points are uniformly separated, the alternating vol¬ 

tage which appears across the leak will, with sinusoidal modulation, also be of 

sine form. But if the AC load is not equal to the relation between A V and 

Imed is given by a line passing through P (see also B § 4). On the onset 

of modulation the working point now moves to and fro along the line Rj^. 

Fig. 2.39. M«*an diode current Imed ns n function of the standing voltage V~, ^vith the amplitude F/fjr of 
the R.F. voltage as parameter. The lint Rg represents the diode load resistance, i.e. the DC load, and the line 
Rw the AC load. As soon as the A,F. amplitude exceeds PX serious distortion results from the clipping of 
the modulation peaks. 

At a certain depth of modulation the working point will reach X; with any 

deeper modulation it is clear that distortion will occur, and the peaks of A.F. 

voltage will be cut off. 

Neglecting the curvature at the bottom of the characteristics, we find that 

the maximum modulation depth which avoids the distortion referred to 

above is: 
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For simplicity we put the requirement 

{XT) 
^max — 

(OT) 

rather higher and say: 

It is approximately true that: 

(XT) = (FT) J?,„ and (OT) = (FT) Rg-, 

therefore: 

_ 
^max — 

(V B 38) 

In reality ntmax is rather greater, for the characteristics do not run parallel 

to the current co-ordinate, and 0 does not coincide with U. 
For small signals the permissible modulation depth is considerably greater 

and may be equal to 100%. This is seen most plainly if the diagram is 

redrawn on another scale (fig. 240). With low inputs the peaks will not be 

Fig. 240. Mean diode current Imed as a function of the standing voltage F—, with low ampli¬ 
tudes of V[jp as parameter. With such small signals detection is quadratic; with deep 
modulation, however, the peaks of modulation are not cut off. 

cut oflF. But it is clear that PY ^ PX and PS ^ PQ, SO that, apart from 

the RwjRg ratio, distortion in fact occurs; on small signals detection is 

quadratic. 

It followed from equation (V B 13) that for small inputs: 

AV^kVHF^. 
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For a modulated signal F/fjfr has to be substituted by Vhf{^ + m cos pi), 

so that: 

AV ~ k {I m cos pi)^, 

or: 

AV — k Vhf^ (1 + ^ + 2 m cos pt + I cos 2 pi). ... (V B 39) 

Thus the A.F. voltage contains, in addition to the frequency p, a frequency 

2p. The distortion is given by: 

^2 = ^ .(V B 40) 
2m 

In other words, at a modulation depth of 80% there is already 20% of 

second harmonic present. 

We may therefore conclude from the foregoing that detection is distortion¬ 

less only when the diode works into a load of which the value to AC differs 

little from that to DC (i.e. Rg)» 
If Rn; differs appreciably from Rg the cutting of the peaks of modulation 

can be avoided by joining the leak to a point positive with respect to the 

cathode; this is demonstrated by the dotted lines in fig. 239. 

The damping of the preceding tuned circuit is then much increased, as 

indicated by equation (V B 30): 

Rjjp 
Vhf 

^med Q 

Owing to the positive bias Imed increases and the value of Rhf there¬ 

fore falls. 

It follows from equation (V B 38) that for linear detection the diode load 

must not be too high nor the grid leak of the following valve too low. There 

is, however, a limit to the value of the latter resistance, especially when 

fixed grid bias is employed. Preferably, therefore, the valve following the 

diode should have automatic bias. On the other hand the diode load cannot 

be made too small as otherwise the preceding tuned circuit will be unduly 

damped, and a compromise is thus necessary. Assuming the diode load to be 

0.5 MQ and the grid leak of the succeeding valve 1.0 MQ, R^^ — 
0.5 X 1.0 

^5~+“i.O 

— 0.33 and Rwfl^g — 0.33/0.5 = 0.66. In this case the maximum depth 

of modulation is thus 66 %. If the diode load is made 0.3 MD the permissible 

modulation depth improves to 77 %; if also the grid leak of the A.F. amplifier 
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is raised to 1.5 MO 83% modulation 

can then be handled. These are con¬ 

servative figures if the diode load 

serves also as the volume control, 

as in fig. 241. This method of con¬ 

nection is to be preferred to the 

alternative circuit, fig. 242, in which 

the volume- control is in the grid 

circuit of the following valve. In 

fig. 241 the resistance of that sector of the potentiometer between the 

slider and earth is equal to pRi^ and the impedance at audio frequencies 

of the detector circuit is: 

R^=(l-p)R, + .(VB41) 
pRi I 

The DC load Rg is equal to Ri and the maximum permissible depth of 

modulation is accordingly: 

Fig. 241. Diode and succeeding A.F. stage, with the diode 
load resistance serving as volume control. 

r7 

_P^2 

pRi I- R^ 
(V B 42) 

If p = 1 (maximum volume) R^^^JRg becomes 
R. 

\ R, 
, and as p decreases 

RJ^^|Rg rapidly approaches unity. 

In the circuit of fig. 242, on the other hand, R^^,|Rg is always equal to 

whatever the position of the volume control. 

Ro 

R^ + R2 

Fig. 242. Diode and succeeding A.F. amplifier; here the 
grid leak of the A.F, valve forms the potentiometer for 
controlling volume; this arrangement gives a less favour¬ 
able Rtc/^g ratio than the circuit of fig. 241. 

Fig. 24.3. The circuit of fig. 241 with the addition of a 
fixed resistance in series with the potentiometer i?j; 
the Riv/Rg ratio is thereby improved. 

Thus in the first case the permissible modulation depth increases as volume 

is reduced. This is a favourable circumstance, for it is only at small modula¬ 

tion depths that maximum gain is needed. 

In order to prevent the whole of the diode load in the circuit of fig. 241 
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being shunted by the volume control and the permissible depth of modula¬ 

tion thereby unduly reduced, the arrangement of fig. 243 is often adopted. 

Here a resistance of say 0.1 MQ is joined in series with the potentiometer. 

Clearly the maximum A.F. voltage obtainable at the grid of the following 

valve is then less, but with = 0.5 Mp the drop is only about 16%. 

The resistance R^ serves two other purposes. Firstly, it reduces the influence 

of the stray capacitances in the last I.F. transformer (see chapter X), and 

secondly it prevents excessive damping by the diode when a pick-up is 

connected to the volume control R^. 
If the diode is followed immediately by the output valve it is necessary to 

make the diode load smaller, because of the comparatively low values of 

grid leak which are permissible for output valves; this limiting of the diode 

load resistance is especially important in view of the heavily modulated 

transmission of the present day. 

No consideration has yet been given to the smoothing resistance in the 

AVC circuit. To avoid the control having too long a time constant the 

value of this resistance cannot be too high, and it will therefore affect the 

permissible modulation depth if it is connected to the detector circuit; its 

effect is readily calculable. The use of a separate diode for AVC is, however, 

an advantage; the detector circuit is then unaffected, and moreover it be¬ 

comes possible to apply a delay voltage to the anode of the AVC diode. 

§ 12. Interaction between the tuned circuit and the A.F. load 

In the foregoing we started from a specified alternating voltage, either 

modxdated or unmodulated, the magnitudes of which were not influenced 

by conditions in the detector stage. Neither the amplitude of the carrier 

nor the modulation depth was affected by the characteristics of the diode 

or by the A.F. load. 

This situation is encountered, for instance, when the alternating voltage 

is derived from a calibrated oscillator whose internal impedance is very low 

compared with the equivalent resistance of the diode circuit. The number 

of parameters involved in such a case was therefore not great. 

In a radio receiver the input to the diode is derived from a tuned circuit or a 

band-pass filter to which a current is fed. A new parameter is thus intro¬ 

duced : the dynamic resistance of this tuned circuit. The question now is 

what influence this parameter has on the conclusions already drawn. It 

will fifppear that it is not enough to calculate the carrier voltage across 

the tuned circuit and then to apply the formulae arrived at in the preceding 

pages, because in fact the A.F. load does have a considerable effect. The 

magnitude of this effect depends on the dynamic resistance of the tuned 
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circuit; in other words, as “seen” by the A.F. load the circuit possesses a 

certain internal resistance, which is dependent on its dynamic resistance. 

Furthermore the damping of the tuned circuit by the diode is important, 

and here it is necessary to distinguish between damping of the carrier and 

damping of the sidebands; these dampings are different and depend on the 

R 

Fig. 245a. Equivalent circuit of fig. 244, the R.F. 
•^tage being replaced by a current source S Vg. 

A.F. load; that is to say, the final tuned circuit or band-pass filter, being a 

voltage source, is loaded by the A.F. impedance via the diode. Due to the 

presence of the intermediary diode circuit the actual load applied to the 

tuned circuit is not equal to the A.F. load, though it is closely related thereto. 

We shall give closer consideration to this question in the following pages. 

§ 13. Detection characteristics after a tuned circuit 

Fig. 244 shows a simple circuit of a diode preceded by an amplifier stage 

with a single tuned circuit. For the amplifying valve we can substitute a 

current source SVg^ assuming that the AC resistance of the valve is 

included in the circuit impedance. We may represent the total of the AC 

resistance jRj, the dynamic resistance of the tuned circuit and any damping 

due to the diode load resistance, by a single 

resistance Ry in parallel with the no-loss circuit 

L Cl (fig. 245a). In this equivalent resistance 

Ry the damping Rhf due to the diode current 

is not included. The total damping of the circuit 

is now ^therefore divided into two parts: the 

equivalent resistance Ry^ the magnitude of which 

Fig. 245b. Equivalent circuit of fig. a, 
in which everything is reduced to a 
current source SFg, with parallel 
resistances i?t;, the load as seen by the 
diode, and Rff f, the damping imposed 
on the R.F. circuit by the diode. 

is independent of amplitude, and the damping 

RhF9 which does depend on the amplitude of 

the circuit voltage (fig. 245b). 

The alternating voltage across the tuned circuit. 
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and therefore applied to the diode, is now: 

Rjjf 
. 

With the help of this formula it would be a simple matter to calculate the 

detection factor as a function of S Vg instead of Vj{f were it not that 

Rhf depends on Vhf. Rrf should therefore be eliminated. 

By definition: 

V IT JP 

Rhf = .(V B 44) 
Irf 

For signals greater than 1 V, from equation (V B 26) Ijif is equal to 

2 Imed «? - 1). 
Substituting (V B 44) in (V B 43) we then get: 

Vhf - Rv {S Vg~2 Imed).(V B 45) 

If on the other hand we base our calculations on equation (V B 4), inserting 

Fig. 246. Family of curves showing the relotion between the mean diode 
current /med, the standing voltage V= across the load resistance, and the 
R.F. voltage SVgRv supplied by the previous valve {R^— 0.2 megohm). 

therein the value for Bq given by (V B 6) for the case of a strong signal, 
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Substitution from equation (V B 45) gives: 

j4. '^Imed)I^v 

Imed ——■?-—-'.-=: ® 
]4^(S^g-2Jmed) Ry 

'^~vZ . {V B 47) 

Instead of a relation between Imed and F_, as given in figs 226 

and 228, we now have a relationship connecting S Vg^ Imed and V_ or, 

by analogy of connecting SVgRy^ Imed and F_ „. In the last case 

the voltage which would appear across the 

J I /i\ circuit if there were no diode damping 

Jy I taken the place of V}{p, Fig. 246 shows 

JT ^ §4*1 curves calculated from equation (V B 47), 

LI based on a total loss resistance of 

' 200,000 and using the quantity S Vg Ry 
, as parameter; with the circuit of fie. 247 

Fig. 247. Basic circuit for measuring the ^ 

curves of fig. 246. sucli curvcs could also bc obtained by mea¬ 

surement. 

In B § 3 it was deduced that for large signals (Fj/jp > 1 V) the rectified 

voltage was A V = — similarly we now find for the rectified 

voltage: 

AV^V^ = — (SVg — 2Imed)Rv ... (VB48) 

Since Imed = —^ ? equation (V B 48) becomes: 
R 

SV,Rr 

■SVgR„ 
R -}“ 2JRt; 

(V B 49). 

This la^t relation is also arrived at if we insert iJR for Rhf equation 

(V B 43). The previous derivation of formulae is however necessary for 

constructing the curves in fig. 246. 

Where a diode follows a band-pass filter, for equation (V B 43) we must 

VHF==fS Vg ]/r 
"Rv + Rhf 

(V B 50) 
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It is assumed here that the total dynamic resistance of each circuit is equal 

to Ry. Usually/is of the order of i (see section I B § 2). 

Again putting for Rhf^ 

Rhf = 
VlIF 

Ihf 

Vhf 

2 imed 

we get a quadratic equation for Vjjp which reduces * approximately to: 

Vhf = Rv ifS Vg - Ued).(V B 51) 

This corresponds to equation (V B 45) for a single circuit and leads on to 

a further equation entirely comparable to (V B 47), in which however S Vg 
is replaced by/S Vg and 2 Imed by Imed- this way we obtain a family 

of curves for a diode following a band-pass filter similar to those of fig. 246 

but about twice as steep and with/ S Vg Ry as parameter. 

Finally we get in place of equation (V B 49): 

= .(VB52) 

As f S Vg Ry denotes the voltage induced in the tuned circuit when it is 

undamped by the diode (for a single circuit / = 1) it follows from equations 

(V B 49) and (V B 52) that the rectified voltage depends on the value of 

the load resistance, whether the AC resistance of the diode circuit is equal 

to 2 Ry in the case of a simple circuit or to Ry in the case of a band-pass 

filter. 

If the applied alternating voltage is modulated allowance must be made 

for any difference between the AC load and the DC load Rg imposed by 

the rectifier circuit. Thus in fig. 246 a new load line XY corresponding to 

the AC load Rjy must be drawn through the working point P. Comparing 

this diagram with figs 228 and 239 we observe that the value of Riy has 

a far greater influence on the A.F. output voltage, owing to the character¬ 

istics being much less steep. 

A diode preceded by either a single circuit or band-pass 

fdter may thus be regarded as an A.F. voltage source with 

an internal resistance Rpp (fig. 248). 

Although the A.F. voltage in a given case can be ascertained 

Ilf. 

iRlf 

(^^fnSVgRy 
Fig. 248. Equivalent circuit of fig. 245a from the point of view of the A.F, voltage. The diode 
and the preceding R.F. stage arc regarded as an A.F. generator yielding a voltage mS VgRv 
having an internal resistance RlF” 

* The approximation makes use of the fact that Imed ^ 

Electronmbtiis S3 
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graphically from a family of curves (fig. 246), it is generally sufficient to 

know J?lF9 ^te internal resistance of the circuit to audio frequencies. The 

A.F. output voltage may then be calculated from: 

VlFo = ^LFi 
Ru 

Rw + Rlf 
(V B 53) 

Here is the internal A .F. voltage which would appear across the circuit 

if it were loaded with an infinite resistance. Since with J?g infinitely high a 

DC voltage equal to S Vg R^, or f S Vg occurs, the alternating voltage 

in those conditions would he mSVgRt) or mf S Vg R^ respectively. Thus: 

and: 

VlFo =mSVgR, 

VLFo-^nfSVgR, 

R. 

Rlf + Rv 

R,. 

Rlf + Rv 

(V B 54) 

It is clear from the equivalent circuit (fig. 248) that the internal resistance 

Rlf slso be defined as: 

Rlf = — 
^ ^LF„ 

^ Ilf 
(V B 55) 

for a constant voltage m S Vg JR„. 

Indeed, when the current through the circuit increases due to a change of 

a proportionately greater voltage drop occurs across Rlf^ and 

therefore decreases. 

We may consider this further with the aid of fig. 246; we take the load I?g, 

while the modulation corresponds to PS along the load line Rg, If now we 

alter the load to Ru^ the modulation extends to point Y, The change of 

amplitude —t) Vpp^ is then equal to the horizontal distance separating 

S and y, an amount which we may call 'd Fl_. Simultaneously the ampli¬ 

tude of the alternating voltage increases by an amount equal to the vertical 

distance separating S and Y, namely <) Imed» 
In place of equation (V B 55) we can therefore write: 

Rlf = 77^.(V B 56) 
^ J^med 

This differential quotient may be calculated either from equation (V B 47) 

for the curves of a single circuit, or from the equation relating to the curves 

of the bandpass filter. 
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Differentiating from the logarithm of equation (V B 47) we obtain; 

Rlf 
Imed 

Vt 
+ 2 J?„ 1 

__I 

2 (S Fg - 2 Jtj 
(V B 57) 

For values of S Vg greater than 1 V this may be approximated to: 

Vt 
Rlf = 

Imed 

+ 2R„.(V B 58) 

In most cases the dynamic resistance of the tuned circuit will be large in 

relation to Fx/fmed? that: 

Blf = 2 .(V B 59) 

which expression could actually have been predicated from equation(V B49). 

Similarly, for a diode following a band-pass filter we get from equations 

(VB47) and {VB52): 

F_ Ft „ I . Ft ) Ft I 

2(S/Fg-/„rf)R, 
(V B 60) 

3 Imed 

or approximately: 

Rlf = Rv.(V B 61) 

We have thus reached the following conclusion. The damping imposed by 

the detector on the carrier voltage across the preceding tuned circuit is 

chiefly determined by the DC load of the diode circuit, while the internal 

resistance of the diode circuit at modulation frequencies is fixed mainly 

by the dynamic resistance of the preceding tuned circuit or band-pass filter. 

^V__ 
As Rlf = —was calculated for constant Vg, the internal resistance 

^ Imed 

of the diode circuit at modulation frequency is also determined by the slope 

of the curves in fig. 246. 

§ 14. Distortion of the modulation if Rw Rg (after a tuned circuit) 

It was deduced in § 11 that the maximum depth of modulation (i.e. the 

modulation depth at which the peaks of A.F. voltage are just not clipped) 

is given by: 

R 
mjnax .(V B 38) 

It is however necessary here to consider the depth of modulation at the 

grid of the previous valve. Neglecting curvature of the characteristic, we 
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find from fig. 246: 

^max — ■ 

{XT) 

(UT)\ 

For simplicity we set the requirement rather higher, at: 

(XT) 
m„ 

(OT) 

Now: 

(XP,) = (PPi) 

(OP,) = (PP,) Rg, 

(TP,) = (PP,) Rlf. 

Therefore: 

^max 
RlF + Hw 

RLF+Rg' 
(V B 62) 

a condition usually satisfied more easily than the equation derived earlier 

(V B 38). It is shown below that a diode circuit in which Ru < Rg causes 

reduction of the modulation-depth at the detector. 

§ IS. Diode damping if Rg (after a tuned circuit) 

In § 13 we calculated the unmodulated alternating voltage present across 

a tuned circuit, and also the consequent rectified voltage across Rg, More¬ 

over it appeared possible to go further and we calculated the characteristics, 

so that the A.F. voltage resulting from modulation might be ascertained. 

But, going back to the beginning, we find we can calculate directly the damp¬ 

ing due to the modulated carrier, and therefore deduce the amplitude of 

the carrier voltage across the tuned circuit and the depth of modulation. 

For the damping imposed by the diode on the preceding tuned circuit where 

the R.F. input exceeds 1 V we found: 

= .(VB34) 

If the carrier is unmodulated the parallel connection of /{g via the coupling 

capacitance Cg has no effect (fig. 238); consequently the carrier is damped 

to the same degree as in the simple circuit where == Rg, But when the 

carrier is modulated energy is lost in Jig which must be supplied by the 

idebands. With modulation of a carrier of sufficient amplitude (i.e. 

HfI Vt ^ 1) voltage F_ + m appears across the load resis- 
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tauce, and the current through the diode is accordingly: 

F_ m Vhp cos pt 
Imed — (V B 63) 

where p denotes the modulation frequency. 

The power supplied to the rectifier during one R.F. cycle is: 

w = i Ihf ^HF (1 + w cos pt).(V B 64) 

or, substituting from equation (V B 26): 

W Imed Vhf {I + m cos pt).(V B 65) 

Eliminating Imed [equation (V B 63)], this becomes: 

V__ Vjjp (1 + m cos pt) m V}jp^ cos pt I^HF^ cos^pt 

The energy during a whole A.F. cycle is thus: 

1 T 
W = — j w dpt^ 

v_ VHP , , m2 Vhp^ 
IV = — + i---, or 

(V B 66) 

From this it follows that for the carrier the load is: 

(V B 67) 

(V B 68) 

and for the sidebands: 

i .(V B 69) 

A diode for which < Rg thus leads to a reduced modulation depth in 

the anode circuit of the preceding amplifier valve; the original depth of 

modulation is altered in the ratio of the dynamic resistance of the tuned 

circuit for the sidebands to its dynamic resistance for the carrier. 

f {I^vll i I^w) I^v + I^g) 

(RvIliRg) Rg{2R, + Ru^) ^ ^ 
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If to this new modulation depth we apply the limitation expressed in equa¬ 

tion (V B 38), we obtain for the maximum original depth of modulation, 

as in § 13: 

^ 2Ry + ^u) _ 

2Ry 4“ -Rg ^LF “h 
(V B 62) 

For the case of a band-pass filter the eflect of the various dampings is found 

from equation (V B 50). The original modulation depth is altered in the 

ratio: 

f 
m 

R •2 

i Ru 

Rv “h 1 Rg 

Since R-i^ and Rg are usually large compared with R^^ it is approximately 

correct to write; 

“h RvjRg Rw Ry “h Rg 
-^° ~ jYl-- -^ 

R^jRijf) Rg R^ -■{- R 

As was the case in equation (V B 52), here too we observe that Rv appears 

in place of 2Rv for a single circuit. 

From §§ 13—15 we may now draw the following conclusions regarding the 

effects on the preceding tuned circuit or band-pass filter: 

1. The gain of the previous stage is apparently reduced. Normally this 

figure is ascertained by measuring the respective alternating voltages 

at the diode and at the grid of the preceding amplifier valve, but when 

measuring the voltage at the diode the low internal impedance of the 

signal generator results in there being no reduction in the depth of modu¬ 

lation, and accordingly the stage gain thus measured is less than the 

true figure by the amount of the reduction in modulation depth. 

2. A further result of the reduction in the depth of modulation is that 

signals more deeply modulated than R^^jRg can still be handled with¬ 

out distortion, and a modulation depth of R^^jRg at the diode corres¬ 

ponds to deeper modulation at the grid of the preceding valve. 

3. At high modulation frequencies the dynamic resistance of the inter¬ 

valve R.F. circuit is less than Rv and, moreover, contains a reactive com¬ 

ponent. The damping of the sidebands, which is equal to ^ R^^ is thus of 

less effect at high modulation frequencies than at low ones; in consequence 

the loss of high audio frequencies due to the selectivity of the tuned 

circuit is partly compensated. 
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In conclusion it may be observed that with small signals equations (V B 70) 

and (V B 71) do not hold good. Indeed for signals of less than 1 V a small 

rise in modulation occurs, equal to about 10% of the original modulation 

depth. The depth of modulation of signals around 1 V remains unchanged. 

§ 16. Numerical example 

To illustrate the results found above we shall now work out the following 

example. 

Given: an I.F. band-pass filter of dynamic resistance Ry = 400,000 Q (includ¬ 

ing the AC resistance of the preceding valve); DC load of the detector 

Rg ~ 0.5 Mi? and AC-load R^^; = 0.33 Mi?; slope of the previous valve 

S = 1.8 mA/V; amplitude of the unmodulated carrier at the grid of the 

amplifier Vg = 50 mV. 

Required: 

1. the steady voltage across the diode load resistance; 

2. the amplitude of the audio voltage output Fjr^ir for a modulation depth 

of 30%; 

3. the maximum depth of modulation of Vg which can be handled without 

clipping the voltage peaks. 

(1) Supposing that the band-pass filter is critically coupled, we can write 

for equation (V B 52): 

0.5 
V - J X 0.0018 X 0.05 X 400,000 x -- lOV. 
^ 0.5 + 0.4 

If it is possible to make use of published characteristics the alternating 

voltage applied to the diode circuit may first be calculated. The voltage 

being in this case high, the damping is Rd h X 500,000 — 250,000 Q. 

The secondary circuit of the band-pass filter has therefore a dynamic 

resistance of: 

400,000 II 250,000 - 154,000 i? 

and the amplitude of the voltage induced in this circuit is: 

Vhf = 0.05 X 0.0018 X i V 400,000 x 154,000 = 11.1 V (peak) = 8 Vrms • 

Fig. 227 shows that with such an input an indirectly-heated diode gives a 

DC output of about 11 V and a battery diode about 8 V (fig. 235). 

It appears that in view of the approximations employed very high accuracy 

must not be expected from this calculation. 

(2) The amplitude of the A.F. voltage at a modulation depth of 30 % is, from 
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fig. 248 and equation (V B 54): 

VLF^mfSVgR^ 
Rv + Ru 

0.3 X 0.5 X 0.0018 X 0.05 X 400,000 X-^-= 2.45 V. 
0.33 + 0.4 

It should also be possible to calculate the reduced modulation depth of the 

carrier at the diode and then make use of the diode characteristic (fig. 227). 

From equation (V B 71): 

, 0.33 0.4+ 0.5 
m' - 0.3-X —- - 0.243. 

0.5 0.4 + 0.33 

Fig. 227 shows an A.F. voltage of 2.3 VrmS ^ = ^*3 and Vjjf ==^ 8 VrmS* 

For m = 0.243 the A.F. amplitude is therefore: 

Vlf = 2,3 V2X 2.6 V. 

(3) The maximum permissible depth of modulation at the grid of the pre¬ 

ceding amplifier valve is ascertained from equations (V B 61) and (V B 62): 

0.4 + 0.33 
^max — - = 0.81 = 81®,,. 

0.4+0.5 

§ 17. Measurements on the detector stage 

In the foregoing we have dealt with the maiu points to be considered in 

designing a detector stage, and it will be apparent that when carrying out 

measurements on a detector, or preferably on a detector with its preceding 

I.F. tuned circuit, special precautions must be taken. 

The classic method of measuring the gain of a particular stage in a receiver 

is to apply a modulated signal from a calibrated oscillator to the output 

terminals of the stage concerned and ascertain the magnitude of the output 

voltage, and afterwards to transfer the oscillator to the input terminals 

and adjust it so that the output voltage from the stage is the same as before. 

The ratio of the two applied signals indicates the amplification. 

Taking measurements with constant output ensures that the detector is 

operating each time under the same conditions; this precaution is neces¬ 

sary, as signal strength affects the working of the detector. Nevertheless, 

by itself this precaution does not prevent errors, as will be evident from the 

following: 
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a. If the signal at the detector is of such strength that change of the modu¬ 

lation depth occurs (see § 13), the variation is observed only when the signal 

is fed to the I.F. amplifier and not when it is applied directly to the diode. 

When the signal is applied to the I.F. valve not only is amplification ob¬ 

tained but there is also a simultaneous reduction or increase of modulation 

depth, depending on whether the signal is large or small. Thus with large 

signals the measured I.F. gain is an understatement, and with small signals 

an overstatement. For practical reasons, therefore, the actual gain obtained 

during reception should be measured with a constant input to the detector. 

The resulting gain factor is, however, still untrustworthy for checking the 

constants of the I.F. circuit, as an error of as much as 10% may occur. 

It is therefore more accurate to measure the I.F. gain in such a way i at 

modulation depth can play no part, namely with an unmodulated si 1. 

The A.F. output can then of course no longer be used as an indicator, but 

instead the direct current through the diode load resistance must be meas¬ 

ured. Generally, however, the rise compared with the no-signal current 

is so small that inaccuracy results. A considerable improvement is obtained 

if another receiver of the same type is brought into use and its second I.F, 

stage employed as measuring amplifier. The diode current of this auxiliary 

receiver is measured, the grid of the I.F. valve being coupled through a 

capacitance of 1 pF to the diode anode in the set under test. This coupling 

is preferably variable, in order that overloading of the I.F. valve in the 

auxiliary receiver may be avoided. 

Measuring the I.F. gain in this way, with a constant carrier voltage at the 

diode, it is a simple matter to determine at the same time the variation of 

modulation depth. It is merely necessary to modulate the test signal and, 

keeping the carrier at the same amplitude, measure the A.F. output voltage 

from the diode. This latter voltage will generally change ifthe test signal is 

transferred from the diode to the I.F. valve, and the ratio of the respective 

A.F. voltages indicates the change of modulation depth. The same set-up 

is very suitable for experimental determination of diode damping by a 

substitution method. With a constant test signal to the I.F, valve the diode 

is replaced by a resistor of such value that the measured direct current in 

the detector of the auxiliary receiver remains unchanged. It is of course 

necessary to check that the tuning of the I.F. transformer secondary in the 

receiver under test is not disturbed when the resistor is substituted for 

the diode *. 

• When, as will usually be necessary, the I.F. tuned circuit is retrimmed, a new danger arises. In modern I.F. 
transformers trihiming is often effected by turning the iron core. This alters not only the resonant frequency but 
also the quality factor Q of the coil, and there is in consequence a change in the amplification, which is admittedly not 
large but cannot be neglected when the damping resistance being ascertained is high. For example, in a specific coil, 
turning the core through its range of adjustment altered Q from 168 to 138. 
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Ck 

X 

Cl 
\ C2 

R 
'-Jimuir- 

^^564 

Fig. 249. Circuit for measuring the sensitivity 
of the detector stage. 

b. Due to the self-capacitance of the diode an error arises which is not 

easily avoided. It was shown in B § 5 that the applied voltage is reduced 

by voltage drop over the capacitance bridging the load resistance. When 

the test signal is transferred from the I.F. valve to the diode this reduc¬ 

tion disappears (see fig. 249). While it would be logical to apply the 

test signal between points 1 and 2, to which usually the secondary of the 

I.F. transformer is also joined, it is not 

possible to do so because one side of the 

test oscillator is almost always earthed. 

Consequently there is now no longer a 

division of voltage across Q and Q, 

but across Ck (the coupling capacitance 

to the signal generator) and Cg ,which is 

in parallel with the very high impedance 

presented by the I.F. tuned circuit. 

Now Ck is generally much larger than C^, so that the reduction of the 

applied voltage can be neglected. It might be supposed that the solution 

would be to make the coupling capacitance Ck smaller, so that when 

taking a measurement directly on the diode the same reduction of vol¬ 

tage occurred. This course, however, introduces a great deal of uncer¬ 

tainty into the measurements, because already any slight detuning of 

the I.F. circuit, due for instance to the lead to Ck>, considerably alters 

the magnitude of the total capacitance Cg. It is therefore better to keep 

Ck large. It is, however, possible to short-circuit points 1 and 2, so that 

a division of voltage across Ck and (Ci + Cg) occurs; being determined 

by larger capacitances, this division is more certain. Ck can now be so 

fixed in relation to -j- Cg that the same reduction appears as when 

measuring via the I.F. valve. 

The reduction of voltage can be ascertained by taking a measurement 

via an I.F. valve while temporarily giving Q a fairly high value; but not 

too high, as otherwise the A.F. load of the diode will be appreciably 

altered (a suitable value for Q is 200 pF). The reduction of voltage then 

disappears; it is equal to the increase of sensitivity caused by raising the 

value of Cl. 

When measuring directly on the diode a blocking capacitor Ck (fig. 249) 

is necessary; otherwise the load R would be shorted through the I.F. 

transformer and the generator. While it was recommended under b not 

to make Ck too small, this capacitance must not on the other hand be 

too large, for, being in parallel with 1?, it aflects the A.F. load on the diode. 

It was observed in B § 4 that the A.F. signal is diminished when jRu; 
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becomes smaUer than Rg, With indirectly-heated diodes the effect is 

slight but can be appreciable with battery diodes. As the modulation 

frequency used in measurements is generally 400—500 c/s, difficulties 

may be avoided by ensuring that Ck has a high reactance in relation 

to 0.3 Mp, the customary value of If we make Ck 200 pF, its reac¬ 

tance at 500 c/s is: 

1 
- = 1.6 MQ, 

CO Ck 

which in practice is high enough. 

d. Under a the measurement of diode damping by the substitution method 

was described. Sometimes, however, it is preferable to ascertain the 

damping by measurements on the I.F. circuit. With this method we note 

by how much the signal generator must be detuned from resonance to 

reduce amplification in the ratio 1 : 1//2* Accuracy depends on keep¬ 

ing the signal constant at the diode, since the damping varies with 

signal strength; accordingly it is necessary instead to increase the output 

of the signal generator by \/2 and then to detune it until the rectified 

signal from the diode falls to its original level. 

Fig. 232 shows that if, for example, diode damping be measured by 

detuning the generator until the original rectified signal of 0.3 V is 

reduced to 0.3/1/2 = approximately 0.2 V, a figure of 110,000 Q 

would be obtained, whereas the correct figure 

is 130,000 n. 

e. Occasionally it is necessary to measure the 

rectified output voltage from a diode. When 

the I.F. signal is small, the rectified voltage is 

so low in relation to the no-signal voltage that 

accurate determination is impossible. In such 

cases it is possible to balance out the no-signal 

voltage, thus permitting the use of a more 

sensitive instrument to measure the change of 

voltage. A suitable circuit is given in fig. 250. 

The meter M, with a full-scale deflection of 

to 0 by means of the potentiometer, the signal input to the diode 

being zero. The quantity A V for any signal is then ascertained by 

multiplying the meter reading by the known value of R, 

Fig. 250. Compensated circuit foi 
measuring the increase of voltage, 
^ F, across the diode load. 

or 2 (xA, is then adjusted 
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C. Diode detection under different 

circumstances 

§ I. Introduction 

In the foregoing pages we have considered first the detection of an unmodu¬ 

lated carrier and afterwards that of an amplitude-modulated carrier. In 

passing through the selective amplifier preceding the detector, a modulated 

carrier may suffer deformation of a kind which will affect the rectified 

signal. Such deformation consists in the unequal amplification of the three 

components comprising the modulated wave: the carrier and its two side¬ 

bands. 

If the sidebands are passed at the same level, differing however from that 

of the carrier, change of modulation depth occurs, but if the two sidebands 

are passed at different levels distortion of the modulation envelope and 

thus also of the post-detector signal will result. Although this distortion 

actually occurs before the detector, it can best be dealt w ith under detec¬ 

tion. By regarding the modulated wave as the sum of several components 

of different frequency we can derive expressions which will also be appli¬ 

cable to the case of two signals, one wanted and the other unwanted, applied 

simultaneously to a detector. In such a case, assuming linear rectification, 

it will be found that the stronger signal demodulates the weaker one. 

§ 2. The carrier with unequal sidebands 

Suppression of the sidebands in relation to the carrier occurs in any selective 

system. It has already been observed in Chapter I that in order to limit 

this suppression selective devices are sought which have a flat-topped 

resonance curve. 

Asymmetrical sidebands may occur intentionally or unintentionally. Some¬ 

times one sideband is completely suppressed at the transmitter, in order to 

reduce the bandwidth. The same course is adopted, for example, in the R.F. 

or I.F. section of a television receiver where, other things being equal, the 

gain of the tuned circuits depends on the width of the frequency band to 

be passed; if the bandwidth can be halved the amplification is considerably 

increased. 

Partial suppression of one sideband occurs involuntarily in superheterodyne 

receivers when, owing to frequency drift in the oscillator, the I.F. signal no 

longer corresponds to the resonant frequency of the I.F. amplifier; one 
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sideband may then fall at the peak of the response curve and the other at 

its foot. The same sort of thing happens if a receiver is slightly detuned in 

order to reduce interference from a transmission on an adjacent channel. 

We shall first consider, by way of illustration, the nature of a carrier with 

asymmetrical sidebands, and afterwards examine an approximate method 

of calculating the effects which arise. 

A pure sinusoidal amplitude-modulated wave is represented by the formula: 

V = V{ I + m cos (pt + ^cos oit.(V C 1) 

in which w is the frequency of the carrier and p that of the modulation. (In 

this formula cosines are often used instead of sines, as only plus signs then 

occur in the calculations and there is less risk of mistakes.) 

The equation may be written in the following form: 

r = V cos cot \ m V cos { 4 p) t + 9} + J m F cos | (w—p) t — 9 ]• 

... (V C 2) 

and we now easily recognise the carrier of frequency o and the two side¬ 

bands of frequency co + p and co — p respectively. 

It follows from equation (V C 1) that v is nil when cos cot ~ 0, i.e. the nodes 

of the modulated R.F. oscillation coincide with the nodes of the carrier, so 

that the frequency co can easily ^be traced in the modulated carrier. This 

Fig. 251. Modulated R.F. oscillation, composed of a carrier a and sidebands 6 and c. The resultant wave is indicated 
by the heavy line d. 
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means, in equation (V C 2), that at the nodes of the carrier the amplitudes 

of the sideband components are equal and opposite. The significance of the 

angle 9 is best seen by considering the situation at the instant when t = 0. 
From equation (V C 2) it follows that the carrier then has its maximum 

value F, while the sideband components are equal and opposite and have 

a magnitude of h m V cos 9. 

On the other hand we see from equation (V C 1) that, at the moment when 

t = 0 the modulation term has a value 1 + m cos 9. Furthermore, we note 

that whenever the carrier attains its peak value the amplitudes of the 

sideband components are equal in magnitude and phase. 

Fig. 251 depicts a modulated oscillation, the result of combining a carrier 

and sideband components. Curve a represents the carrier of frequency ca 

and amplitude V; curve 6 is a sideband of frequency to -]- p and amplitude 

I m F, and curve c the other sideband of frequency co — p and the same 

amplitude. 

In our example m — 0.8 and, for clarity, p has been made J co. The dura¬ 

tions of the cycles c, a and b are related: 

Tc 'I'a • Tb — 
1 

co+p 

1 1 

3/4 CO CO 

- 20 : 15 : 12. 

In practice co will of course be very much greater than p; this we shall refer 

to later. The angle 9 is taken as 30° in the present example. The resultant 

d of the carrier a and the sidebands h and c is arrived at by adding the 

corresponding vertical distances of a, b and c from the axis; how an ampli¬ 

tude-modulated sine-wave is composed of the several frequencies is now 

clearly seen in the diagram; the same applies for the various properties 

mentioned above. 

After rectification of the R.F. signal we obtain the A.F. voltage. As has 

already been observed, diode detection is mostly employed, in which 

rectification occurs through the charging of a capacitance to the peak value 

of the resultant, d. These peaks lie along curve Fj and, if they follow one 

another in quick succession, as they usually do (co ^ p), the voltage 

across the capacitance will correspond to this curve. The envelope is 

sinusoidal, as indicated in equation (V C1) by the term {1 + m cos {pt + 9) }. 

It is further to be noted that the mean DC voltage after rectification is 

equal to the amplitude of the carrier o. 

We may now enquire what happens when, in fig. 251, one sideband is 

omitted entirely. The R.F. voltage in such a case is given by: 

1; = Fcos CO t + a F cos^ (co + p) t + 9 }• • • (V C 3) 



Fig. 252. Modulated R.F. oscillation, consisting of a carrier a and only one sideband fc; the resultant wave is indicated 
by the heavy line d. 

The quantity a represents the ratio of the amplitude of one sideband 

to that of the carrier and replaces the quantity i m in equation (V C 2). 

Fig. 252 shows equation (V C 3) in graphic form; a is again the carrier of 

frequency to and amplitude F, while b is the sideband of frequency to + p 

and amplitude a V, 

The other sideband component is thus omitted. In this example a = 0.4 
and, for clarity, p = ^ to. 

The angle 9 is 30°; the resultant d is obtained by adding the vertical 

distances of a and b from the axis. From equation (V C 3) we see that when 

cos cot ™ 0 the amplitude of the R.F. oscillation is usually not zero; in this 

case, therefore, the nodes of d do not coincide with those of the carrier a. 

This is also made plain in fig. 252, where we find that the nodes of d are no 

longer uniformly spaced: frequency-modulation is thus occurring. With 

suppression of one sideband this cannot be avoided. 

After detection the A.F. voltage appears. Assuming once more that to is 

large compared with p, we know that the A.F. output will follow the envelope 

of the voltage peaks. By making use of the calculation given below the 

contours Vi and Fg in fig. 252 were constructed. 

In fig. 253 the distorted envelope is redrawn in such a way that the areas 

enclosed are equal on each side of the axis. In addition a pure sine wave/ 

is shown, the amplitude of which, for sake of comparison, has been made 

about the same as that of Fj. 

We now see that Fj does not reach the same amplitude on the two sides 
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of the axis; the distortion thus consists mainly of second harmonics. 

If one sideband of a normally modulated carrier is suppressed the ampli¬ 

tude of the A.F. voltage is about halved, owing to the absence of the periodic 

sine wave /. 

additive eflfect of the second sideband; this shallower modulation is clearly 

shown in fig. 252. 

Assuming a carrier with one sideband of equal amplitude (a == 1), we 

obtain the result illustrated in fig. 254 and given by: 

pt p 
r = Fcos -f V {oi p) t — 2Vcos — cos (co + -^)t . . (V C 4) 

2 2 

The phase angle 9 is again zero. 

After detection the A.F. voltage is found to have a positive value of cos/)f/2. 

The individual pulses of audio voltage are half-sines of frequency j5/2, and 

the minima fall on the axis. The A.F. voltage is thus much distorted, con¬ 

taining about 15% of second and 3% of third harmonics. Such a result will 

be obtained if one sideband of a normally modulated carrier is suppressed 

and at the same time the carrier is attenuated in relation to the other side¬ 

band. In commercial radio-telephony practice sometimes only one side¬ 

band is transmitted, the carrier being completely suppressed. In such a 

case the carrier is restored at the receiver, in order to prevent excessive 

distortion appearing in the rectified A.F. voltage. 

For the case of a carrier with a single sideband we reach the following con¬ 

clusions : 

1. the resulting R.F. wave is frequency-modulated; ^ 

2. the amplitude of the A.F. signal after detection is about half that derived 

from a carrier with two sidebands; 

3. the rectified voltage is of sine form with some distortion, mainly second 

harmonic. 

A carrier with unequal sidebands can be considered on similar lines to the 
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rig. 254. Modulated R.F. oiscillutiuu, composed of a currier a and one sideband b of the same amplitude; the heavy 
line d shows the resultant. 

foregoing. For the respective amplitude ratios of the sidebands to the carrier 

we may put a and p, thus: 

V — V cos oit (xV cos {{oi p) t 9} + P y cos I(o>—p) t — 9} (V C 5) 

It should be noted that in the following discussion no account is taken of 

possible variation of the angle 9 for the frequencies oi p and w — p, 

which may for various reasons occur during the passage of the carrier and 

its sidebands through the amplifier. In consequence 9 w ill not be consid¬ 

ered further, and for simplicity only the special case of 9 = 0 will be dealt 

with, since it is always possible to find a starting point at which the three 

components are in phase. The question now is what does equation (V C 5) 

indicate regarding the A.F. signal. 

In order to simplify the mathematics we shall suppose that the detector 

is linear, and therefore that the A.F. voltage is always equal to the instan¬ 

taneous peak voltage of the R.F. signal. Since distortion is then at a mini¬ 

mum, this is the condition normally sought. The instantaneous peak volt¬ 

ages may now be calculated as follows. 

The similarity of figs 252 and 254 suggests that equation (V C 3) might be 

rewritten in a form representing a carrier multiplied by a periodically 

varying factor, namely a modulation term. 

We have already seen in fig. 254 that this modulation term is no longer of 

pure sine form. 

EUctronenbuis a€ 
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Equation (V C 5) can now be written: 

V — V [ cos (ot I 1 -f (a -|~ p) COS pi } + sin cot | (p—a) sin pi} ]. (V C 6) 

In this equation v consists of two components, with a frequency to and a 

phase diflference of 90°; vectorial addition of the components gives us the 

total voltage. The amplitude then follows from: 

t’mox = V 1 + (« + P) cospt + { (p—a) sinpt ... (V C 7) 

This equation may be rearranged to: 

^^max = V 1 + (a—p)^ + 2 (a-J p) cos pt j- 4 a p COS^ pt . . (V C 8) 

In these two formulae, (V C 7) and (V C 8), we thus have the rectified vol¬ 

tage expressed as a function of time. By substituting a ~ p J am, we 

can at once derive from (V C 7) the normal A.F. voltage obtained with equal 

sidebands; the equation then becomes: 

^max == V{\ + am cos pt). 

The derived A.F. voltage can be determined from equation (V C 8) in the 

form of a Fourier series with the frequencies p, 2p, 3p, etc., but this method 

leads to a solution containing elliptical integrals. We shall accordingly adopt 

the simpler method, which nevertheless is accurate enough, of developing 

the expression (V C 8) into a power series of cos pt. If from this series we 

separate the components which produce the frequencies p, 2p, 3p, etc., we 

finally obtain the required distortion percentage. We shall compute the 

distortion up to and including the fourth harmonic, i.e. the series is devel¬ 

oped only as far as the term cos 4pf. 

We shall first show how the harmonics cos pt^ cos 2 pt,, etc. can very easily 

be picked out of a power series of cos pt. 

The development of the power series for (V C 8) can be represented by: 

Vmax = V{/o+/i cos pt + cos^pt + /3 cos^pt + cos^pt+...} (V C 9) 

and the harmonics cos pt,, cos 2 pf, etc. are then to be derived. If we consider 

(V C 9) in the following form: 

Vmax = V{go + gi COS pt + g2 COS 2 pt f ga cos 3 pt + gt cos 4 pt +-} 

(V C 10) 

the problem is then to express go? gi? in terms of/o, /i, etc. 
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We know the following relations: 

cos pt = cos pt 

1 1 
cos- pt ~ ~ — cos 2pt 

Zi 

3 1 
cos’^ pt ~ ~ cos pt -]— cos 3pt 

4 4 

5 1 1 
cos^ pt ~ ~ — cos 2 pt ~\— cos 4 pt 

8 2 8 

. . . (V C 11) 

Substituting the values of equations (V C 11) in equation (V C 9) gives the 

series of (V C 8) the form of (V C 10). Admittedly some error then occurs, 

because, for example, a term such as cos^ pt also includes terms with 

cos 4 pt and cos 2 pt^ but the last-named are small compared with the 

same terms in the lower powers. For {V C 10) we can therefore write: 

^'max = I (/o+ + g/4 •••] + (/!+ cos pt + 

“I" ( 2 -/i + 9 -Z* + • ■ - ^ cos 2 pt + ( - /s + .. .'j cos i pt + 

+ ( g/4 + • • • j P* + • • • I.(V C 12) 

From this it follows that: 

1 5 
50 “ io “I" 2 ^2 + g yi 

gi = fi + 

51 — 2-^^' 2 (V C 13) 
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We shall first deal with the case of a completely suppressed sideband. In 

equation (V C 8) we then have p = 0, or, what amounts to the same thing, 

a = 0. Consequently: 

Vmax ~ F / 1 + -(- 2a COS pt = 

= Fr(rT“a^(i+^-^cospt)' ... (V c 14) 

We now make use of the following well-known series development (applic¬ 

able where x < 1): 

(l + x)n = l 
«(«—!) , , n(« — 1) (n —2) 

1.2 1.2.3. 

in which 

2a 

1 + a2 
COS pt 

is substituted. It is true that the condition jc < 1 is not satisfied if a = 1 

and cos pt = 1, but in practice the difficulty may be avoided by ignoring 

the case of a = 1. A close approach thereto does not invalidate the calcu¬ 

lation. 

For 71 — J the progression becomes: 

= l + hx-lx^+^ 
8 16 128 

The series is not continued beyond cos 4 pt^ as the higher harmonics are 

of no concern to us. If we apply this series development for (V C 14) we get: 

W=r( (! + «*)V. 

+ i 

(1 + 

5 a* 

cos pt-I 

- COS^ Dt- 
(1 + 8 (1 + «*)’/. 

(1 + a*) 

cos* pt . •} . • • • 

cos^pt + 

(V C 15) 
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From equations (V C 15) and (V C 13) it now follows, if a is fairly small in 

relation to unity, that: 

1 5 5 ^ 
a - f --— a"*; 

® 64 (1 aZj’/a 64 

1 1 a» 1 , 
gs = 7/3 = ^ 7,“ ^ ft “ ’ 

4 ^ (1 + ^ 

1 1 _ 1 OC^ 5 ^ 

g2 - 2/2 I- 2-^4 - 4 _L 16 (1 -f. g2)’/s 

gl =/l I- 7/3 = 
4 (1 + g2) V2 8 (1 g2) V2 

a; 

{l-|-a2)V4 

(V C 16) 

For the distortion we find: 

Second harmonic: 

Third harmonic: 

Fourth harmonic: 

If a “ 0.15 wc thus get: 

d. 
|g4| _ 5 
Ig^l " 64 

. . . (V C 17) 

do ^ 3.75%; dg = 0.3%; = extremely small 

and for a = 0.4: 

d^ — 10%; d^ — 2%; d4 — 0.5%. 

In the case of a = 1, i.e. when the amplitudes of the carrier and of the side¬ 

bands are equalised by artificial means, it is not permissible to employ this 

approximate method of computing the distortion. The values of d^^ d^ and 

^4 must then be calculated from the full equations for gg and ^4, and 

we get: 

^ _ 1 0/ • <7 — • fJ 1 0/ 
Oo — 10/0,03 — O /o 9 O4 — I/O- 
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In fig. 255 the distortion due to second and third harmonics is shown as a 

function of a. 

We can of course also calculate the distortion present when the two side¬ 

bands are asymmetrical, but as the process is rather tedious it will suffice 

here to give the results: 

Second harmonic: 

Third harmonic: 

Fourth harmonic: 

' 2 (a + P) ’ 

1 
*^3 = (“ — P)“; 

^ _ 1 (a_p)2(5a2 + 6aP -I 5p2) 

(V C 18) 

From these we then get: 

For a = 0.15 and fi ~ 0.05: d.y — 1.25^0? 

da =-0.1%; 

^4 — extremely small. 

For a ~ 0.4 and p — 0.1: (i.> = 4.5 %; 

^3-1.1%; 

^4-0.3%. 

Fig. 255. Distortion due to second and third harmonica aa a function of the factoi a, 
the ratio of the sideband amplitude to that of the carrier. 
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These results lead to the following conclusions: 

1. the distortion consists mainly of second harmonic; 

2. when the second sideband is not completely suppressed the distortion 

diminishes rapidly. 

In fig. 252 we had the wave-form resulting from the combination of a carrier 

with a single sideband (a = 0.4 and 9 — 30°). The envelopes Fj and Fg in 

this figure, which were drawn by using the calculations given, clearly indicate, 

as has already been remarked, that the A.F. voltage derived from such a 

modulated carrier is only about half that obtained from a carrier with two 

sidebands. 

The occurrence of frequency-modulation (as evidenced in fig. 252 by the 

unequal spacing of the nodes of the modulated wave) has already been 

mentioned, but it also becomes apparent from calculation. 

From equation (V C 6), in which the R.F. voltage was analysed into a sine 

component and a cosine component, it follows that for the phase angle of 

the resultant RF wave-form: 

tan 9 — 

I 

(fi — a) sinpt 

1 f- (P a) cos pt I 
(V C 19) 

We see then that the phase of the R.F. wave depends on the modulation, 

and strictly we ought to speak of phase-modulation. This variation of phase 

is naturally accompanied by shifting of the nodes. 

Finally, it can be shown mathematically that, with asymmetrical sidebands 

as in other cases, combination tones appear in addition to the harmonics 

if the modulation is made up of various frequencies p, g, etc. 

§ 3. Demodulation effect 

If two signals F^ and are fed to a detector simultaneously, their sum 

can be represented by equation (V C 5), in which F = F^, olV = V2 and 

fi = 0. The frequencies of the two signals are then to and to p respec¬ 

tively. The results already derived above may thus be used in relation to 

the detection of these simultaneous signals. 

We shall now use F2 = a F to denote a comparatively weak interfering 

transmission, and Fj the wanted and much stronger signal. Both carriers 

are for the moment unmodulated, but Fg would nevertheless show itself 

by causing a heterodyne of frequency p; unless that frequency were outside 

the audible spectrum, as it could very well be, in which case Fg would cause 

no disturbance. It is clear, however, that as soon as the unwanted carrier 

is modulated, after rectification the modulation will become audible and 

cause a disturbance. How strong an A.F. signal can the modulation of Fg 
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be expected to produce? When only the interfering transmission Fg is 

present, and its depth of modulation is m, the A.F. signal will be equal to 

mV2 if detection is linear. But when the wanted transmission is also 

being received it is found that the interfering signal is considerably reduced; 

this fortunate phenomenon thus confers a degree of selection on a receiver 

in addition to the selectivity provided by its tuned circuits. With square- 

law detection the effect does not occur. 

In § 2 it was shown that a sum of voltages, as in equation (V C 5), can also 

be written as a voltage of one frequency but with varying phase and 

modulated as in (V C 8). In the case now being considered we should get: 

Vniax ~ 1 + -f- 2 a COS pt.(VC 20) 

or, rearranged as in equation (V C 10): 

Vmax = Fi (go + gi COS pt + COS 2 pt. .) (V C 21) 

The values of go, gi, g2, etc. can be ascertained for a known value of a and 

= 0 from the data in C § 2 [equation (V C 16)]. 

In equation (V C 21) we thus have a wanted and an interfering signal com¬ 

bined as a wave-form the envelope of which varies according to the progres¬ 

sion within brackets. 

With linear detection the A.F. voltage across the diode load is equal to 

J^max9 2i*id equation (V C 21) tells us that this voltage includes components 

of frequency p, 2p, 3p, etc. As, however, it was postulated that p was 

inaudible, these frequencies do not further interest us. There remains the 

rectified voltage VigQ. As long as is unmodulated, i.e. constant, this 

steady voltage is harmless, but as soon as Fg is modulated a varies and 

consequently go too, Vigo then becomes a varying quantity, which passes 

into the audio amplifier as interference. 

For the effect of variation of Fg on Fjg© we can write with some approxi¬ 

mation : 

^V„u,x=V,^AV,.(VC 22) 

Although it might be expected that when Fg changes by A Fg an A.F. vol¬ 

tage equal to the latter quantity would appear, in fact A Vjnax occurs, 

and this will apparently be a smaller amount. The demodulation factor 

may therefore be defined as the ratio: 

A Vmax ^go 
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In order to calculate this demodulation factor we must first ascertain the 

value of go from equation (V C 16): 

(1 + a’*)'/* 

Therefore: 

and, since a = 

' dV^ * da dV^ 

Yi 
v: 

D 
dgo 
doL 

(V C 16) 

.(V C 24) 

(V C 25) 

By differentiating the value of go given above we find: 

I> = - ..(V C 26) 
2 1^ 1 + a2 4 /(I a2)3 

The relation between the demodulation factor D and the ratio of the two 

carrier waves, a, is shown in fig. 256. With small values of a, i.e. when the 

interfering signal is weak, the factor is roughly equal to half the ratio of 

the carriers. This is evident also in equation (V C 26): when a is small, the 

second term diminishes compared 

with the first, and the root may be 

taken as equal to 1. 

It is wrong to jump to the conclusion 

that when a is large the demodulation 

factor is 3/4, for the approximation 

used for go is then no longer valid. 

It is more likely that with large values 

of a (interference much stronger than 

the required signal) demodulation of 

the interference no longer occurs, 

namely D — 1. Precise calculation 

proves this to be the case; at a = 0.8 

the curve in fig. 256 begins to diverge appreciably from reality. 

Fig. 256 shows that, if the interfering transmission is already reduced by 

the selectivity of the tuned circuits to 1/10 of the strength of the wanted 

signal, the demodulation effect will result in a further 20 : 1 reduction of 

Fig. 256. Demodulation factor D as a functio^ of 
the factor a, representing the ratio of the carr%rs 
of the wonted and of the interfering transmitters. 
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the interference. The apparent selectivity is thus materially enhanced. That 

this demodulation does not occur with square-law detection is immediately 

evident. In such conditions the rectified voltage is: 

1/ _ LT/ 2 
r — it V max • 

Substituting for Vjnax from equation (V C 20) we then get: 

V — k Fj- (1 + + 2 a cos pi)^ 

or; 

F - fc -f F^^ + 2 Fi F2 cos pt) ... . (VC 27) 

Neglecting the beat-frequency 2 k V1V2 cos pt., there remains 

V = kV,^ + k ¥2^ 

whereas, if the wanted signal F^ had not been present we should have had: 

V = k ¥2^. 

Thus in these two cases the variations of ¥2 due to modulation have pre¬ 

cisely the same influence on F; there is no demodulation effect. 

Between the two types of detection there is an intermediate condition, 

moderately strong signals giving rise to a limited degree of demodulation, 

less than that found where the signal strength is sufficient to ensure linear 

rectification. 
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INTRODUCTION TO BOOKS V AND VI 

A summary is given of the subject matter to be dealt with in Books V and 

VI following upon that dealt with in this book. 

The A.F. oscillations obtained after detection are transmitted to the output 

stage via the various coupling elements, which do not as a rule allow all 

frequencies to pass through in the same degree. This results in linear distor¬ 

tion of the A.F. signal, as manifested in the reproduction curve of the receiver. 

This and the various coupling possibilities with their properties are dealt 

with in Chapter VI. The third duty of the receiver is to raise the energy 

level. This takes place in the output stage, in the power amplifying valve 

with the loudspeaker connected to it. Since, however, the actual acoustic 

energy is difficult to measuie, it is usually the output of the final-stage valve 

that is taken as criterion. 

The final stage of the receiver consumes most energy and therefore in many 

cases measures are taken to keep this consumption as low as possible, for 

instance by employing special circuits like the class A/B and class B push- 

pull circuits. All problems relating to this are dealt with in chapter VII. 

Distortion also takes place in the output stage, especially through the cur¬ 

vature of the characteristic. Both the linear and this non-linear distortion 

of the A.F. signal can in many cases be reduced by applying negative feed¬ 

back. Part of the output voltage or current is fed back in counterphase to 

the input circuit of the A.F. stage. The larger the part ofthe voltage fed back, 

the more the total amplification is reduced, but the less is this amplification 

influenced by the coupling elements and the curvature of the valve charac¬ 

teristic. This back-coupling is dealt with at length in chapter VIII. 

The power required for the receiver can be derived from a battery or from 

the lighting mains, in the latter case either AC orDC. When batteries are 

used there are not many problems encountered. In the case of mains recei¬ 

vers, and particularly those that have to be made suitable both for AC and 

for DC supply (possibly also for battery supply) several interesting problems 

arise, which are dealt with in chapter IX, the last chapter in book V. 

In a modern receiver one finds several refinements in the circuiting; con¬ 

trols originally manipulated by hand are now auttmiatic. It is now neces- 
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sary, for instance, for the sensitivity and thus the amplification of the 

receiver to be adapted to the voltage induced by the transmitter in the 

aerial; this voltage may be between 1 [xV and 1 V. For this purpose ampli¬ 

fying valves are employed which have a decidedly curved characteristic, 

the slope of which can be regulated with the negative grid bias. Although 

this introduces distortion (see chapter IV), it makes a simple automatic 

control of amplification possible. The grid bias is then obtained by rectifi¬ 

cation of the amplified carrier-wave voltage. This principle is known under the 

name of automatic volume control, or automatic fading compensation. Owing 

to the automatic volume control the amplification round about the tuning 

point is more or less smoothed, so that it is more difficult for the listener 

to find the right tuning. This is the reason why a system of visible tuning 

indication is now so often applied together with automatic volume control. 

In addition to this automatic volume control the receiver has a hand- 

manipulated volume control for adjusting differences in the depth of modu¬ 

lation or, where the modulation is constant, the desired level of volume. 

Another automatic control applied in the top class of superheterodyne 

receivers is automatic frequency adjustment. This corrects small deviations 

in the oscillator frequency as may arise through various causes. However, 

the wiring is rather complicated and the effect of these small deviations 

is not by any means so troublesome as fading, and therefore this automatic 

adjustment is not so commonly applied. Instead, it is preferred to avoid 

variations in the oscillator frequency. This adjustment is, however, de¬ 

scribed in detail because of the interesting problems connected with it 

which may be of importance for other cases. 

There is a third adjustment aiming at the automatic correction of an inevi¬ 

table fault in the transmitter: cdmpression of the contrasts in music and 

speech. The contrasts of the A.F. signal conducted to the output stage are 

smaller than those of the original music, and although this is not so imme¬ 

diately noticeable a correction naturally improves the quality of reproduc¬ 

tion, This correction is called contrast expansion and it can only be done 

automatically. 

There are some cases where just the reverse, thus contrast compression, is 

applied in receivers and amplifiers, when it is desired to get the highest 

possible output without having to provide for an extra reserve in the final 

stage for the often extremely short voltage pulses. The strong contrasts 

then have to be suppressed in order to avoid overmodulation and the 

accompanying strong distortion; naturally this amounts, in effect, to a 

certain amount of distortion, but this is less troublesome than overmodula¬ 

tion of the output stage. 
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The aforementioned three adjustments come under the heading of “Adjust¬ 

ment technique” and as such are dealt with in the first chapter of Book VI 

(chapter X). 

The fundamental fact in all these adjustments is that a voltage or current 

is fed back to another part of the circuit, thus purposely bringing about a 

coupling between these parts of the circuit. As is known, it depends upon 

the phase of the fed-back voltage or current whether the circuit tends to 

oscillate, that is to say whether the adjustment of the respective circuit is 

stable or unstable. The manner in which this can be controlled and pre¬ 

viously calculated is dealt with in chapter XI. 

In various places in the receiver, however, back-couplings and reactances 

occur which are of a parasitic nature. The main cause of this lies in the 

anode-grid capacitance of the electronic valve. In chapter XII the effects 

of these reactances are described and it is shown how they can be dealt with. 

Finally, various secondary phenomena occur in receivers which may prove 

to be more or less troublesome. They give rise to irregular current fluctua¬ 

tions in the resistors, and in the electronic valves voltages which make 

rustling noises in the loudspeaker. Other causes of interference are for 

instance hum, microphonic efiect and residual signal, interferences which 

must and can be taken into account in the designing of receivers. All these 

more or less disturbing secondary phenomena are dealt with in chapter XIII. 

At the end of Book VI (chapter XIV) detailed calculations are given for 

several designs of receivers and amplifiers in which the principles dealt with 

in the preceding chapters are applied. 
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measurement on detector stage, 392/395 

measurement of effective slope of oscillator 

valve, 158 

measurement of induction voltage, 

measurement of modulation distortion, 337 

measurement of modulation hum, 338 

measurement of 
^ ^gmed 

^ med 

I ^ \ , 210/242 

' ^ ' ^g 

gs 
and 

mixing, additive , 135, 142/143 

mixing circuits, 135/147 

mixing, multiplicativ e, 135, 144 

mixing, principle of 126/129 

mixing v^alves, distortion in -, 329/335 

modulation depth, increase of 308, 

313/317, 332, 337 

modulation distortion, 308, 313/317, 332, 

337 

modulation hum, 308/313, 323, 331, 338 

multiplicative mixing, 135, 144 

Oetode, 145/147 

oscillation, condition for -, 149 

oscillation, condition for of Colpitts cir¬ 

cuit, 174/179 

oscillation, condition for - of Hartley cir- 

* cuit, 186 

oscillation, condition for - of tuned anode 

oscillator circuit, 163/164 
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oscillation, condition for - of tuned grid 

oscillator circuit, 165/166 

oscillator circuit, calculation of -, 296/298 

oscillator circuit, detuning of 316/323 

oscillator circuits, properties of ~, 148/198 

oscillator circuit, tuned anode 163/165, 

199, 210/226 

oscillator circuit, tuned grid -, 165/167, 203 

oscillator grid current, 190 

Padding capacitor, 292, 296, 306, 167/178, 

205 

padding deviation, 293/296 

peak detection, 349 

pentagrid, 143, 145/146 

pentode mixing valve, 140/141 

phase shift, detuning through -, 317/323 

power grid-detector, 353 

pre-selection, 58, 320, 342 

Quality factor, 4, 6 

Radiation voltage, 141/142 

rectification, see detection 

resonance curve of band-pass filter, 34, 36, 

48, 88/89, 91 

resonance curve of single tuned circuit, 

12/18 

resonant frequency, 3 

R.F. amplification, 58/86 

Rw/Rg ratio, 377/380 

Screen-grid voltage, sliding 326/328 

second-channel interference, 342 

selectivity, 12/14 

selectivity control, 93/124 

self-oscillating hexode, 145 

self-oscillating pentagrid, 146 

sideband suppression, 396, 399 

slope-characteristic, logarithmic 322/326, 

335 

slope, effective - of oscillator valve, 149/157 

slope, measurement of effective -, 158 

squegging oscillation, 162, 227/250 

staggered tuned circuits, 38 

stray capacitances, in frequency-converter, 

252/254 

superheterodyne. 87, 126 

Tchebycheff’s approximate method, 294 

temperature voltage, 357 

top coupling, capacitive 61, 71, 73/76 

top coupling, inductive 62 

tracking curve, 291/296, 308 

triode-heptode mixer, 142, 144 

tuned anode oscillator circuit, 163/165 

tuned circuit, 3/12 

tuned grid oscillator circuit, 165/167 

Virtual cathode, 143, 145 

voltage coupling, capacitive -, 32 

Whistles, superheterodyne -, 340/346 
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